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... Sunday 27 September 1896, they [the French] have made all slaves {andevo) free people.
They are no longer andevo. What a sorrow for the people at this news, and what a joy for
the anderol
Rakotovao (1829-1906) in Journald'im Malgaclx duXIXe siècle.
Cohen-Bessy ed (1991: 499), translation of SE.

Andevo will always be andevo. This is also why diey should keep their distance from us. They
are different from us. They do not have family everywhere like us. They have no ancestors
like us. They do not follow the Malagasy customs like us. They are just not like us.
Rafidy Andriana (1918 - ), village leader of Marovato
Quote of October 1996, translation of SE.
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Notes on the Malagasy Language
The following points should be noted concerning Malagasy phonetics and spelling:
The letters c, q, u, w, and x do not exist in Malagasy.
ao: is pronounced as o
- ')• like ^ o r ^
s: is pronounced as sh
o: as OH
y: often at the end of words, is hardly pronounced
The digraphs TR and DR are difficult to pronounce and can best be illustrated by
example:
andriana ("the nobles") is pronounced as andreen
misaotra ("dianks") is pronounced as misotch
In Malagasy no distinction exists between the singular and plural noun forms. Thus, the
same word olona means both "person" and "people".
The term Ra commonly precedes names to indicate respect. For example, Koto becomes
Rakoto.
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Chapter one

Introduction: Theoretical and Methodological Considerations
Prologue
Over a ten-year period (1989-1999), I carried on research, lived and participated in the dayto-day life of the Betsileo people dwelling in the extreme Southern Highlands of
Madagascar. My work took me throughout Fianarantsoa province, but it principally
focussed on die village of Marovato. 1 I chose Marovato because it offered me the
opportunity to observe a hierarchical society that had only recently been created. The
founder and many first generation villagers arc still alive, presenting an invaluable firsdiand
source of information. Furthermore, the village underwent fundamental societal changes
during my sojourn, giving me the chance to see how village leaders implemented their ideas
into practice.
Since Marovato's inception during the 1930s, the elite group of the village has skilfully
harnessed its own history and customs to maintain boundaries of exclusion and lend
legitimacy to its authority. The village leaders regularly referred to socio-economic relations
and fombagasy, the "Malagasy customs", as a stable and timeless system. Reality was far less
rigid and absolute. Socio-economic relations were constandy evolving and subject to
ongoing negotiations. Fombagasy was often tailored to suit the needs of the moment. They,
however, used a terminology which relied on the immanent nature of the system to justify
and perpetuate it. It should be emphasised from the outset that Marovato is a frontier
community. As such, the villagers were left to their own devices to construct their
definition of the fomba gasy. This process was anchored in the memory of their past, their
tantara.
Tantara, the Malagasy term that most closely resembles the English word "history", also
signifies a tale, legend or fabulous narration (cf. Richardson 1967: 622). History, in this
sense, is not a static, chronological record of past events. It is tantaraina, a tale "to be
related". This certainly holds true for the Betsileo of the extreme Southern Highlands, for
whom the very legitimacy of tantara depends upon the extent to which it is believed and
subsequendy transmitted by others. Conversely, not having a tale to tell is fatal. Very
tantara, which refers to something no longer remembered, can be literally translated as 'lost
history".
As it turned out, I encountered a group of people in Marovato who claimed to have
forgotten their history. These people were called andero ("slave" or "slave descent") by the
^ ^ g g 1011 ? of the village, who had succeeded in implanting their own myth of themselves
as tompon-tanj, or "masters of the land". They spoke of the andero as "people without
history". When I inquired as to how such a phenomenon could be possible, I was informed
that the andero had lost their history by losing their tanin-dra~ana ("ancestral land") and their
fasana ("tomb"). 2 Without a tomb, it appeared, no tale remained to be told by the andero.

1

To protect the privacy of the villagers, place names and names of individuals are pseudonyms. I selected
Marovato as typifying six other villages I had examined in die extreme Southern Highlands between
Ambalavao and Ankaramena (see maps).
2

Most slaves lost their tombs upon enslavement. Slaves were prohibited from having permanent tombs
throughout the period of slavery. They were forced to bury their dead in perishable tombs (Bloch 1971: 136,
cf. chapter nine).

1

The tompon-tany, however, provided their own perceptions of the andevo past, even going so
far as to reconstruct their history.
Based on the foregoing I developed my initial area of inquiry, i.e. the issue of how the
toinpon-tanj were able to create an ancestral community in which the position of all village
inhabitants is determined by the presence or absence of a family tomb. A second aspect
also called for further investigation. Those labelled andevo by the toinpon-tanj not only
accepted the underpinnings of the system, but also assumed an active role in its
perpetuation.
1.1

Theoretical considerations

Existing ethnographies concerning Merina and Betsileo living in the Highlands focus on
people with tombs. To date, n o in-depth studies have been undertaken with respect to
people who are currendy without tombs. This thesis attempts to tell their story. The
research methodology is grounded in an inductive analyses. In the absence of prior
research and theoretical parameters, the logical point of departure appeared to be the
Betsileo themselves. O n this basis, I began a ten-year process of following and recording
the lives of the tombless people. The manner in which this was conducted is detailed in the
methodology section My field journal entries were the first step in preparing grids on
social organisation and economic activities of the tombless, their burial practices, and their
views on kinship, tombs and ancestors. The investigation of these recurrent themes was
based on my conviction diat the most fruitful line of inquiry into the Betsileo, whose very
history starts and ends with the tomb, might lie with those who do not possess one.
Eventually, my observations of the tombless Betsileo raised issues and questions which
called for a comparative analysis with those who possessed tombs. Based on my
ethnographic conclusions, a theoretical model lias been developed which appears later in
this thesis. Researchers in Madagascar studies, particularly those studying the Highlands,
may find this model of use in examining a range of topics which are central to the Betsileo:
ideals of socio-economic organisation, marriage practices, ontological perceptions, the
world of the ancestors, burial customs, poisoning, sorcery and witchcraft. In addition, it is
hoped that my research will contribute to debates on poverty, survival strategies, inequality,
insider/outsider configurations, frontier societies, and slavery.
1.2

Issues of Slavery

Any discussion of slavery is problematic by definition and subject to constraints which
limit firm conclusions and condition the approach which I have adopted.
Firstly, there are the myriad aspects and misunderstandings associated with the semantic
field of the words slave and slaven' (cf. Miers and Kopytoff 1977: 3-81).3 N o attempt will
be made to resolve this complex issue. The reasons underlying this are simple, yet, I
believe, compelling. It is both beyond the scope of the thesis, and my personal expertise.
Furthermore, historical research in the field concerning Madagascar is still in its eady

3

The Malagasy terms janandevo^ana and andevo are usually translated by researchers and authorities respectively
as slavery and slave (e.g. Carol 1898, Dahl 1968, Deschamps 1936, Flacourt 1661, Grandidier 1908, Molet
1972: 46, Rakoto 1997, Rakotovao/Cohen-Bessy: 499).

2

stages. The literature on what has been called slavery in Madagascar is scarce4 and often
presented from a subjective viewpoint (missionaries, French colonists, etc.). There is also a
methodological problem common to existing research which often adopts top-down
approaches, conditioned by macro-analyses and a need to fit events into systems. These
studies, outside of their heuristic and evidentiary gaps, are problematic, as they trv to
encapsulate a diverse range of situations under one general and ill-defined rubric: "slavery"
in Madagascar.
The forms and degrees of inequalities imposed by conquest, law or custom cover a wide
scope. What has been labelled slavery emerged in particular regions of the country and was
usually the creation of the dominant power of a given era (local kingdoms, the Merina
hegemony). The forms of slavery varied from household slaver)' to slaves who directly
worked for the king (cf. Callet 1908: 323-234, Dubois 1938: 584-585). The latter groups of
slaves had a certain amount of prestige (cf. Bloch 1980: 107). Next to these forms of
slavery, corvee labour performed by free Malagasy, particulady in the nineteenth century
Merina kingdom, was another category of unpaid labour that was crucial to economic life.
It is said to have been even harsher than slave labour (Brown 1995: 218-129, Ellis 1985: 2526). Some corvee labourers even went so far as giving themselves up for slavery (Knight
1896: 146). However, corvee labour, despite its extreme form of exploitation in
Madagascar, was never characterised as slavery.
Finally, the present study is not about slaver}' as such, but, at the risk of repeating myself,
an inductive study, starting with the Betsileo people of the Marovato region. In a sense, my
research in the field coincided with the occurrence of a historical event, i.e. that of the
creation of inequalities in present time, using the guise of a stable and timeless system to
justify the imposition of these inequalities. Keeping the foregoing in mind, certain historical
facts and events, provided they satisfy the double criterion of being relatively certain and
relevant to the Marovato experience, are worthy of inclusion as historical context to the
current socio-economic relations.
For the purpose of this historical overview, and in view of the above, I will use a general
definition of slavery, proposed by James Watson (1980: 8):
'Slaves' are acquired by purchase or capture, their labour is extracted through
coercion and, as long as they remain slaves, they are never accepted into the kinship
group of the master. 'Slavery' is thus the institutionalisation of these relationships
between slave and owner.
Defining slaves as property and outsiders to society has given rise to its own sets of
problems, particularly when applied to African slavery. Miers and Kopytoff (1977: 7-11)
point out that the term property is suigeneris in the African context. Miers and Kopytoff
refer to the concept of "rights-in-person", i.e. the rights that one person or group exercises
over another. This means that kinship groups to a certain extent "own" their members,
4

The most important works on slavery are: Andre 1899, Bloch 1980: 100-134, Cousins 1896, Piolet 1896:
447-480, Sewell 1876.
5

Ellis (1985: 26) stresses that slaves sometimes were better off than the corvee labourers within the Merina
kingdom in the later nineteenth century: "The people who suffered least from die heavy burden of unpaid
labour, oddly enough, were probably household slaves. They were traditionally exempt from state labour, the
origin of which lay in the obligation of a freeman to his lord ... Many slaves farmed or traded on their own
accounts and even prospered." Chapter nine will further elaborate on the socio-cultural position of slaves as
compared to the free population of the Highlands.
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who constitute the wealth of the group. In this sense, even the "free" might be said not to
be totally free themselves {ibid.: 11). Miers and Kopytoff therefore argue that, in order to be
able to understand slaven - , one has to examine the actual position of slaves, whom they
refer to as acquired outsiders, in relation to other members of the society where they dwell
{ibid,: 12).
Miers and Kopytoff also postulate that slaves are not excluded from the host society {ibid.:
15). Slavery, they assert, depends upon the relative inclusion of the slave, which they call
the "institutionalization of marginality", a term first suggested by James Vaughan (1977: 85102). According to this analysis, the slave is initially a non-person, but through the " slavery to-kinship continuum", he/she moves from total marginality towards greater incorporation
into the host society (Miers and Kopytoff op. cit:. 19-24). This goal is achieved principally
through adoption and marriage. Thus, in their view, the problem of slavery is not the
dehumanising of a person into property, but its precise opposite, the "rehumanising" of the
non-person within a new social setting {ibid.: 22). The system of slavery described by Miers
and Kopytoff is often referred to as open, and is more common in African communities,
unlike the closed systems prevalent in Asian societies, where the dominant kinship groups
are rather exclusive e.g. India, Nepal and China (Watson 1980).6
Slaven' in the Highlands of Madagascar, to the North of the Marovato region, if
categorised according to the aforementioned analysis, can be viewed as a closed system of
slavery. "Closure" is principally effected through group endogamy.
Early kingdoms in the Highlands
The Highlands topographically are comprised of hills and mountains alternating with
extensive lowland areas. The Merina, who dwell in the North and the Betsileo in the South
are socially organised around their rice paddies in the valleys. This attachment is
materialised in their tombs. The land is co-owned by members of the kin group and is kept
within the kin group through in-marriage. In the past, kin groups had high levels of
independence, as they governed themselves through assemblies led by elders. These
committees organised communal work related to their systems of irrigated rice cultivation
and setded disputes within the kin groups (Bloch 1989: 50-51, 1971).
Until the nineteenth century, the I lighlands were divided into numerous small kingdoms.
The military rulers lived in fortified villages on hill-tops (cf. Mille 1970). They principally
originated from the agricultural villages, which they left to resetde on hilltops dominating a
series of valleys. The radius of diese kingdoms generally did not extend further than fifteen
6

Nieboer (1910) developed the thesis that slaven' principally occurred in regions with "open resources", i.e.
where land was available for exploitation. This was opposed to "closed resources" where this was not the
case. Baks, Breman and Nooij (1966) tested this thesis further, but found that the cross-cultural evidence
showed no significant correlation between the occurrence of slavery in societies with "open" resources.
Watson (1980: 9-13) postulates that, in Asia, slavery also was practised in areas with "closed resources". The
form of slavery, however, was more exclusive than in many African societies where land was abundantly
available: "It is possible to read the history of entire civilisations in Asia as a struggle for land and, hence,
control over land meant automatic control over people. Rather than being "absorptive", therefore, the
institutions, kin groups, and communities of Asian societies were more exclusive — the problem was to keep
people out" (Watson ibid.: 12) The Malagasy situation of Imerina represents an interesting intermediate model
where land for exploitation was available but, at die same time, kin groups married endogamous to "keep
people out".
7

Slavery has taken on diverse forms in Madagascar. The Sakalava, a people living in the Western regions, for
example, are said to have employed an open system of slavery (cf. Feeley-Harnik 1991).
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kilometres from the hilltops. Villagers were controlled and exploited by their rulers, who
nevertheless left them free to determine their own political organisation in the village
communities. The rulers lived from informal gifts of meat, rice and other products
presented by the villagers, who considered themselves under their authority (Bloch 1989:
52-53).
Prior to the nineteenth century, local politics was the principal creator of slavery.
Individuals, and occasionally entire descent groups, could be reduced to slaver)' if they fell
into disgrace, were captured in local wars between kings or were bought to relieve debt
within the kin group (Dubois 1938: 584-585, Ellis 1985: 8, Grandidier 1920: 205). For our
purpose, two conclusions are material. Firstly, slavery was local in nature, which meant it
developed its own distinctive features within each of the kingdoms. Secondly, due to the
scale of the economies, the actual numbers of slaves remained limited (cf. Bloch 1980:
106). The slave population, however, dramatically increased with the onset of the
nineteenth century Merina expansion.
The expanding Merina kingdom
Until the nineteenth century, the ruling families rarely engaged in agriculture. This changed
when Andrianampoinimerina came to power (1787-1810). He ordered the undertaking of
large-scale drainage works on the edge of the Betsimitatra marsh in the Central Highlands
(described by Delivré 1967, Dez 1970, Isnard 1953, Raison 1971). The wide-reaching
labour-intensive, hydraulic rice culture formed a solid foundation for the creation of an
imperial army and administration. In order to solve labour shortages, Andrianampoinimerina forced free descent villages into corvee labour (fanompoand). These villagers worked
the agricultural land, but also engaged in "unproductive" activities, notably in the
administration and imperial army (Campbell 1988: 463-486). Slaves either served the king
for the most part working in the royal rice paddies, or toiled as household slaves to replace
their masters who had to perform corvee labour. These slaves were principally comprised
of prisoners-of-war captured during the army's campaigns against neighbours (Ellis 1985:
27). The conquered lands were absorbed into what later became the Imcrina kingdom {ibid:.
38-61).
Andrianampoinimerina's system had now come full circle, which in simplified form may be
expressed as follows: the victorious army captured prisoners-of-war. Some prisoners were
forced to labour as slaves on the recendy conquered land, which was converted to rice
production. Others were sold to European traders for arms and ammunition, allowing for
conquest of further territory. With the means of production and labour now united,
irrigation capacity increased, as did rice production. As the exploitation of land under rice
cultivation grew, so did the demand for slaves (Bloch 1989: 56).
Andrianampoinimerina's expansionist policies were continued by his son Radama I (18101828). He proved even more successful than his father, developing the slave trade
networks of Andrianampoinimeriana with the Europeans, particularly the English and
French (cf. Filliot 1974, Larson 1997: 131-145). By selling slaves to European traders,

8

Andrianampoinimerina's army is estimated to have numbered approximately 2,000 men at the beginning of
his expansionist campaigns. Compulsory one-year service in the king's army enabled the Merina to fulfil their
corvee duties. Soldiers were not remunerated for military service, either in money or in kind They were only
fed during expeditions. To sustain campaigns, soldiers had to carry their own rations. These were quickly
depleted and supplemented by looting expeditions in conquered villages (Valette 1979:177-178).
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Radama gained access to more amis, which facilitated the conquest of Radama's army.9
The slave population in Imerina increased accordingly (Campbell 1988: 463).
In 1820, however, Radama concluded a treaty with Farquhar, the British governor of
Mauritius, which had fallen into British hands in 1810. This treaty formally brought the
export of slaves from the Merina kingdom to an end (Brown 1995: 123-126).10 The treaty
opened the door for Radama to modernise his kingdom. In October of the same year, he
allowed the first representative of the London Missionary Society (LMS) to arrive in
Antananarivo. Radama had little regard for the religious role of missionaries. He viewed
them principally as educators. The missionaries founded the first schools and, within a
period of years, introduced the printing press to the kingdom, in addition to modern
techniques of handicraft (Valette 1979: 177-193).
The 1820 treaty also provided Radama with an ongoing supply of European weaponry'.
Furthermore, under its terms, a contingent of British controllers were to monitor breaches
of the new prohibition against exporting slaves. The British also had to ensure that enemies
of Radama were prevented from acquiring arms. With these safeguards in place, Radama
faced litde resistance and was free to conduct his expansionist campaigns unhindered.
Ironically, this ultimately led to an increased number of slaves in Imerina, as internal slavery
had not been abolished by the 1820 treaty (Brown 1995: 158, Raison-Jourde 1997: 117,
Valette 1979: 173-177).
By 1825, the Merina controlled the entire eastern littoral, with the exception of the extreme
North (around Antsiranana), large parts of the Sakalava region and the Highlands. At the
end of Radama's reign, some three-fifths of Madagascar's landmass was under Merina
control. Only areas in the South, Southwest, centre South and extreme North were still
independent (Valette 1979: 184)." Thousands of slaves were transported from the areas of
colonisation to regional slave markets. People who were not enslaved were forced to work
as corvee labourers and farm their lands under the control of Merina supervisors (cf.
Campbell 1988: 474-477, Ellis 1985: 40).
Subsequent Merina kings and queens continued to use the networks created by Radama.
Corvee labour and slavery remained important. Many authors have made estimates of the
numbers of slaves working and living in Madagascar just prior to the abolition of slaver)- by
the French in 1896. In an article on slavery in Madagascar, Razafimanantsoa (1993) sets the
proportion of slaves as being 1 5 % of the total population in 1896. As the population of
Madagascar was then approximately two million, 300,000 inhabitants would have been
enslaved if Razafimanantsoa's estimate is accurate.
9

Radama I tried to organise his army along Western lines and wished to clothe his soldiers in Western
uniforms. The Merina elite considered it an honour to serve in Radama's forces. During campaigns, their rice
paddies were cultivated by their slaves. Radama was soon able to count on 25,000 men-at-arms, although he
had great difficulty in sustaining them. They were not paid, as Radama regarded it as an honour to serve in his
army. He did feed his troops while they served in the field, as his father had done, although much less
effectively. During Radama's expansion, soldiers were as likely to die of starvation as on the battlefield. This
eventually led to anarchy, as one of the survival strategies the soldiers employed was to exchange prisonersof-war for food (Chapus 1839: 41-54, Ellis 1838:255).
10
Farquhar had already entered into an earlier treaty with Radama I to abolish the export of slaves from
Madagascar. The terms of this treaty, however, were not respected bv the British themselves (Valette 1979:
173-175).
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These regions corresponded respectively to those occupied by the Antandroy, Mahafaly, Menabe-Sakalava,
Bara, Tanala and Antankarana in die extreme North (Valette 1979: 184).
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In the Highlands, the proportions would appear to have been considerably higher.
According to Bloch (1980: 110), the pre-colonial economy was totally dependent on
slaven'. Bloch calculates, as does Raison-Jourde (1976: 284), that the proportion of slaves
in the Highlands may have been as high as 50%. Campbell (1988: 463-486) argues that
rather too much weight has been placed on the role of slavery in the Imerina economy. He
points to the high level of corvee labour as an important stimulus for rice cultivation and
consequendy estimates the slave population of the Highlands to be in the order of onethird of the total population (cf. Molet 1972: 45). The foregoing estimates are somewhat
contradictor}' and difficult to verify. They do, however, concur on one point. Slaves were
numerically a significant part of the Highlands population, existing in higher proportions
than elsewhere in the country.
Conclusion
Keeping the previous historical oudine of slaven' in mind, I chose to limit my focus to one
sphere of investigation, which might be phrased in a question. I low might the Betsileo in
the Marovato region ontologically be linked into this experience of slaver}'? The question
arose from the decade of research I conducted in Marovato, as my notes and observations
of village life seemed to revolve around two recurrent themes. First, Marovato history, as
told by the villagers, appeared to be anchored in the history and semantics of slaver}'.
Secondly, the memory of the trilogy of kinship, tombs and ancestors, so important in both
past and present social relations in die Highlands, had been reproduced in the Marovato
region. These issues will be examined in subsequent chapters. In chapter nine, I will return
to the socio-oil rural position of slaves during the period of slaver}' in the Highlands, with
the aim of offering some insight into the current position of the andevo dwelling in the
Marovato region.
1.3

A brief overview of Madagascar 12

Marovato is a frontier village, although one which developed dramatically during the ten
years of my study. As such, it displayed many of the hallmarks of the frontier (cf. chapter
ten): relative isolation, deprivation, and particulady the resourcefulness of a people left to
strike out on their own in one of the most desolate environments of the country. At the
same time, despite its insularity, life in the village is ver}' much conditioned by the realities
governing everyone in Madagascar. The downward political and macro-economic spiral of
Madagascar during die decade which preceded my arrival left the Malagasy, and by
extension, the Marovato villagers, to fend for themselves. For this reason, the thesis
proposes a general overview, one that is deemed essential, as it sets the backdrop for events
I was to observe in the field.
An island of migrants
Madagascar is first and foremost an island, the fourth largest in the wodd. It stretches
approximately 1,500 kilometres from North to South, and comprises a land area of 587,040
square kilometres, the equivalent of Holland, Belgium and France together. Broadly
speaking, die East coast is characterised by rain forests, lowlands leading inland towards
steep bluffs and central highlands. Tsaratanana Massif in the North is principally a high
12

Sources of this overview are the following unless mentioned otherwise: United States Library of Congress
statistics on the Republic of Madagascar (2000), Country Report Madagascar of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF, October 1997), World Bank report Madagascar: Poverty Assessment (June 1996) and Malagasy newspapers
as: L'Express de Madagascar, LaKroa, Madagascar Tribune, Midi Madagasikara.
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range of volcanic mountains. The West coast contains many protected harbours and broad
plains, whereas the Centre is featured by high plateaux covered with stretches of rice
paddies, which descend into the more arid regions of the South. Marovato can be found in
the South of Fianarantsoa province. The village is located between the plateaux and the
semi-desert of the South, at the place where it was founded by its surviving patriarch,
Rafidy Andriana (82) 13 . It is on the edge of "Route Nationale 7" (RN7), at the lower edge
of a series of foothills which gradually rise into the Ifaha mountains to the North and the
Andringitra Massif to the South of the village.
Malagasy trace their origins back to areas as diverse as Polynesia, the islands of Southwest
Asia, East Africa and the Persian Gulf. During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
Madagascar has been successively setded by people coming from other parts of the globe:
Comorians, Europeans (particularly British and French), Indo-Pakistanis, and Chinese. All
setders left behind traces that are visible in the social fabric of the country. Despite
geographical social differences, the Malagasy speak one language which is linguistically
categorised as Austronesian, but French is also commonly spoken in urban centres. An
estimated fifty-five per cent hold indigenous beliefs; forty per cent are Christian, evenly
divided between Roman Catholics and Protestants; five per cent Muslim.14
The heterogeneous make-up of the population conditions the Malagasy mentalitv in two
significant ways. Firsdy, the country, from its origins, has been setded by people who
migrated from odier regions or countries. Over time, this historical reality of migration
recurs as a social and cultural leitmotif, manifesting itself in rules of descent and burial
customs throughout the country. The second reality is not so evident, particulady to the
newcomer. An outsider visiting the country today is informed before long whether by
official guide or in casual conversation with a Malagasy, that everyone is "Malagasy" and
therefore equal, but also that there are eighteen ethnic groups. This truism, which falls
easily off the lips of the Malagasy, particularly in the capital, would appear to be more
rooted in government rhetoric than inner conviction. The actual situation is far less certain.
As one becomes acquainted with groups such as the Merina or Betsileo, it becomes clear
that each of these "ethnic" groups contains a wide variety of peoples, a fact that suggests
the eighteen divisions owe their distinguishing features more to the hand of bureaucrats
than that of nature.
That being said, the principal demographic elements that influence Madagascar are the
youth of the population, its heavy rural component, and more than anything the poverty,
which will be discussed in the next section. Poverty not just as a condition born of
demographics, but as a trap, one which has proven an ironically fertile ground for the
breeding of other phenomena: localised forms of justice and retribution, radical
expressions of inequality, and perhaps even an anchoring of the beliefs that people live in a
stable and timeless universe, where things have never changed, and where the "Malagasy
customs" have pre-determined their fates from cradle to tomb.

13
Ages appear in brackets. Where possible, they are based on identity cards, and are otherwise estimated, as
many of the villagers were unsure as to their exact date of birth
14
Source: US Library of Congress data (2000). Marovato villagers show little interest in Christian religions.
The direct influence of Christianity is limited in the extreme Southern Higlilands, contrary to odier areas of
the Highlands. From the standpoint of pure physical presence, there are two Christian chapels in Marovato,
one Catholic, one Protestant. They principally attract children, who attend for catechism, a term loosely
applied to what in reality is group singing. Masses are intermittent, and wedding or funeral ceremonies do not
take place in eidier of die two chapels (cf. chapter seven).
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A failed socialist experiment
My research coincided with a period of political unrest. By the end of the 1980s, popular
political resistance against Admiral Didier Ratsiraka gathered momentum. Ratsiraka had
held power since 1975, and ruled the country under a highly centralised government
outwardly committed to the tenets of revolutionary socialism, based o n the 1975
constitution. The results of this "revolution" were visibly apparent by the time I arrived in
1989. Protests were a daily occurrence in the capital Antananarivo, and chronic work
stoppages by public officers paralysed the country for months on end. I Iowever, it took
until 1992 for the opposition to sufficiently unite and force presidential elections. In the
first round of the 1992 elections, opposition candidate Albert Zafy tolled 45% of the vote
to Ratsiraka's 29%. Zafy easily defeated Ratsiraka in the second round of elections which
were held in February 1993.
The Malagasy placed great hope in President Zafy, trusting he could rectify the economic
decline of the years preceding his election. But Zafy failed to reverse the effects of
Ratsiraka's failed socialist experiment. Nor did he show the savvy necessary to eliminate
former president Ratsiraka as a political foe, leaving the terrain free for the latter to prepare
his return, using his networks of political friends still active within the government and the
National Assembly.
President Zafy's short-lived mandate came to an end with his impeachment in 1996. In
1997, new presidential elections were held. With 50.7% of the vote, Didier Ratsiraka was
re-elected to the post of president. The effect of Ratsiraka's re-election was immediate. A
passive, bitter lethargy seemed to grip the country. People lost their faith in national
politics. Even worse, they became cynical about any possibility of effecting change.
Admittedly, to a certain extent, this attitude pre-existed the events in question. Almost half
(49%) of the country abstained from voting in the presidential elections. Ratsiraka's
rhetoric was based on the vague platform of "ecological humanitarianism". Since his reelection he spends much of his time in France for medical reasons. The resulting political
vacuum has led to increased corruption and worsened the country's poverty.
Any small steps towards progress have been impeded since 1991 by ongoing political
instability and ill-conceived, poorly implemented economic policy.15 Thus, despite the
restoration of financial stability in 1995-96 (imposed by the IMF), the trend in declining
real income per capita has continued. In economic terms, Madagascar is said to be caught
in a poverty trap, characterised by low investment and slow growth. Poverty afflicts seventy
per cent of the population (as compared to approximately forty-five per cent in the early
1960s), and real G D P per capita has declined by more than one-third since 1970.16
Madagascar's post-colonial evolution is not unusual for an African country, in that it has
been forced to undergo the swings of the political pendulum between ill-conceived socialist
programs and outright dictatorship. Any opportunities appearing on the horizon have not
been successfully translated into improvements in the standard of living.
The net result of these political developments can be summarised in a simple, yet eloquent
15
Recently a book on die political events in the 1990s appeared under the title: Iiüntités et transition démocratique:
I'exception Malgache? (Francois Roubaud, 2000).
16
Real GDP per capita (at 1990 prices) declined from 573,000 FMG in 1970 to 307,000 FMG in 1995 (or
from US$312 to US$167, using the 1990 FMG/USJ1 exchange rate). (IMF 1997: 7)
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statistic.1 Madagascar ranks among the countries with the lowest G D P per capita in the
world (US$251 in 1997). The total population of Madagascar in 1993 was 12.2 million The
1975-93 annual growth rate was 2.8. At that rate, Madagascar's population would again
double in 25 years. In the early 1990s, an estimated seventy-two per cent of the Malagasy
lived in absolute deprivation, compared with a ratio of thirty-nine per cent for subSaharan Africa and thirty-two per cent for all developing countries. The next section will
disclose statistics that provide a breakdown of this poverty. The aim is twofold. Firstly, so
as to better appreciate the penury of the Marovato villagers' daily existence and secondly, to
underline the extravagance and desperation which permeate the four-day funeral ceremony
(cf. chapter seven).
Absolute poverty and the food poor
The extent of Madagascar's poverty from an international perspective can be measured by
the World Bank's reference level for "absolute poverty'". This is defined as a household's
inability- to purchase a basket of basic food and non-food items. The food component of
the basket provides a minimum per capita requirement of 2,100 calories per day, a level in
line with medical research.
Based on this benchmark, Madagascar's national poverty- line was determined to be in the
order of 248,400 F M G (Malagasy Francs) per capita per annum in 1993 prices. 20 The
World Bank estimated that about seventy- per cent of Madagascar's total population lived
under the poverty- threshold. In World Bank terminology, households consuming less than
2,100 calories per capita per day are referred to as "food poor". The poverty line for the
food poor was set at 194,460 FMG per person a year. Based on this criterion, fifty-nine per
cent of the Malagasy was estimated to be food poor in 1993 (IMF 1997: 41).
Forty-five per cent of the population is under the age of fifteen. As a result, the
dependenq' ratio is very high. For each active person (between the ages of fifteen and
sixty') there is one inactive person (including children under fifteen). Average life
expectancy is fifty-three years for females and fifty-one years for males.
According to the latest national survey of 1993 {op. at), more than three-fourths of the
population inhabited rural areas. Population density- was highest on the East coast and in
the Central Fhghlands. Poverty' is more widespread in rural areas than in the cities. Seventyseven per cent of the rural population was poor (sixty-six per cent of the rural population
was classified as extremely poor), as compared with forty-seven per cent of the urban
17

It should be stressed diat figures concerning Madagascar should be viewed as estimates given the difficult)'
of obtaining correct information. In addition, most studies focus on cash income, which also might lead to
misleading figures, particularly with respect to the countryside.
18

Data from the latest census of die Malagasy population carried out in August 1993 by the Malagasy
National Institute of Statistics {Direction de la Démograplxe). In 1998 the population was estimated to be 14
million (IMF 1999: 3).
19
Source: United Nations Development Program, Human Development Report 1997. Absolute deprivation is
measured as the proportion of the population living on less than US$1 a dav, adjusted for purchasing power
parity (IMF 1997: 38).
20

In 1996 prices, the poverty line would be at about 623,000 FMG, or US$146 at the 1996 exchange rate
(using die food component of the consumer price index). This amount is equivalent to about 250,000 FMG
(US$59) a mondi per household, which is twice the level of die minimum wage in die formal sector (IMF
1997:41).
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population (thirty-five per cent were below the extreme poverty line). As a result, eighty-six
per cent of Madagascar's poor lived in the countryside (and eighty-eight per cent of the
extremely poor). Moreover, on average, the rural poor were farther below the poverty line
than the urban poor. 21
In Toamasina province in the centre-east and Fianarantsoa province in the centre-south,
where Marovato is located, about three-fourths of the population lives below the poverty
line. Highland provinces Antananarivo and Fianarantsoa account for about one-half of
Madagascar's poor, as population density is very high in this region (IMF 1997: 47).
Farming is die poorest occupation in Madagascar. About eighty per cent of farmers, small
or large, are poor. Fianarantsoa province is a region known for its rice and manioc
production. However, the isolation of its rural communities and ongoing severe
environmental degradation have caused local economies to languish. Areas formerly
covered with large forests have become semi-desert because of inadequate agricultural
methods, and farm yields have correspondingly declined. The incidence of poverty in rural
Fianarantsoa is in the order of seventy-six per cent, whereas fifty-five per cent of urban
dwellers live below the poverty threshold (IMF 1997: 49).
Fifty-four per cent of the Malagasy cannot read or write. The illiteracy rate in rural areas is
double that of cities, and is slighdy higher for females than for males. O n average, one
person out of the three above the age of six has never attended school (IMF 1997: 55).
There is no school in Marovato.
Infrastructure
The political disturbances of the early 1990's triggered a substantial decline in G D P (see
siiprd) per capita and lower foreign aid, which in turn decreased real expenditures on social
services and infrastructure. The country's infrastructure, in particular roads, deteriorated
markedly, cutting off many rural communities and creating local monopoly conditions in
spite of the more open overall economy, two developments which we will see are directly
connected with Marovato's fate.
In 1994, approximately 4,000 kilometres of the 40,000-kilometer road system were paved.
During the same year, there were 1,095 kilometres railway track in two separate lines:
Antananarivo to Toamasina and Fianarantsoa to Manakara at the East coast. But, due to
logistic and technical problems, train service is sporadic at best. Madagascar has fifteen
ports of which Toamasina, Mahajanga, and Antsiranana are the most important. Of the 105
usable airports, thirty had permanent surface runways in 1994 (US Library of Congress
2000).
Telephone service is sparse. Most telephone lines are located in Antananarivo. Electricity is
almost non-existent for the poor, and the majority of Malagasy households drink
contaminated water from lakes, rivers, and natural wells without pumps. Economic decline
deteriorated medical sen-ices. Thirty-five per cent of the Malagasy lacked adequate access
to health services in the early 1990s. Infant mortality was 165 per 1,000 in 1994. People
generally resort to traditional medicine, particularly in rural areas (IMF 1997, US Library of
Congress 2000).

21

Expenditures were on average thirty-seven per cent below the poverty line in rural areas, seventeen per cent
in urban areas, and thirty-three per cent for the country as a whole. (IMF 1997: 45).
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In Marovato itself there is no electricity, telephone sen-ice or running water. At the time of
this writing, the closest telephone to the village is forty kilometres to the Northeast in
Ambalavao. RN7 (see Madagascar map), which runs from Fianarantsoa through Marovato
and onwards towards the West coast city of Toliara, has been paved since 1997. The
closest "hospital", in Ambalavao, is a two room shanty with no medical supplies or proper
beds.
O n the local level, and this was certainly the case in Marovato, the generalised, pervasive
poverty conditioned every aspect of day-to-day existence. Nobody was immune to its
effects, from top to bottom of the socio-economic pyramid. With this in mind, it cannot be
overemphasised that even the dominant tompoii-tatiy group of Marovato would be
considered as very poor by any m o d e m standards.
Conclusion
It has been said that a single death is a tragedy, a thousand a statistic. So it goes with
Madagascar, where the scale and, more significantly, the continuing decline of its economic
situation is only conveyed to the outside world through statistics printed in Brussels,
Geneva, Paris and Washington. However, the reality undedying these statistics has a direct,
tangible effect on the daily lives of the Marovato people. Despite being relatively isolated,
at a distance of over five hundred kilometres from the capital Antananarivo, the ripple
effect of political corruption under the return of President Ratsiraka and its corresponding
decline in the infra structure, price for crops and the basic commodities for subsistence,
accentuated and exacerbated relations, and cannot be abstracted from the radical solutions
which were employed to solve the problem of surviving in Marovato. And, against this
dismal backdrop, it bears repeating that the extreme Southern Highlands is one of
Madagascar's most deprived regions. It is a place for the desperate, pushed there by
conditions which left migrants n o choice but to opt for the harsh and difficult life it offers.
Further details of the settlement of this former no-man's-land will be discussed in the next
chapter.
1.4

Methodological considerations

For both chronological and methodological reasons, my research falls into two periods, the
first from 1989 until 1992 and the second from 1996-1999.22 Throughout the initial phase
ending in 1992, I adhered to a principally socio-economic approach, while relying on the
life history method , the interactional perspective" 4 and network analysis25. However, upon
my return to Marovato in 1996, after a four year absence, certain events and observations
led me to immediately conclude that either life in the village had dramatically changed or
that my previous conclusions, while not necessarily inaccurate, were incomplete. After

22

'I hese two periods cover six field trips to Madagascar, including 2.5 years spent in the extreme Southern
Highlands.
23

This method was particularly useful in revealing the in-depth contours of die human stories and the real life
consequences of social categories within villages in the Marovato region.
24

Using this approach, developed by Erving Goffman (1963), I reported in detail on human interactions in
Marovato. This allowed me to become aware of family structures in the village and the specific position of
the andtvo living in the Western part.
25

I used the network analysis to draw up lists of local and regional kinship networks of Marovato families. It
became clear to me that the tompon-tany have extended family networks whereas the andtvo do not.
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farther reflection, I decided that the root of this incompleteness lay in large part with my
initial choice of methodology, which had proven most useful in assimilating and classifying
the socio-economic aspects of Marovato, but had cleady led me astray with respect to
some of the nuances I would discover during the subsequent period.
In 1996, I decided to adopt a methodology incorporating a cultural26 analysis of life in
Marovato. This decision was prompted by the villagers themselves, without whom I could
not have considered such a course of action. To somewhat simplify, I had been repeatedly
informed during my eadier field work that until I was "ready", i.e. until I had mastered
certain rudiments of Betsileo life, many of the questions I was asking were simply not open
for discussion. In short, I was perceived as a child who had to learn things step by step. As
the villagers phrased it, I had to learn to "behave like a Betsileo". 27
Living and working in Marovato
Based on archival research on the history of slavery in Madagascar in the Archives d'Outre
M<?r(Aix-en-Provence), I chose to carry out field work in the extreme Southern Highlands.
Up until the advent of die twentieth century, this region was considered to be a no-man'sland. The archives indicated that runaway slaves and, at a later stage, ex-slaves were the
principal setders of the region. Beyond this affirmation, virtually no information existed.
My initial purpose then, was to determine who currendy inhabited die region.
The extreme Southern Highlands between Ambalavao and Ankaramena has a colourful
reputation, being notorious for oudawry, cow thefts and supernatural phenomena which
lead even die Malagasy themselves to refer to die region as ratsy ("bad"). 28 Upon being
informed that I intended on relocating to the area for research, Malagasy often forcefully
attempted to dissuade me from going. When pressed as to why such a course was illadvised, they generally asserted that only people who had tried all their options elsewhere
would consider living there. I found diis information and its accompanying lurid details
very intriguing. However, from my point of view, it was more significant that the area had
only been recendy setded and remained unstudied by anthropologists. This indicated that it
was a prime location for further investigation.
From March to October 1992,1 lived in the extreme Southern Highlands. At the beginning
of March, I moved into the village of Marovato, because it was newly founded and
supposedly inhabited by many migrants, most of whom appeared to be recent arrivals. I
first stayed with the family of Ramosa (59), my assistant. His family accepted me faidy well.
Initially, they viewed me as someone who could offer them advice and help in many fields.
They seemed to take me for some kind of medical wonder who could cure illnesses in no
time. Not long after my arrival, the first of a series of "patients" began arriving at the door,

26

Culture is used here in the sense of "superstructure" (cf. chapter six).

27

"milondra tena Betsileo ianao " translates as "behaving Betsileo", but was phrased in various manners, and often
included the qualifiers tabaka or toy , meaning behaving "like" a Betsileo.

28

Already in the past the no-man's-land was reputed a dangerous place, as Grandidier (1916: 41) writes: "Ces
endroits deserts et sauvages sont redoutes par les Malgaches, car il ne se passe pas d'année oü \csjirika, des
brigands, soit Sakalava, soit Bara, n'y viennent piller des boeufs et même enlever des habitants pour les
vendre comme esclaves." These inhabitants were refugees from the wars going on between various kingdoms
in the Highlands on the one hand and in the South on the other. According to the Arclives d'Outre Mer and
informants to the North of the region, these people became slaves in the second half of the nineteenth
century. At the advent of the twentieth century the area supposedly was virtually empty.
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eager to have me treat a range of conditions from high fevers to gaping flesh wounds
inflicted while chopping wood. After one particulady disastrous attempt at ad hoc surgery,
best left unreported, and the discoven' by the villagers that I could not even bear the sight
of blood, my medical career came to a rapid and merciful close.
My social status went into further decline when it became clear that I was unfamiliar with
the do's and don'ts of Betsileo customs, particulady those pertaining to the culinary arts.
During an early dinner held in my honour, I was asked to briefly survey a pot of rice
cooking over a wood fire. Rice was a luxury item and wood in scarce supply, underlining
the high esteem in which I was still held at that point of time. However, after I allowed the
rice to burn, the assembled gathering of approximately seventy people learned upon arrival
at the dinner table that fare for the evening was to be the considerably more commonplace
staple of manioc. The usual silent contentment which would have accompanied the
pleasure of eating rice was replaced by a short speech given by Rafidy Andriana (82), village
leader and the father of my assistant. As I did not yet understand Malagasy, I presumed his
preliminary remarks were the commencement of a kabaty, the long elaborate Malagasy
speeches which would normally go with such an occasion. So, my surprise at the brevity of
the speech was succeeded by shock when Ramosa translated the words of his father.
"When you first came I wondered why you were not yet married and do not have
children. N o w I know. You d o not know anything. You behave like a vaspba
("foreigner"). We will learn you how to behave like a Betsileo."
And that was what happened. My days were well planned by Rafidy Andriana. I would be
awakened at 5:00 a.m. The first task of the day was to fetch water from the Zomandao
river. This involved walking about one kilometre through the fields to the river, retrieving
water with a plastic bucket and returning to the village with the bucket balanced
precariously on my head. This task alone took me weeks to accomplish with any degree of
competence.
The next task was to cook manioc with the women over a wood fire. By 7:00, I was
expected in the fields, where I worked with members of Rafidy Andriana's family for die
remainder of the day. A short lunch of manioc was served on the field itself and hardly
represented a break. I generally returned to the village at about 17:00, after which I could
go to the river for a quick wash. Towards 18:00,1 was scheduled to return to devote myself
to the dinner preparations. At 20:30,1 was dismissed from my charges and started working
on my field notes. All of these times are estimated, as the signal to change from one activity
for another was either the jostling of children against me in our large communal room,
signalling the start of another day or the simple, unannounced and rapid departure of my
co-workers as they completed one task and left to prepare for another.
Betting was a common practice in the village and more than one was placed as to how long
I would survive my work schedule. For six weeks, I ran, tilled, wiped, struggled through the
basic tasks of the day and silendy cursed my choice of career as my apprenticeship into
"Malagasy customs" continued. However, my work in the fields brought with it a greater
price than the usual blisters and muscle aches from unaccustomed manual labour. Prior to
this period, I had freely moved between family group compounds, asking questions and
exchanging information. My sources of information were pluralistic. But, as time passed
on, I became more and more exclusively involved with members of Rafidy Andriana's
family. This presented a twofold problem. Firsdy, my sources of information had been
narrowed down to one prestigious family of the village nobility. Secondly, and to my mind,
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even more importantly, I now risked being perceived as loyal only to Rafidy Andriana's
family. My fears proved to be well-founded, as Rafidy Andriana never lost an occasion to
remind me that I was prohibited from socialising with those of Western Marovato, without
ever explaining why. My contact with the other villagers decreased with each passing day.
Eventually, I decided that it was necessary to alter my daily schedule.
At the end of seven weeks, I asked Rafidy Andriana whether I could get my own hut in
Marovato. He was not particularly receptive to the idea. I asked him direcdy whether or not
he felt I was capable of the daily tasks. H e conceded that I had made progress, but implied
that I had some road left to travel, and that I should not be living alone. T o this, I
countered that I could always ask a few gids to live with me. I offered to continue helping
his family during harvest time, but explained that odier t^avatra ("tilings") would require my
time and attention. Finally, he accepted this compromise and granted his consent with
considerable reluctance. I was to be allowed the right to build a hut in Southern Marovato.
Two of Rafidy Andriana's sons of his third marriage were assigned the task of teaching me
to build a hut. Within three days, I walked into my new home, a one-room hut made of
laterite assembled vertically around a patch of sandy ground and beneath a roof of twined
dried grass. Once inside, I decided that Rafidy Andriana's comment concerning company
was a condition that had its advantages. I honesdy didn't feel like living alone, and I still
needed some help in performing daily tasks. I approached the parents of two girls of a large
and seemingly poor family in Western Marovato and asked them to allow the girls to live
with me. They accepted. That evening, upon my return from the river, I discovered Fara
and Raozy, two pre-adolescent gids, waiting for me at my hut.
For the first time, I felt well-positioned to commence my research. I compiled a list of
quantitative and qualitative questions on the origin, social organisation and economic
situation of the various families. This list also served as a useful pretext to visit every
household in the village and conduct my first structured interviews. My assistant Ramosa
arranged the appointments, and accompanied me during visits. After these visits, I took
measurements of the fields of villagers and compiled lists and statistics concerning
production and consumption. Based on preliminary data, a sample of villagers was chosen
for further discussions on detailed and in-depth themes.
After one month, I had covered most of the families, excluding those of Western
Marovato. I disclosed to Ramosa that I next wished to visit Western Marovato. He
responded that it was "pas nécessaire'?0 When asked why, he cryptically dismissed the area as
being "plus on moins parelt''. I expressed my surprise at this, as Western Marovato looked to
be a much poorer quarter. Ramosa offered to look into things. This was succeeded by his
report back to me that the people of Western Marovato were simply not "dlsponible". Upon
29

This unwitting defiance of Rafidy Andriana's firm order not to associate with the people of Western
Marovato was one of my many breaches of tompon-tany protocol, especially during die initial period of my
stay. But, aldiough not particularly advisable, these mistakes sometimes directly led to significant discoveries.
In this case, for example, I became aware of the presence of people called andevo in die village. Two of them,
as it turned out, shared my living quarters. I later discovered that living with mese girls had made me
"impure". The description of the "purification" ritual that was needed to eradicate this pollution can be
found in the Appendices.
30

Ramosa translated from Malagasy to French. On this point, it is relevant to mention how I came to choose
Ramosa as an assistant My early attempts at recruiting a student in die capital failed whenever I mentioned
the region where I planned on living. Only Ramosa satisfied the double requisite of speaking French and
being familiar with Marovato.
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learning this, I felt I had no choice but to find another assistant or be faced with failure and
expressed this to Ramosa. He only then relented and agreed to prepare my visit to the
area.31
I was to ultimately agree with Ramosa on one point. The people of Western Marovato were
far from available when 1 first approached them. But they were anything but similar to their
co-villagers. Eventually, it was in the West that the richest keys to life in the village were to
be discovered. Based on the 1992 research I came to the analyses and conclusions
described in the chapters two, three and four.
O n March 29, 1996, 1 returned to Marovato after a four year absence. That same day, I
resumed my 1992 research methods implementing participant observation, the interactional
perspective, network analyses and the registration of life stories with special emphasis on
events of the past four years (more details can be found in chapter six). Next to my daily
participation in village life I spoke to almost all die inhabitants of Marovato and visited
their houses. As the days passed, a fuller picture of the previous four years' events emerged.
But it took me many more months before I was able to gain a fuller understanding of
them.
One other event should be mentioned which directly affected the evolution of my work.
Prior to 1996, I depended on my assistant and translator Ramosa. This no longer proved
necessary on a daily basis in 1996, although I continued to consult him with respect to the
detailed meaning of various words and concepts I considered key to my research. I am
convinced that any imperfections in my Malagasy were more than compensated for by the
elimination of conscious or unconscious omissions and interpretations of translators who
often filter and distort meaning. As time went by, the villagers and particulady the andevo
came to know and trust me. To ensure I fully grasped their intended meaning they would
often interrupt their stories with the question: "Ma^ava ve, Mack/noa^ely?' ("Is it clear to you,
miss?")
Translation and transcription
Field work makes two competing demands upon the researcher. Research requires the trust
of the subject, but that research is only valuable to the extent that it is accurately reported.
In my case, use of instruments such as tape recorders was simply out of the question. Most
of my valuable data was gathered during conversations while participating in the daily lives
of the Betsileo. This naturally raised the issue of accurate transcription. The first
component of this issue was a technical one caused by the time lapse between observation
and reporting. In order to address this issue, I looked to the techniques of anthropologists
and other professionals within my own society such as police detectives, journalists and
lawyers. Each of these fields appeared to face the common challenge of gathering and
conserving data that must be subsequendy measured for its probity and relevance.
The answer to this issue appeared to he in routine.
Unless Ramosa was present, which gave me the opportunity to take notes while he asked
questions, I resorted to the following routine. During lunchtime, I would write down all the
details of the morning's conversations. At about 17:00, I repeated the process for
afternoon discussions. At 20:00, I would copy down the evening's conversations, review
31
Only later did I realise to what extent Ramosa depended upon his paycheque, when strangers appeared at
my home demanding immediate payment of his numerous gambling debts.
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the notes of the day and copy down the final version of the day's record. Any gaps noted
would be marked for completion on the following day. This method, as simplistic as it was,
proved most fruitful, and its rigid and disciplined structure allowed me to greatly increase
my recall of the day's events.
The second component of the transcription problem was that of translation. I tried to
resist the temptation of making my intedocutor's discourses more "intelligible" as, more
often than not, die original meaning was lost. I wrote down their words as Ramosa
translated them and at a later stage, when I well understood the Malagasy language, as I
recalled them. These conversations are translated into English and not "improved" upon in
this thesis. Generally, whenever an expression is of specific relevance to my research, it is
left in the original and its translation appears within brackets. A glossary is included at the
end of the diesis.
Outline of the thesis
In this diesis, I opt for an inductive approach. Theoretical issues, therefore, will be
principally dealt with in the final chapters. Through the empirical information I gathered,
which is summarised, analysed and reproduced in chapters two to eight, I set out to explain
the evolution of my research, its methodology and my relations with the villagers. It also
should be stressed that these chapters represent the villagers' perspective. Anthropologists
are sometimes justifiably criticised for identifying too strongly with the subject matter of
their study. Nevertheless, for the purpose of simplicity and clarity of the text, conditional
and qualifying syntaxes have occasionally been omitted. This should not be interpreted as
being an unconditional sharing of beliefs held by the informants. 32 A name index of all
informants which refers back to the text can be found in the Appendices.
Chapter two describes the setdement history of the extreme Southern Highlands and the
creation of the village of Marovato. It also discusses how people perceive status group
configurations in the region, and in Marovato in particular. Social status principally hinges
on two criteria: setdement, i.e. being to/npon-tanj ("master of the land") or tnpiaiy
("migrants") and descent status. People are deemed to be of free descent when they can
provide satisfactory proof of the existence of a family tomb. They are called olona madio
("pure" "clean people"). Those who fail to prove possession of a family tomb are called
olona maloto ("impure" or "dirty people"). The latter category is supposed to be of slave
{andevo) descent.
Chapter three relates how marriage politics and practices demarcate the status groups. The
chapter also provides examples of Marovato couples who have crossed the conceptual
boundary between "pure" and "impure" people through marriage.
Chapter four deals with the economic situation in extreme Southern Highlands, using
Marovato as an example. It explains how the social marginalisation of the andevo is
intertwined with the economic relations in Marovato.
Chapter five focuses on social and economic changes that occurred in Marovato during my
four year (between 1992 and 1996) absence from the region. It describes the arrival of the
rnpikara/na ("labourers) and the land eviction of the andevo, both of which had a profound
impact on the socio-economic relations in the village.
32

When labels such as tompon-tany or andevo are followed by a name in this thesis, it should be stressed that
these creations do not necessarily refer to historical realities.
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In chapter six, the Marovato andevo are revisited, and their lives over the previous four years
are recounted by them. It also explains my shift from a socio-economic analysis to a
methodology better suited to analyse the "superstructure" of society. This provided me
with a tool for exploring the ontological status of the andevo, following their replacement as
an economic group by the mpikaratna.
Chapter seven oudines die funeral rituals of Marovato free descent people through the
process which I have referred to as "ancestralisation". It describes the various phases and
accompanying rituals required to ensure the deceased person becomes an ancestor, thereby
avoiding misfortune, illness and death for the descendants.
Chapter eight details how the lack of a tomb excludes the andevo from performing the
process of "ancestralisation" and becoming ancestors. The chapter further describes how
the occult forces associated with the ancestors and andevo deceased are manipulated and
used in poisonings, sorcery and witchcraft.
Chapter nine introduces the theoretical model of "andevoness". Its constituent features
comprise die negative qualities ascribed to people called andevo. Furthermore, the chapter
attempts to analyse what parallels may be reasonably drawn between "andevoness" in the
Marovato region and other parts of Madagascar. It also will examine how the concept of
"andevoness" relates to the position of slaves during the period of slaven'.
The final chapter compares Igor Kopytoffs frontier society theory with the theoretical
reflections of the previous chapters concerning Marovato's transition from frontier to
village. The thesis is completed with theoretical conclusions, and suggestions for avenues
of future research.
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Chapter two

The Construction of Inequality among Migrants'
Settlement of the region between Ambalavao and Ankaramena (see Madagascar map) is
relatively recent. According to archival records, this former no-man's-land between the
Highlands and the South was virtually uninhabited prior to the twentiem century. The
archives indicate that runaway slaves and, at a later stage, ex-slaves were the principal
occupants of the area. Beyond this affirmation, virtually no information exists. The first
setders called themselves Betsileo like the other inhabitants of the Southern Highlands
(Archives d'Outre Mer Aix-en-Ptovence, cf. Kottak 1980: 5, 48, 49,101).
High status local residents estimate diat the first setders arrived in Marovato in the 1930s.
They describe themselves as Betsileo and as tornpon-taiiy ("masters of the land") 2 . Current
socio-economic relations zn&fombagasy ("Malagasy customs") 3 are viewed by them as stable
and timeless. The tompon-tany use the imprimatur of ancient custom and history to confer
legitimacy upon present-day regional and local socio-economic configurations. Reality,
however, is much more grounded in the recent past. For example, the andevo ("slave" or "of
slave descent") status of certain migrants was imposed by the toinpon-tanj. How this was
achieved, and its consequences will be explored in this chapter.
2.1

Acquiring free descent status through tombs

Until the latter half of the 1960s, settlement and acquisition of land in the AmbalavaoAnkaramena region was still relatively easy. The mere occupation of land gave settlers the
opportunity to accede to the status of tompon-tany. In both Merina and Betsileo society,
possession of land and a family tomb are markers of family origin in a particular region (cf.
Bloch 1971: 106-108). So, this initial wave of migrants "became" toinpon-tany simply bybuilding a family tomb on their own land, thereby conferring upon it the status of ancestral
land. These pre-1967 migrants currcndy form the established group dwelling in the zone
between Ambalavao and Ankaramena. They claim either commoner (olo/npolsy) or even
noble {horn or andriand) origins. Based on reports of slave settlement in the Archives d'Outre
Mer, however, it appears more likely that this migrant group is of slave descent.
1

Data for this chapter was collected during field work in 1992.

2

I translate tompon-tany as "master(s) of the land" and not "owner(s) of die land" because despite the fact that
their claim to the land is considered legitimate by all villagers, they do not have registered title to the land (see
chapter four).
3

Fomba gasy is difficult to define since this presumably general code is context specific and locally diverse.
When the "masters of the land" invoke fomba gasy, tliey arc usually referring to dieir vision of socio-economic
organisation and protocols within the village of Marovato (cf. Kottak 1980: 7-9). The fact diat they do not say
fomba Betsileo, would appear to indicate that they might have been influenced by nationalistic rhetoric of
politicians to whom die "masters of the land" listen, whenever batteries are available for their radios.
4

In reality, this land only became "ancestral land" (tanin-dra^and) upon a ra^ana being placed in the tomb.
Ra^ana means both "ancestor" and "dead person" or "corpse" (Bloch 1971: 112). Those calling themselves
tompon-tany say that they never replaced an ancestor from elsewhere in order to make their land ancestral, but
simply waited until somebody in their family died. This is noteworthy, as it does not comply with the
common practice in die Highlands of transferring at least one corpse from the old to the new tomb whenever
a new tomb is erected. This also is consistent with the hypothesis that those who currently claim the status of
tompon-tany actually are of slave descent and did not have tombs (cf. infra).
5

The latter date is determined by a specific event that occurred in Marovato (cf. infra).
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I tried to verify whether the migrants who became tompon-tanj were of actual free descent.
Most were willing to disclose their place of origin. O n the basis of fhat information, I
visited seven villages that were claimed as the ancestral homelands of seven tompon-tanj
families in Marovato. I tracked down a certain number of their relatives (they were
principally family of the tompon-tanj wives) but it was difficult to conclusively determine
whether or not the villages were in fact their homelands. Often, these relatives disclosed
that they also were migrants, who had themselves only recently become tompon-tary by
establishing a family tomb on their newly acquired land. Moreover, questions about descent
had to be framed with care, so as not to be considered offensive. People with tombs were
unsurprisingly not reluctant to discuss their family tomb. Indeed, it was a source of pride
and an opportunity to showcase their social status. In their taittara ("tale") which recounts
their lives, the tomb generally constitutes the point of departure. People of slave descent,
however, displayed a natural reticence o n the topic of ancestral lands and tombs, which
might reveal either the absence of a tomb or its recent pedigree. Because of dus, the project
of determining actual origin turned out to be a hazardous adventure, with no guarantees of
success. After several long tnps (ranging from 15 to 50 kilometres on foot) to places that
people had identified as tiieir ancestral homeland, I decided that it would be more fruitful
to examine perceptions and claims in this area, which I felt, were more relevant than
alleged historical reality. In summary, I was increasingly coming to the conclusion that it
was not authentication of the tompon-tanj free origin which confirms their status, but its
legitimisation through the tomb.
The tompon-tanj now principally dwell in fourteen Betsileo villages located within a fifteenkilometre radius of Marovato.6 The inhabitants of the Marovato region refer to them as
tanana taloha ("ancient villages"). The centre of this type of village is composed of two level
ancestral homes made of brick. The upper level is usually inhabited by family elders. From
the balconies, they can observe their offspring who dwell in small houses and huts
surrounding the ancestral dwellings. "Ancient villages", as a rule, are inhabited by no more
than one or two to/npon-tarry families.
A migrant could only aspire to tompon-tanj status in the Ambalavao-Ankaramena region if
he possessed land. It is precisely this sine qua non that presented an obstacle for post-1967
migrants. These later migrants moved to the area for three main reasons. The first group of
Antandroy, Bara and Betsileo were fleeing die terror of cattle thieves operating in Southern
Madagascar. The second group included people of slave origin who hoped to start afresh
by moving to another region. The third group of migrants came for economic reasons, as
the region is renowned for its manioc harvests.
Settiement was to prove more arduous for these latter migrants. By the end of the 1960s,
all available land in the former no-man's-land had been claimed by the tompon-tanj. These
tompon-tanj are now very selective in accepting migrants into their villages. In die Marovato
region, only family members are considered acceptable candidates. Non-Betsileo Malagasy
are rejected outright. T o justify this, the tompon-tanj stereotype them as "different people"
(o/ona hajd). Migrants of non-Betsileo origin are often the victims of prejudice, but none
more so fhan the Antandroy, w h o are referred to as o/ona ratsy, ("bad people"). The
Antandroy are not allowed to reside in Betsileo villages. Nor do the tompon-tanj permit
diem to lease land. This policy reflects a deliberate attempt to rid themselves of the
Antandroy. Yet the Antandroy have stayed to this day, living in small hamlets, where their

6

For the purposes of this thesis, the Marovato region includes these and other villages located within a
fifteen-kilometre radius of Marovato.
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basic means of livelihood is rearing cattle.7 The Antandroy have no tombs in the region.
When someone of their community dies, he or she is transported back to the ancestral land
or buried near the mountains. 8 Antandroy hamlets are located close to road (RN7), at a
distance of between one to five kilometres to the East or West from the small town of
Ankaramena. Their setdements are scattered, composed essentially of a few families
dwelling in little huts.
At the present time, migrants without relatives in the Marovato region usually try to settle
in Ankaramena or the village of Marovato. 9 Over the years, Ankaramena lias evolved into a
mosaic of migrants arriving from virtually every region in the country. These migrants
principally try to eke out a living as itinerant traders. Where possible, they lease land from
local lompon-tanj. Settlement policy in Ankaramena is administered by the municipality.
Newcomers fill out a setdement application form in which they state their grounds for
moving to the region and their preferred setdement location. This form is submitted with
the applicant's identity card.10 If admitted as a resident of Ankaramena, he/she obtains a
certificat de residence. However, migrants who intend on earning income in agriculture usually
apply for residence in Marovato or one of the other six migrant villages in the region. In
these villages, setdement policy is regulated by tompon-taity "gate-keepers". 11
Before analysing the setdement policy of the tompon-tatty in Marovato and its current sociocultural configuration, an overview of the village history is required.
2.2

The creation of Marovato

Marovato is located about forty kilometres Southwest of Ambalavao. About sixty years
ago, Marovato was founded by Andriamaro and Rafidy Andriana on "Route Nationale 7"
(RN7). The French colonial government (1896-1960) can indirecdy be credited with their
initiative. The integration of Southern Madagascar into the national economy was high on
the political agenda of the French administration. Initial energies were devoted to
infrastructure projects in the Highlands, after which the administration turned its attention
towards the South. One of these latter projects, completed in the nineteen-thirties, was the
extension of the RN7 from Fianarantsoa to Ihosy and Toliara on the Southwest coast
(Portais 1974: 20-26).

7

The zebus of the Antandroy often trample and destroy the manioc fields of the tompon-tany, which only
serves to reinforce their bad image and leads to further animosity. Local tompon-tany also claim that Antandroy
hamlets are located on dieir territory, which for them is unacceptable. However dieir fear of die "dangerous"
{mampidi-do^a) Antandroy prevents them from taking concrete action to expel them from their lands.
8

There are hills and mountains on both sides of die road (RN7), at an approximate distance of one and a half
kilometre from the Antandroy hamlets.
9

Marovato is a migrant village. 36.2% of its population has settled since 1970. They are called mpiaiy
("migrants") because they do not have a family tomb in the region. Later in my field work, I discovered six
more migrant villages in the Marovato region where similar socio-economic configurations exist.
10

Once the application is granted the identity card is returned

11

Villages in die Marovato region largely escape state regulatory control for a variety of social and economic
reasons discussed in chapter one.
12

The road from Fianarantsoa to Ihosy and Toliara is presently called "Route Nationale 7" but during the
colonial period the French referred to it as "Route d'lntérêt General'.
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The weight of French infrastructure ambitions was passed on to the Malagasy in the form
of increased taxes. N o r were the Malagasy spared the physical hardship of these colonial
mega-projects.1,1 As corvee labourers, all men were conscripted to devote part of their
workweek for the colonial government. To mobilise these workers, the French relied on
the traditional local authorities, the tompon-tany, who selected the come labourers from their
villages (Ralaikoa 1987: 71-78).
In 1934, construction of the Ambalavao-Ankaramena section commenced. Topographically, this region is a hilly transition between the Highlands and the arid semi-desert
flatlands of the South. The rocky, hilly terrain of the extreme Southern Highlands proved
to be particularly hazardous. It took labourers several months before they were able to
push the road tlirough the hills as far as the Zomandao river. The Zomandao had attracted
many migrants at the beginning of the twentieth century from both the Highlands and the
South, who had established themselves in littie villages along the river banks. They lived
mainly from cultivating rice and fishing. Two of these villages were Marovotry ("many
ants") and Vidia ("at the same route").
Local toinpon-tany and Rafidy Andriana recounted the story of these villages and the creation
of Marovato to me. Rafidy Andriana was born in Vidia in 1918, just one year before
Andriamaro, whose birthplace was Marovotry. They were childhood friends and married at
approximately the same time. T o provide an income for their families, they sold food to
labourers at the RN7. They were soon emulated by other villagers, but none attained the
success of die two friends. That was no doubt partially due to the fact that Rafidy Andriana
and Andriamaro's meals were reputed to come with equally enticing tales, which were
highly appreciated by the workers.
When they first started doing business, Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro travelled an hour
on foot to the RN7 each morning, accompanied by their wives. Eventually they abandoned
this practice, and set up lodgings at roadside. As their income from selling food far
exceeded anything they could hope for working the rice fields at the Zomandao river, the
attraction of their home villages decreased. After a period of several months, they devoted
their exclusive efforts to the catering business.
Still, Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro never intended on permanently setding at the
roadside. With the departure of the labourers, they assumed that they would return to their
families. However, travellers descending into the desolate Southern regions began stopping
off for food supplies en route. Business flourished. Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro
displayed their newly acquired wealth (at least by Malagasy standards) by building brick
houses, still a rarity at the end of the 1930's. Soon, brothers and sisters from their villages
of origin joined Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro or built hamlets within proximity of
Marovato. T o seal their friendship, the creation of Marovato and common success, Rafidy

13
Ralaikoa (1987: 112-124) describes these tax increases during the colonial period in Madagascar, with
specific reference to the Soudiern Highlands.
14
During the first decades of the colonial period, the French imported coolies from India to work on the
roads, but these labourers could not resist the Malagasy climate: most of diem fell ill in no time and many
died (Delval 1975:1-2).
15

The settlement history of Marovato was gathered by in-depdi discussions with nine tompon-tany family
leaders from Marovato and neighbouring villages.
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Andriana and Andriamaro concluded a blood bond, vaki-ra}6
Anyone who does not enjoy the advantages of a biological line can nevertheless
become family by the creation of the vaki-ra blood bond (vaky here means "cut"
and ra "blood"). The two participants, called fati-dra,11 sit down facing each other.
An ombiasy ("traditional healer") makes an incision in the chest of both. The blood
that comes from the wound is collected in a bowl. Water and fragments of charcoal
{ba^omangd) are added to it. While the two participants drink the liquid, the
"traditional healer" pronounces the words: Ho velona mandraki^ay (the vaki-ra "will
last forever") followed by ary harena sainy manana try a^yja tmfamonjy no atao ("to each
man his wealth within the bond of mutual assistance"). The "traditional healer"
sprinkles some drops from the bowl into the Northeast corner of the house, a
location associated with the ancestors. He then calls upon the forefathers of both
participants to grant their blessing to the newly created vaki-ra. After the ritual, the
vaki-ra is celebrated by a feast in which the families of both participants establish
the basis for their shared future. The vaki-ra not only binds the two friends as
brothers, but also their respective extended families.
The vaki-ra of Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro was instrumental in creating social
cohesion in Marovato. This is cleady evidenced in the layout of huts and houses in the
village. The South side of the road, MztovSiXo-arnbonj (high Marovato), is principally
inhabited by the descendants and relatives of Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro (see 1992
Marovato map). In 1985, Andriamaro died, survived by his wife and two daughters.
Villagers usually claim mat Betsileo social organisation is primarily patrilineal.18 However, I
noted a number of exceptions to this rule. Men are said to be the preferred family leaders.
Rafidy Andriana, for example, did not consider it appropriate that one of Andriamaro's
two daughters succeed him as family leader. Rafidy Andriana therefore proclaimed that he
would assume the leadership. 19 T o commemorate his accession, he ordered his sons to
build a corridor on the first floor joining his house with that of his deceased "brother".
Later, he connected this corridor with his bedroom, allowing him a panoramic view over all
inhabitants of South Marovato.
At the time of Andriamaro's death, Marovato had already grown significantly. Ratema
played an important role in its development. In 1965, he moved from the town of
Fianarantsoa to Marovato. Ratema's search for land had led him to the Marovato region.
16

The description is a synthesis of vaki-ra rituals I observed and discussed with the villagers.
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Fati-dra actually is the Merina synonym for vaki-ra, but in the Marovato region villagers use the word to
mean "those undergoing the vaki-ra ritual".
18

Kottak (1980: 13), who worked in Betsileo villages close to Ambalavao, comments as follows: "A capsule
anthropological description of Betsileo social organization would call it ambilineal (or cognatic), with a strong
patrilineal bias. Almost all marriages are virilocal;"
19
And by unifying leadership of the two families of the co-founders, he consolidated his position as village
leader. When I asked other villagers who attended the funeral of Andriamaro how they viewed Rafidy
Andriana's appropriation of leadership over Andriamaro's family in lieu of his eldest daughter, some said that
according to "Malagasy customs" daughters actually can replace the father if no sons are available for
succession. They all were quick to add that this was a special case because Rafidy Andriana was the founder
of the village. "Malagasy customs" they asserted, gave Rafidy Andriana the freedom to impose his will and
leadership on Andriamaro's wife, offspring and relatives living in the village. None of the villagers I spoke
objected to the way Rafidy Andriana had dealt with the situation.
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His plan was to cultivate manioc on a large scale. The first step in implementing his plan
was to take possession of unclaimed land, which at that time was still abundant. Other
villagers had reservations about his experiment, and paid it litdc due, as they considered
rice superior to other crops. However, severe water shortages brought on by low levels of
precipitation would eventually force them to consider the feasibility of Ratema's activities.
Ratema's experiment proved t o be a success. He was the first to build a house on the
Northern side of the road in Marovato ambany (lower Marovato). Other villagers eagerly
followed his example and started cultivating manioc themselves. Andriamaro and Rafidy
Andriana were pleased with the life that Ratcma had injected into the village economy and
enjoyed their personal benefits from their own manioc harvests. In 1974, they invited
Ratema to enter into a vaki-ra with them. Ratema accepted and through the vaki-ra
succeeded in being integrated into the social structure of Marovato.
D u n n g this same period, new migrants were arriving in Marovato, also wishing to cultivate
manioc. Two of these newcomers were Randriavelo and his wife Rantsiry. They migrated
to Marovato in 1966. Upon arrival, they claimed a parcel of land near Marovato and started
cultivating manioc. After they died, approximately ten years ago, their children chose to
remain in the Northeastern part of the village (see Marovato maps: family C). As the
numerous sons of the family continued working the lands they inherited from their parents,
family wealth steadily increased. Within one year after settlement of Randriavelo's family,
Mitsiky and Ragaby arrived with their wives and children from Ihosy to test their luck in
the manioc business. They were among the last migrants who were still able to convert
unclaimed land for purposes of production and thereby qualify to become tompon-tany. Both
families and their descendants five in North Marovato. Three more families, admittedly
smaller, joined the five aforementioned families. /Ml eight families arrived prior to 1967.
They call themselves tompon-tanj.20 Migrants who came afterwards also consider them as
such. The tompon-tany all have built tombs on their land.
Manioc provided villagers with sufficient income to exceed subsistence needs. Success
brought with it the desire to expand, an appreciation of the intrinsic and lasting value of
land and the need to possess. This, according to the tompon-tany, led to the 1967 meeting of
the tompon-tany of the region, held in Marovato. At the meeting all unclaimed land was
divided between them, and the tompon-tany concluded a pact under which land would
henceforth only be leased and not sold. This amounted to nothing less than a de facto
exclusion of later migrants from tompon-tany ranks. I.arge parcels of the land claimed by the
tompon-tany at this meeting nevertheless remains fallow to this day (see chapters four and
five).
Thus, newcomers arriving in Marovato after 1967 could no longer hope to own their own
land. The tompon-tany refer to them as /npiaiy ("migrants"), a label not challenged by the
mpiaiy, who settle exclusively in Eastern and Western Marovato. They asserted that they are
obviously mpiaiy since they have no tombs in the Marovato region. In 1992, Marovato was
inhabited by 458 people, including 292 (63.8%) who claimed to be tompon-tany, and 166
mpiaiy representing 36.2% of the village population. The villagers are socially organised into
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Betsileo in general are all part of a named descent group. It is noteworthy that only one of the eight families
referred to above was capable or willing to provide me with this name. The family in question claimed
descent from the former royal family near Anjoma, to the Northeast of the Marovato region. The fact that
members of the other seven families refused to provide me with their descent group name is also consistent
with and suggests origins of slave descent.
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fianakaiiana."^
The tompon-tairy families are characterised by their particularly strong internal cohesion. One
of the principal agents of interdependence which binds the households is their large-scale
fosterage system." Tompon-tany households exchange children of both the wife's and the
husband's family (see table one). The biological parents of boys and girls who are fostered
are usually Marovato residents. Although the toinpon-tanj fosterage system is largely
confined to Marovato, some children come from greater distances. The fosterage system is
the principal reason behind the relatively uniform size of tompon-tany households. Adults
and children are for the most part equally divided by sex and age. This is designed to b o t h
stimulate internal family solidarity and create a balanced work force within the various
tompon-tany households. Only one of the tompon-tany families (family C, containing eight
households) does not adhere to the fosterage principle, allegedly because the children are
needed as a labour force and the households of the family prefer to raise their own
offspring. The different households do not get along very well.
Table 1: Origin of relatives in tompon-tany and mpiavy households in Marovato 23
households
relatives wife
relatives husband
relatives of both
no relatives in
wife and husband
household
n° %
n° %
n° %
n° %
tompon-tany
5 9.1
14 25.4
5 9.1
31 56.4
mpiavy
1 3.3
5 16.7
2 6.7
22 73.3

total households
n° %
55 100
30 100

T h e fosterage system is also a reflection of the importance that villagers attach to children.
A household without children is seen as socially "handicapped". If a recently married
couple has no offspring, they will invite children of their family to dwell with diem. In the
villagers' opinion, this increases happiness and stimulates the fertility of the wife. F r o m a

Kottak (1980: 131, 171) sees die fianakaiiana as the minor descent group of relatives (havana) living in the
same village as opposed to the maximal descent group (foko or kara^ana), which is a named descent group
with branches throughout the region. Kottak defines descent group as follows: "A Betsilco descent group
consists of people who maintain that they share common ancestry. Members of the same descent group
typically share a descent group name, which they believe to have been taken by or bestowed upon early
members."(ibid.: 131). Descent in anthropology at large and also with respect to Madagascar has been the
subject of much debate. The fianakaiiana, therefore, should be seen as an inclusive category which also
includes members who entered by way of adoption, fosterage or the vaki-ra. In Marovato, villagers use the
term fianakaiiana principally in two senses: firstly, referring to die whole family group within the village,
which corresponds to Kottak's minor descent group, and secondly, to the various living units making up this
group. For the purpose of this thesis, I use the term households when referring to die latter category.
Households include parents with tbeir biological children and other relatives and/or non-relatives who enter
the household through adoption, fosterage or die vaki-ra and, occasionally, even through friendship. They
generally live in the same house, work and eat together. The household is not a static group, as its
composition may change from time to time.
22

Kottak (ibid.: 192) states that the fosterage system and strategically arranged marriages are important means
to integrate local and regional descent groups. In his study, principally boys are fostered. He views this as a
typical coming of age event for boys, and compares it to the woman's break with her parents after marriage
(ibid.: 198). In Marovato, both girls and boys are fostered. None of the villagers perceived fosterage as a
system designed principally for boys. This different perception probably is due to the fact that Kottak studied
tanana taloba "ancient villages" of the Betsileo whereas I worked in a migration region. As a consequence,
fosterage in Kottak's study principally occurred within the regional family network, i.e. between villages. In
the Marovato region, it commonly takes place widiin die local descent group. Thus, children remain in the
village of their parents.
23

The data appearing in tliis table is based on my 1992 field work. The numbers in the table refer to the
number and percentage of relatives that live in tompon-tany and mpiavy households.
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practical standpoint, the children make themselves useful by assisting the couple with their
daily household chores and tilling the fields.
The foregoing justifications and explanations for the fosterage system were freely provided
by the tompon-tany. They nevertheless studiously avoided referring to any of its undedying
political implications. Socio-economic dependence of the households and solidarity within a
tompon-tany family consolidates its political force. Furthermore, the system also exists at the
inter-family level, where it serves as a connector between tompon-tany families. Through the
creation of inter-family vaki-ra and marriage alliances, the tompon-tany families became
intertwined. These ritual and marital relations then lay the groundwork for fosterage and
therewith the further integration of the tompon-tany families.
Whereas tompon-tany families may be characterised as an integrated social block, mpiaiy
households have few or no relatives living with them and do not engage in the practice of
fosterage. Relatives dwelling with mpiaiy families generally are from the husband's side (see
table one). Patrilineal family obligations of the mpiaiy dictate diat eldest brothers shall act as
primary caretakers of relatives who are unable to provide for themselves. In Marovato,
such dependants are mainly orphaned children of the husband's deceased brother or sister,
or his parents. In tompon-tany families, elderly people retain a large measure of
independence, because children of the family often move in with their grandparents to help
them and keep them company, while adults dwelling in the vicinity monitor them.
This is not the case for tnpiaty households who generally do not have the advantage of
family networks. Mpiaiy view the arrival of relatives into their household as more a burden
to be suffered than an advantage to be enjoyed. They simply do not have the means to feed
the extra mouths. Another noteworthy difference between tompon-tany and mpiaiy is the fact
that marriage alliances are more the exception than the rule between mpiaiy households.
Nor do they enter into vaki-ra bonds.
Thus, viewed from the standpoint of settlement, Marovato is comprised of two categories
of inhabitants. The first category' is made up of the well-integrated block of tompon-tany
families. They owe their social status as Betsileo of free descent to their lands and family
tombs. The second category is comprised of the internally fragmented mpiaiy ("migrants").
They depend on the tompon-tany for land. At an earlier stage of my field work, I
hypothesised that all mpiaiy in Marovato were considered olona bafa ("other" or "different
people") by the tompon-taiy, much in the same manner as Antandroy living in neighbouring
villages. However, I later discovered that the tompon-tany applied another criterion to
socially distinguish the mpiaiy households.
2.3

Identifying the " O t h e r s "

The previous section discusses social differentiation based on the setdement history of
Marovato, which led to the emergence of the two clearly divided groups of tompon-taiy and
mpiaiy. This primary binary classification is based on setdement status. A second social
means of distinction is based o n perceived descent. 24 Marovato comprises four Betsileo
status groups: andriana, hova, both seen as nobility, olompotsy or "commoners" and andevo,
those of alleged slave origin. But, the villagers also split their setdements on quite another
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The groups defined in this section are not really descent groups, because many people within each category
share no biological bond. This is why I prefer to call them "status groups", following Max Weber (1968: 926939), to refer to die social formations based on common social honour and status.
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basis:" The first group is composed of villagers of free descent, andriana, bora and olompotsy.
They call themselves olona madio ("pure" or "clean people"). The other constitutes villagers
of purported slave origin, andevo.'6 People of free descent designate them as olona maloto
("impure" or "dirty people"). Here it should be noted that, despite differences in alleged
origin, mere are no physical distinguishing features between the two groups. Prior to
examining the meaning and implications of the second binary classification, I will describe
the setdement policy of the tompon-tany in Marovato and how it impacts on membership in
either of the two categories.
The tompon-tatiy of Marovato collectively meet in the tompon-tany village council.27 Its
members informed me that, during the tompon-tanj meeting of 1967, a stringent setdement
policy for new migrants was adopted. The ostensible reason for this was increased scarcity
of land and the fact that migrants depend on them for land. However, they say that
knowledge of the newcomers' history (tantard) is equally important. They do not allow olona
bafa ("odier" or "different people") in their village. This would appear to correspond with
the practice of the tompon-tatiy of the ancient Betsileo villages (tat/ana taloha) in the region,
who remain inhabited by a few tompon-tany families only. Migrants are not welcome. And
even in the migrant village of Marovato, only two non-Betsileo households have been
allowed into die village by the tompon-tany. These Antaisaka (originating from the Southeast
of Madagascar) were able to enter principally due to the efforts of Ragaby, one of the
totnpon-tany members, who fiercely insisted on their setdement. The tompon-tany are of the
opinion that they fall within the "pure people" category.28
Betsileo identity is highly context bound. The extent to which context determines how a
person identifies himself may be illustrated by taking the case of a hypothetical traveller, a
tompon-tany habitant of Marovato claiming noble descent. Upon meeting a non-Malagasy
during his sojourn, he would identify himself as a Malagasy. Later, if he met an inhabitant
of the capital city of Antananarivo, he would refer to himself as Betsileo. Upon meeting a
Betsileo outside Marovato, our hypothetical traveller would call himself tompon-tany. And
upon return to Marovato, he might stress his status as member of the village nobility. Thus,
the way he identifies himself each time is conditioned by the geographical location and the
nature of the person he meets.
Every Betsileo migrant 29 who wishes to live in Marovato must first report to the members
25

This binary opposition is stressed by both villagers of free descent and by those of alleged slave origin.
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The term andevo refers to people who are called andevo by others. It is not historically proven that they are of
actual slave origin.
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The tompon-tany village council has five members, each of whom is the head of one of the five largest
tompon-tany families in Marovato: Rafidy Andriana, Ratema, Andriabe, Mitsiky, and Ragaby. The tompon-tany
village council functions next to the formal jokon-tany council. Marovato has one representative in this
assembly, who with four members from two neighbouring villages, constitutes the council. The Marovato
representative is appointed by die tompon-tany council. Generally, tompon-tany choose one of their relatives. The
jokon-tany delegates represent the national government at a local level. They do not interfere with the tompontany's settlement policy.
28

Being different in the eyes of die tompon-tany does not necessarily mean diat one is perceived as an "impure
person" {olona malotó). Just like the members of two Antaisaka households, Antandroy living in neighbouring
hamlets are also classified in the "pure people" {olona madio) category by tompon-tany, despite die fact that they
arc on bad terms with the Antandroy.
29

These migrants' claim to be Betsileo is unquestionably accepted by the tompon-tany, whereas their social
origin widiin the Betsileo group is subject to an inquiry into whether die migrants really have family tombs.
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of the tompon-tany village council. The council necessarily will raise the question of the
location of the applicants' ancestral land and family tomb for the purpose of determining
origins of the newcomer. Any migrant who is vague about his descent is deemed to be of
slave origin, since all free-bom persons in the I Iighlands have ancestral land and a family
tomb in their native region. Tompon-tany refer to migrants who cannot identify their
ancestral land as people who " d o not have a history" {tsy misy tantara) or have 'lost their
history" {very tantara). Their identification as such relegates the newcomer to marginalised
status. 30
Over the last few decades, the tompon-tany have only allowed migrants deemed to be of
slave origin to settle in Marovato if they agree to live in the Western periphery. Migrants of
free origin may locate in the Eastern part of the village. Dwelling in Western Marovato
automatically entails being deemed by other villagers to be a member of an inferior group.
Generally, Betsileo ideology considers the West as the least favourable ritual location (cf.
Kottak 1980: 137-141). In Marovato, land in the Western quarter is openly seen as impure.
No Betsileo of free descent would consider living in the Western periphery. 31 Those who
dwell in Western Marovato are referred to as andevo. People of free descent designate them
as olona maloto ("impure" or "dirty people"), whereas they call themselves olona madio ("pure
or "clean people").
The numerical composition of the four free descent status groups {andriana, bora, olompotsy,
other "ethnic" origin) and andevo is summarised in the following table. In this regard, it is
important to note that none of the andevo expressly acknowledged their andevo status in
1992. The table therefore indicates andevo as designated by others. And even claims to free
descent {olompotsy, hova, andriana) should be viewed with prudence as the proof of their
historical accuracy is highly problematic.
Tabic 2: Numerical composition of the status groups in Marovato (1992)32
status groups
tompon-tany
mpiaiy

andriana

107

0

Iwra
1
9

olompotsy

167
103

other
4
10

andevo

13
44

total
292
166

As table two shows, all andriana are tompon-tany. The high proportion of noble descent
tompon-tany can be compared with the high number of villagers of supposed slave origin
{andevo) in the migrant population, 26.5% of all mpiaiy. AU andevo living in tompon-tany
families have entered through marriage. This implies that the original tompon-tany families
claim free descent without exception: they are of either noble {andriana and hova) or
commoner {olompotsy) origin. So, the andevo of Marovato came into the village as marriage
partners or as migrants.
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Bloch (1980: 120) writes on this issue: "Without an ancestral homeland one was a non-person."

31

This would appear to be a general phenomenon in the extreme Southern Highlands. I personally observed
six Betsileo villages other than Marovato with similar East-West configurations. Kottak (1980: 137-138) also
refers to this practice in his study on Betsileo villages around Ambalavao.
32

One household of the 44 mpiaiy ("migrants") called andevo, actually claims noble descent {andriana) but are
in fact called andevo by the other villagers and treated as such. Its members live in Western Marovato and
work widiout pay for the tompon-tany village nobility from whom they lease land More information on this
household will appear later in diis chapter.
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2.4

Olona madio, "pure" or "clean people"

The majority of the "pure people" claims to be olompotsy, of commoner descent. Andriana
and hora form the nobility of Marovato. Although they allegedly share noble roots, the
villagers classify them into two distinct groups. Noble informants, both andriana and hora,
explained to me that this division originates in die nineteenth century Merina hegemony
over die Southern Highlands.
The story of these informants is as follows. Prior to the Merina conquest of the Southern
Highlands, Betsileo nobility was considered to be andriana. But, since the Merina nobility
shared this name, the conquerors decided that it was necessary to degrade the rank of die
Betsileo nobility. The Betsileo were consequendy renamed hora, the name ascribed to
Merina commoners. 33 One would assume that, following the period of Merina rule, the
Betsileo nobility would be free to reappropriate their tide as andriana. My informants stated,
however, that this decision was beyond their control, as only the ancestors have the right to
determine which noble families may rename themselves andriana.
After the decline of Merina hegemony, Betsileo who succeeded in convincing fellowvillagers of their cognate descent from the former kingdom were able to reclaim their
andriana tide. In Marovato, only one family (G on the Marovato maps) can trace these
roots, which allegedly go back to the former king near Anjoma, about twenty kilometres to
die Northeast of Marovato. These two brothers, their wives and children now live in a
large, but rundown villa in Northeast Marovato. They were later joined by two of their
cousins, who dwell in the central quarter of Marovato. Their claim to andriana status is
accepted by the other villagers.
Claims to collateral kinship to the former king by descendants depended upon their
ancestors "speaking" before diey could start using the andriana name again. During the
third month of my 1992 field work, I witnessed one of these phenomena (quotation from
field work diary June 3):
It is still early in the morning. I am at the river doing my washing with some women
of Marovato. At the other side of the stream, Lahy and Moha, die two eldest sons of
Rafidy Andriana's third marriage, are fishing. They have chosen their spot based on
die theory that our washing activities chase the fish in their direction. While engaged
in die hard work of cleaning clothes, I hear the boys scream "Renibe, renibe, renibi\ I
assume they have caught a fish, but when I see the women running out of the water,
I instinctively follow them. My limited experience has taught me that following the
crowd is the best way to survive harsh country life. Meanwhile, the women have
joined the chorus, screaming: "Renibe, renibe, renibe". I know the word renibe means
grandmother, but I cannot see what its relevance is in this context. The women are
pointing at something green in the river. It is a crocodile. While I am still reflecting
on what might have happened if I had not replicated the women, everybody breaks
into a run towards Marovato, still crying out "renibe".
That same evening I learn more about the sigmficance of the day's events. The boys
and women had recognised the crocodile as the reincarnation of die mother of
Rafidy Andriana, since it supposedly moved just like she did. Immediately, a feast
33

Kottak (1980: 89, cf. Dubois 1938: 562) recorded similar stories of his informants, he states: "Formerly, as
in Imerina, the Betsileo noble group had been known as andriana. After Merina annexation, however, Betsileo
andriana were gradually demoted to die status of Inva, the term used in Imerina for its commoner stratum."
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and ritual offering for the visiting mother are organised. Two chickens are led to the
hereafter, and some of the meat is placed in the Northeast comer of Rafidy
Andriana's house as offering to the ancestors. With the rest of the meat and lots of
rice the descendants of Rafidy Andriana's mother celebrate her visit throughout most
of the night.
Andriana tompon-tany explained the event by way of myth. When someone of a noble family
dies, a small worm emerges out of his back. The family elder immediately transports it to
the Zomandao river, where it transforms itself into a crocodile. This crocodile is the
reincarnation of the deceased person. 34 Only authentic andriana have the power to
reincarnate. As soon as the Htde worm is discovered, the noble family is allowed to reclaim
its andriana name. Not long after my arrival in Marovato, Rafidy Andriana had informed me
about this reincarnation of andriana. Its full significance only became clear to me after my
encounter with the crocodile.
Although
was ver)about his
of status
mother.

Rafidy Andriana called himself andriana even before the visit of his "mother", he
pleased with the confirmation of his noble status. If anyone harboured doubts
andriana descent, nobody expressed them openly. Any villagers I asked, regardless
group in Marovato, were convinced that the crocodile was Rafidy Andriana's

There are only ten people in Marovato who refer to themselves as bom. They are allegedly
of noble descent, but do not reincarnate. Most villagers claim to be of commoner descent,
o/ompotsy (59%, 270 individuals). These people of commoner origin are hierarchically
organised into regional descent groups calledyó^o or kara^ana. The longer a family lives in a
certain locality, especially when they are considered totnpon-tatry because of the presence of
their family tomb, the higher its status is considered to be.
After this brief introduction to the Betsileo "pure people" status groups composed of the
andriana, hova, and olompotsy, I will now describe the villagers who are called "impure
people" due to their alleged slave {andevo) origin.
2.5

Olona maloto,

" i m p u r e " or "dirty p e o p l e "

In order to provide some insight into the practice and consequences of the settlement
policy of the tompon-tany village council of Marovato, I will describe the personal histories
of the villagers who were categorised as andevo in this process of selection and social
classification.35
The huts of the andevo are concentrated in Western Marovato. To the Northwest of the
village centre are a few yards of open field, mostly occupied by pigs searching for whatever
34

The story of reincarnation is a good example of the tompon-tany (particularly- those claiming andriana descent)
construction of their superior social status. Myths of reincarnation into reptiles are well-known in the
Highlands (cf. Abinal 1885: 242-246, Dubois 1938: 716-718, Graeber 1999: 336-342, Shaw 1878: 411, Sibree
1880: 170). The tompon-tany have taken bits and pieces from these various stories and adapted them to suit
their requirements.
35

The cases are abstracts from my 1992 field work diary. The first paragraphs are based on information
provided to me by the andew. I have summarised their stories and quoted them literally whenever possible.
Discussing their past was a source of great anxiety for die andevo. Often they even tried to avoid my questions
by preventing me from meeting them. For further details, I relied on odier villagers. If diey presented
contradictory versions or gave additional data, diis is presented in the last paragraphs of each case.
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food they can find. At night, the villagers use the field as a latrine. Just prior to reaching the
field, one passes the hut of Velo (32) and Zafindravola (30).
It is early in the morning on May 22 when Ramosa and I visit Velo and Zafindravola.
Their hut is built of low-quality laterite and is divided into two parts by a piece of
cloth. The right space is used for cooking over a wood fire. O n the left side,
Zafindravola and Velo sleep with four children: three gids who look to be between
the ages of four and seven and a little boy who is just under a year old. Velo is not
the father of the two eldest girls. Zafindravola says that they were b o m before she
knew Velo. The fathers are "unknown". The family moved to Marovato in 1988.
Velo: "When we came to the village, I went to see the village leader. His name is
Rafidy Andriana. I told him that we really would like to live in Marovato. First, he
asked me with how many we were. I told him with four, my wife was pregnant with
another baby. His second question concerned our ancestral land. Well, I answered
him that we came from a village near Fianarantsoa but he wanted to know the name.
I just could not remember. He replied that he could not accept us and that we had to
leave. But we could not leave. Zafindravola was very pregnant. He said that he had to
consult his ancestors on this matter. We waited three days. We slept at the riverside.
His son came to see us and told us that his father had received a dream in which the
ancestors had spoken. We were allowed to live here. We had nothing. We had to
build the house ourselves. Nobody helped. We also could lease some land from a
family who has a lot of land in Marovato. I try to cultivate it now but it is far away,
near the mountains, and there are too many stones in the ground. I have nobody to
help me."
Zafindravola: ' T h e house was not even finished when I got my babv. I was alone.
Nobody came to see her. I could not understand it. It was not clear. I was very sad."
Velo quickly interjects: "Later someone told me that we live in the wrong part of
Marovato, the maloto part which is reserved for people who do not have ancestral
land and a tomb. That is why people speak ill of us. I went to see the village leader
again and told him that we do not belong here. But he thinks we d o . "
The pigs feeding area also borders on Kazy's hut. It is May 24 when Ramosa and I visit
her.
It is dark in the little hut. I extend my hand by way of greeting, but can make out
nothing but dark silhouettes. Ramosa pushes me to the comer and orders me to sit
down on the floor. My eyes slowly become accustomed to the darkness. Eventually, I
can make out two women and two children staring at me.
Their names are Kazy (61), daughter Vavy (19) and her children Ndimby (5) and
Jumene (1). Kazy calls her life a stormy one. At the age of eleven, she gave birth to
Sambo, he also lives in Marovato (see chapter three). His father is "unknown".
Afterwards she married seven times. Each of her husbands abandoned her. After six
marriages that were not blessed with children, she conceived three daughters in her
last marriage. Vavy lives with her mother, and the other two daughters reside with
their stepbrother Sambo. Vavy, like her mother, was very young, only fourteen, when
she gave birth to her first child. Her second child arrived four years later. The fathers
of both children are married and live elsewhere.
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I raise a series of questions concerning their geographic origin. Both women
categorically refuse to provide me with their place of birth. I do not understand why
their initially detailed and open manner has now yielded to an obstinate stonewalling
tone. Kazy: "We are born in a village near Ambalavao. Now you should go. We are
very busy." With less than half my questions answered I leave them, confused and
well aware that I must have broken a "taboo" (fadj). Ramosa had remained silent
throughout the conversation, leaving me to ask the questions directly in Malagasy. I
beg Ramosa to assist me in understanding what lias just transpired. 36 He responds
that he is not surprised that we were ordered to leave.
Ramosa and other villagers later inform me that Kazy and Vavy were born in
Vohimena near Ambalavao, a village which, according to Ramosa, is inhabited
exclusively by andevo?' This statement is confirmed by other informants afterwards.
They also tell us that Kazy's place of origin was revealed in 1988, by a visitor to
Marovato who recognised her. At the time of this discovery she was living in the
Eastern part of Marovato. The tompon-tany immediately ordered her to move to the
Western periphery. She was allowed to continue cultivating the plot of manioc land
that she was leasing from Rafidy Andriana.
T o the South of Kazy's dwelling, one passes a cattle corral. These resting places for the
zebus are fenced off by massive tree branches to prevent the animals from escaping or
being stolen. Just past the corral, about fifty metres from the road (RN7), is the house of
Ratsimbazafy (59) and Lalao (43).
Ratsimbazafy and Lalao have nine children, of whom only one daughter is married
(see chapter three). During most of my research, I lived with their two daughters,
Fara (10) and Raozy (12), in a litde hut in South Marovato. 38 Although I resided with
the two girls, I never had much contact with their parents.
From the first day I saw Ratsimbazafy, I was intrigued by his peculiar behaviour.
Whenever our paths crossed, he performed the same ritual. He would doff his hat,
make a deep bow and greet me good morning, afternoon or evening depending on
the time of our encounter. Initially, I thought I was the only recipient of his
courtesies, but later I discovered that others in Marovato were saluted in like fashion.
I was to subscquendy learn the reasons behind his personal ritual when I
unconsciously provoked him. Since I saw Ratsimbazafy several times daily, I thought
this elaborate greeting was a burden to him. One day, I told Ratsimbazafy that a
simple good day {akoty aby) would suffice without the bowing and so forth. To my
surprise, he reacted angrily: "I greet you like I greet the others, just like my
forefathers did, I do and my children will do." He strode off angrily. I was too
shocked to realise what had happened but I had surely offended one of the hitherto
most friendly villagers.
May 1: Several weeks after this incident, Ramosa and I visit Ratsimbazafy and his
wife. I am entertaining no illusions of a fruitful conversation. But unexpectedly, upon
36

Ramosa had refused to talk to me for several days, as he objected to us visiting die villagers in Western
Marovato (see also chapter one).
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O n various occasions, I had been told of die existence of andtvo villages near Ambalavao. Kottak (1980:
105) also mentions them. In the Highlands, people commonly know which villages are inhabited by andevo.

38

See chapter one for die consequences of this living arrangement.
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our arrival, he executes his well-known bow and asks me what I would like to know.
He answers my questions in detail. Even revealing his place of birth poses no
problem to him: His birthplace is Andrianarivo ("place where many andriana live").
His wife comes from Ambalamanenja. Both villages are located near Ambalavao. I
hesitate somewhat to press further after my recent experience with Kazy and Vavy.
Also, despite the fact that both Ratsimbazafy and Lalao provide clear answers to my
questions, I am unable to obtain much information about their personal histories.
Ratsimbazafy constantly refers to the "Malagasy customs" (fo/nba gasy) in general
terms, but when I try to reduce his general statements to his personal situation he
suddenly becomes less talkative.
At the end of our conversation, I ask whether they would like to add any information
I had omitted. Ratsimbazafy replies with yes. In my "book", he states, I absolutely
should write about the horrible things that happened in the past. Raising his voice,
and with considerable conviction, he tells me that when a former king died, slaves
were killed to accompany and serve him in the hereafter. However, when I ask
whether he knows anything more about the period of slavery in Madagascar, he cuts
off the discussion: "tsy f/asy" ("nothing"). There is much work to do, he announces,
and we feel obliged to leave.
O n a number of subsequent occasions, I try to initiate new conversations with
Ratsimbazafy on the topic of slavery, but my attempts always meet with the response
"tsy mis/'.
T o corroborate the statements of Ratsimbazafy and Lalao, I seek out information
from others. The first to confirm to me that Ratsimbazafy and Lalao are of slave
descent is Andriamaheva, the oldest descendent from the former royal house in
Anjoma. He, like seven other villagers, claim that Ratsimbazafy's grandparents were
slaves of a royal family near Ambalavao. After the abolition of slavery, they married
and continued living within the vicinity of their former master's property on a small
plot of land leased from him. Our informants assert that this is what most ex-slaves
did.39 These former slaves named their setdement Andrianarivo. When the
grandparents died, their children inherited the usufruct rights to the land.
Ratsimbazafy's father was one of these children. When he died, his usufruct rights
were transmitted to his son. Ratsimbazafy married Lalao at a young age. She also is
presumed to be a descendant of a former slave family. My informants state drat
Ratsimbazafy and his wife came to Marovato in 1982 to escape the vicious cycle of
land dependence on the former royal family. Ratsimbazafy confirms 1982 as the year
of their arrival. He chose Marovato based on its reputation for manioc cultivation.
Members of the toinpon-tany village council inform me that they immediately
suspected Ratsimbazafy and his wife to be of slave origin since they could not trace
their tombs. They were allowed to live in Marovato, provided they settle in the
Western periphery. Ratsimbazafy agreed and was permitted to lease land from
Ratema.
Just opposite Ratsimbazafy and Lalao's house, on the North side of a cattle corral, is a litde
hut, which I had initially presumed was used to store manioc. I subsequendy learned that it
was the home of Maka (35), his wife Poeta (29) and their three children.
39

Kottak (1980: 104) postulates that many former slaves of the villages near the town Ambalavao remained
living on or near the estates of their former master after the abolition of slavery.
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May 4: It is early in the morning when I knock on the door of Maka and Poeta's hut.
I am far from certain that they wish to speak to me, as they are careful to avoid me
when our paths cross in or near the village and do not socialise with other villagers.
The door opens and I find Maka, Poeta and the children, seated, eating their manioc
breakfast. With a nod downwards, Maka indicates that his dirty hands prevent liim
from greeting me properly. I take my place next to the family on the floor.
Maka and Poeta tell me that they came to Marovato in 1988 with the dream of
owning their own manioc field. Prior to their arrival, they had lived together in the
town of Ambalavao for about ten years. They never married, as Maka was unable to
provide the bride price. His family refused to help him. When Poeta became
pregnant with their third child, he thought the time had come to take a decision,
Maka: "I left my work as land labourer. This job was no good anyway. They only
paid me some manioc." Maka felt that by cultivating manioc independently, he would
be able to earn enough money to pay for the bride price. He had heard from another
land labourer that Marovato offered good prospects for manioc and that the tompontat/y of the village welcomed new settlers. Maka: "They were not as nice as I thought.
At first, they even refused to let us live in the village because they said we were
impure people {plona maloto)." Poeta: "When I cried, one of the tompon-tanj, Ratema,
said we could stay but the only place available to us was here, next to the catde. He
also offered us some land to lease."
Unlike in the cases above none of the villagers admitted to any knowledge of Maka
and Poeta.
O n the Soumwestern side of the road, Tovo (57) lives in a small hut. I had already noticed
him in the village due to his hunched over, hobbling gait, caused by a back injurv. Tovo is
gaunt to die point of being sickly. His torn clothes barely mask the silhouette of a body
that can only be described as malformed.
May 2: Tovo shares his little hut with one chicken. As I squeeze myself inside his
dwelling, accompanied by Ramosa, Tovo is advancing towards the chicken, cursing
it. Paying us n o heed, he grabs the chicken by the throat and hurls it into the comer
of the hut. As if nothing has happened, he promptly sits down and enters into a
monologue about his life.
Before his arrival in Marovato, he lived with his wife and three children in the town
of Ambalavao. In 1987, when his wife died, he remained in the house with his
children, earning money as a land labourer. He eventually fell ill and was fired, Tovo:
"My children could hardly manage meir own expenses. They could not afford to feed
another mouth." He thought that cultivating his own land would be a possible way to
escape poverty. Since land is scarce and expensive in Ambalavao, he left and asked in
every village he passed through for land, but none was available: "Just looking at me,
people did not like me. In Marovato I spoke to Ragaby, who provided me with some
land for lease." Tovo did not wish to discuss how he ended up in Western Marovato.
Ragaby, and other tompon-tany, refused to provide any information concerning Tovo's
arrival. Finally, three months later, Ragaby broaches the topic while heavily
intoxicated by toakagasj (a Malagasy spirit produced in the village): "When I first laid
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my eyes o n him, I saw that he was in poor shape. Nobody wanted him, not even the
tompon-taiiy of Marovato. Tovo is olona inalolo. I did not give up and said that I would
lease him some land and would make sure that he stays in Western Marovato. Finally,
they accepted."
Nirina's (32) hut is located at a distance of about fifty metres from Tovo's dwelling, where
he fives with his wife Soa (29) and their children. They have virtually no contact with the
other villagers. They often sleep on a plot of land they lease at the foot of the Ifaha
mountains to the North of Marovato. I tried to establish contact with them on many
occasions, initially through Ramosa and subsequently during brief encounters at riverside.
When they finally did agree to meet with me, they failed to appear at our designated
meeting place. It was only after two months of field work that I succeeded in speaking with
them. Our conversation was brief, and took place while they continued working the land.
In 1988, they left their village of origin for Marovato. Which village, I ask. Nirina: "It
was somewhere near Ambalavao." When I repeat my request for the name of the
village, he responds that he and his wife were born in the same village but claims to
have forgotten its name. Manioc, he quickly specifies, was the sole reason they came
to Marovato. As if just recalling it, he adds that they lease the land they now cultivate
from Andriabe, who claims to be to/npon-Iatiy of noble descent. "That's why we are
very busy", he concludes, turning back to his work, and I take this as his cue that the
interview is over.
Other villagers inform me that the couple comes from Andrianarivo, near the town
of Ambalavao. Ratsimbazafy, whom villagers also call andevo, was b o m in
Andrianarivo. It is reputed to be a village where only andevo live. This information
confuses me. Although they both live in Western Marovato, I have never seen
Ratsimbazafy and Nirina together. So, when I meet Nirina two weeks later on my
way back from the river, I ask him whether he knows Ratsimbazafy. Nirina: "Yes, I
b l o w him very well. I was b o m in the same village as Ratsimbazafy." For the third
time, I ask him the name of the village. Nirina: "I don't remember."
Bia's (60) household is also in Western Marovato. She denies being andevo, "I am from an
andriana family." But whereas all andriana ("noble descent") are proclaimed lompon-tanj and
live in solidly built houses in North and South Marovato, Bia's hut is in very poor
condition. It is only about six square meters. She shares it with her daughter (18) and her
son (17).
May 11: Bia says she was born in Ambositra in the Northern Betsileo area. At a very
young age, she married Rakotozafy. Bia: "Me is andriana, just like me." After thirtyfive years of marriage and four children, her husband ended the marriage, as she was
beyond her fertile years and he desired more children. Bia: "After he left me, I fled
Ambositra with my two youngest children, as the other two were already married. I
was embarrassed and hurt. I did not know where to go." She led a nomadic life for
some years. When she heard that in Marovato she could maybe cultivate manioc, Bia
decided to give it a try.
In 1989, her case was discussed by the members of me toinpon-tanj village council.
They decided to allow her to setde in Western Marovato. Rafidy Andriana leased her
some land. The village did not provide Bia what she hoped: "I had so many dreams
when I came here, but I have been sick ever since my arrival. Maybe it is the change
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of climate. Or, maybe it is because I do not feel welcome here. People never
accepted me."
Rafidy Andriana subsequently informs me that he thinks Bia is of slave descent and
therefore should live in Western Marovato.
The above cases are typical examples of how the settlement policy of the tompon-tatty village
council is implemented in daily life. The tompon-tany laid the foundations for the ascribed
identity of Betsileo newcomers by classifying migrants either as olona madio ("pure" or
"clean people") or olona tnahto ("impure" or "dirty people"). The tompon-tanj argued that the
past of the migrants determines their future social position in the village. But how can
these tompon-tany be sure about a migrant's history, or his/her social origin? 'Ihe answer lies
in the presence or absence of a tomb. Those who can demonstrate their free descent
through a family tomb join the "pure people". Those who cannot are labelled andevo and
"impure people".
The andevo label is imposed upon the newcomers by the tompon-tany. The fact that migrants
were unable to prove their free descent by means of a family tomb does not necessarily
mean that they are of actual slave descent. Sometimes, their place of origin and family
tomb are too far away for the tompon-tany to conduct an in-depth inquiry. In such cases, the
tompon-tany leave the newcomers with two options - departure or settlement in the Western
part. Bia (see last case), for example, agreed to live in the Western quarter of the village
despite claiming to be of andriana descent, Üius becoming a de facto andevo in the eyes of
other villagers. After numerous futile attempts to personally verify claims of tompon-tany
origin, I knew that any similar research into the origin of migrants in Western Marovato
would serve n o useful purpose. The important and central reality appeared to be that
tompon-tany shaped the destinies of newcomers by ascribing their social identities according
to their own criteria. These identities have become part of the world with which migrants
have to deal, and even part of own their conceptual scheme.
Intemalisation of the andevo label is a significant component of social relations in Marovato.
It is most poignantly demonstrated by the andevo bowing to passing tompon-tany nobility, and
in their self-imposed adherence to rules of avoidance determined by "pure people". The
intemalisation of inferiority is clearly visible in Western Marovato. The andevo display a
number of different behaviour traits from other villagers. For example, contrary to other
villagers, none of them ever shook hands when greeting me. They also seemed to suffer
from "amnesia" when I inquired about their place of origin. Other villagers never lost the
opportunity to refer to the land of their ancestors, implicitly legitimising their current social
status as people of free descent. Another distinguishing facet of life in Western Marovato is
that even' household acts as a different socio-economic unit, hardly interacting with other
villagers. This is a distinct departure from the usual practice in the rest of the village, where
both women and men carry out their daily activities on a communal basis. In contrast, the
typical andevo household works its own plot of leased land and the women cook
individually.
Social marginalisation of the andevo is articulated dirough the fear villagers of free descent
have of being polluted by them. Not only do they feel superior to "impure people", diey
also keep their physical distance from die inhabitants of the Western periphery. Villagers
who come into contact with olona maloto immediately become themselves "impure". This
pollution can only be eradicated by a ritual cleansing carried out by the oldest member of
the former royal family in Anjoma. However, despite the tompon-tany's classification system
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and their prohibition of social contacts between "pure people" and "impure people" there
can be no doubt that the principle of keeping at a "safe" distance from "impure people" is
sometimes best honoured in the breach, as demonstrated by the seven mixed marriages in
Marovato. This subject will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter three

Perpetuation of Social Hierarchy through Marriage 1
3.1

Marriage politics of free descent families

Marriages are an important means of demarcating status groups in Marovato. Tompon-tany
parents {ray aman-dreny)2 are particularly careful in selecting marriage partners for their
children. Generally, the father is responsible for finding his children marriage partners. The
tompon-tany of Marovato have clearly defined and detailed criteria for selecting spouses for
their children. For their sons, they seek out wives who work hard and have the ability to
provide the family with offspring. A woman who has children from a former relationship
also qualifies as a good candidate, as she has already proven her fertility. Physical strength is
the quality most appreciated by the tompon-tany in the potential husband, as it holds the best
promise of a good breadwinner. After marriage, the couple commonly resides virilocal.
The tompon-tany'% primary pre-occupation when classifying people as suitable or unsuitable
marriage partners can be summarised in the following sentence that I often heard
pronounced by the tompon-tany. "Tsy maintsy mitoiy fira^anana ny fianakaiiana roa tonta eo
amin'ny fanambadiana, tsy maintsy sainy olona madio" ("the two families shall share the same
ancestry and be pure people"). Here, the totrrpon-tany cleady express the wish to wed their
children within their own status group. In order to achieve this, the tompon-tany father
inquires into the social origin and family tomb of the marriage candidate. If, for example,
he is seeking a bride for his son, he will only contact the family of the potential bride if he
is convinced that she is of free descent. All parents claiming free origin, whether tompon-tany
or migrant, stress the father's responsibility to exclude "impure people" as marriage
partners. They say the "Malagasy customs" (fombagasy) prescribe this.
Totnpon-tany parents take great pride in arranging the marriages for their children and even
insist on selecting a suitable wife for their eldest son. 3 They claim this is done to satisfy the
wishes of the ancestors and to create "friendship" (fihavananaf with other tompon-tany
families in Marovato and neighbouring villages.5 Marriage, just like vaki-ra ("ritual kinship"),
is seen as a means of binding families together. In Marovato, inter-marriage has closely
intertwined all of the tompon-tany families into a larger network. Thus, by arranging their
1

This chapter is based on my 1992 field work.

2

Kay aman-dreny literally means "fathers and mothers". In matters concerning marriage politics in Marovato,
ray aman-dreny principally refers to the fathers of the households or the eldest of the larger family unit.
3

More recendy, boys of tompon-tany families occasionally find their own marriage candidates. However, their
fathers will only consent to the marriage when free descent is demonstrated through die candidate's family
tomb.

4

Fihavanana refers to the sentiment of being part of one big family, the word bavana means "family" (Spindler
1999: 3). Rabenoro (1986: 146) decribes film<anana as follows: "Amitié et fraternité humaine et aussi
bienveillance ct tolerance envers les autres hommes: e'est le concept sur lequel reposent la philosophic et la
civilisation malgaches".
5

The creation of marital ties between members of tompon-tany families and kin from their wives' side is also
common. I his is important for dieir social networks, as die number of direct family of tompon-tany leaders is
generally limited to their brothers and sisters. It suggests an absence of family networks prior to arrival in the
extreme Southern Highlands (see chapter ten). Apart from their first marriage, which often was already
concluded previous to moving the Marovato region, tompon-tany family leaders commonly married women
from the region between Fianarantsoa and Ambalavao.
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children's marriages, tompon-tanj fathers are attempting to achieve two goals: the exclusion
of candidates of slave descent and the consolidation of to/npon-tany in ter- family solidarity.
Parents of migrant families in East Marovato are less selective in choosing marriage
partners. The primary consideration is material wealth of the candidate's family. Ideally,
they would prefer to marry their children off to local tornpon-Iany families, but
unsurprisingly, this remains largely an unfulfilled wish due to the to/npon-tany desire to intramarry. A more realistic aim is to ensure marriage with other "pure people". In practice,
migrant parents of East Marovato accept their sons' proposed candidates, provided free
descent is demonstrated. "Malagasy customs" is the source relied upon to justify the
practice of arranged marriages for the daughter, as it is considered improper for the girl to
select her own marriage partner.
When a suitable candidate is selected, the respective parents, or family members acting on
their behalf, start negotiating the "bride price" (ta/idrd). Villagers say the tandra compensates
the bride's family for the fact that the girl will join her husband's family upon marriage.
Having the best kabary ("long rhetoric monologues") performers improves a family's
prospects of a satisfactory bride price arrangement since kabary capacities are highly valued.
The content of the bride price hinges on the economic situation of both families. It ranges
from two or three zebus in relatively rich families to a few chickens in less affluent families.
The bride price is collected by the father of the groom, with the financial backing of his
cognates. Both brothers and, to a lesser extent, sisters, contribute to the bride price. When
he does not have cognates living in the vicinity, this requirement can prove to be far more
problematic. In such cases, the father often has to turn to other relatives for contributions.
Failing this, he might arrange to redeem the bride price obligation in instalments.
The bride price is used as an effective tool to prevent undesired marriages. If, for example,
a father is unsatisfied with a potential bride proposed by his son, he announces that he will
not provide the bride price. The son, being in no position to collect it himself, generally
feels obliged to cancel the relationship. This explanation is often given by youngsters in
Marovato for the sudden rupture of liaisons. The bride price also plays a crucial role in the
dissolution of marriages. To better understand the procedures of marriage dissolution one
has to distinguish between unregistered, traditional marriages and registered, church
marriages.
Both free descent and andevo villagers informed me that, according to "Malagasy customs",
it is the bride price payment which confers public legitimacy upon the marriage. These
marriages are rarely recorded in the government vital statistics registry. People say that tihey
don't bother registering so as to avoid the cost of any future divorce proceedings. Couples
who wish to wed in a church ceremony must register with the vital statistics registry.
According to Marovato couples who have been married in the church the church
ceremony increases the chances a marriage will last.6
Remaining childless or a wife being beyond her fertility years are grounds for marriage
dissolution, as is failure by the husband's family to make the bride price instalment. This
latter cause entitles the parents-in-law to reclaim their daughter in order to marry her off to
6

My research confirms these statements. Official marriages generally last about four years longer than
traditional ones. Of the 84 married Marovato couples, 14 married in the church (in Ambalavao and
Fianarantsoa). Six of the couples from die latter group are from the tompon-tany family of Ratema, and the
others are recent migrants. After the marriage, they never attended church again. All say that Christianity
plays no role in their daily lives.
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someone capable of paying the bride price. Responsibility for dissolution of the marriage is
a matter to be settled between fathers of the marriage partners. They negotiate how much
of the initial bride price should be reimbursed by the wife's family in order to re-establish
her status as an unmarried woman. If the marriage is recent and there are n o children, the
father of the wife may be ordered to repay the entire bride price. The amount of restitution
decreases with the number of marriage years and children born into the marriage. Once the
refund is arranged, the wife is free to return to her parents. If the separated couple has
children under the age of ten, the mother will take them with her. But, once the children
get older, they return to their father to assist with family chores. This also is said to be
"Malagasy custom". Exceptions to this rule are nevertheless very common, particulady in
cases where the marriage is dissolved by consent.
The bride price is not only important to create, prevent and dissolve marriages. Fathers
also use it to pressure their children to remain in marriages they would prefer to end. If the
spouses notify their respective families that they wish to separate, their fathers will meet to
discuss the situation. When they prefer not to dissolve the marriage, they simply inform
their children that they were unable to reach a bride price repayment arrangement. Without
this refund, the marriage dissolution cannot satisfy the requirements of "Malagasy
customs". The couple consequendy must remain married. In the reverse scenario, where
the fathers of the married couple want the relationship to end, such as in cases where the
couple fails to produce offspring, the bride price can also be used strategically: The fathers
discuss its refund. Once they have reached an agreement, they simply inform their children
that their marriage is over.
Crossing the conceptual boundary between "pure people" and "impure people" in
marriage is still taboo for free descent family members, but status groups within the "pure
people" category {andriana, hora and olompotsy) are allowed to intermarry.
The extent to which "pure people" status groups marry endogamous largely depends on
the strictness of the family leader. Tompon-tany Andria.be and Rafidy Andriana, for example,
adhere strongly to the idea that andriana should only marry andriana. This belief led Rafidy
Andriana to condemn and take harsh action against his eldest son Raboba (61).
In 1976, Raboba chose Razafy as his fifth marriage partner after four unhappy
unions arranged by his father. Rafidy Andriana fiercely opposed the marriage, as
Razafy was of olompotsy ("commoner descent") origin. Raboba defied his father's
orders and married her, as he was in a position to pay for the bride price himself.
Rafidy Andriana regarded this lack of filial respect as a grave offence. Matters
worsened when he came to the conclusion that the dispute was diminishing his
prestige as village leader. His vaki-ra brother Ratema recalled the incident: "All
tompon-tany of the village council wondered how he would be able to lead the whole
village when he was not even able to control his own son." T o prevent any further
loss of face, Rafidy Andriana heavily sanctioned his son. He disinherited him and
removed him as successor as the next head of the family. He then expelled his son
from the family compound in South Marovato. Raboba now lives with his children in
the Northern part of the village. T o complete the humiliation, Rafidy Andriana
refused Razafy entry to his family tomb (cf. chapter seven).
During the fourth month of my 1992 field work, Razafy died after a sixteen year
marriage to Raboba. When I discussed her death with Rafidy Andriana, he said:
7

Twelve of the fifty-three couples in the tompon-tany families are of mixed free descent.
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"Well, she was supposed to have died a long time ago. Right after she moved in with
Raboba I consulted the family ombiasy ("traditional healer") about this. He ordered
me to put fanafody gasy ("Malagasy medicine") in their house. 8 A relative of mine did
this about one year later. My ancestors agreed to this in a dream. You know that to
disobey your parents is a serious sin for which you have to pay a high price.
Everybody knows this." The body of Razafy was transported to Ambalavao and
buried in the family tomb of her father.
Not all tompon-tany elders share the rigid attitude of Rafidy Andriana. Ragaby holds a
contrary view. H e is of okmpotsy origin and allows his children to choose their own
marriage partners. His cousin married a woman who was publicly accused of slave origin
prior to the marriage. This and other marriages between "pure people" and "impure
people" will be discussed in the next section.
3.2

Crossing the conceptual boundary

Fathers of andevo households in Western Marovato arrange marriages for both their
daughters and sons. This is not because they want to exercise influence upon their children,
but out of fear that their children might remain unmarried. Because they are labelled andevo
and "impure people", they are considered inappropriate marriage partners for free descent
families. As a consequence, one would expect them to arrange weddings with other andevo
families in Western Marovato. This, however, is not the case, because most of them deny
their ascribed andevo status. As Velo (cf. chapter two) commented: "As I said, we are not
andevo. I would never wed my children to other people here in the maloto part since they
actually are andevo."
Velo cleady stresses the idea shared by other inhabitants of Western Marovato, i.e. that by
marrying other ascribed ankvo in Western Marovato they would admit to their alleged
"impure" origin. Therefore, most andevo fathers seek partners for their children outside
Marovato. This is a somewhat complicated enterprise since their "polluted" identity is
notorious in the Marovato region. There is also another practical issue to consider. If the
daughter adheres to the dominant Betsileo vinlocal pattern and leaves the village, the
parents will be deprived of the daughter's labour. 9 Andevo parents claim that their social
isolation prevents them from relying on others for help and stress that their survival
depends entirely upon resources within their own household. Ratsimbazafy (cf. chapter
two) and Sambo (see also infra) w h o live in Western Marovato, often complained about the
difficulties in finding marriage partners for their children and relatives. Some of these
conversations appear in the following cases.
Sambo (50) lives with his wife Ratsara (29), their daughter and Vaha (she is the
daughter of Ratsara's brother Niaina) in a little hut in Western Marovato. Next to it is
a tiny shed where Vita, daughter from a former marriage of Sambo, dwells with his
two stepsisters, Jana and Mamy. Vita, Jana and Mamy are between the ages of 15 and
17.

8

For more information on the utilisation of fanafody gasy, an euphemism for sorcery and occasionally
poisoning, see chapter seven.
9

Kottak (1980: 172) states on this issue: "... with the exception of slave descendants, postmarital residence is
almost universally virilocaL" Unfortunately, he does not explain the reasons why slave descendants do not
adhere to the dominant pattern.
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When I meet Sambo at the river on June 16, I ask him how his "daughters" are
doing. He replies that it is high time that Vita, J ana and Mamy get married, but that
he wants them to remain in Marovato because they need to work his land.10 They
work the manioc land that Sambo leases from Rafidy Andriana. When I ask him
whether this is actually possible, he responds with a silent glare. He shortly replies:
"Difficult, but tomorrow I will go to the market in Ambalavao to chase all the
available men in the region." He about-faces and walks away, carrying his two
buckets of water, which hang from either side of his shoulders at each end of a
wooden bar. Suddenly, he turns back and cryptically states: "Ny manangona tsy
mahaleo ny manahakd" ("Giving is easier than collecting").12 I assume he refers to the
Betsileo preference for virilocality.
The next day, Sambo leaves very early on his 40 kilometre walk to the town of
Ambalavao. One week later, he returns. When I ask him about the results of his
mission, he repeats his mantra: "Nj manangona tsy mahaleo ny manahakd' and departs
sullenly for his manioc field.
Ratsimbazafy is faced with a similar issue: rebellious daughters who desperately want
to get married.
July 11. Dusk is falling. I hurry home from the river, as night is rapidly falling. Just
before the village, I meet up with Ratsimbazafy and his daughter Raozy. I share a
little hut with Raozy and her sister and ask about our arrangements for the evening's
meal. It is obvious to me that I have interrupted something. While I am attempting
to excuse myself for speaking before properly greeting them, Ratsimbazafy interrupts
me: "As you know, I have seven girls. They constantly complain that they are not
married yet. They blame it all on me. Meanwhile, our family keeps on growing."
Raozy: "But we are all afraid that we will soon be too old to have children" Later
that evening Raozy explains: "I like a husband, but I need children. Everybody needs
children." 13
Thus, marriage is a troublesome issue for the andevo families in Marovato. When engaged in
the process of arranging marriages for their children, parents become painfully aware of
their ascribed social identity. Being labelled andevo hinders them in achieving life goals
which villagers of free descent take for granted. Getting married and having children are
the two principal goals named by youngsters, irrespective of status group, when asked to
express their desires for the future. As Raozy told me: "Other girls know mat they will get
married some day. I know that I most likely will not be able to, since nobody wants me.
Surely not when I wait for my father. But I know who I want to marry. When I tell you,

10
Sambo is often away from Marovato and therefore needs others to work the land for him. Initially, he said
he left the village to find a job, but later he explained his absences differently. Sambo: "Now and then the
police invite me to spend some time in die prison of Fianarantsoa. But everybody here knows diat one day I
will turn up again."
11

Andevo are not allowed to use the village well. They take their water from the Zomandao river (cf. chapter
four).
12

A more figurative translation might be "sowing is easier than harvesting".

13
In 1993 both Raozy and her sister Zoma (the third daughter of Ratsimbazafy and Lalao) give birth. They
bodi refuse to reveal the names of the babies' fathers (for more information on Raozy see chapter six).
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you will not believe me because it is impossible." Subsequently, during the evening
preceding my departure for the Netherlands, she confided in me. "I will many Lahy, Rafidy
Andriana's son." 14 Although this plan appeared virtually impossible under the 1992
Marovato social configuration, Raozy's sister Voahangy, surmounted the odds, marrying
someone of free descent.
Voahangy (24) married into the toinpon-tany family of Ragaby. His family compound is
located in North Marovato. It consists of various huts surrounding his brick house.
Voahangy and her husband Rakoto (41) dwell in a tiny hut just opposite the house of
Ragaby.
Ramosa and I visit them on June 2. The hut accommodates eight inhabitants:
Ragaby's cousin Rakoto, his wife Voahangy and their daughter. They each already
had one child prior to marriage. These children form part of their household, as do
two children of Rakoto's deceased sister. Maro, the father of Rakoto, also lives with
them. He is the brother of Ragaby. Rakoto came to Marovato in 1988. Despite his
short settlement history, he is perceived as tompon-tany due to his family affiliation
with Ragaby.
Rakoto was forced to flee his birthplace Ihosy, when he fell prey to catde thieves.
They burned his house to the ground. Rakoto was able to escape, but his wife
perished in the fire. Traumatised by the memory of this incident, he left Ihosy with
his father, whose wife also had recently deceased. They took Rakoto's only child
(who he just managed to save while running out of the burning house) and the two
children of his deceased sister. They all hoped that the setdement in Marovato would
provide them with a good future.
In 1991, Ragaby ordered his brother to find a wife for Rakoto. Maro contacted
several fathers with available daughters in the village, all of whom came from free
descent families. Unfortunately, the fathers of the eligible brides immediately refused
after a cursor}' review of Rakoto's financial position. Materially, he had nothing to
offer, since he had lost everything in the Ihosy fire. Maro: "It was difficult. I thought
I would never find a wife for my son. There was only one solution ... Western
Marovato!" It was late at night when Maro knocked on the door of Ratsimbazafy,
who had five daughters of marriageable age. Maro: "I only went after the villagers
had withdrawn on the grass mat for the night so they should not notice me." For
Ratsimbazafy, Maro's arrival was a dream come true since he had great difficulty in
finding husbands for his daughters. He selected Voahangy because she was the eldest
and already had one baby. Ratsimbazafy: "Rakoto is a good husband for her. She
remains in Marovato and I can call on her when her help is needed."
That same night the marriage arrangements were made. Ratsimbazafy settled for a
bride price of four chickens, and within the week Rakoto and Voahangy were
husband and wife. The marriage, however, was received as an affront by other
villagers of free descent. T o this day, the mention of this mixed marriage provokes
harsh criticism. Ragaby was the principal target of censure after the marriage, which
was considered to be a serious violation of fomba gasy ("Malagasy customs"). But
Ragaby remains stoic: "Fomba gasy} It is also fomba gasy that you can get cleansed by
the oldest member of the former royal family in Anjoma. I go to see him every week,

14

Hanambady an'iLa/r? alio, ny ^anak'RafidyAndriana.
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so everybody should be happy." This seemed sufficient to silence some villagers, but
did not prevent the tompon-tany nobility from speaking ill of Ragaby. N o t
unexpectedly, Rafidy Andriana is harshest in his criticism: "I am sure that my
ancestors will one day rectify this violation oifombagasy."
During my eady field work, this was the only mixed marriage of which I had been aware.
Later that year, Ramosa, my assistant, informed me that Ravonjy wanted to speak to me.
He lives in a village near Marovato. He insisted on meeting me at a secret place. Ramosa
and I accepted his preference for the bo^aka-üeld near the river. This bo^aka, or "grass", is
characterised by its thistled seeds, which easily stick to clothes and flesh and are very
difficult to remove. Almost nobody dares enter the field, so it serves as an ideal spot for
people who do not want to be seen.16
Ravonjy tells us that Rafidy Andriana has an andevo in his own family:17 "He
obviously did not check her out sufficiendy. I know for a fact that the wife of his
cousin is die sister of Lalao."
Lalao lives in Western Marovato with her husband Ratsimbazafy and nine children
(cf. chapter two and supra).
As Ramosa is very upset upon hearing the news, I decide to return to Marovato. He
obviously fears that Ravonjy is right and is even more concerned about the reaction
of his father. I try to console him and say that I do not believe that Lalao and Tsija
(27), the wife of Rafidy Andriana's cousin Rakazy (39), actually are sisters since I
have never seen them together.
July 12: Today there is a meeting of the elders from villages within proximity of
Marovato. They are discussing the case of Rakazy and Tsija. Tsija is now openly
acknowledged to be the sister of Lalao and therefore seen as an andevo, giving
credence to Ravonjy's accusation.
The elders rule that Rakazy and Tsija do not need to separate, which is normally
demanded when mixed couples are discovered. The elders came to this decision
because the couple already has two children Tsija and the children, however, would
not be allowed to enter Rafidy Andriana's family tomb.
Rakazy obviously had close bodily contact with Tsija and therefore, in the eyes of the
to/npoti-tanj, had himself become "impure". This raised the question of how he could
enter Rafidy Andriana's family tomb. When I ask Rafidy Andriana about this, he says
that when Rakazy dies he will be ritually cleansed by the oldest member of the
former royal family in Anjoma before being buried in the tomb. 1 also want to knowwhy it took so long for Rafidy Andriana to discover that Tsija was of slave descent.
His reply: "You ask too many questions."
July 16:1 notice Rakazy at riverside and gather sufficient courage to ask him his view
15
When I asked Rafidy Andriana to explain this remark he responded: "I still saw you burning your food last
week. You still have to learn the women things. These things oifombagasy will not yet be clear to you."
16
Provided you arc wearing shorts. When I returned to the village, my long trousers were covered with seeds.
This led to speculation as to what I had been up to prior to my arrival.
17
Statements like this were often made and must be considered as part of the social interactive dynamic of
claims and counter-claims concerning free/"pure" and slave/"impure" descent
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of the elders' ruling. Rakazy: "You probably think that I should be happy because
they said that I do not have to leave my wife. But my father is buried in Rafidy
Andriana's tomb and I want to be reunited with him when I die. Since I cannot take
my wife and children with me I will be alone. This I fear. It is not good to be alone. I
better try to find anomer wife and get children with her so I will not be alone,
later."18
After the public condemnation of Tsija as andevo and "impure person", mixed marriages
became the talk of the village. Gossip (resa-be) and "reality" seemed inseparable. I tried to
solve this methodological problem by double-checking claims and stories with many
informants. But, in the process, I realised drat it was not so much "true" or "untrue" which
was relevant. I had to focus my attention on the accusations themselves: Why were they
made and what were their consequences? It was quite obvious that the villagers expected
the andevo to behave in accordance with their inferior social status. It appeared just as
significant that the disclosure of supposed slave origin of a marriage partner led to
ostracising by the other villagers of free descent. Whether or not an accusation was
founded, its consequences were very real.
A hut in East Marovato attracted my attention as a result of the following comment uttered
by several villagers: "/msy o/ona rnaloto arny trano iry" ("there are impure people in the house
over there").
The one room hut is inhabited by Soja (28), his wife Tina (23) and their children.
Tina's fadier also lives with them.
Soja is member of a tompon-tanj family claiming noble {andriand) descent in Marovato.
After two failed marriages, he set his marital sights on Tina, who he met at the
market in the town of Fianarantsoa. He proposed the marriage to his eldest brother
Andriabe. Since the death of their parents, he had assumed responsibility for family
matters. Andriabe therefore also felt duty-bound to check the genealogies of the
marriage partners of his brothers and sister: "I am in charge of the family now. I
decide whether a marriage will actually take place. I check out the people who want
to marry into our family. If they are good people, I will arrange the bride price."
Taking his responsibilities to heart, Andriabe traced the social origin of Tina and was
shocked to discover that her family had no family tomb. This for him obviously
implied that she was of slave descent. He promptly called off the wedding. Soja did
not respect his brother's wish, Soja: "Tina was already pregnant, I did not want my
baby to become a child without a father. You probably have seen; there are many in
Western Marovato." Soja contacted Tina's father, who facilitated the marriage byaccepting a phased bride price redemption. He also insisted that his daughter
continue caring for him, as she had done since the death of his wife. He moved in
with the newly-wed couple.
It was Soja himself who recounted his personal history. Andriabe later provided a
similar version to me but added: "My family will never accept this olona maloto. She
does not belong with us. If Soja wants her, he has to leave us." Andriabe expelled
Soja from the family compound. He now lives in East Marovato. Andriabe also
withdrew financial support. Soja's poor housing conditions would appear to be a
direct result of this exclusion. Whereas his brothers and sister all live in comfortable
brick houses, he dwells in a hut that appears to be in a state of imminent collapse,
See chapter seven for more information on villager perception concerning ancestors and the hereafter.
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located o n a narrow strip of land. The remainder of the land he was previously
cultivating was reclaimed by his family. Soja is barely able to eke out a living from
this land. All household members are malnourished and the two children are
chronically ill. This misery does not overly disturb Andriabe: "There is only one
person to blame and that is Soja himself."
There is a hut in Western Marovato which resembles Soja's dwelling. Many villagers of free
descent are convinced that it accommodates a couple of mixed origin.
The hut is home for Masy (43), his wife Soavita (29), their children, two children
from a former marriage of Masy and two children of his deceased brother. After
having led a nomadic life, they arrived in Marovato. Masy: " D o you want to know
about migration? I know it all. We have moved all over the place since nobody
wanted us." Masy never explained the reasons behind being refused in so many
villages, but many free descent villagers in Marovato attribute this to Soavita's slave
origin. In 1987, Masy contacted his stepsister Bakoly in Marovato. She sympathised
with Masy's complicated situation and promised she would speak about it with her
husband Mitsiky. Mitsiky is a member of the to/npon-taiiy village council. At his wife's
insistence, he agreed to broach the issue with the other members. Mitsiky says that
they allowed Masy's family to setde in the village out of respect towards him. Rafidy
Andriana, member of the tompon-tatiy council, viewed the issue quite differently: "We
were pressured into accepting the family. It had nothing to do with respect." H e
refused to elaborate.
Masy's family was obliged to live in Western Marovato. They have one underfed
zebu which can be observed languishing in front of their hut, apparently too weak to
even move. Mitsiky did offer to lease them some land, Masy: "I had to refuse. We do
not have the means to pay for the land. We now depend largely on our zebu." Masy
milks it three times a day, seemingly against all odds, since the weakened animal is
hardly capable of producing any. The milk Masy tries to market is of a special brand,
as one villager explained: "You can see right through it. And we all know how this
was accomplished. Let's just say the Zomandao river helps him." Masy often is
absent for days at a time. He says this is due to extended departures necessary to find
customers.
Sambo's tribulations were not limited to his problems in arranging marriages for his
daughter and stepsisters. His alleged andevo status proved a most inconvenient label
hindering his own marriage plans.
When Ramosa and I go to visit Sambo and his wife Ratsara on the May 26, Sambo is not
home. Ratsara, and subsequendv, her brother Niaina, agreed to recount his tantara
("(hi)story").
For Sambo, married life is no bed of roses. He has married four times. In 1982, his
mind was set on marrying Ratsara. She claims to be olo/npotsy ("of commoner
descent"). Ratsara also desired Sambo as her husband but feared the reaction of her
oldest brother Niaina. Ratsara: "My parents died a long time ago. Niaina had to
arrange my marriage. I knew from the start that he would not like Sambo." She does
not explain why this is so. When I ask Niaina a few days later, he says: "She is quite
right to think that I did not like him. This marriage was out of the question. You
know that Sambo is olona maloto." He tried to persuade his sister by predicting she
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would face a life of grief and public ridicule. But Ratsara did not listen, and she
married Sambo. Ratsara: "Sambo decided that he would not need to pay the bride
price to people who do not like him. I accepted."
For seven years, Ratsara was ignored by her family. Even Niaina, who prior to the
marriage was very much attached to his sister, refused to speak to her. Niaina is well
aware of the pain he caused his sister, but: "she called it upon herself." However,
Niaina recanted eventually: "I was surprised to see they lasted that long. It could
even go on for longer. I do not want to die knowing that she hates me." Niaina
eventually preferred to bun- the hatchet. To show his sincere intentions towards
Ratsara, he allowed his daughter Vaha to live with her. Niaina: "Because of our
conflict she was unable to have children. With Vaha in the house she will." When I
ask Ratsara for an explanation, she responds: "We believe that children in the house
invite babies."
Almost two years later Ratsara gives birth to a little gid named Zoly.
Niaina and Ratsara now are often seen publicly together. Other free descent villagers
still speak ill of die situation, since they feel that "pure people" and "impure people"
should not mingle. As one villager explained: "Ratsara has become an "impure
person" because she married Sambo, so she should also refrain from having contact
wifli "pure people". Even if it is her brother." Contact with Ratsara's other brothers
and sisters remains limited to chance encounters where they greet each other like
perfect strangers, and then quickly resume their way.
Just behind the hut of Sambo and Ratsara is the dwelling of Andrianasolo (33), his wife
Pclamainty (35) and two family members. I decide to visit Andrianasolo and Pelamainty
when I hear that Pelamainty is ill. When Rafidy Andriana becomes aware of my plan, he
strongly discourages it: "You want to go to Andriamaheva again? It is too far away. You
said so yourself last time you went." Rafidy Andriana is right. My last visit to
Andriamaheva, the oldest descendant of the former royal family in Anjoma, had been for a
ritual cleansing which proved to be quite unpleasant. 19 After a day's hike, I had to wait
while Andriamaheva sought approval from his ancestors, which only arrived in a dream he
had three days later. By this time, I am beginning to suspect that the value of my
information bears a direct relation to the difficult)' in obtaining it. So, I insist on seeing
Pelamainty, taking care nevertheless to promise Rafidy Andriana that I will be sure not to
touch anybody. Obviously not satisfied with my reply, he responds: 'Y'ou behave like a
va^aha ("foreigner") again. There is still a lot you have to learn about fomba gasy."
I visit Pelamainty' on May 24. Ramosa is not present. When I step into the hut, I
realise how tiny it is. It is difficult to conceive how it can accommodate its four
residents: Gilbert and Pelamainty, her brother Mpinona and his daughter. Pelamaintv
is alone upon my arrival. She is prostrate on the floor and seems feverish. I ask howshe is. An unbearable silence. I try to break it by asking more questions, but she
remains mute, which increases my uneasiness. I cannot recall an occasion where I
was so eager to leave. When I finally announce my departure, Pelamainty' seems as
relieved as I am and says: ' W e are migrants as you know. In 1990, we left
Fianarantsoa to start cultivating manioc in Marovato. That is all I can tell you about
us." Outside, I almost b u m p into Andrianasolo, who is about to enter die hut.
19

I had to be ritually cleansed on various occasions because I had become an "impure person" due to my
contacts with andevo (see Appendices for a description of the "purification" ritual).
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Instead of greeting me, he states: "That's true. We do come from Fianarantsoa." I
assume that he has been eavesdropping on the whole conversation.
This brief encounter unfortunately represents the only contact I had with
Andrianasolo and Pelamainty during my 1992 field work in Marovato. 'Fo/npon-tanj
Ratema claims to know why Andrianasolo and Pelamainty were so evasive: "His real
name is not Andrianasolo but just Solo. The andriaiKf part he invented himself in
order to appear to be a member of an aiidriana family. I found out about this when I
asked my family in Fianarantsoa about him." 21 Ratema seems proud to have
unmasked Andrianasolo. He furthermore claims to know why they left Fianarantsoa:
"Pelamainty' is olompotsy ("of commoner descent"). Her family tried to prevent the
marriage by asking a high bride price. Solo could not pay for it and arranged to pay it
later in instalments." After Pelamainty's parents died, her aunt kept on complaining
about the bride price. She even heightened it in the hope of finally ridding them of
Solo's undesired presence. He actually did leave, unfortunately with Pelamainty."
Ratema pretends not to feel sorry for Andrianasolo and Pelamainty, but his actions
betray more sympathy towards them than he wants to admit. It was Ratema who
pleaded their case in the to/npon-lanj village council when its members discussed
whether the couple could stay in Marovato. They yielded to his arguments, provided
the couple resided in Western Marovato. Ratema leases them a plot of land.23
In the Northwest of Marovato, another hut is inhabited by a couple allegedly of mixed
origin. The dwelling is home to Maly (68) and his wife Nana (43), their children and a son
from a previous marriage of Maly. I had never met them before, despite the fact that I had
already been living in Marovato for about three months. When I heard that Maly was ill, I
went to see them with Ramosa, on May 29.
Maly and Nana both welcome us with a smile, but they do not shake hands with us.
They know that I have visited most households in the village and have made
extensive inquiries. So, dispensing with the preliminaries, they indicate that they are
prepared to answer my questions.
They tell the tale of their migration to Marovato. They had hoped to gain a fortune in
manioc cultivation, but until today had failed in this quest. They inform us in detail
but when I start asking questions about their marriage, Nana becomes moody: "I
think we will continue this conversation in French." Since all interviews in Marovato
until this moment have been conducted in Malagasy, I am quite surprised to discover
that they are capable of speaking French. But, I immediately discover that Maly does
not understand or speak a word of French and Nana hardly masters the language
cither. I continue in Malagasy, with the assistance of Ramosa: "How many years have
you been married?" Maly interjects: "Nana is my second wife, we married in 1991."
Nana: " N o t at all. I am not even married to this man." Ramosa looks at me in
amazement, then tries to refresh Nana's memory by recalling their marriage feast.
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Referring to noble descent.
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Fianarantsoa is a town 90 kilometres to the Northeast of Marovato.
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In this respect, all villagers in Western Marovato say that they exclusively practice phased bride price
redemption since they do not have the financial means to pay the entire price in one instalment.
23
Andrianasolo was unable to pay Ratema for leasing the land. He subsequently was dispossessed. A few
months later, tompon-tany Mitsiky agreed to lease him a little plot of land.
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But Nana insists that she is not married and in a clear state of desperation orders us
to leave her house. Both Ramosa and I are puzzled by what has just transpired. We
have to turn to other villagers for explanations.
Villagers interrogated respond without exception that Maly is of andevo origin, while
Nana comes from a free descent {olompotsy) family. Nana and Maly supposedly had
been living together for over fifteen years in the town of Ambalavao when they
moved to Marovato. According to my informants, Nana tried to assert Maly's free
origin by giving an eye-catching marriage feast to give the impression that Maly also
was of free descent. Unfortunately, Nana had ignored the fact that tompon-tanj
families in Marovato have regional family networks that reach as far as Ambalavao
and even Fianarantsoa. Soon after the marriage, Maly's descent was allegedly
uncovered. Based on this discover}', the tompon-tanj village council ordered Nana and
Maly to move from the Eastern part to the Western periphery of Marovato.
The heads of tompon-tanj families regard keeping their families "pure" as one of their most
important tasks. "Pure" is understood in the sense that no olona maloto should enter into
their families. "Pure" also means adhering to the dictates of their ancestors as understood
by them. The tompon-tanj are able to sustain the first by arranging marriages for their
children with marriage partners whose genealogical roots can be identified as "free". The
second they claim is achieved by respecting and maintaining the traditions of the ancestors.
Thus, by marginalising the andevo as the "Others", the tompon-tanj try to maintain a "pure"
cultural identity.
The tompon-tanj further entrenched their sentiment of superiority through the process of
monitoring entry of new migrants into the village. As they became the arbiters of
newcomers' arrival, they progressively distanced themselves from their original status as
migrants and assumed the mantle of establishment of Marovato, which they now actively
assert. Also necessary to the tompon-tany maintenance of their superior position is the
corresponding depiction of andevo as "outsiders".2"1 Tompon-tanj describe themselves as the
"backbone" of the Marovato community. The responsibility to ensure that other villagers
live according to the "Malagasy customs" falls upon their shoulders. By presenting
themselves as interpreters of the wishes of the ancestors, they raise their own group to the
position of "guardians of justice". They also perpetuate the myth by condemning the
andevo'% alleged failure to observe the cultural norms of the Betsileo. This will be further
discussed in subsequent chapters. Tompon-tanj of noble descent are particularly vehement in
their negative opinions of the andevo, which are expressed in the form of rhetorical
monologues recited during feasts and ceremonies.
Gossip is another tool employed by the tompon-tanj to enforce compliance of free descent
people while keeping the andevo in their subordinate position. Gossip about the andevo
usually concerns their "misdeeds", but insinuations concerning contacts between "pure
people" and "impure people" also give rise to discussion within the village. Gossip has a
double function. Firstly, it is a mechanism of social control within the established group,
strengthening its internal cohesion. Secondly, "talking bad" about the andevo serves to
confirm their inferior position as "outsiders". Gossip has proven highly effective in
sharpening the social divisions o f Marovato. O n one side are the "pure" tompon-tanj who
claim social recognition as the established group. O n the other side - literally as well as
figuratively - are the "impure" migrants of Western Marovato whom they portray in
scurrilous terms in their effort to identify them as such.
24

The terminology of "established" and "outsiders" is taken from Elias and Scotson (1965).
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As the above cases relate, marriage partners sometimes are only later identified as andevo. If
this turns out to be the case, a number of mechanisms are available to solve the problem.
The most important mechanism is determined by the ancestors according to the tompontany. Anyone entering into marriage with an andevo is, and remains, polluted until the
marriage is dissolved. Children born into these marriages are also considered "impure".
This form of pollution, however, cannot be cleansed, as the villagers view it is an impurity
of the blood (ra). For the parent of free descent, this already is sufficient reason to end the
marriage, although a more fatal consequence decides the issue. Upon their death, the
"impure" children and andevo wife/husband cannot be placed in the tomb of the free
descent parent. Therefore, when a man is of free descent, his andevo wife and children may
not be buried in his family tomb. Informants told me that this means that they cannot be
together as a family in the hereafter. This form of exclusion constitutes a highly effective
tool used by people of free descent to ward off "impure people" from their families. These
and other issues concerning villager' perceptions of the hereafter in relation to the family
tomb were not clear to me in 1992. The fact that villagers usually met my queries in this
field with the response that I was not yet ready for the answer, was of little assistance. In
later field work, however, I was deemed to be sufficiently behaving as a Betsileo to be
given more information about these issues. This will be discussed in chapter seven.
Another factor which distinguishes the andevo is the material impoverishment of Western
Marovato. The huts all are of poor quality and, contrary to tompon-tanj families, andevo
possess litde or n o livestock or farming equipment. In the next chapter, I will explain how
the social marginalisation of the andevo is intertwined with the economic relations in the
village.
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Chapter four

The Economics of Social Marginalisation 1
The previous chapter dealt with the importance of land "ownership" in the context of
establishing free descent identity. Restrictions on land acquisition deprived migrants from
acquiring a family tomb in the Marovato region. Clearly, land is the cornerstone of identity
construction and social classification. Naturally, land also plays a key role in the economic
configurations of the villages in the extreme Southern Highlands.
The socio-economic relations of Marovato resemble those of six other migrant villages in
the Marovato region. My examination of economic life in Marovato will initially review the
means of production and the division of labour. Secondly, I will discuss production and
consumption patterns of the villagers.
4.1

Land allocation as a political instrument

The inhabitants of Marovato engage in both agriculture and cattle-breeding. 2 The
organisation of economic life is grounded upon principles of prestige and authority which
mirror the social hierarchy of its various status groups. Tompon-tany families dominate the
economic processes of production and distribution.
In Madagascar, the Betsileo have the reputation of principally being rice-cultivators. This is
certainly true with respect to the Northern Betsileo. From Ambositra to Ambalavao (see
map), the landscape is dominated by rice-paddies. However, further South, the rice paddies
give way to hills which have undergone serious erosion, thereby making rice cultivation
difficult to impossible. Inhabitants of the extreme Southern Highlands constantly complain
that the rainy season, historically from November to March, has been commencing later
each successive year. For the last ten years, the first rains have only arrived in December.
They nevertheless continued cultivating rice at the Zomandao riverbanks, although
production continued to decline. Tompon-tany Andriabe stated: "If it had not been for
Ratema, we would have been in real trouble. Only the rice paddies close to the river
brought us some rice. The rest of our land, we no longer cultivated. We desperately needed
other crops that could replace rice."
As mentioned in chapter two, when Ratema migrated to Marovato in 1965, he offered the
villagers a solution to this problem. He started cultivating manioc on a strip of land that
nobody had yet claimed because it was too far from the river. Rafidy Andriana: "I knew
about manioc, but never thought that it would be suited for us. But when Ratema showed
us, we all wanted manioc. This was also the time of the first land conflicts. Everybody
wanted as much land as possible. People called themselves totnpon-tany over land that
already belonged to others. I united the members of tompon-tany village councils from all
over the region to see what could be done." Rafidy Andriana continued: "Apart from some
inferior land near the mountains, all land had been claimed. It was more than we would
ever be able to cultivate. We decided that selling land should be forbidden (faay). It would
show disrespect towards our ancestors. Whenever new migrants arrived we would meet to
see which tompon-tany leased out the land."

This chapter is principally based on my 1992 field work.
Cattle-breeding in Marovato is primarily oriented on zebus.
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The regional tompon-tany meeting allegedly was held in Marovato during 1967. At this
gathering, all unclaimed land was divided between the tompon-tany. Although the tompon-tany
claim to land is considered legitimate by the villagers, they rarely officially register their
land. I discovered this while examining the cadastre ('land register") of the firaisana
Vohitsaoka, which includes Marovato. The cadastre only makes reference to ancestral land
(fanin-dra~and) having an average area of one hectare. So the tompon-tany claim to ownership
of the land is not backed by the state.'1 This is possible, because the region is still relatively
unfettered by state regulation. When the tompon-tany are asked why they do not officially
register their land, they say there is no need for it. In the perception of both tompon-tany and
migrants (mpiaty), the tomb constitutes sufficient evidence of tide to the land.
Before the 1967 meeting, however, quite a few land ownership disputes broke out between
tompon-tany families. These conflicts are still not an uncommon occurrence today. The other
source of disputes arises within tompon-tany families, usually between brothers contesting
their father's heritage. These cases rarely make it as far as the official legal system and
commonly are setded by either conciliation or intervention of local ombiasy ("traditional
healer"). N o ownership claims are asserted by the mpiaty. They all accept the reality that
they have to lease land from the tompon-tany.
Between 1990 and 1995, prices increased by 25%. These figures are far from astronomical
by Western standards, but more dian sufficient to seriously restrict or eliminate the
migrants' chances of leasing quality land. In January 1995, one hectare of rice-paddy at the
riverbanks was priced at 200,000 FMG to 300,000 F M G per year. Manioc fields of good
quality were valued at approximately 75,000 FMG to 150,000 FMG per hectare. 6 These
prices are largely theoretical, since tompon-tany wish to keep prime land within proximity of
the village for themselves. All the productive rice-paddies near the river are cultivated by
tompon-tany families. In reality, migrants lease manioc land for amounts ranging from 25,000
FMG to 100,000 F M G per hectare per year, depending on location and quality of land.
Tompon-tany Andriabe commented on this point: "The rice fields we need ourselves. And it
never is a good idea to give the best away to people you do not even know."
This statement is not insignificant, as it indicates that the deliberate leasing of poor quality
land is no accident of marketplace economics, but an instrument of socio-economic policy
to prevent migrants, with whom tompon-tany share no social bond, from gaining access to
3

The firaisana is an administrative unit of the state composed of its fokon-tany, which might be one village or a
combination of a few villages. This is the case for Marovato which is part of a fokon-tany with two
neighbouring villages.
4

Whenever I speak of ownership of land, I am using die villagers' concept of ownership as die tombs
legitimise such claims. The legal owner of the land, however, is the Malagasy state. This reality can trigger
drastic consequences as I observed in subsequent research on die socialist co-operative of SahanalaZomandao (cf Evers 1997). This is about 20 kilometres to the Southwest of Marovato. In 1975, the Ratsiraka
government granted 300 hectares of land to migrants who entered the co-operative. The local Bara, who
claim that diis is their ancestral land, are entangled in a bitter dispute with the migrants over die land. This
often leads to cow-thefts. The land disputes are not brought before die court.
5

The ombiasy seek advice from the ancestors concerning these conflicts. However, many ombiasy operate in
the region and often the family ombiasy of two parties take contradictory positions. In such cases, solutions are
found in the realm of sorcery (Janafody gasyj or even actual poisoning. I will elaborate on diese issues in
chapter eight.
6

The rising cost of leasing land was also exacerbated by die devaluation of die Franc Ma/gacbe (FMG). In
1994, 1,000 FMG was the equivalent of Dfl 1,- (one Dutch florin), whereas in January 1995 the FrancMalgache
had devaluated to 2,300 FMG for one Dfl 1,-.
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good land. This is particulady true for the andevo of Western Marovato. Anckvo land is for
the most part near the northern Ifaha mountain range, at distances of between one to five
kilometres from the village. As the table below shows, andevo and households of mixed
aiidei'o/bct origin cultivate an average of 0.10 hectare per person. Compare this with the
average allocation for toinpon-tanj families of 0.38 per person.
Table 1: to/npon-tany land use, the amount of fallow land9 a n d land leased in h e c t a r e s ' "
nee
manioc/maize
total
additional land in
lease
tompon-tany
nobihtv:
farmland
24.5
36.7
61.2
12.5
fallow land
7.7
20.2
12.5
tompon-tany
commoner descent:
farmland
9.8
39.8
49.6
20.3
fallow land
3.3
17.5
20.8
total farmland
total tallow land

34.3
11.0

76.5

110.8
41.0

30.(1

32.8

Table 2: migrant {f/rpiaiy) land use and the amount of fallow land inhectares
nee
total
manioc/maize
households of free
descent:
Farmland
fallow land
andevo
households:
farmland
fallow land
andevo/free descent
households:
farmland
fallow land
total farmland
total fallow land

4.5
4.5

23.5
1.5

28.0
6.0

none
none

3.0
none

3.0
none

none
none

1.8
none

1.8
none

4.5
4.5

28.3
1.5

32.8
6.0

7

In his book on Betsileo villages near Ambalavao, Kottak observes that andevo there also are prohibited from
buying land. Tompon-tany only allow them to lease land Usufruct rights are passed on from father to son but
the tompon-tany can reclaim the land whenever he feels like it. This is also the case in Marovato. In addition
Kottak concludes that andevo generally cultivate 0.45 hectare per holding whereas tompon-tany exploit more
than twice that: 1.2 hectares per holding. The term "holding" lacks precision in my view as it is unclear how
many people live and cultivate each unit of land. Kottak also states that this land is not sufficient to support
the andevo (Kottak 1980:135,163).
8

Tompon-tany (including both andriana and olompotsy families) have 110.8 hectares of land. This breaks down to
0.38 hectares per person (110.8 h.: 292 p.). Free descent migrants lease 0.25 hectares per person (28 h.: 116
p.). Andevo and mixed andevo/free descent households lease 0.10 per person (4.8 h.: 50 p.). In these
calculations children are included
9

Fallow land is included in calculations of total farm land. So, out of 24.5 hectares of rice land belonging to
andriana tompon-tany, 1.1 lays fallow.
10

This table is based on my own measures (1992) and information provided by thefiraisanaVohitsaoka.
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Tables one and two disclose that tompon-tany leave more than onc-diird of their land fallow-,
whereas most migrants exploit virtually all land leased from the tompon-tany. Migrants of
free descent lease land for rice cultivation despite all the evidence against the wisdom of
doing so. For years, the lands have produced nothing, principally due to the distance from
the river and the lack of rain. They display the stubbornness of losing gamblers, refusing to
give up the land in the hope that rain will soon fall abundantly. Migrants of free descent
who have little patches of land set aside for rice cultivation always proudly stress this fact.
Prestige would appear to be the prime motivation. They try to measure up to the to/apontany, who also are very proud of their rice land. They refuse to cultivate any other crop on
the land, even if that means leaving it uncultivated for years. Almost one-third of the
tompon-tany rice land lays fallow. Tompon-tany lease out some of the remaining fallow manioc
land to migrants. Aiidevo and households of mixed free./andevo origin cultivate all of the land
they lease. As Ratsimbazafy explained: "Even if we cultivate it all, we still cannot make a
living from it. But, this is how things go in Marovato. The best get the best. Tompon-tany say
that we get what we deserve. Did you see the miserable state our land is in?" Ratsimbazafy
seems to imply that land division reflects the social hierarchy of Marovato. This would
appear to be true. Tompon-tany o f noble descent cultivate the largest and choicest tracts of
land, particularly the highly coveted rice-paddies. The andevo are left with arid plots.
Tompon-tany family leaders use closeness of social relations as dieir primary criterion in
determining the allocation of land. The tompon-tany family leader manages the ancestral
family land (tanin-dra^and) and the agricultural fields. Ancestral land refers to the plots of
land where the parental house and the family tomb are located. This land may not be
divided and is carefully protected by the totnpon-tany family leader. Farmland is divided more
or less equally between him and his brothers. They either cultivate it with their children or
lease it out to other relatives. When sons marry, parents bestow farmland as a gift to die
newly-weds. Daughters do not enjoy the same privilege, as they become part of the
economic unit of die family they marry into. There are exceptions. If a prospective bride
intends on remaining in the region, her parents may grant her usufruct rights over land if
the groom's family does not have sufficient land. This may also occur when a tompon-tany
daughter marries a migrant. But generally, land succession passes through the male line.
The first part of the heritage passes by inter vivos gift, which is called lora voalohany (the "first
heritage"). This heritage system fragments the family land. Tompon-tany Rafidy Andriana
recognised this as problematic: "I have to oversee the fair division of land in my family.
Ever)' generation we have to divide it between more people. I can hardly control it. This is
why my father advised me to take as much land as possible, even if we cannot cultivate it.
All tompon-tany families did this, since there was lots of land at the time. Now we use this
land to practice taty and to earn money by leasing it out to migrants.""
Like the decision to admit or refuse migrants as setders in Marovato, land leasing to
migrants is a communal decision taken by the members of the tompon-tany village council.
As member Ratema put it: "No migrant can buy land. It is ours and will remain ours. But
we do lease them land. We divide the migrants between us." Migrants in East Marovato
who can demonstrate free descent lease their land from either Rafidy Andriana or Ratema.
The two Antaisaka households were allowed to lease land from Mitsiky. In addition, each
member of the tompon-tany village council leases out land to andevo and mixed origin

11
Tompon-tany alternate fallow land with land currendy under cultivation. Each year, just before the rainy
season starts, villagers burn their land. They call this practice taty. Villagers do this either as preparation for
the new agricultural season or to set off a tract of land as fallow for some years or simply to assert continued
ownership. It should be understood, however, that there is no real land shortage in the Marovato region. The
tompon-tany artificially created it in their 1967 meeting.

5-1

households (cf. tables three and four)
Table 3: Marovato tenant relations of tompon-tany with migrants of free descent related to
labourers above 13 years
leased land in
hectares
tompon-tany and
tenant households:
Rafidy Andriana
five households
Ratema
twelve households
Mitsiky
two households
total

male

female

total labourers

6.0

11

6

17

19.25

22

25

47

2.75

2

3

5

28.0

35

34

69

Table 4: 1992 tenant relations of to»ipon-tany with andevo migrants and migrant households
of mixed origin (mixed free and slave origin) related to labourers above 13 years
leased land in
hectares
tompon-taiiy and
tenant households:
Rafidy Andriana
three households
Ratema
three households
Andriabe
one household
Mitsiky
two households
Ragaby
one household
total

male

female

total labourers

2.3

2

7

9

1.0

6

8

14

0.25

1

0

1

0.75

4

3

7

0.5
4.8

1
14

0
17

1
32

Tenancy agreements concluded with tompon-tany pass from one generation to the next.
Children inherit usufruct rights from their parents as part of the heritage, but also incur any
debts accumulated. The debt is often more than the children can handle. Migrants arrive
with little, and conditions scarcely improve as time goes on. The dream of quick riches
based on manioc crops quickly fades. Upon arrival, migrants are unable to pay for the land
immediately. The tompon-tany postpone payment until after first harvest. Further credits are
needed just to seed the land. Here again, the tompon-tany are ready to help. So, any potential
harvest profits are mortgaged well in advance. The cycle immediately renews itself. As soon
as one production season ends, the cultivators have to invest in the next by buying new
seeds and fertilisers, which of course are supplied by the tompon-tany. Rafidy Andriana: "All
migrants owe us debts, especially those in Western Marovato. You see they need us; what
would they become without us?" Thus, these leases, despite being oral agreements which
are not formally ratified, are key instruments used by the to/npon-tany to create a structure of
economic dependence.
Migrants in Marovato principally cultivate manioc, maize, cabbage and tomatoes. If they
sell some of their harvest, the money is commonly used to buy soap, oil, petrol and other
household items. Tompon-tany families also produce rice, principally for their own needs.
Over the past decades, however, it is manioc which has emerged as a cash crop for the
tompon-tany.
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4.2

U s i n g the harvest to e n h a n c e social status

For the most part, totnpon-tany families cultivate their lands using their own work force. At
harvest time, the migrants are mobilised. The division of labour during harvest time is
organised along lines of family ties and tenant affiliation. The organisation of labour
recruitment is most visibly evident at manioc harvest time during the months of June and
July. Taking the 1992 harvest of Rafidy Andriana as an example, I will describe labour
relations in Marovato.
June 25. Early morning. Outside my hut, Ramosa is masking his impatience with
difficulty: "Mademoasgty, 1 mought you wanted to participate in my father's manioc
harvest? Well, hum- up then, everybody is already present."
Fifteen minutes later, I have joined a group of children and adults on Rafidy
Andriana's manioc field. They seem to be in good spirits. Rafidy Andriana asks
loudly whether I have overslept. The crowd bursts into hilarious laughter. It appears
that joking about the va^ciba will be the game of the day. Rafidy Andriana makes a
short speech, thanking everyone for coming. Later, as he divides the tasks for the
day, I notice that some villagers wait to be given their tasks a few metres from the
crowd.
The gathered crew now scatters and sets to work. I am not quite sure where I am
wanted. Rafidy Andriana notices my uncertainty, approaches me and states: "You
will join the children. Their job will be difficult enough for you." I ignore the next
peal of laughter from his audience, and join the children. My only hope for credibility
now is long and hard work. Migrant men and Rafidy Andriana's sons uproot the
manioc. The group of children, sorts the manioc by size. The women of Rafidy
Andriana's family remain in the village to prepare midday meals for the workers. The
selection of manioc is not too difficult, and leaves me sufficient time to converse
with the men and children I enjoy the relaxed atmosphere and ask numerous
questions about the manioc harvest. 1 inquire why some people work at the opposite
end of the field. The m e n turn back to their work, as if on signal. Their silence
provides me with the answer. Andevo. I casually mention that I may cross the field to
get the answer to my question. That comment earns me a silent glare. I leave with the
knowledge that the gossip circuit will be working overtime today.
I discover the group consists of Western Marovato dwellers. Contrary to the group I
have just left, work on this side of the field does not appear to be organised along age
and sex lines. Whereas tompon-tatiy women prepare the food, here the women dig up
manioc alongside the men. Judging by the piles of manioc, they work hard. I propose
to assist in sorting the manioc for them. They gladly accept my services, which
provides me with the opportunity to spend some time with them.
The work party is comprised of only two men: Sambo and the son of Bia. Bia herself
is absent due to illness. Her daughter is also there, as are Vita, Jana and Mamy,
respectively daughter and stepsisters of Sambo. The team is completed by Kazy (she
is the mother of Sambo, Jana and Mamy) and her third daughter Vavy. Vavy's two
children, one of whom is lashed to her back with a piece of cloth, are screaming and
crying.
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Even the simple task of sorting manioc becomes unbearable beside these screaming
children under the midday sun. It is far worse for those who must lift the manioc.
They do not complain, however. Their conversation is limited to the work at hand.
This notably contrasts with the other group where jokes and laughter are the rule.
It is not long before the heat and back-breaking work makes me feel as miserable as
my co-workers. As I stretch in order to relieve some of the pain from the hours of
work, I notice the large group leaving the field in the direction of Marovato. I assume
they are going for lunch in the village. They wave me to follow. While walking away,
I inform die others that it is time for lunch. They continue working, pretending not
to have heard me. Thinking it is the cries of Vavy's children that prevent them from
hearing me, I walk back to them and say again: "Lunch-time!" Only Sambo stops
working for a moment: "We will not go to the village, we are too busy. You go." I
am torn between this situation and hunger. "Okay, I will go, but I will get back as
soon as I can with food for you."
O n my way to the village, I encounter the youngest daughter of Rafidy Andriana. She
is carrying a pan of rice. Only then do I realise that their refusal to come is due to the
fact that they are not welcome at the communal lunch. Upon arriving in the village, I
am greeted by the laughter of the villagers. Before even sitting down on a grass mat
outside Rafidy Andriana's house, I am given a plate of white rice. Rafidy Andriana's
wife offers some pork but I politely decline. I know that, the previous day, one of
Rafidy Andriana's pigs died of a mysterious disease that has been decimating the pig
population of Marovato for a number of weeks.
After half an hour, lunch is over and people return to the field. I rejoin the group
that was left behind, wondering what they have to say about it. The pan is empty and
they have resumed their digging activities. I ask Sambo whether they were offered
pork as well, since I know that most villagers commonly follow a vegetarian diet and
only eat meat at ceremonies or on occasions when an animal dies naturally. Sambo
replies: "No, we did not get meat, but we got rice which, as you know, we rarely eat.
It is mosdy manioc for us." End of discussion. We return to our work, and a long
hard afternoon, mosdy on hands and knees, doing our part to bring in the manioc
harvest.
The working day is called to an end by Rafidy Andriana at sunset. He awaits us at the
edge of the field, where he is seated behind a small table transported from his house
to the field. It is time to pay the workers. Each worker is called in turn by name and
handed a 1,000 FMG banknote. There is a clear hierarchy to the order of payment.
His own children come forward first, from oldest to youngest, followed by his
relatives. He then hands 1,000 FMG to each of the East Marovato migrants. Finally,
he orders his youngest daughter to give a 100 FMG coin to each member of the
andevo group. I am intrigued by the payment system and inquire as to why people
from Western Marovato get only 100 FMG. It is clear that Rafidy Andriana does not
appreciate my ongoing interrogations, particulady of this nature, but I nevertheless
raise them during our walk back to the village, Rafidy Andriana replies: "Made/noa%elj,
you ask too much. If you remember, I have told you so before. There is still much
you need to learn before you will understand xhtfombagasy. I do not need to pay the
atidevo at all. You know that I am andriana. That is why I can always ask the andevo to
work for me. That is it. G o to sleep. You must be tired."
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The lands of the various households in the tompon-tany family are harvested concurrently
and every family member helps. Relying on this principle, Rafidy Andriana was already able
to recruit over seventy workers, but he remarked: "We are many, but when it is harvest
time we still need more, so I call on everybody who lias my land." As I discovered in the
fields, the tenant work force was divided into two sub-groups, the first made up of East
Marovato migrants of free descent, and the second of Western Marovato migrants, labelled
andevo. Whereas East Marovato tenants are integrated with tompon-tany workers during the
harvests, the andevo are sent to work at the far reaches of the field. Ramisa, a migrant from
East Marovato, explained: "You see we are olona madio just like the tompon-tany so there is no
danger in us working side by side with them. The people of Western Marovato always have
to keep a safe distance from us and the tompon-tany. I think you know why." This "safe
distance", I learned over time, is a metaphor applicable to even' aspect of the andero's social
position on the margins of society.
During subsequent harvests of tompon-tany families, I continued to observe migrants of
Western Marovato labouring at the far reaches of the fields. My questions about labour
recruitment in general and the position of the andevo in particular often met the fomba gasy
"wall". Tompon-tany Ratema's response was typical: "It is fomba gasy, that is all you need to
know."
The general atmosphere and work ethic varied dramatically between the work units of
tompon-tany and migrants of free descent on the one side and andevo on the other. Tompontany and migrants of East Marovato perceive harvests as a joyous time, an opportunity to
strengthen their social bonds. The andevo hardly communicate with each other, so harvests
have little social significance for mem, and the sombre ambiance is a reflection of this.
Sambo provided equally valid, more tangible reasons: "It is too hot. You have to dig too
deep and the ground is too solid. There is no fun in it." When I asked him why members
of the other group are always laughing so loudly, Sambo replied: "To let us know that they
are having fun. To tell us that we are shut out. We share nothing with them." Unsure of
what exactly he means, I ask him to elaborate. He responds with considerable irritation:
"You and your questions. They always say that we are different from them. They just do
not care about us. That is why they do not share with us. Others get things; we don't. If we
are very lucky, as today, we get their leftovers. But did you ever see them sharing a meal
with us?" 12
Sambo referred to another example of how the inhabitants of Western Marovato are
reminded of their marginal social position. Meals are an important status symbol for a
tompon-tany, especially during harvest time. He expresses his elevated status by treating his
workers to a meal of rice and meat. He only shares this meal with villagers deemed to be
socially worthy of him. In the Marovato socio-economic configuration, these are the
villagers of free descent. The tompon-tany family leaders' admission of this, however, was
implicit. Rafidy Andriana: "It is fomba gasy that my family offers all the workers that belong
with us a good meal. We eat it together at noon in the village."13 But who arc tiiese workers
12
Sambo in this conversation, as in many before, phrased his sentences in "we" (i^ahay) and "they" (i^areo).
Although he never cared to explain this in detail, it was quite obvious to me that "they" were the tompon-tany
and "we" the alleged andevo. Other inhabitants of Western Marovato also often spoke in those terms.
13
Tompon-tany often used sentences like andevo "are not the same as us" (tsy mitoiy aminay) or they "do not
belong with us" {tsy miarakatf.wj»<7>)."Belongwith" here is meant in die sense that "pure people" (plana madio)
belong together whereas the "impure people" (olona maloto) are seen as a separate grouping that does not
"belong with" die villagers of free descent
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"who belong with us", I asked. Obviously they are not Western Marovato workers. Rafidy
Andriana: "Well they, they do not belong with us; they just work for us. But they eat the
same thing, just not with us." Actually they do not eat the "same thing" {gavatra mitoiy), I
stated, immediately regretting my words. The andevo at Rafidy Andriana's harvest received
only a pan of rice and were not offered pork. Rafidy Andriana: "I must have forgotten
then." It is, however, noteworthy that at all other tompon-tany harvests I witness andevo are
always "forgotten" when meat is distributed.
The most crucial difference between workers of free origin and the andevo during the
harvest becomes obvious at the end of the day when the workers are paid. Generally,
lompon-tanj relatives receive 1,000 FMG. If their kinship to the tompon-tany family leader is
proximate, diey also receive part of the harvest. This amount is not fixed. It depends
largely on the generosity of the individual tompon-tany family leader. Migrant tenants of East
Marovato are also offered 1,000 FMG. The andevo, however, are sent home with 100 FMG
by the tompon-tany. Only Ratema on occasion, gives the andevo workers one sack of manioc
per household.
Another significant distinction concerning remuneration is made between the tompon-tany of
free descent [olompotsy) and those of noble descent [andriana). Rafidy Andriana hinted at this
during harvest, "I do not need to pay the andevo at all. You know that I am andriana. That is
why I can always ask the andevo to work for me." Subsequent field work confirmed this
practice. Rafidy Andriana, Andriavola and Andriabe often called upon the andevo to
perform work which the andriana perceived to be beneath their social status. Andriabe
explained: "We are proud to work our land. Rafidy Andriana and I work as hard as all the
others. But some tasks should not be done by us, or by our children or relatives. We have
the andevo for this. Mostly, these are jobs like cleaning the catde corral or digging holes. We
can ask any andevo to do this for us since they are olona makt o anyway." In daily life, Rafidy
Andriana and Andriabe principally call upon their own andevo tenants to work for them.
But all andevo are recruited for communal work. I witnessed one of these occasions eady
during my 1992 research, before I had gained a fuller understanding of the general schema
of division and allotment of labour:
Day after day, the villagers work the fields. The labourers are mosdy women and
children. Some men help on a daily basis but most, especially youngsters of tompontany families, prefer to occupy themselves with the zebus. I share in the women's
tasks, rising at 5:00 to obtain our daily water supply at the Zomandao river. Back in
the village, the women prepare breakfast and leave for their fields at about 7:00. By
then, my arm muscles already ache and the day has barely commenced.
One morning, I decide to dig a well in the village. I approach Rafidy Andriana to
discuss the matter with him. I have two main reasons for doing so. The first reason,
which I express to Rafidy Andriana, is based on the mere difficulty of transporting
water, both for me and the other women. But, more importantly, water from the
river is contaminated. Rafidy Andriana likes my proposal: "That is a very good idea.
If you pay for the material I will get you the workers. Ask the other tompon-tany also
so that we will have many." All tompon-tany are enthused by the idea and promise to
co-operate. Only Andriabe is too busy to recruit his own workers. He nevertheless
provides me a list of names: "They all live over there", he says, pointing in the
direction of Western Marovato.
In the end, it becomes clear to me that, without exception, the workers appointed by
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the tompon-tany dwell in Western Marovato.
My experience and participation in Marovato life led me to the conclusion that labour
recruitment in the village is based on two basic principles: tenancies and status group
affiliation. During harvest, ever)' tenant, whether of free or slave descent, works for the
tompon-tany who leases him land. It is only outside of harvest season that special obligations
of the anckvo become apparent. They have to work for free whenever the tompon-tany of
noble descent, Rafidy Andriana, Andriavola and Andriabe, require their services. That is
not to say that the tompon-tany of free descent do not have their andevo tenants work for
them outside the harvest season. They also ask them to perform their "dirty work" (asa
maloto), but always reward them with some manioc or maize. Ratsimbazafy from Western
Marovato stressed this difference: "My family is better off. We can lease some land from
Ratema. He is not andriana. When we do jobs for him we always get manioc. Those who
have to work for Rafidy Andriana and Andriabe get nothing at all."
Since land tenancy provides the tompon-tany of Marovato with the extra workers they need
during harvest time, they feel n o need to hire labourers from outside Marovato. Ratema
explained: "I have enough land leased out to have sufficient labourers during harvest time.
Even so, there still is a lot of land that I do not cultivate right now. I will use it for taiy
later." Most of the fallow land is of poor quality, either arid due to overcultivation or
located in less favourable areas. Land near the Ifaha mountains to the north of Marovato is
in particularly poor condition. It is dry, and characterised by many stones. Fields worked by
the migrants of East Marovato are relatively tillable, while the andevo cultivate the almost
barren strips of land near the mountains. They often complain that their hard work on the
fields is barely worthwhile. T h e tompon-tany are indifferent to complaints. As Rafidy
Andriana says: "take it or leave it."
Thus, tenancy and labour recruitment are used strategically by the tompon-tany through the
link of subordination between migrants and tompon-tany, who have carefully divided the
migrant households among themselves. This is done to ensure that all tompon-tany can rely
on a sufficient number of tenant labourers during harvest time (cf. tables three and four
supra). Tompon-tany know in advance which labourers they can recruit based on their tenant
relations with die migrants in Marovato. Possible conflicts between tompon-tany over access
to labour in the village are avoided due to universal acceptance of the tenancy system.
T o conclude, harvest time is a significant event in the social life of Marovato. It is the
collective expression of social hierarchy and intra-family solidarity. Every villager knows his
pre-conceived position in the work process and is well aware who shares in the fruits of the
harvest. For tompon-tany family leaders, harvests represent a great opportunity to reaffirm
their elevated social status in the village. The more benefits a family leader hands out to his
children and relatives, the more he is appreciated and praised. In sharp contrast with his
explicit superiority stands the inferior position of andevo. These periods are publicly
humiliating reminders of their "polluted" identity. They are displayed as "impure people"
who are socially unfit to work alongside the "pure people", and are excluded from the
communal meals or from sharing in the harvest benefits of the tompon-tany.

14
After a struggle of six weeks Marovato finally had its well. It had been build exclusively by workers from
Western Marovato. None of the tompon-tany showed any interest during its construction. It was only
afterwards that they proudly announced that their well was finished. They took "their well" literally, Rafidy
Andriana explained to me that it was fomba gasy that only "pure people" could make use of it. I protested,
saying that without the work of the people from Western Marovato there would be no well. Rafidy Andriana:
'This is how thefombagasy prescribes it and so it will be." The andevo actually never used the well.
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4.3

Production and consumption

Over the past decades, manioc has replaced rice as the primary crop. Tompon-tany families
are particulady skilled in the production of manioc. Despite the fact that 39.2 per cent of
their unleased land lays fallow, they are able to achieve high yields. In 1992 and 1993,
average tompon-tany production was 1.800 kilos per hectare. At the borders of the manioc
fields, villagers cultivate maize, which is harvested in June or July, approximately the same
time as manioc. During the 1992 and 1993 harvests, the tompon-tany obtained a satisfactory
yield of maize, the equivalent of approximately one tonne of maize per hectare. Rice
currently is the third most important crop in Marovato. Only tompon-tany who have rice
fields at the Zomandao riverbanks are able to achieve reasonable production. But, despite
the favourable location of the fields, lack of rainfall translates into a meagre average
production of 0.5 tonne per hectare (1992-1993).15
Production results of the tompon-tany must be placed within the context of food prices in
the Marovato region. Manioc is sold in bulk and costs an average price of 175 FMG per
kilo. Whenever villagers sell or buy maize, rice or beans, they measure them by kapoaka. A
kapoaka is a tin which measures 6 centimetres wide by 10 centimetres long. Four kapoaka is
the equivalent of one kilo of rice, maize or beans. In the Marovato region, villagers
cultivate mainly two kinds of beans, tsaramaso and voanjo bory. They cost 1,000 F M G per
kilo. Maize is much cheaper, priced at approximately 200 FMG per kilo. The villagers' diet
is composed of manioc, beans and maize and rice for those who can afford it. Rice is seen
as a superior food, and supposedly very good for your health. Every villager has the
ambition to eat rice at least once per day. It is a wish beyond the means of most, as rice is
both scarce and expensive. Rice sold is categorised as either paddy (akotry) or white rice
{fotsimbary). Villagers pay 200 FMG per kilo for paddy and 1,000 F M G per kilo for white
rice. Table five summarises prices of other products sold in the local épiceries ("grocery

shops").
Table 5: The average price of staple food products' 6 available in Marovato épiceries in 1993.
product
butter

oil
milk
coffee
tea
maize
manioc
beans
rice (paddv)
rice (white)
tobacco

price in FMG
not for sale
3,500 FMG per litre
1,000 FMG per Utre
1,250 FMG per kilo
750 FMG per package
200 FMG per kilo
175 FMG per kilo
200 FMG per kilo
200 FMG per kilo
1.000 FMG per kilo
4,000 FMG 10 dried leaves

product
sugar
salt
beef (fat)
beef (meagre)
pork (fat)
pork (meagre)
chicken
duck
fish (average size)
egg (chicken)
egg (duck)

price in FMG
1,500 FMG per kilo
150 FMG
5,000 FMG per kilo
3,000 FMG per kilo
4,000 FMG per kilo
2,000 FMG one
2,000 FMG one
1,300 FMG one
1,000 FMG one
150 FMG one
200 FMG

The four Marovato épiceries serve both as bars and restaurants. This might leave the
15

Production results are based on the information the villagers gave me, my own observations and data from
the firaisana Vohitsoaka.
16

Vegetables are not cultivated in quantity in Marovato and therefore arc not marketed in the village itself.
Everybody grows some tomatoes, cabbage and carrots for their own use and they cook the leaves of the
manioc to go with the rice. Fruit consumption depends upon die season. Bananas (which are sold for about
250 FMG per five) and mangoes arc grown in the region. There are so many mango trees that everybody just
picks them of the tree when they are ripe in December. Even andevo do this, although they mostly discretely
plucked them after sunset
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impression that they are quite sophisticated, but the contrary is true. Shop shelves are
scarcely stocked. Most of the year, they only offer cooked manioc, beer and toaka gasy (a
local brewed spirit). Customers drink and eat outside, since the shop usually is litde more
than a hut of a few square metres. It is only after harvest season, when the owners can
invest part of their harvest profits, that one finds other products such as candles, matches,
petrol etc. The variety of goods offered at this time of the year is higher since villagers have
more cash on hand. Two épiceries are owned by Andriabe and his son Andriamarolahy. They
claim to be tompon-tanj of andriana descent. The third epicene belongs to Andriamena, who is
a member of one of the small tompon-tany families of andriana origin.' The fourth épicerie is
owned by Talata. H e established it with the financial support of his tompon-tany father
Ratema. So, all shop owners are members of tompon-tany families.
The case of Rafidy Andriana is an example of tompon-tairy purchasing power. In 1993,
Rafidy Andriana harvested 2,000 kilos of manioc per hectare. His 10 hectare yield therefore
produced 3,500,000 FMG (20,000 kilos x 175 FMG). Out of this sum, he requires about
5% to pay for seeds for the coming season, leaving a remainder of 3,325,000 FMG. Rafidy
Andriana commonly invests part of this money in daily expenses, the maintenance of his
house and the family tomb. Some money is set aside for ceremonies in the following year
such as births, circumcisions, marriages and funerals. He then uses the bulk of his profits
to buy zebus. In 1993, for example, he bought seven zebus calves for a total of 560,000
FMG.
Table 6: Zebus per status group {andriana, hova, olompotsy, andevo, other) and settlement
status.
tompon-tany.
andriana
olompotsy
total
mpiavy.
free descent
andevo/tree descent
andevo
two Antaisaka households
total

number of zebus

number of persons

194
104
298

159
133
292

18
3

109
17
30
10
166

(l

6
27

Tompon-tany are keen on investing in zebus, a highly visible manifestation of social status
(cf. table six), Rafidy Andriana said: "Tompon-tairy need to outnumber the migrants in zebus.
They should never become more important than us by having more zebus. Andriana have
the most zebus in Marovato. Andriabe's and my family together have almost two hundred.
You see? That is how important we are." 18
The fact that tompon-tany insist on eating rice three times a day is another affirmation of
their elevated status, and one which consumes a substantial part of their budget. For
17

Due to its limited size this family is not represented in die tompon-tany village council and, just like the other
two small tompon-tany families, it does not lease out any land to migrants. These families do, however, ask
andevo to work for them when defiling work needs to be performed.
18
Zebu herding is not covered in this chapter, since for the tompon-tany they principally have a socio-culrural
value. Next to giving them prestige, they consider the zebus to be the intermediary between die living and the
dead. They would only slaughter a zebu for offerings to the ancestors or during funerals. A more detailed
discussion of the role of die zebu in ceremonial life can be found in chapter seven.
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example, a household of four persons who eat white rice three times a day requires one kilo
per day, which costs 1,000 FMG. In order to avoid this prohibitive cost, tompon-tatiy
generally refuse to sell their rice harvests, and safeguard it for their own consumption, but
this still does not provide them with sufficient rice for the whole year. The average
tompon-tany family spends 250,000 FMG of its manioc harvest profits to purchase rice.
Andriabe explained this: "Rice suits us best. Everybody who cannot eat it admires us for
the fact that we can afford it. I insist that everybody in my family eat rice. Except Soja. I do
not help to achieve this." 19 Rice is generally served with vegetables or cooked manioc
leaves. O n special occasions, a small portion of meat may be included.
A daily rice diet is inconceivable for migrant households. Some manage to eat rice a few
times a week but the staple is generally maize or manioc. Andevo households in Western
Marovato cannot afford rice. They already find it difficult enough to pay for manioc and
maize. As their own production is insufficient for personal needs, they require money to
buy additional food. And therein lies the core of their dilemma. Ratsimbazafy commented:
' W e only spend, that is to say we only make debts. I always buy seeds from Ratema. I hire
his plough and zebus to work my land. I have to pay 1,000 FMG for this. How will I find
that kind of money? My debt is growing, I give him some of my manioc at harvest time. I
am always worried how to feed everybody. We are too many."
Inhabitants of Western Marovato are not the only chronic debtors of the tompon-tany as a
result of the land-leasing system. As migrant Rasolo (36) related: "Every migrant has debt
because they need to get their land from the tompon-tany. But pure people, like myself, can
always earn some extra money by working for tompon-tany. I often do. I get 1,000 FMG per
day and sometimes some manioc, but this depends on the season. The money is never in
my hands for very long. As soon as they give it, the tompon-tany will remind you of the debt
you still have with him and you feel obliged to give back the money straight away."
Rasolo made an important point, stating that "pure people" can earn money by selling their
labour. Andevo do not enjoy this right. As Sambo explained: "Did you ever hear of olona
ma/oto? That is what tompon-tany say we are. It is bad being an olona maloto. We have to be
available for the tompon-tany nobility all the time. Whatever they want us to do, we do it.
There is never any money involved. And if we refuse ... veloma." With veloma ("goodbye")
Sambo refers to an extreme sanction which weighs constandy on the andevo. If they refuse
to put their services at the disposal of the tompon-tany of noble descent, they risk being
thrown out of Marovato. For Rafidy Andriana, this is completely logical: "We have to be
strict with them, they are so lazy. They should work for me for free, but when you look at
it, this is not at all what they do. Most of them have borrowed seeds from me. I have to
charge them for this, but they never have money. So their work is just to compensate for
this. Sometimes I think that I am too kind to them. I should not give them the seeds at all,
since they should work for my family at all times. This fomba gasy goes back a long time. I
do not need to give them anything in return. If they do not appreciate my kindness and
refuse to work for me, I will no longer allow them to stay in Marovato. I am sure that is
how the ancestors would want it."
The words of Rafidy Andriana raise the question of how andevo meet daily subsistence
needs. First, they try to make the best of the low-grade lands they lease for cultivation. Any
additional income is gained from other legal and illegal activities. Women often weave grass
mats, which do not fetch a high market price.

His brother Soja married an andevo against the wishes of his brother, cf. chapter three.
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It is more lucrative to make money on the black market: brewing alcohol {toaka gasy) and
selling tobacco (paraky). Sambo is the village specialist in marketing a tobacco of his own
confection. In fact, he mixes tobacco with the leaves of a hemp plant (rongony), producing a
narcotic which he also ca]h paraky. You can either chew or smoke this paraky. Sambo buys
the paraky and rongonj from Antandroy living in nearby hamlets, who receive it from family
members in Southern Madagascar. Sambo: "I get along well with the Antandroy.
Everybody thinks they are violent and are afraid of tiiem. I know better. But it is good that
everybody think this. It is good for business." Sambo has had many encounters with the
police in the town of Ambalavao where he also does his ''business", and has spent
considerable time in the Fianarantsoa prison. This does nothing to lessen his
determination. Every time he returns to Marovato, he picks up where he left off. Sambo
explains: "I need to. I see it as the only way to make a living here in Marovato. One must
either leave or do things that others fear. I prefer making money this way."
In this chapter, I have tried to explain that the andevo label is not only a parameter in the
social setting of Marovato. The ideological aspect of the social position of the andevo is
supported by intertwining patterns of economic division and political influence. This makes
it difficult for die andevo to escape their inferior position in society, since tompon-tany prevent
this. The tompon-tany, and especially the andriana, told me that they "will do their best to
continue protecting their superior social standing." 20 This, according to Rafidy Andriana is
what the ancestors expect from diem: "My forefathers see to it that I follow the Malagasy
customs. When I am dead myself, I will see to it that my children will also live according to
the Malagasy customs." 21

20

As it was stated for example by Andriabe: "Ny toeran'nyfiarabamoninai^ay efa ambony dia Miamafisinay araka
i^ay tratry ny ainay."
21
"Ireo ra^ana dia antoka I» alyfa i^ao no Jomba gasy. Koa raba maty koa aho dia antoka ho an'ireo ^anako Ixaina ny
jomba gasy ihany koa."
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Chapter five

Marovato Revisited'
O n March 29, 1996, I returned to Marovato after a four year absence. Immediately upon
arrival, I was confronted with several visible changes in the village.
T h e day of arrival
It is still early in the morning when the truck drives into Marovato. "Va^aba, va^aha,
Marovato". I had dozed off on a huge pile of rice bags. The boy who tried to wake
me quickly moves towards the front of the stowage, where he signals to the driver to
stop by knocking on the front cabin. I peak out through the canvas of the truck.
Western Marovato. What initially was a collection of poorly constructed huts has
been replaced by two solid brick dwellings, separated from the little huts by a sand
path. One of the buildings has a first floor with a veranda, the kind of houses usually
inhabited by tompon-tany. My first reaction at this sight is one of great unease. I recall
this type of architecture everywhere but here in the Western part of the village.
As the truck comes to a stop, I jump off and find myself surrounded by a group of
children calling out greetings. I wade through them as best as I can, and move in the
direction of the village centre. I vaguely recognise two of the boys, who look to be
around five or six. One of the two approaches and asks me where I am going.
"To Rafidy Andriana's."
I hope to find Rafidy Andriana, as he has the key to my hut.
The same boy says: "He moved. Now he lives to the Eastern side of the river."
This unsetdes me further. Why would Rafidy Andriana have taken up quarters
outside of the village?
"So he does not live in Marovato anymore?"
The boy spots my confusion: "Come. We will take you."
A few minutes later, I am standing in front of one of the recently erected brick
dwellings I had seen upon entering the village. Rafidy Andriana waves me inside
from the veranda.
I gladly accept Rafidy Andriana's offer to join him for breakfast. His wife, Ramavo,
hands me a bowl of rice, smiling. Before I am seated on the grass mat, I have already
asked Rafidy Andriana three questions.
"What are you doing in this part of Marovato?
Why did you do this?
What are you doing here?"

1

This chapter is based on my 1996 field work.
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Rafidy Andriana's response is a smile: "Well, I can see that you have not changed.
You still ask too many questions. Here in Marovato, much has changed. My son
Randriamahalasa came back to Marovato. He told us tompon-tanj many good things.
About how we can both please our ancestors and ourselves. Marovato has many new
people as well, family that we want to help. They are mpikarama ("labourers"). I must
leave for my field now. See you tonight."
After finishing my bowl of rice, I resume my interrogation. What is different in
Marovato compared to the 1992 situation? Who is Randriamahalasa? I have never
heard of him before. And what exactly had he told the tompon-tanj} Who are the
mpikarama! And most importantly, did any of these developments have an impact on
conclusions to which I had come based on earlier research.
Here is what happened that same evening
Just before dusk, I walk home from the river with tompon-tanj Ratema, Rafidy
Andriana and Randriamahalasa, who is telling the story of his arrival in Marovato.
"I told my father Rafidy Andriana that 1 can be important for Marovato. You know
that a lot of the land of the tompon-tanj is not used. I explained that if they cultivate
most of it, they can become rich and have many cows, just like me. Naturally, he was
interested. He even offered to let me live in one of his family houses until 1 finish my
own house."
Ratema: "I still remember the day that Rafidy Andriana proposed the settlement of
Randriamahalasa to us to/npon-tanj because it was a very important day. Everybody
likes to have many cows. He said all we have to do is hire mpikarama"
Randriamahalasa adds: "Yes that is true. The tompon-tanj of Marovato have so much
land available, while many of their family members near Ambalavao suffer from land
shortage. At the same time, I know that there are many problems with the people of
Western Marovato. They are good for nothing, do not perform their duties because
they are lazy. Instead, it is better to invite family members to Marovato. They will be
glad to work hard as mpikarama."
Rafidy Andriana continues: "After you left, the problems with the impure people
became worse. All toinpon-tanj knew that something had to happen. So, when mv son
Randriamahalasa proposed this to us, we all thought it to be a good idea. Around the
same time, my father appeared in a dream. He advised me to withdraw the land from
the andevo. That is what we did. The andero had to leave the village."
Ratema:''Yes, it must have been a few years ago. All the tompon-tanj came together to
discuss the matter. I remember that everybody liked the idea. Only Andriabe was
worried. You know that he is andriana ("of noble descent"). He wondered who would
do the maloto work for him after the andevo had been sent away. H e obviously could
not ask his andriana relatives to do this work."
Randriamahalasa interrupts: "This is no problem. It only means that he should hire
olompotsy ("commoner descent") family members. That is what I do. They never
2

It was only later in my field work that Rafidy Andriana cared to explain die nature of these problems. See
chapter seven.
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complain because they look up to me for being an andriana. Then everybody agreed.
The andevo had to leave."
Ratema seems puzzled by this conclusion: "But did you forget about Ragaby? He
feared that all andevo had to leave. Also those who married olompotsy. And he refused
to take the land from his cousin Rakoto who is married to an andevo"
Randriamahalasa: "Yes, that is right. Finally, we decided that we would first clear out
Western Marovato, where all the andevo families live. That would already help the
situation in Marovato. But me and my father think that in the end all the andevo have
to leave." 3
Rafidy Andriana nods his head. He seems proud of his son. As so often when I walk
home from the river with people from Marovato, we arrive before I have the
answers to all my questions. Rafidy Andriana bids me good evening. I know that I
am in for another sleepless night, attempting to decode "the situation in Marovato".
5.1

The mpikarama:

changing village demographics

The principal reasons behind the socio-economic changes in Marovato, which coincided
with the arrival of Randriamahalasa, were all mentioned during my initial conversations
with him, Ratema and Rafidy Andriana upon my return. In general terms, both
Randriamahalasa and the to/npon-tatty recognised structural problems brought on by
Madagascar's declining economy which were affecting life in Marovato. A combination of
inflation (45.2% in 1995)"' and declining market prices being offered for manioc, 5 the main
source of tompon-tany income, had forced certain to/npon-tairy to resort to selling their cows.
This was as sure a sign as any of declining personal wealth, for nothing more symbolises
tompon-tany prestige than the number and quality of cows they own.
Randriamahalasa, who had closely followed this situation, presented a solution of radical
simplicity to Rafidy Andriana. Your problem, he suggested, is that your system of land
cultivation is not being optimised. Firsdy, not enough land is being exploited. Secondly, the
land under cultivation is being worked by the andevo, a lazy group lacking in loyalty. His
remedy called for the wholesale expulsion of the andevo and their replacement by the
mpikarama. The plan was grounded in what appeared to be irrefutable logic. It also appealed
to local prejudice. So, it is not surprising that other tompon-tany welcomed Randriamahalasa.

3

Since Rafidy Andriana's family compound is at the heart of the village, overcrowding developed into a
pressing issue. Any family land still available for further expansion is very inconveniently located outside the
village, to the SouüWest of die andevo quarter. So, after Randriamahalasa and Rafidy Andriana decided that
the andevo had to leave, Rafidy Andriana asked the oldest descendant of die former royal family in Anjoma,
Randriamahalasa's paternal uncle, to purify the ground to the West of the sand path which divided land
belonging to him from the huts of the andevo. After this ritual was performed, Rafidy Andriana built and
moved into the two houses which I discovered on the day of my return. From die outset of my 1996 field
work, I asked him why he had moved to the Western side of the village. After three months, I received his
answer: "The river becomes more and more important There is not enough rain. The river should be the
centre. So I live to the Eastern side of the river." Despite his obvious relocation to die Southwest of
Marovato, no villager challenged Rafidy Andriana's statement and even said themselves that Rafidy Andriana
lived "at the Eastern side of the river".
4

Cf. Bilan du monde (Le Monde 2000:107). In 1996,1 Dutch guilder was worth about 2,600 FMG.

5

The problem of declining manioc prices will be discussed in the second part of this chapter.
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The arrival of the mpikarama during my 1992-96 absence was sudden and dramatic. 6 In
1992, no mpikarama dwelled in the village, whereas in 1996 there were 166. The village
population had grown by 37.7 per cent (from 458 to 631). This growth was principally due
to the arrival of the mpikarama and an increase in the existing population. With the
exception of one intermarrying mpiaiy (see infra), newcomers to the village were labelled
mpikarama and not mpiaiy as had been the case in 1992. This was a clear break with the
1992 setdement policy of the tompon-tany, under which newcomers who were unrelated to
the tompon-tany were called mpiaiy and were automatically offered land to lease upon arrival.
So, who were these mpikarama who had arrived so suddenly and in such numbers in
Marovato and what was their role in the village?
The mpikarama were first and foremost a solution to a twofold problem of great urgency in
the mind of Rafidy Andriana: how to rid Marovato of the andew while increasing
production and expansion of existing farmlands. The position of the attdevo will be
discussed in chapter six. I will now focus on the family link between the /npikarama and the
tompon-tany. The relationship between the tompon-tany and his /npikarama is expressed by
both parties in a language of unity. They unfailingly stress that they are family and that
there is greztf/jaiwiana ("friendship") between them. When asked who their ray aman-dreny
("parents") are, /npikarama refer to the tompon-tany family leader and his wife.7 The tompontany family leader calls his /npikarama, ^anakalahy ("sons") and ^anakavaty ("daughters"). The
tompon-tany treats his mpikarama in much the same way as his own children. He cares for
diem when ilk even to the point of procuring medicine, arranges marriages for them and
contributes to the bride price payment when his male mpikarama get married. I will refer to
these issues later in this chapter. In fact, as the following table shows, most mpikarama are
family of the tompon-tany, albeit a particular category of family members.
Table 1: family relations between the tompon-tany and mpikarama

tompon-tany family
leaders
Rafidv Andriana
Ratema
Andriabe
Mitsikv
Ragaby
Ralambo
Randnamahalasa
Niaina
total

relatives of tompontany wives
M F <13

relatives of tompontany family leaders
M F <13

not related

15
4
10
10
1
2
48
0
90

0
4
0
1
1
3
0
1
10

5
2
1
0
0
ii
4
0
12

3
0
2
1
0
0
8
0
14

8
0
1
2
0
0
13
0
24

0
3
0
1
1
0
0
0
5

0
3
0
0
2
0
0
0
5

total

M F <13

0
0
1
0
ii
n
2
0
3

0
0
0
0
(I
0
3
0
3

31
16
15
15
5
5
78
1
166

6

In 1996, Marovato had 631 inhabitants. 314 of them were classified as tompon-tany ("masters of the land"),
151 as mpiaiy ("migrants") and 166 as mpikarama ('labourers"). Of the total population of Marovato, 31
persons were referred to as andevo. So, despite the plan to expel the andevo, many remained living in the village.
7

This also is die case with those mpikarama who are not actually related to the tompon-tany family leader.

8

M refers to male and F to female mpikarama. The categories listed include marriage partners and vaki-ra
relatives. In the group of relatives coming from the tompon-tany family leaders' side, many of the mpikarama are
vaki-ra relatives. Of the 15 adult mpikarama, seven are relatives through vaki-ra. On the other hand, the 104
adult mpikarama of the tompon-tany wives' families include only two relatives through vaki-ra. The parents of
children under 13 are adult mpikarama.
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Most mpikarama are relatives of tompon-tanj wives. They generally arrived in Marovato as
young unmarried men. They attribute their previous inability to improve their economic
situation to the system of land division upon succession, which diey say leaves them with
too little land for a sufficient income. Most of the mpikarama come from villages close to
Ambalavao and Fianarantsoa where there are acute shortages of land. Some arrived in
Marovato on their own initiative. Others came at the invitation of die tompon-tanj family
leader.
The mpikarama principally claim to be olo/npotsy ("of commoner descent"). Only three are of
andevo origin. They are family members of Tsija (cf. informants index) who is said to be
andero herself. So, the tompon-tanj of noble descent appeared to have followed
Randriamahalasa's advice to only hire family members who were olo/npotsy (cf. case at the
beginning of this chapter).
The mpikarama system clearly had altered the socio-economic fabric of the village. It was
obvious to me that both the triggering agent and metaphor of this change was
Randriamahalasa. A brief parenthetical look at this canny and brilliant businessman might
be in order before discussing the socio-economic influence of the mpikarama. N o one had
anticipated events in the "new" Marovato with more prescience than Randriamahalasa and
he successfully turned his read of events to his own advantage.
5.2

Randriamahalasa: the agent of change

Randriamahalasa claims to be a direct descendant of a former royal family. His father,
Andriafotsy, is the brother of Andriamaheva who still, as of the date of this writing,
performs "purification" rituals. Andriafotsy and his wife lived both in the town Ambalavao
and in the village of Marovato.
When Andriafotsy died in 1979, his wife permanendy settled in Ambalavao, bringing
Randriamahalasa and the other children with her. Only Randriazaka remained behind in
Marovato to look after the family house and tend to the land. In 1992, Randriazaka,
together with three cousins, formed one of the eight tompon-tanj families of Marovato. As a
small family, they were not entided to name a representative to the tompon-tanj village
council. This did not appear to cause them undue concern. Randriazaka was frequently
absent, dealing with matters related to his cow trade business. Two of the diree cousins had
serious alcohol problems, and were rarely seen sober. One of those two, Andriamaho, was
initially selected by the tompon-tanj to be a local member of the jokon-tanj council on the
basis of Iris pedigree alone. Andriamaho, however, displayed little interest in the position,
failed to attend meetings and eventually lost his privilege. He died within a few months of
Randriamahalasa's arrival, apparendy of a mental disease.
Randriamahalasa married in the town of Ambalavao where he took up the zebu trade,
assisted in the business by his brother, Randriazaka. Zebus purchased during the course of
business were for die most part stalled in Marovato. Towards the beginning of 1993,
Randriamahalasa began to implement his plan to reside in Marovato. It was essential, in the
long run, that he become established in a rural setting. Only the country could provide
room needed for his cows, and the opportunity to build his house and develop existing
family land holdings.
Randriamahalasa changed environments with great ease and fluidity. In Ambalavao, he
portrayed himself as a self-made cow trader with knowledge and savvy in the va^aha ways.
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But in Marovato, he assumed the mantle of fervent defender of the fomba gasy, or at least a
certain version of it advanced by himself and Rafidy Andriana. That this was a well thought
out strategy o n his part became clear to me when I met Randriamahalasa in Ambalavao.
June 5, 1996: I am entering the town of Ambalavao where I have travelled to meet
some of my informants. It is Wednesday, market day for both food and the zebu
auctions. As I enter the market square, I hear a voice calling my name. I look over my
shoulder and spot a husky man wearing dark sunglasses, jeans and a chic, brighdy
coloured shirt.
"Don't you greet me anymore?"
It is only when he begnis speaking that I realise that it is Randriamahalasa. He is
virtually unrecognisable, as in Marovato he always wears a lamba, the long cloth
usually worn by the Betsileo.
SE: "Sorry, I did not recognise you. You do not look the same as in the village."
Randriamahalasa is unfazed by my observation.
"If you want to accomplish something nowadays, you have to be smart. If I wore a
lamba here in Ambalavao, people would think that I am just any ordinary peasant.
People here admire me for my nice clothes. In Marovato, it is different. The young
people would like it but they would get jealous and you never know where that might
lead to. But more importandy, the older tompon-tanj would not like it. They think that
the lamba is the correct way to dress. You see you need to know about the fomba gasy
and the fomba va^aha to get rich nowadays."
Since Randriamahalasa is already quite drunk despite the early hour, I bid him
goodbye and continue onwards to make my purchases.
I eventually learned that Randriamahalasa was not the biological son of Rafidy Andriana.
Because the two addressed each other publicly as father and son, I initially failed to
consider that they had established a vatti-ra ("blood bond"), the common ritual for tompontanj to become family and therewith create bonds of solidarity.
Rafidy Andriana saw many advantages in the presence of Randriamahalasa in the village.
I Ie was to prove the perfect candidate to resolve a whole series of issues plaguing Rafidy
Andriana. Uppermost in his mind was the dual problem of succession and that of socioeconomic expansion. Rafidy Andriana had already expressed concerns to me about his
succession in the past. He had only two adult sons, both from his first marriage, and he
found neither of them suitable for the job. Raboba, the eldest, often refused to follow his
father's orders (cf. chapter three). His other son Ramosa, who worked as my assistant, had
lived away from the village for most of his adult life. According to Rafidy Andriana, he no
longer behaved as a proper Betsileo, which automatically disqualified him as a candidate in
his father's eyes.
Within a year of concluding his vaki-ra with Rafidy Andriana, Randriamahalasa had
consolidated his power within the village. Firstly, he acceded to the position of leader of his
own family in Marovato. Then, when his cousin Andriamaho died, the tompon-tanj village
council members appointed him as the Marovato fokon-tatiy representative.
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This latter position deserves some explanation, as it does not enjoy the same prestige as
that attached to being member of the tompon-tany village council. Fokon-tany representatives
are usually chosen from the ranks of younger members of influential tompon-tany families.
Their powers are not unfettered. As a rule, they must consult senior family members prior
to taking any decisions. In practice, I found jokon-tanj councils to be passive entities.
Furthermore, its members only held meetings a few times per year. Although
Randriamahalasa had recently become a member of the jokon-tanj council, he rarely
attended meetings. He nevertheless informed me that he had a practical reason for
accepting his position: "You see, Mademoa^ely, as a jokon-tanj member I can say that I
represent the janjakana gasy ("the Malagasy government"). This gives me all kinds of
possibilities here in the village." As my field work progressed, I was to personally witness
his talents at implementing this principle. Randriamahalasa turned out to be a master at
manipulating the levers of local politics.
5.3

Restricting access to the ruling tompon-tany

group

Randriamahalasa's tnpikarama system appeared to resolve chronic economic (underexploitation of land, the declining national economy) and social (presence of the andevó)
issues with a single stroke. But the solution brought with it a problem, as most mpikarama
were tompon-tany family members. Under the system which existed prior to my 1996 return,
any member of a tompon-tany family arriving in the village enjoyed the automatic attribution
of certain rights, including land allotment. However, a large influx of such a privileged
group would threaten the existing tompon-tany land monopoly. The following three sections
will further detail this particular issue and indicate how the tompon-tanj tried to resolve it.
T o m b group association and land division
Every tompon-tany family has a tomb in Marovato. However, this does not necessarily mean
that all members of the family will be buried in it. Members and affines of tompon-tany
families theoretically have a wide range of tomb choices, including the tombs of their
parents, grandparents or even great-grandparents of either the husband's or the wife's
family. The choice of a specific tomb usually is made after marriage. It entails participation
in the maintenance of the tomb. Those who undertake to maintain a designated tomb form
the tomb group.
During my 1992 field work, tomb group association was not the primary point of reference
for determining status in Marovato, since any newcomer who succeeded in demonstrating a
family link with tompon-tatry or who had entered into a vaki-ra became, ipso facto, part of the
privileged tompon-tany grouping. Failure to satisfy this requirement meant relegation to the
mpiaiy category. If, on the other hand, one member of an incoming household could prove
he was related to a tompon-tany family, the other members qualified as tompon-tany in the eyes
of the villagers. They could enter the family compound of die tompon-tany family leader and
were offered land for cultivation. However, these newcomers often had no intention of
being buried in the family tomb of the tompon-tany family leader and therefore did not
contribute to tomb maintenance. Already in 1992 Rafidy Andriana considered this
problematic:

9

Kottak (1980: 13,14) writes: 'Teople have the right to be buried in any tomb where they have an ancestor,
and this can (in dieory, but rarely in practice) extend right back to eight great-grandparents...the social
organisation of the dead people in die tombs turns out to be patrilineally skewed, since most people choose
to be buried in the tomb of their local descent group."
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"You know well how land is divided over and over again through heritage. When
family members join us, we have to give them land as well since they are family. What
will be left of our land after a few generations if we have to divide it between more
and more people? And what do we get in return? Is it clear to you that most of these
people do not contribute to the maintenance to my family tomb? They will be buried
elsewhere." (field work diary, August 20, 1992)
In 1996, I discussed this problem again with Rafidy Andriana, as it had become particulady
pressing due to the large number of incoming mpikarama, most of whom were related to
the tompon-tany. Rafidy Andriana stated:
" O h yes, the mpikarama. It was my son Randriamahalasa who explained to us how we
could prevent our land from splitting up. These mpikarama are all family but instead
of giving them land, we now let them work for us. 10 If they do well, they may lease
land from us, so that they can eventually make their own living and no longer have to
work for us. Then, they are no longer mpikarama. They have become mpiaiy. So,
whereas people before became either toinpon-tanj or mpiaiy, they now have to act as
mpikarama first. That is how we keep our land."
SE: "But what about the mpikarama who want to join your tomb group?"
Rafidy Andriana: "Naturally, for them it is different. If they pay for die upkeep of my
tomb, they are to/npon-tany and I have to provide them with land. That is why I do not
allow people to live with me if I think they will join my tomb group."
Other tompon-tany claim to follow the same principles as Rafidy Andriana.
Settlement policy concerning newly arriving mpikarama is a matter for the tompon-tany village
council. By 1996, the tompon-tany had determined by consensus decision that a mpikarama
could only become tompon-tany if he/she was both related to a tompon-tany family leader and
eligible to join his tomb group.11 Subsequendy the tompon-tany predominantly accepted
tnpikarama who came from their wives' families and dierefore were less inclined to join
tomb groups of the tompon-tany, as will be discussed in the following section.
Status attribution: tompon-tany,

mpiavy,

mpikarama

In most cases, households are categorised as tompon-tany, mpiaiy or mpikarama on the basis
of the household leader, which as a rule, is a man. When the wife of the household is
related to a tompon-tany family, as in the case of one Marovato household which arrived
after 1992, the situation is more complex and sctdement status might cut right through the
household. This was the case for Ravo and his wife Ramija. Ramija is the daughter of
Rajasoa and Rapizafy, both of whom are deceased. The mother of Rajasoa was the sister of
Rafidy Andriana. People in Marovato call Ramija tompon-tany and she also considers herself
as such. Ravo has no family in Marovato. Rafidy Andriana accepts Ramija's husband and
their children as part of his family. He insists, however, on the fact that Ravo is a mpiaiy (he
is the only post-1992 mpiaiy) and leases him land as such, rather than granting him a plot as

10

Although tompon-tany consistently state that all mpikarama are related to them, this is not actually the case. In
fact, eighteen of the 166 are not family members.
11
Villagers say that in former days people could afford to be part of more than one tomb group. Today, this
is a rare phenomenon.
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would bc the case for any tompon-tany. Ravo accepts this and justifies it as follows:
"Yes I am inpiaiy. I have no intention of being buried in the family tomb of Rafidy
Andriana, although I could if I really insisted on it. I am sure that I could. But I do
not want to, since I want to join my father in his tomb in Ambalavao. It would also
be embarrassing to be buried in the tomb of my wife's family. It should be the wife
who goes to the family tomb of her husband. I pay for my father's tomb and not for
any other."
Ravo expresses a point of view commonly held in Marovato. Both men and women claim
diat according to the fomba gasy, a wife should join her husband's family tomb, whereas the
man should be buried patrilineal. Most people, including the /npikarama, follow this custom.
Some do not, either by choice, or because they are excluded. For example, wives of alleged
slave descent are not allowed to be buried in their husband's tomb.
In 1992, the tompon-tany or /npiaiy categories were determined by tompon-tany family leaders.
These categories remained relatively stable. In 1996, the tompon-tany category was still
comprised of the same people, except for the addition of Randriamahalasa. The same was
true for the mpiaiy category, where only Ravo was added. Membership to either the mpiaiy
or mpikarama group, however, had become more fluid and was subject to change.
H o w mpikarama

become

mpiavy

Most /npikarama initially live with and perform services for die to/npon-tany family. Upon
arrival, /npikarama must relinquish their identity card to the representative of the Jokon-tany
village council, who in Marovato is Randriamahalasa. 12 The /npikara/nds future possibilities
are portrayed by the tompon-tany as follows: If the tompon-tany consider that a /npikarama has
worked well, they may grant leases of land and the right to build dieir own house in
Marovato. Subsequendy, they may marry or, if already married, bring their wife and
children to join them. With these extra hands, they will have the means to live off their
leased land. At this time, a mpikarama may apply to the to/npon-tany to become mpiaiy. If the
tompon-tany accepts, the mpikarama is returned his identity card and accedes to the status of
mpiaiy}1 As Solomainty (18), a mpikarama of Ratema, explained:
"I am still mpikarama, but I already have built my own house and I also have leased
land from Ratema. My wife recendy came to Marovato as well. Ratema told us that
we can become mpiaiy soon. Then, I can work for myself. I will be very proud when I
get my identity card back."
The importance of the identity card can best be measured in the /npikara/nds constant
questioning of each other as to whether they have obtained return of their identity card. In
fact, the implied question is "have you already become /npiaiy}" Conversely, the withdrawal
of the identity card is die means chosen to ensure the /npikarama will not flee their
responsibilities. As to/npon-tany Ratema clarified:

12
The surrender of the identity card is a remarkable development. In 1992, none of die incoming mpiaiy were
required to surrender their identity card, not even those of alleged slave descent
13

In reality, however, only three of the eight mpikarama households that recendy built meir own huts
currently lease land. All diree are former mpikarama of Ratema.
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"You know nowadays, you cannot even trust your own family anymore. They come
to make a profit and then all of a sudden disappear. Especially when the hard work
has to be done during the harvest season. I need many workers and cannot have
them running away from me. Because we have their identity card, they are unable to
leave."
The fihavanana, or family solidarity, seemed to work quite differently where it concerned the
mpikarama. The fosterage system is a good example of this. In 1992, the fosterage system
served as an important tool, both to cement loyalties within each tompon-tany family
household and to create solidarity bonds between the various tompon-tany families. In 1996,
most of the children who had been fostered were still living with their foster parents,
unless they had left to mam'. After my 1992 departure, twenty-seven children of tompon-tany
households had been given up for fosterage, but all of these children were fostered within
the network of to/npon-tany households or between tompon-tany families. The eight mpikarama
households who had recently established domicile in their own huts had not fostered any
of the children. Rakotozafy (27), a first cousin of the wife of Ratema, described this
phenomenon:
"We are all family of the to/npon-tany but we are not tompon-tany. We are just mpikarama
who hope to become mpiaiy."
Ratema, who was present, interrupted my conversation with Rakotozafy with this
comment:
"Children are very important and so is their upbringing. Mpikarama still have manv
things to leam in the village. They cannot possibly raise our children."
Thus, despite the fact that both tompon-tanj and mpikarama never miss an opportunity to
stress equality, the fact is that the arrival of the mpikarama brought with it the implanting of
a new socio-economic hierarchy. Three striking features led me to conclude that the tompontanj deliberately intended on creating a new socio-economic undergrouping. Firstly, the
mpikarama are not tomb group members of the tompon-tany. Secondly, they are required to
hand in their identity card upon arrival. Thirdly, they are judged unfit to participate in the
fosterage system.
5.4

E c o n o m i c influence of the

mpikarama

In the next section, I will review the influence and benefits of the mpikarama in the
economic development of Marovato by examimng land use, cultivation, livestock and the
prices of staple food products in the village.
Land use
The following tables show increases in land under production. Compared to 1992, tompontany land cultivation increased by one-third (1992, 69.8 hec. was cultivated and in 1996, 97.3
hec).
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Table 2: tompon-tany land use, the amount of fallow land" and land leased in hectares 15

tompon-tany
nobility:
farmland
fallow land
tompon-tany
c o m m o n e r descent:
farmland
fallow land
total farmland
total fallow land

rice/tobacco

manioc/maize

24.5
1.7

40.0
2.5

64.5
4.2

9.2

9.8
2.3

41.0

50.8

19.1

11.5

13.8

34.3

81.0
14.0

115.3
18.0

4.0

total

additional land in
lease

28.3

Table 3: mpiary and inpikarama land use and the amount of fallow land in hectares
rice

manioc/maize

total

4.5
4.5

20.0
0.5

24.5
5.0

none
none

none
none

none
none

andevo/itcc d e s c e n t
households:
farmland
fallow land

none
none

1.8
none

none

mpikarama
farmland
fallow land

none
none

2.0
none

2.0
none

total farmland
total fallow land

4.5
4.5

23.8
0.5

28.3
5.(i

mpiaiy
h o u s e h o l d s of free
descent:
farmland
fallow land
andevo
households:
farmland
fallow land

1.8

Cultivation
Increased land use and manpower brought on by the arrival of the nrpikxirama led to a
corresponding growth in manioc production in the village.'6 However, the popularity of the
crop led to overproduction. Manioc buyers who made the trip from Fianarantsoa to
Marovato to make their purchases up until 1993 were now able to buy affordable manioc
closer to Fianarantsoa. They either stopped travelling to Marovato, or arrived late in the
harvest season when prices had seriously declined. I have personally witnessed many
14
Farmland totals include fallow land. Of die 24.5 hectares of rice/tobacco land owned by the tompon-tany 1.7
lays fallow.
15
This table is based on my own measurements (1996 field work) and information provided by the firaisana
Vohitsaoka. The firaisana, as stated earlier, is an administrative unit of die state made up by its fokon-tany,
which might be one village or a combination of several villages. Marovato is part of a fokon-tany with two
neighbouring villages.
16

Maize cultivation did not increase between 1992 and 1996.
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tompon-tany desperately waiting for these buyers, as unsold piles of manioc perished before
their eyes.
In 1992, one kilo of manioc sold for 175 FMG. By 1996, the average price for manioc in
the Marovato region had risen to 300 FMG. The higher price was a reflection of the
dramatic devaluation of the FMG and not to an increase in real market value.
Rice cultivation has been, and remains problematic in the village. Many rice fields were left
fallow in 1992. Tompon-tany refused to cultivate them with other crops, partly in the hope
that rainfall was imminent, but also because they consider the quality of their rice fields as
too superior for other crops. But Randriamahalasa persuaded them to change their point of
view on this issue. He planted tobacco in his rice fields close to the river. Within one year,
his harvest was successful.' Other tompon-tany were quick to emulate him. Today, the
Zomandao riverbanks are covered with tobacco plants, as tompon-tany of other villages have
also followed the Marovato example.
Livestock
Randriamahalasa promised the tompon-tany that surplus land under cultivation would bring
them profits, and therewith additional zebus. But, profits did not meet Randriamahalasa's
predictions.
The tompon-tany claim that they did in fact purchase zebus, but that an even greater number
was given away as bride prices, offered to the ancestors during funerals, or died due to
illness. Regardless of the cause, there were fewer zebus following implementation of
Randriamahalasa's mpikarama system. In 1992, tompon-tany and mpiaiy possessed 325 zebus
(cf. chapter four) and in 1996, their number had decreased to 276.18 Mpikarama do not own
any zebus.
Table 4: Zebus per status group {andriana, hora, olompotsy, andero, other) and settlement
status.
tompon-tany.
andriana
olompotsy
total
mpiaiy.
free descent
andevo/itte descent
andevo
two Antaisaka households
total

number of zebus

number of persons

174
81
255

109
199
303

15
1
0
5
21

113
20
11
7
151

Tompon-tany zebu herds have relatively high market value. An ox is worth about 1 million
FMG. A cow has a market value of about 500,000 FMG, a heifer 400,000 FMG and a calf
17
Tobacco cultivation is labour intensive. Plants require watering at least twice per day. This work is
principally carried out by the mpikarama. After harvest, die leaves are dried for several months, by hanging
diem from ceilings of tompon-tany houses. Tompon-tany principally cultivate tobacco for personal consumption.
18
In diis table, I have not included the households of Randriamahalasa and his brother Randriazaka. Since
they are cow traders, their herd varies from fifty to about one hundred. Unlike the odier tompon-tany, they
view their cows principally as economic commodities.
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200,000 FMG. But, with the notable exception of Randriamahalasa and his brother, tompontatty do not perceive their cows in such terms. Selling them for economic reasons is seen as
an offence against fombagasy. If they feel obliged to sell the cows, they ask the ombiasy to
perform rituals to appease the ancestors. 19
Tompon-taity and some mpiaiy of free descent also raise pigs. They engage in this practice
solely for economic reasons. 20 In 1992, there were only seven pigs in Marovato, owned bytwo to/npon-tany families. By 1996, there were over ninety pigs or piglets in the village.
Villagers informed me that in 1995, the pig population was even higher, but that many died
due to a mysterious disease that had also decimated the zebu herds. Most pigs were owned
by the tompon-tany, all of which possessed some. Three tnpiaty families of free descent own a
total of eight pigs and the andevo possess none. The dramatic growth in the pig population
has had devastating consequences on hygiene in the village. Contrary to zebus, which are
penned inside corrals, pigs circulate freely within the village, and even in and out of
residential dwellings.
In 1992, tompon-tany families owned an average of three chickens per household. By 1996,
every tompon-tany household had at least six and even most mpiaiy of free descent possess
chickens. Both pigs and chickens are slaughtered on special occasions, such as visits of
family members. The sale of pigs and chickens is not prohibited according xojombagasy. N o
rites to appease the ancestors are necessary, since no cultural value is attached to them. O n
the other hand, the sale of pigs and chickens is not seen as being commercial viable. Only
manioc cultivation is associated with wealth.
Prices of staple food products in 1996
As the following table shows, consumer prices for staple products has considerably
increased since 1992 (cf. chapter four)
Table 5: The average price of staple food products 21 available in Marovato epiceries in 1996
product
butter
oil
milk
coffee
tea
maize
manioc
beans
rice (paddy)
rice (white)
tobacco

price in FMG
not for sale
7,000 FMG per litre
1,250 FMG per litre
5,000 FMG per kilo
1,250 FMG per package
600 FMG per kilo
300 FMG per kilo
1,500 FMG per kilo
1,800 FMG per kilo
4,000 FMG per kilo
6,000 FMG 10 dried leaves

product
sugar
salt
beef (fat)
beef (meagre)
pork (fat)
pork (meagre)
chicken
duck
fish (average size)
egg (chicken)
egg (duck)

price in FMG
4,000 FMG per kilo
300 FMG
7,000 FMG per kilo
4,500 FMG per kilo
9,000 FMG per kilo
4,500 FMG one
8,000 FMG one
1,700 FMG one
5,000 FMG one
500 FMG one
700 FMG

To conclude, on the basis of land use, cultivation, livestock and the prices of staple food
products, the economic situation in Marovato did not markedly improve with the arrival of
the mpikarama. However, macro-economic causes, such as the national economic decline
19

The cultural value of zebus will be discussed in chapter seven.

20

Pigs are worth between 50,000 and 100,000 FMG. Sheep and goats are still rare commodities in Marovato.
Andriabe, a village ondriana, owns three sheep. Rafidy Andriana owns two sheep and three goats. Other than
chickens, virtually no poultry is raised in Marovato.
21

Vegetables are still only cultivated for personal consumption in Marovato.
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and the devaluation of the FMG make an assessment of this sort very difficult and beyond
the scope of this study. Regardless of actual results, other villages in the region obviously
saw benefits in die mpikarama system. Of the twenty other villages within a fifteenkilometre radius of Marovato that I studied, tompon-tany had an average of five mpikarama in
their employ."
5.5

Payment system of the

mpikarama

Tompon-tany land already under production in 1992, is exclusively cultivated by family
members. They either inherit the land or receive it by inter vim gift. Land which has been
converted into production since 1992 is exclusively worked by mpikarama. As was the case
in 1992, free descent tenants only assist tompon-tany during the harvest season if they lease
land from them. None of the an den currently work the fields of the tompon-tany. They are
exclusively recruited for makto tasks, such as cleaning the catde corral and digging holes
prior to laying foundations of tompon-tany houses. Tompon-tany of noble descent still do not
pay andevo for this work.
Tenants of free descent are paid an average of 1,400 FMG per day for their work during
the harvest season. This payment is usually made publicly at the end of the day. I never
witnessed mpikarama being paid by the tompon-tany at the close of any of these harvest days.
They explained that mpikarama are paid weekly and not per diem. Tompon-tany were
reluctant to discuss the subject of wages paid to mpikarama. I presumed their reticence was
due to the practice of paying their own family members wages, an apparent breach of the
principle of fihavanana, which precludes money payment for services rendered between
family members. Rafidy Andriana eventually responded to my repeated questions on the
issue of mpikarama wages:
"I do not know why money is so important to you. I just try to help them. But if you
really insist, I give men 4,000 FMG and women 2,500 FMG when they still live and
eat with me. When they later make their own food and build their own house, I give
them 8,000 F M G per week and women 5,000 FMG. Children who help, I just give
some coins of 100 FMG."
Randriamahalasa acknowledged paying a similar amount to men, but paid his female
workers much less than Rafidy Andriana. lie justified this as follows:
"Most of my mpikarama are strong young men who live under my roof. I pay them
about 4,000 FMG per week. Once they become established in Marovato, they earn
up to 7,500 F M G per week. I have only ten women working for me. They are the
wives of some of my mpikarama. I only pay them around 2,000 FMG whether they
live with me or not. I pay their husbands well. So they can take care of them."
The only other tompon-tany who agreed to speak on the issue of mpiakarama wages was
Ratema:
"For men, it is 7,500 FMG and for women 5,000 FMG if they provide for their own
food. If they eat with my family, they receive about half. I give nothing to children
who wish to help their parents because they just play around in the fields."

22

These villages include fourteen lanana ta/oba "ancient villages", which originally were inhabited by tompontany exclusively and six migrant villages (cf. chapter two).
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Armed with this information, I approached the mpikarama with similar questions. They also
were initially reluctant to specif)- the amount they earned. It was only upon being informed
that the tompon-tanj already had made certain disclosures to me on the topic that they
provided any information. Their figures corresponded with those provided by Rafidy
Andriana, Randriamahalasa and Ratema. For a few weeks, I presumed my information was
accurate, as it was confirmed by both parties.
However, I discovered that I was missing an essential element during a conversation with
Soanirina (13), daughter of Andriabe, who runs the epicene of her parents. While asking her
some general questions concerning her customers, she recounted the following:
"Many customers have debts and I am not sure whether they will ever be able to pay.
I mostly ask my parents when somebody wants to buy something and does not have
money. For andevo, I do not have to ask them because they never get anything from
us if they do not have money. With other mpiaiy and mpikarama it is different. They
mostly get the little things they want. But I have to write it all down so that my father
can later contact them for the money. Here is my book of all the people who have
debts with us. You can see it if you want. But do not tell my parents. I am not sure if
they want you to see it."
This was an offer I could not decline and I reassured her that I had no intention of telling
her parents anything.
The book listed the names of seven debtors of totnpon-tanj families with an average debt of
3,100 FMG, 18 names of mpiaiy of free descent with an average debt of 9,230 FMG, and
89 names of mpikarama with an average debt of 17,210 FMG. Thus, the majority of the 134
adult fHpikarama had outstanding debts at this epicene. The percentage is even higher if one
takes into account that sixteen of the twenty-two female mpikarama are partners of
tnpikarama men. I also asked the shopkeepers of the other three épiceries whether they had
debtors. Without exception they responded: "misy maro" ("there are many"). But none of
them admitted to keeping records of these debts, although, as Soanirina said: "Naturally
they write it all down. H o w will they later remember? With all the new mpikarama here,
nobody can possibly remember."
Not long after Soanirina had shown me her accounts ledger, I visited Solomainty, one of
Ratema's mpikarama, who had fallen ill. He lives in Southeast Marovato. When I enter his
hut, he is alone. Beads of sweat run down his face. He appears feverish. I ask him how he
is faring.
Solomainty: "I feel weak and I am very worried. Yesterday the ombiasy of my father's 23
family came to see me. When he comes to see you, you are in trouble."
SE: " D o you mean that you are very ill then?"
Solomainty: " N o , it is the money that worries me. You sec I just leased some land of
my father and that already costs me quite a bit. I do not want to further increase my
debt towards him."
SE: "I am not really in the clear about what you mean. Doesn't your famer pay for
the ombiasy and the medicines you might need?"
23

He is referring to Ratema.
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Solomainty: "Yes. He pays for even-thing. But then later it is taken from my wage
and these ombiasy are so expensive that it can cost you your wage for the whole year."
SE: "But I noticed that many mpikarama often consult ombiasy when they get ill."
Solomainty: "Yes, and that is not all that costs money. Everything seems for free but
it only so until you have to pay it back. You know Mademoa^ely, everything the tompontatty "4 do for their mpikarama is expensive. We always hope that the tompon-tany will
not charge us in the end, but almost always we notice that we have to pay upon the
day that we are supposed to receive our wage. I do not think you will be able to find
mpikarama who actually receive money at the end of the week. Most of us are in debt.
If we are sick too often, our debt towards the tompon-tany gets even higher and I am
also sure that many of us are indebted to the epiceries here in the village."
I express my surprise at never having heard of all this previously.
Solomainty: "Yes, that must surprise you. Nobody speaks about this but everybody
knows it. I think I would like to sleep now. Thank you for coming to see me."
Prior to my conversation with Solomainty, I had principally focused on the work tiiat the
mpikarama performed for the tompon-tany. It now became quite clear to me that I had to
more closely scrutinise services the tompon-tany rendered for the mpikarama in order to
understand the state of mpikarama indebtedness.
During the following days, I asked various mpikarama whether they actually received money
for work performed for the tompon-tany. Almost all initially replied in the affirmative. But,
when I asked what transpired when they fell ill and the costly services of the ombiasy were
required, they admitted that, in such a case, they had no choice but to forgo wages for long
periods following the illness. Although all of the mpikarama accepted the fact diat they had
to pay for these kind of sen-ices, they complained that die ombiasy in the region were too
expensive. They quoted consultation rates ranging between 10,000 and 50,000 FMG.
"Medicine" prepared for an ailing person was on average, in die order of 15,000 FMG. I
decided to question Rafidy Andriana about the work of the ombiasy.
Rafidy Andriana: "Ombiasy are very important. Every tompon-tany family lias his own
ombiasy who advises us and cures our ill people. My ombiasy is very powerful and he
will not help anybody in Marovato unless I have allowed this."
SE: "I am sure such a powerful ombiasy costs a lot of money."
Rafidy Andriana: 'Y7es everybody who goes to see him, has to pay mc first, so at the
end of the yearly manioc harvest, I can give him a cow."
SE: "What about the medicine he prescribes?"
Rafidy Andriana: "Medicine is not always needed. But, if somebody who I have sent
needs it, I will discuss it with the ombiasy and I sometimes also give him a chicken.
Then he is satisfied."

24

It is interesting to note that as soon as the problem of debt comes up, the word "fathers" is dropped in
favour of tompon-tany.
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SE: " D o you ever give him money? 1
Rafidy Andriana: " N o . "
Rafidy Andriana pauses for a moment, as if debating whether to continue. Then, he
abrupdy concludes the discussion: "I will tell you all about ombiasy some other time.
There is still a lot that you need to know about them. I am going to the river now to
see how my tobacco plants are doing."
O n various occasions afterwards, Rafidy Andriana spoke to me about the ombiasy and their
work (see chapter seven). The tompon-tany monopolise access to the ombiasy in the region
through exclusivity agreements. Other tompon-tany family leaders later confirmed to me that
mpikarama can only see an ombiasy with the prior consent of the family leader. Most of the
mpikarama visit the ombiasy once every two weeks for consultations in order to receive
advice on medical problems and a range of other matters such as, for example, the
suitability of a future wife. Fees for these consultations are paid by die tompon-tany, usually
in the form of a zebu given to the ombiasy after the harvest season. Tompon-tatiy eventually
admitted to me that they would estimate the cost of these consultations and deduct it from
the mpikarama'% salary. None of the ombiasy I spoke with wished to reveal the costs of their
consultations, claiming it would bring bad luck. It nevertheless appears that the tompon-tany
integrate considerable added value when mpikarama visit the ombiasy.
As time went on, I was to discover that the tompon-tany billed the mpikarama for other
services as well. Rajean (20), a mpikarama of Rafidy Andriana, explained this to me during a
discussion we had at the river.
SE: "How are you doing?"
Rajean: "I think I will get married soon. My father is checking out some candidates
now."
SE: " D o you mean that Rafidy Andriana is?"
Rajean: "Yes, and when he finds a girl for me, he will also pay for the bride price."
SE: "But don't you also have a father back home?"
Rajean: "Yes, I have. But I have many brothers there and it will be too difficult for
him to pay the bride price for all of us."
SE: "That is very kind of Rafidy Andriana then."
Rajean: "Yes, he is a great man. He helps so many people out. I hope that after I get
married I will be able to lease some land from him. T o make money."
SE: "But you make money now while working as a mpikarama, don't you?"
Rajean: "Not for the time being. I think that I have worked for over a year now. But
the expenses were so high. I was sick for a while and needed die ombiasy. And now
the bride price. It will take a lot of work before I have paid diat back."
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SE: "What do you mean? You have to pay the bride price back?"
Rajean: "Yes ever}' rnpikarama has to. But it still is great that he advances it. If not, I
and many others would be very old before they have the money to get married."
The tnpikarama debt relationship with the tompoti-tanj family leaders was far more extensive
than I had originally imagined. In fact, I was to learn that they hardly ever actually received
the money they worked for at the end of die week So, although both parties refer to their
relationship as that of a father with his children, it was hard to ignore the pervasive
economic components.
The position of the tnpikarama and pre-1992 mpiaiy of free descent bears certain similarities,
particulady with respect to the debt relation that the rnpikarama have towards the tompontanj family leaders. In the same manner, /npiaty, especially the andero, have debts with the
tompon-tany they lease land from (cf. chapter four). But the reasons for such debts var)'
considerably. Mpiaiy principally accumulated debt because they did not have sufficient
capital to pay for leased land. However, mpiaiy, most of whom arrived in the village as
married couples with children, d o not rely on the tompon-tany for marriage arrangements.
Nor do they ask his help when they want to consult an ombiasy. Rasolo, who leases land
from Rafidy Andriana, explained this to me:
Rasolo: "Being rnpikarama has certain advantages. Most are family of the tompon-tany
who will take care of the rnpikarama. For us, it is different. We are not family with
them. That is why, for example, Rafidy Andriana would never allow me to see his
ombiasy. You see, he does not trust anybody outside his own family. He thinks that we
might have bad intentions. 25 His own family he will help, it is his family."
SE: "I wonder whether die rnpikarama have to pay for the things that the tompon-tanj
do for them."
Rasolo: "Of course not. They are family."
All mpiaiy I asked replied in this manner. They seemed to be under the impression that they
were the only debtors of the tompon-tany. They considered their relationship with the iompontanj family leader as an economic one. Nor did they refer to the tompon-tany and his wife
who leased them land as their ray aman-dreny ("father and mother"), as opposed to the usual
practice of rnpikarama.
One may well ask where die andero were in all of this. By 1996, very few andero still worked
for the tompon-tany. Any work they did obtain was sporadic and without economic value.
They now exclusively performed maloto jobs. Tompon-tany justified the replacement of the
andero by the rnpikarama by two simple reasons. When asked why the andero were no longer
employed as workers, the tompon-tany replied that the andero were lazy and useless.
Mpikarama, on the other hand, were praised for their working spirit in the same breath.
Secondly, the new system was credited for increasing land under cultivation.
T o conclude, in 1992, inequality permeated the language of production in Marovato. The
andero socio-economically operated in the margins of society. In 1996, the language of
production had substantially changed. Unity, equality and fibavanana ("friendship") were
25

I subsequently discussed diis subject with Rasolo. It is related to the fear of poisoning and sorcery. This will
be explored in chapter eight.
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constantly stressed by both the inpikarama and the toinpon-tanj, despite the clear socioeconomic gap between the two groupings. Like other newcomers who had preceded them
in Marovato, they were promptly relegated to a clearly demarcated position in the village
hierarchy. This begs the question as to the role of the remaining andevo in Marovato, once
their economic function had been usurped by the mpikarama. The next chapter will focus
on these andevo and their lives over the previous four year period.
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Chapter six

The Fate of the

Andevo'

Despite the strategy of Rafidy Andriaiia and Randriamahalasa to expel the andevo from
Marovato, most of them continued to live in or within close proximity of the village. Those
who did leave generally relocated either to the town of Ambalavao" or to the socialist cooperative of Sahanala Zomandao. This chapter will describe the lives of die andevo who
remained despite the attempted "eviction", and examine their perceptions of events. 4
6.1

Andevo households 3

June 20, 1996. As I approach die hut of Velo and Zafindravola, located to the Northwest
of the village centre, three gids are playing naked in front of the porch. Upon spotting me,
the oldest of the three runs inside the house, followed in quick succession by her two
sisters. Zafindravola emerges from the house, carrying a grass mat, which she lays out on
the ground, motioning me to sit down.
Zafindravola: "My husband told me you would be coming. I Ie is not here today. But
I can speak to you. He also told me you wanted to know how we are. Tilings are
difficult. When you were here before, we still had some land. My sister Tsara came
here because she was looking for a husband. She did get a little boy, Iano, but the
father did not want to marry her. He was not from this side of the village. You see,
they like to have pleasure with us at night, but in the morning they ignore us. Tsara
and Iano could n o longer stay with us when Rafidy Andriana stopped leasing us his
land. So she went to Ambalavao with her son. I hope that you can visit her. I have
not heard from her since she left. She is a strong girl. I am sure she is doing fine
there. 6 Rafidy Andriana also wanted us to leave. But where would we go? You see,
1

This chapter is based on my 1996 research.

2

From 1996 to 1998, I carried out four months of research on andem living in Ambalavao. During my pre1992 research, I had already observed that andevo households generally included fewer males dian did free
descent households. Subsequently, I concluded that their economic and social plight had triggered their
departure. (See Evers 1997: 339-347,1999: 257-282).

3

Sahanala Zomandao is a village comprised exclusively of migrants, located about 20 kilometres to the
Southwest of Marovato. In 1975, the Ratsiraka government granted 300 hectares of land to these migrants
under a communal land scheme. Before long, the migrant families protested, claiming their right to cultivate
individual plots of land. In response, the government devised a land grant system for individual plots. This
system is still in existence. If, after a period of several years, an applicant proves his effectiveness as a
cultivator, legal title to the land is granted. During 1996, 1997 and 1998, I worked and lived for four months
in Sahanala Zomandao. Living conditions are harsh in Sahanala Zomandao. For a discusssion on die andevo in
the village, see Evers 1997: 339-347.
4

Rafidy Andriana and the other tompon-tany obviously did not appreciate the amount of time I spend with the
andevo. Although they complained about it, they never repeated that I did not "behave like a Betsileo". By
1996, I knew how to behave in the Betsileo way. When I worked with the andevo, I visited the oldest
descendant of the former kingdom in Anjoma regularly to get "purified". I learned diis practice from
observing villagers who sought "purification" after engaging in (sexual) relations with the andevo. The tompontany eventually accepted this as a proper way to "behave like a Betsileo".

5

The informants index in the Appendices provides references to corresponding sections of the thesis
concerning particular persons or households.

6

I actually went to see Tsara in die town of Ambalavao. Her son Iano died. Tsara is single and has had three
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we have migrated so often. I do not even remember anymore."
SE: " H o w are the children? I only see your three daughters."
Zafindravola: "Yes, they are the only ones left. Our youngest daughter and son died.
We could not give them enough food. It all happened during the year after the land
was taken from us. Suddenly, we had nothing. My husband asked Rafidy Andnana
for work as a mpikarama. Have you seen? There are many of them now. But he
refused. My husband asked each tompon-tanj. Nobody wanted us. People do not like
us. They say that we are olona malolo ... so I guess that is what we are.7 Finally my
husband asked Ravo. He only came to Marovato recently, but his wife is tompon-tany.
We could both work for him. We do not get money, but some rice or manioc even'
day. That really helped us. But it was too late for my two children. I never got
pregnant again."
SE: "But, does Ravo give you enough to live on?"
Zafindravola: "That is just the problem. We begged him for a small piece of land.
To cultivate some manioc for ourselves. Last year he said yes, but he got in trouble
for that. Rafidy Andriana did not like it. He still wants us to leave. I am sure that he
will be upset with you when he hears that you visit me. Please go. I will also go to
help my husband in the field."
Kazy and Vavy no longer live in Marovato. Kazy now dwells in Fenoarivo, a village located
about two kilometres from Marovato. I visit her early in the morning, on July 2. She lives
with her son Sambo, who has also moved away from Marovato. She comes out of her
house to greet me, before 1 reach the door.
SE: " Good morning, how did you see me coming?"
Kazy: "That is easy. There are so many holes in the house. I do not have to go
outside to see what is happening. Come in."
SE: "Why did you leave Marovato?"
Kazy: "The tompon-tany just decided we could no longer cultivate their land. What will
we live from? My daughter Vavy and her children were still with me then. I decided
to move to Fenoarivo, with my son Sambo. He moved here just before me. He will
be able to tell you all about it. He also arranged a husband for Vavy. Sambo is a good
son. He always knows how to get money. That is how he got her a husband. People
say that we are die bad people and olona maloto. Even people like us do not wish to
marry their own kind. They are always trying to marry people with tombs. 8 Vavy did
not get somebody widi a tomb. So why should he feel better than us? I think he did
not really like Vavy. But when Sambo gave him some money, he was glad to marrv
her. She now lives with him; she took the children It is far from here. I hope I will
miscarriages since leaving Marovato. She rents a little room near the market square. People say that she is a
prostitute.
7

Tsy tian'ny olonai^abay. La^atnyfaolona malotoi^abay ... kaImmkofai^any

8

tokoai^abay.

La^an 'ny olona fa olona ratsy sady olona maloto i^ahay. Matetika ny olona taliaka anay dia manity ny bampanambady ny
?anany. Ry %areo anefa mitady hatrany Irivady amin'ny olona mananajasana.
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be able to visit them before I die."
Kazy concludes the conversation with an extended monologue describing her
physical ailments.
Ratsimbazafy and Lalao also live in Fenoarivo. Lalao had been accused of stealing lamba in
the early part of the year. This may explain why my earlier attempts at renewing contact
had met with evasive responses, cancellations and excuses. Finally, she and her husband
agreed to my coming on August 17. As I approach their house, I am quite impressed by its
appearance. It is tiny, but seems solid from the outside. However, upon entering, I realise
that the outside is little more than a facade. I assume that work is still very much in
progress, since sand and stones are strewn everywhere. Ratsimbazafy and Lalao are seated
on the floor, surrounded by a bevy of young children. Both smile, Lalao's mouth flashing
an impressive line-up of golden teeth, whereas Ratsimbazafy's grin reveals nothing more
than a solitary eyetooth perched in the right front comer of his mouth.
SE: "There are so many of you. Who is living here now?"
Ratsimbazafy: "Yes, we are still many. But, I am very pleased that at least two of my
daughters are now married. Zana, my third daughter, lives far away. But, surely you
have seen Raozy in Marovato. She married a very important person there. 9 Our other
children still live with us. Only Francois is gone. I think he still lives in Ambalavao.
Maybe you can give us some news when you see him. We also have six grandchildren
now. They all live here with us. That is how it goes. Children still come even though
my daughters are not yet married. I hope they soon will though. It is too crowded
here.
Lalao: "And I also got another baby. We called him Folofeno. 10 He is the tenth and
that is enough."
SE: "Why did you leave Marovato?"
Ratsimbazafy: "People treated us very badly there. You know how they treat people
like us? When the tompon-tatty took our land, it seemed better to come here. But we
still have the house in Marovato and we will go back there one day. We had made
some money when we left. We offered most of it to the tompon-tanj of Fenoarivo and
they were glad to accept us. You see, money makes everything possible. We may be
the bad people but when money is involved they can live with us. 12 We also live in the
West here. But we do not care anymore. People are the same everywhere. We paid
the tompon-tany so much that we even have some leased land. I think we do well."
SE: "How were you able to make so much money?"
Lalao: "I was in the lamba business. I would buy them one place and then sell them
somewhere else. I made a lot of money. But then the people of Marovato got jealous
9

For more information on Raozy, see infra.

10

Folofeno means full with ten.

11

Tsy raharahan'ny olona i^ahay. Fantalraofomba alnana ny hanaovany ny olona tabaka anay?

12

Mety ho olona ratsy i^ahay nefa no/iy misy ny vola dia afaka mira-monina aminay ihany ry %areo.
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and told people that I had stolen them. Which was not true. Sure, I took a few extra
now and then. But I always paid more than they were worth anyway. You know
Mademoa^ely, if people treat me badly, why should I treat them differently?13 People
think we are doing evil things. I think they are afraid of us. That is also why they
wanted us to leave Marovato."
The remainder of our discussion will be referred to in chapter eight.
I arrive at the home of Maka and Poeta on July 3, in the pre-dawn, as they leave the village
every day just before sunrise. Maka is outside when I arrive. He invites me in. I can hardly
see anything when I step inside their hut, as Poeta is cooking food over an open fire. The
hut is thick with smoke, but die emulsions seemingly have no effect on the parents, or their
children, who are placidly seated in a row against the right walk waiting for breakfast to be
served.
SE: "I am pleased to be here. I haven't seen you for a long time."
Maka: "We are pleased as well. We did not think that we would interest you. We are
just the poor people... the olona maloto."u
I am very surprised to see that Maka qualifies himself as "impure person".
SE: "Why do you say you are olona malotöï"
Maka: ' Y o u know that we are, everybody can tell you that. 13 I will explain things to
you some time later when there is more time."
I resist the urge to pursue this point, one of the very questions I wish answered.
SE: "How have you been doing since I last came?"
Maka: " N o t so well. You must have heard that we were almost forced out of the
village. Since Randriamahalasa came, things have become really bad. Everybody
thinks he is a very generous man. Maybe, but not to us. From one day to the next,
our land was taken. I am sure he was behind it. Everybody wants us out now. We still
sleep here, but are gone by the time people get up. Then, we come back after they are
asleep. Every day, we have to search for food. At harvest time, we mosdy work for a
to/npon-tany in Berono. 16 W h e n I can, I try to fish at the river. But I hardly catch
anything."
Poeta continues: "You know, Mademoasgly, we did not have much to eat before. But
now it is harder. I am not ashamed to say that I sometimes just take some manioc
from somebody's land. I cannot let my children die."
At hearing this, Maka shortly interrupts her: "Mademoa^ely, we are very pleased that
you came to visit us. But, unfortunately, we have to say goodbye now, we really have
13
Fantatrao Mademoa^eb/, ary beverikofa raha tsy miral>araba airy ny olona, nahoana moa no jomba bafa no ifandraisako
amity?
14

Tsy nobtverinayfa bahaliana anno ny momba anay. I^abay mantsy olona mahantra... olona malolo.

15

Fantatrao i~a marina i^abay, ny o Zona rehe tra mety ho nila^a anao an'i^any.

16

Berono is a village located approximately five kilometres from Marovato.
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to leave."
Me walks to the door and waves me to follow. I am disappointed but follow his
instructions.
Tovo still resides in Western Marovato, although he has changed huts. T o ensure I find my
way, he comes to meet me at my hut early morning, March 28. Tovo is walking with great
difficulty. He is wearing die same red shirt he had on his back in 1992, but it is faded and in
tatters. He has lost all of his teeth, save the two front ones.
Tovo: "Good morning Mademoa^ely. Are you coming?"
SE: tf Yes, let us go. How are tilings with you?"
Tovo: "I live somewhere else now. In my hut, it would rain just as hard inside as out
during the rainy season. That made me sick. So, when my neighbour left, I just took
his. D o you know that I live very close to an important man now? Rafidy Andriana.
In this part, many things are different now. He tried to get me out of Marovato
altogether. My land was taken. It is very sad."
We arrive at another rundown hut. As we enter, I ask him: "But how then, are you
making your living?"
Tovo: ' T h a t is what I asked myself when the land was gone. D o you know that
Rafidy Andriana forbade all people like me to cross the sand path over there?"
He steps outside and points out to a sand path that separates die huts from Rafidy
Andriana's mansions.
Tovo continues: "I crossed it quite a bit though. In the middle of the night. I took
food and other things I saw lying around. But one night, I got caught by one of his
sons. I felt terrible and told him I had to eat. So, Rafidy Andriana proposed that I
help one of his sons on his land. In return, I would get a little manioc every day. I
work very hard. But you see, with my back, it is not always easy.... I think Rafidy
Andriana accepts me now. I diink I can stay... as long as I do not cross the sand path
again."
Tovo and I speak at length on other issues that will be discussed in subsequent
chapters.
Nirina and Soa no longer are together. Nirina lias moved away from Marovato and now
dwells in Ambalavao. He took the two children from the marriage with him. Soa is at
riverside, washing her laundry. I set my own basket on the ground and take a place next to
her.
SE: "How are you?"
Soa: "I am well... actually, not so well. My husband left me and took the two gids
with him. At first, I refused and said I wanted to keep the youngest. She must have
been only four months old. But he insisted. Just a few weeks ago, I heard that she
died. I knew this would happen. She just had to be with me. After my husband left,

I took care of a girl whose parents had both died. One after the other. It all went
very quick. Nobody took care of her. And now, there is him..."
She nods towards an infant wrapped in a lamba strapped to her back.
SE: " H o w old is he?"
Soa: "About a month. I am not married anymore. So I can do what I want. You
know there are many m e n from Marovato who like to make babies with us. They
treat us badly during the daytime, but when the night falls, they look for us at
riverside. In the night, they do not worry about becoming maloto}1 But they will
never marry us. It is fear. But, I am very happy with my little boy. I know that many
people speak bad about us. 18 1 do not care. I have him. Is that clear to you?"
She nods again at the baby, who has fallen asleep.
SE: Yes I think so. But what d o you mean when you speak about us, who are
they?"
Soa: ' Y o u know, the olona maloto. The andevo. That is what we are. Because we do
not have tombs. 19 We are the bad people. That is what we are. You know that we
have to work for andriana, and because we are andevo we do not get paid. That is
how things go with me as well. Until some years ago, we still had some land. That is
over now. That is how the tompon-tany decided it. From one day to the next, all
people in Western Marovato lost their land. There was no more food. I still have to
work for Andria.be now and then. He never gives me anything. l b s wife gives me
something now and then. I do not think he knows. I am just alone. T o feed the
children, I take anything ripe I see in the fields. When nobody is watching me. So, I
am done now. You still have a lot of work to do. Maybe we can wash together
again, some other time."
Bia still dwells in the same hut in Western Marovato. I meet her at the market in
Ankaramena, eleven kilometres from Marovato. I am surprised to see her, as it is the first
time I have come across an andevo at the Ankaramena market.
SE: " G o o d morning, how are you?"
Bia: " G o o d morning, Made/noa^ely. I am fine and how are you?"
After a few ritual courtesies, I propose we walk back to Marovato together. She
consents and after completing her purchases, we set off.
SE: "I didn't know that you went to the market."
Bia: ' T h e r e are so many things that I have to tell you. You see, I am andriana again" 20
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SE: "I thought you never stopped being one."
Bia: "That is true. But nobody believed me. They called me andevo. But now they do
believe!"
Her tone and look are triumphant.
SE: "How did that happen?"
Bia: "The last years have been very hard on me. I have been sick. My son and
daughter had to take care of me. But they got tired of being treated as andevo. They
just wanted to get married, which was impossible in Marovato. Back home they are
used to being treated with respect. Here, they were regarded as all the other olona
mahto. I sent them both back home. For a few months, I was all alone. I thought
that I would join the ancestors soon. But then my second daughter, Raclarise, came
with her three youngest children. Her husband had left her and she felt like spending
some time with me. Then Raboba saw her, Rafidy Andriana's son. You see, he made
a baby with her. Rafidy Andriana was so angry. But you know Raboba. He does all
the tilings his father does not like. He even invited Raclarise to live in his house. She
went there about a month ago."
SE: "But why do people think now that you are andriana}"
Bia: "That is what I do not understand either. I think that Rafidy Andriana got tired
of fighting with his son. Raclarise told me one day that she had spoken to Rafidy
Andriana. He told her that he learned we really do have a tomb in Ambositra and that
we are from an important andriana family there. Afterwards, Raclarise made sure that
everybody knew. She told many people. Now, I do the andriana things.22 I go to the
market and speak to everybody I meet there. Now, I can walk around the whole
village. I do this at least once a week. So people can see that 1 am olona madio. But
what I really wanted to ask you about is my illness. You might know what it is."
Bia explains the symptoms of her malaise in detail. I try to change the subject, but
this turns out to be a lost cause.
6.2

Mixed couples

Rakoto and Voahangy. It is August 17, and I am walking back to Marovato from
Fenoarivo, where I have just visited the parents of Voahangy who have taken up quarters
there. Further up the road, approaching me, is a woman with a bundle on her head. As we
near each other, I recognise Voahangy. Fresh blood from a wound just above her eye, is
still trickling down her face. She is maintaining herself upright with great difficulty. At my
insistence, she attempts to take a seat, and loses her footing nearly falling as she does so.
She removes the bundle off her head. When she bends over I notice a baby tied to her
back.
Voahangy: "This time I am not going back."
21
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She removes a patch of cloth from the bundle and roughly dabs at the still unclotted
blood.
SE: "What do you mean?"
Voahangy: "It is Rakoto. H e treats me badly. He is with other women all the time but
he is angry with me. I do not even know why. And if I ask him, he says that I should
not complain and that I am just an andevoP I go to my parents when he gets too
angry. Sometimes I remember how nice he was in the beginning and go back. But
then it starts all over again. It is because people speak about us. It is because I am
just andevo."
SE: "What do you mean, just andevo}"
Voahangy: "It must be clear to you. You know so much about us. You speak to us
like you speak to the olona madio. But you know that we are different...24 I am not
going back. But I feel bad for Pascaline, our daughter. I could not take her."
SE: "But you did take the baby."
Voahangy: 'Y7es, this is my baby! It happened when I was with my parents. Rakoto
took another woman home again. I was sad, so I went to the river at night. I just
made a baby with somebody else. Rakoto did not like that when he discovered it. He
got angry again. I better g o . "
SE: "Would you like me to walk with you?
Voahangy panics at the thought of me accompanying her: " N o , I want to go by
myself. My parents will be angry with me."
She picks up the bundle, puts it back on her head, and continues on her way.
Rakazy and Tsija live together in the same house where is last visited them in 1992. Tsija
has given birth to two more children during my departure. When I visit them in the early
morning on July 16, they and their four children are huddled around a nearly extinguished
fire.
Rakazy: "Come in. I low are you?"
SE: "Thank you I am fine and how are you?"
Rakazy: "Difficult. You must know about my conflict with Rafidy Andriana. You
always know everything... That is very difficult. I promised Rafidy Andriana that I
would send Tsija back home. She is not like us. 25 But, I didn't send her back. And
now, there are more children. She wants to stay. What can I do? I do not know.
Rafidy Andriana does not understand this. It is difficult that Rafidy Andriana is upset
23
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with me."
SE: "What can you fear from him?"
Rakazy: "He says that I do not respect him. That is dangerous. You know about the
fanafody gasy.~b I do not want to speak of this anymore. It is bad."
Tsija: "It is also because my three brothers came to live with us. None has married
yet. Ralahy is 19, Fara 20 and Patrick 21. They have n o work and my family has n o
land. So they can work for my husband on his land."
Rakazy: "That reminds me. We really have to go now and help them. The sun is
already out for a long time."
The conversation comes to an abrupt end, and they depart for the fields.
I also learn that Soja and Tina still live in Eastern Marovato. Soja is rarely home, while Tina
cares for six children. O n June 2, in the morning, I find Tina at her hut dressing the hair of
one of the girls.
SE: "Good morning Tina. How are you."
Tina: "I am fine but my children are not. They all have diarrhoea. It just does not
stop."
SE: "Maybe I can help you out. I have some "water" (dehydration remedy) that
might help. Are all these children yours?"
Tina smiles. " N o they are not. Three are my sister's. She is not married and already
has six other children. She cannot feed all of them. They came when my brother
decided to come to Marovato. He wants to find work and a wife here. I told him that
it would be difficult. But he would not listen. He came over a year ago. He has
nothing so far. And no wife. For people like us, it is difficult to get married.27 I am
married now but I also had to wait for a long time. And even if we marry, we are
treated badly. My husband is never there. I do not know where he goes. He just
leaves me behind with the children. I can only feed them manioc. I cannot tell you
how I get it. I am sorry."
SE: "You do not need to tell me."
Tina: "Because you know already. You know about people like us. Can I now get the
water for the children? They feel so ill."
SE: ' Y e s naturally. You need to make a fire though and cook some water very well.
Then I will come with the medicine."
Tina: "But I do not have water, nor wood to make a fire."
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SE: "Come with mc. I still have some wood."
We spend the rest of the morning fetching water and making the fire.
I was unable to set up an appointment to visit Masy and Soavita at their house, but
eventually managed to speak with them separately. Soavita is the first to visit me at home
on August 28.
Soavita: "I am sorry to disturb you Mademoa^ely, but I am so worried about my throat.
Somebody performed fanafody gasy (sorcery) on me and now it is all swollen."
SE: "I can see that something is wrong. I can give you some vitamins but they will
not help much. You really need to see a doctor." ... After discussing a range of issues,
which will be dealt with in chapter eight, the conversation turns to her family and the
marital problems.
Soavita: "You know the two children of Masy. From a woman before me. And two
children of his brother, who died, also lived with us. They were all around twenty and
still had not married. Two boys and two girls. They blamed it all on me. You see, they
say that I am olona maloto and because they lived with us, they were mocked in the
village. All four left. They live with other family of my husband now."
SE: "What did you think when they all left?"
Soavita: "I was a little happy because they called me bad things all the time. But my
husband was so angry with me. H e said I should be the one leaving. Then, he said he
would keep the children. We have two. I just cannot go and leave them behind. My
husband does not like me anymore. He bought a second cow. When it died, he also
said it was because of me. I am not sure. I fhink I bring bad luck.28 What do you
think?"
SE: "I do not think that you bring him bad luck. Look at the two beautiful children
you gave him."
Soavita: "Yes, you are right. I will stay for them. Even if my husband prefers other
women and gets angry with me. I will stay. I have to stay. I will go home now. Thank
you for the vitamins, Madewoa~e/y."
Masy is often away, tending to his cow. When I do cross his path, he is generally
drunk. One evening, as I am hurrying back from the river, I hear a shout from
behind me.
"Mademoa^elj, wait for me."
I turn around, and see Masy lurching up behind me. As he approaches, I pick up a
heavy smell of alcohol.
Masy: 'Y 7 ou have given my wife some medicine."
The statement sounds like a threat.
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SE: ' Y e s just some vitamins to make her feel better."
Masy: "What did she tell you?"
SE: "Just that she was not feeling well."
Masy:
she is
them.
is just

"I am sure that she has been complaining to you. She still does not realise that
just an andevo and I can do whatever I want.29 If I want other women, I take
And if she doesn't listen to me I will make her. D o not speak to her again She
an andevo. Goodnight Mademoa^ely."

He turns abruptly around and staggers away, leaving me to ponder the possible
consequences of his threat.
Sambo and Ratsara have separated. Ratsara still lives in Marovato, near her brother Niaina.
She remarried to Rasely. H e is a friend of her brother and comes from a village near
Fianarantsoa. Sambo remarried. He now lives in a small hut in Fenoarivo with his new
wife, her four children and his mother. Sambo often comes to Marovato. He is die only
andevo who dares to circulate freely within the village and pays little heed to the opinion or
dictates of die tompon-tany. In 1992, he eyed me widi suspicion and avoided speaking with
me. N o w he even visits me, and when he does, he openly speaks his mind. O n May 3, he
finds me in front of my hut where I am attempting to chop some wood.
" O h Mademoa^elj, it looks like you are going to hurt yourself. Please let me help."
With some relief, I hand him the axe. I sit down next to him while he performs the
work.
SE: "I hear that you and your mother do not live in Marovato anymore."
Sambo: "That is right I still get angry when I think about it. Many bad things
happened in my family. They took the land from us. They wanted us out of
Marovato. They always treat us badly, die to/npon-latty. It seemed better to go. I
burned down my house and that of my mother. And that was the end of it."
SE: "How are Vita, Jana and Mamy.30 Are they already married?"
Sambo: " You do not know about them? ... The bad things started not long after
you left. Mamy died. I know who did it. She was pregnant with a baby from
somebody outside Western Marovato. You know, they always feel better than us. 31
When his father found out, they arranged for Mamy to die. They poisoned her. It
was terrible. Then her sister was always afraid afterwards. You see, she also got
pregnant. I think it was the same situation. She wanted to leave Marovato. I
brought her to a friend. I was in prison with him. A good man. That is where she
lives now. It is a one-day walk from here. And for my daughter Vita, I did find a
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husband. Somebody from Antsirabe. He lived in Ambalavao. But people laughed at
him. They said that he was stupid to marry an andevo. He did not know and I did
not tell him. Then he got angry and sent her away. But she stayed in Ambalavao.
She lives with two of her brothers there. They take care of each other. Maybe you
can visit her some day"
SE: "I surely will. I am sorry to hear all these bad things. H o w is Ratsara?"
Sambo: "I see that I will have to talk with you. You do not know anything
anymore. She got sick one day and never got better. Her brother Dezy said that it
was all because of me. That I had made her sick. One night, I still remember, he
came. H e was drunk. H e called me bad names and took his sister away from me.
He also took our daughter Zoly and Vaha, who also lived with us. That was it. She
never came back."
SE: "When did this happen?"
Sambo: "I do not remember. But it made me already very angry. So when the
tompon-tanj took their land back, all I could think of was to bum the place down and
leave."
SE: "Is it clear to you why the tompon-tanj took their land back from you?"
Sambo: "Randriamahalasa. He is the man putting all these funny ideas in the heads
of the totnpon-tanj. He came with all these mpikarama. He is a rich man and has many
cows. That is what the tompon-tanj want. So they also wanted the mpikarama. Then
they did not need us anymore to do their work."
SE: "Are the mpikarama and the people that did the work before the same?"
Sambo: "You mean the andevo}
SE: "Yes."
Sambo: " N o it is all very different. We are different. The mpikarama are the same as
the tompon-tanj."
SE: "I don't understand."
Sambo: "They are all family. They are all olona madio. You can see how they are
treated. They get money for their work. They get land and a house in the end and
when they get married, the tompon-tanj ray aman-drenj'2 pay for the bride price. We
are not family and are not paid when we work for them. That is just because of
what we are. They do not like us. They feel better than us."
SE: "But do the people who live in Western Marovato still work for the andriana in
the village?"
Sambo: "Some do. But, only little jobs. They still do not get money but they hope
32
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to get some manioc. The tompon-tany do not want people like us anymore. We do
not even like each other. You noticed, didn't you? We all take care of ourselves." 33
SE: "How did you take care of yourself?"
Sambo: "First, I found me a new wife. You can visit us. I saw her on the road one
day. Then I gave her father some money. And then she was mine. She never had
been married before. She came with four children. I think that she is a good wife.
She is pregnant now... So this is done.3"1 You can cook again. Come to visit us. I am
going now."
SF.: "I will. Thank you."
Since my arrival, I have experienced great difficulty in initiating conversations with
Andrianasolo and Pelamainty. When we cross each other's path, it is not by design. Their
greetings are usually quickly followed by adieux within the same sentence. However, just
after dusk on June 21, I am surprised by Andrianasolo knocking on my door. Fie is wildeyed. Before 1 can react, he is dragging me out of my hut:35
"You must come with me."
Andrianasolo breaks into a run, and I follow him through the hard sand until we
arrive at his hut. Inside, a faint light from a burning candle barely outlines the
silhouette of a boy who looks to be about four years old. He is prostrate in the far
comer of the hut, his head tilting sideways at an unnatural angle.
Andrianasolo: "He is dead."
Andrianasolo stares at me, and begins a rambling staccato lament: "Again,
somebody has died. You need to help us. He needs to go home. H e needs to go in
the tomb. He is my wife's brother."
Andrianasolo's wife, Pelamainty, is seated against the East wall of the hut, her eyes
cast downwards.
SE: "First, tell me what happened."
Andrianasolo: "Many bad things happened. D o you remember Mpinona, my wife's
brother? He lived with us. With his daughter. She also died. Then, Mpinona was
afraid and left. My wife got sick very often and I did not know what was wrong
with her. She got very angry and cried all the time. I asked her sister to come. That
is her."
Andrianasolo sits down against the South wall, then gestures towards a skinny girl
of about twenty, seated next to Pelamainty. His tone has become slightly less
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frantic: "Her name is Fanja. She arrived with her brother. And now he is dead. I am
worried now for my own brother. He only came last week. Will he also die?"
Pelamainty starts crying, at first silendy, but soon, she is throwing her arms skyward
and screaming. Fanja attempts to calm her.
Andrianasolo: "This is what she is like all the time. She never got pregnant."
I sit down next to Pelamainty and reassure her that I will make sure that her
brother can go back to his ancestral land so that he can be buried in the family
tomb. She looks up at me and responds: "Thank you. It is important to go in the
tomb." 36
1 ask Andrianasolo to join me outside so I can discuss logistics of the operation
with him. Pelamainty's family comes from a village near Fianarantsoa, ninety
kilometres Northeast to Marovato. It takes me two days to convince a nurse in
Ambalavao to drive die boy home in her car.
Maly and Nana have moved from their hut in Northwest Marovato to the Southwestern
quarter. It is March 14, prior to dusk, when I meet up with Maly just before we enter
Marovato. We both had been collecting some branches for cooking.
SE: "I low are you doing? I was at your house a few times but you were never there."
Maly: "You can come now if you want. I think my wife is home."
Several minutes later, I am seated in front of Maly and Nana.
SE: "I see that you have moved. Why is that?"
Nana: "This is the third house we lived in since you left. Some time ago, all the land
was taken from the anew. We are not andevo, but the totnpon-tany took back our land
as well. Afterwards, I thought of a place we could go. You see, in the direction of the
river, there is some land of a totnpon-tany who lives in Ambalavao now. Nobody uses
the land. So we just went there. Made a little house and started with manioc,
tomatoes and onions. We did very well. We even bought a cow. Soon after,
everything went wrong. Somebody stole the cow and the things we use for cooking.
We never heard anything. We were sleeping. Then the fire came. I smellcd it and
woke up my husband and the children. We just got out. Everything was lost."
SE: "I low did this come about?"
Maly: "I think I know who did it. People think that I am olona maloto. Totnpon-tany
think that we are bad people. And that we deserve to be poor. 37 They d o not like it
when we get things. That is why everything was destroyed just after the cow came..."
Nana interrupts her husband: "No, that is not it. I think that people just got jealous...
Everything was lost. I went back to Marovato to ask people for help. Finally, Raboba
36
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helped me. Rafidy Andriaiia's son. He lives in a big house now and gave us a room
that we could use. He said we could work his land. He gave us a bucket and a pan."
Maly: "But Rafidy Andriana did not agree. He got very upset with Raboba. We had to
come here. Now we still work for Raboba now and then. The land that we had when
we left Marovato is now cultivated by tnpikarama. We do not have much now. That is
why my son Miandry left. We are six. Us, our children and Vola, she is family. She
ran away from her husband. I do not know how long she will stay... We are poor...I
do not think that will ever change."
Nana: ' W e still have manioc for tonight. I have to cook it. Thank you for coming
Mademoa^ely"
Raozy is the daughter of Ratsimbazafy and Lalao. In 1992, I lived with Raozy and her
younger sister Fara. Raozy had informed me at the time that she had already picked her
future groom. Her eye had fallen on Lahy, a son of Rafidy Andriaiia's third marriage. In
1993, she gave birth to a boy, whom she called Sambatra, "the happy one". In the early
stages, she raised the child with her parents, but about a year later, she convinced Lahy that
he was the father of the baby. Several months afterwards, they moved in together. They
could stay in a little room of Raboba's house, Lahy's stepbrother. In the beginning of 1996,
Raozy gave birth to a baby girl named Soa. As soon as I hear that Raozy has given birth, I
visit her. When I arrive, she is alone.
SE: "Good morning Raozy, I heard about your baby and I come to see her."
Raozy is a beautiful girl. Like her mother she has replaced her natural teeth with
"golden" ones. With a happy smile she hands Soa to me. The baby stares at me but
does not cry.
Raozy: "I have to tell you many things. I am married to Lahy know. Just like I told
you."
SE: "That is right. I am happy for you. But where is Sambatra?"
Raozy: " O h you d o not know. He died. That made me cry. It was just after I married
Lahy. Lahy's father did not agree and even now says that we are not really married
because my father never arranged the bride price. I do not care. I think that I am
married to him. Lahy liked Sambatra. That is why he had to die."
SE: "What do you mean?"
Raozy: "Rafidy Andriana does not like people like me. He got really angry with Lahy.
He said that lahy could not have any babies with me. But then Sambatra was already
there. After diat Sambatra got very sick and died."
SE: "I am so sorry to hear that."
Raozy: "My husband thinks that his father has something to do with it. I do not
know. You should ask him about it."
SE: "I have not seen your husband for a long time. Where is he?"
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Raozy: "He works for Randriamahalasa now. He takes the cows from Ihosy to
Ambalavao. He only is here when the cows pass through Marovato. I do not see him
ver}- often. I am happy that I have Soa now."
Conversations with Raozy became a regular routine for the two of us. Among other
things, she described Sambatra's illness and death in considerable detail, which
proved to be a rich source of information concerning issues detailed in the following
chapters.
6.3

A brief comparative overview of 1992 and 1996

In 1992, I detected the presence of a specific group of migrants living in Western
Marovato, labelled midevo and olona inaloto ("impure" or "dirty people") by the tompon-tanj,
so designated as they allegedly had no tombs. The an dew consisted of an economic
grouping of labourers who toiled for little or n o remuneration. They had no social contact
with free descent villagers, and curiously, little communication with other andevo in the
village. In fact, most of them denied that they even were andevo. Although they refused their
label, the andevo displayed behaviour consistent with being an economic undergrouping and
having awareness of their "impure" and inferior status, such as self-exclusion, not shaking
hands and genuflection.
In 1996, upon my return, I learned of the arrival of the /npikarama and corresponding
decline of the andevo as an economic grouping. At the same time, I observed open
acceptance by most andevo of their ascribed status. Furthermore, based on my numerous
conversations with andevo and other villagers, I concluded that they retained their
importance as a cultural category. Firstly, as a tombless and "impure" people. Secondly, as
a negative reference group for tompon-tanj cultural values. And most importantly, I observed
that the andevo were somehow connected with infertility, illness, death and other
misfortune.
6.4

The methodological implications of the andevo stories

Two phenomena, rooted in the andevo themselves, were to raise a myriad of questions.
Firstly, why would the andevo accept the underpinnings of die system and even assume their
role as the principal actors in its perpetuation? Put simply, why would the andevo accept that
they were "different"? Secondly, why, even after being effectively replaced as an economic
grouping, would the andevo continue to occupy such a central place in tompon-tany discourse,
fombagasy and mythology?
I decided to temporarily set aside my socio-economic analysis in order to focus on the
meaning of the andevo as a cultural category, and on how the villagers viewed specific
cultural aspects of their life.38 As I moved deeper in this direction, so did my methodology.
I developed my own set of questions which I would use when participating in events
having a cultural import. I felt the answers lay within an interactive triangle that seemed to
govern and permeate every aspect of Marovato life: the living, the dead and tombs. The
questions addressed the following issues and how villagers perceived them: What are the
origins of infertility, illness and death? What is the nature of impurity and "andevoness"? In
what ontological ways are the andevo different from the other groups in the village. What is
38

For the purpose of this diesis, I will use Keesing's definition of culture (1981: 364-365, 509), as an
ideational system. Cultures in diis sense comprise systems of shared ideas, systems of concepts and rules and
meanings diat underlie and are expressed in the ways that humans live.
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the cultural meaning of tombs and ancestors? What happens to people once they die? And
how does the process of "ancestralisation" evolve?
In order to find the answers to diese questions, I participated in funerals, which were very
frequent during 1996. I had previously attended funerals in 1992, but the ciders had
ordered me to help the women with fetching water, cooking and other menial tasks which
fully occupied me during the four-day time span of a full-fledged funeral. In 1996, the
elders allowed me to converse with guests and even sit with them for extended periods. T o
my pleasant surprise, they were now willing to answer my questions in detail. Since I had
learned to "behave like a Betsileo", I could escape the drudgery of the kitchen and, more
importantly, was deemed ready to hear about and discuss more complex cultural themes.
I had often heard Rafidy Andriana repeat that I would not be ready to hear certain things
until I '^behaved like a Betsileo". However, ironically, it was the arrival of the mpikaratna,
under the stewardship of Randriamahalasa, which triggered my understanding of the
deeper implications of the phrase.
Randriamahalasa was die quintessential businessman. He imported workers and revised the
socio-economic system. But Randriamahalasa's first significant act upon integrating into
Marovato life was to create a blood bond with Rafidy Andriana. His second was to build a
new family tomb, even prior to building his own house. Randriamahalasa's ultimate aims
may have been socio-economic, but the entry through which he had to pass in order to
attain them was cultural. As Rafidy Andriana stated to me: "Randriamahalasa behaved like
a Betsileo".
I now realised that Rafidy Andriana's strong suggestion that I "behave like a Betsileo",
contained both a challenge and its solution. Behaving like a Betsileo would not only prove
that I was worthy to receive the answers I sought, but would also condition me to more
fully understand them once received. Rafidy Andriana would eventually send me a very
clear message which indicated that I was finally behaving like a Betsileo. Approximately
two months after my 1996 return, the first of a parade of Rafidy-designated suitors showed
up at my door, one of whom just happened to be Randriamahalasa in person. In short,
"behaving like a Betsileo" meant, in my case, behaving like a Betsileo woman of free
descent. I realised that everything that I had presumed to be in the higher cause of
anthropology had in fact been preparation for marriage.
I recalled the words of Rafidy Andriana on that fateful eady evening during my 1992 field
work when I had burned the rice in front of the gathered assembly of seventy plus family
members (cf. chapter one):
"When you first came I wondered why you were not yet married and do not have children.
Now I know. You do not know anything. You behave like a va^aho ("foreigner"). We will
learn you how to behave like a Betsileo."
In fact, my "behaving like a Betsileo" enabled me to identify the importance of cultural
issues, which would have been impossible using a purely socio-economic approach.
However, paradoxically and conversely, behaving like a Betsileo would prove to be equally
insufficient in gaimng some perspective on these cultural issues. In order to do that, I had
to "behave like an anthropologist".
This, of course, implied my eventual departure from Marovato, as nothing less would allow
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me to absorb events and move on to a more objective perspective. But prior to that, I felt
it crucial to counterbalance the tompon-Umy vision of "Malagasy customs" with that of the
andevo. The deepening of my understanding of the role of the andevo, a tombless people,
proved most fruitful in deciphering the triangle of the living, the dead and tombs (see
chapter seven and eight). This incurred, however, die considerable displeasure of Rafidy
Andriana, who obviously had other plans for me.
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Chapter seven

The Process of "Ancestralisation": 1
Tombs, Funerals and the Hereafter of Free Descent People
During the last few months of my 1996 field work, I was allowed to participate in
discussions concerning death and the hereafter for the first time. The privileged forum for
my education in this field was the funeral. During Mitsiky's funeral, a random conversation
led to an open discussion by the lompon-lanj of these topics for the first time since the
beginning of my field work.
October 21. The huts and houses of Marovato are filled with hundreds of guests,
who have come to pay their last respects to Mitsiky. Mitsiky died two days ago at the
age of eighty-one. He was a member of die to/npon-taiiy village council, and claimed to
be of commoner (o/ompo/sy) descent. Immediately after his death, his relatives set
funeral preparations into motion, and dispatched family members to extend
invitations.
The first outward sign of the importance ascribed to toinpon-tanj funerals is the size of
the gatherings, which unite family members and friends of the deceased from
throughout the region. The second is the sheer length of funeral rites, which for
towpon-tatiy families take place over three to four days. Guests are expected to remain
awake for the duration of the rites, a feat which they accomplish with the assistance
of heavily sugared coffee, toaka gasy (a Malagasy spirit produced in the village) and
equally heavy doses of conversation.
It is the third night of Mitsiky's funeral. I am seated around a wood fire with eight
elders, one of whom is Rafidy Andriana. We are engaged in a general discussion
about funeral proceedings and how they should be conducted according to the
"Malagasy customs". Ramasy who comes from the neighbouring village of
Fenoarivo, asks how funerals are performed in my family.
SE: "Well, there are two possibilities. Either our dead people are buried in tombs, a
bit like your way, or they are burned."
My interrogator's eyes bulge and he shakes his head with disgust and disapproval.
Rafidy Andriana interjects: "What barbarians (baribarianety" The others chime in, each
of them indicating in turn that they also consider the custom barbaric. Rafidy
Andriana pauses, scrutinises me momentarily, then asks: "But will you get burned
too?"
SE: "After having lived with you, I have my doubts. I feel it is better to be buried,
just in case I need some body parts in the hereafter. But my mother wants to be
burned."
Rafidy Andriana: "Well, it is your responsibility to make sure this does not happen. If
she gets burned, she will be very ("lost"). Her ambiroa ("body double") will get burned
1
The process of "ancestralisation" refers to the rituals required to ensure a deceased becomes an ancestor.
Data for this chapter was collected during field work carried out in 1996,1997 and 1998.
2

There is no word in Malagasy for cremation, so I used the verb mandoro meaning "to burn".
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and her basina ("vital energy") will be lost."
I have attended many funerals, but this is die first time I have heard the terms
ambiroa and basina openly discussed. It is cleady the risk of my mother becoming
' l o s t " which has provoked Rafidy Andriana's reaction.
SE: "I do not understand. What do you mean by ambirva and basina}"
Rafidy Andriana: "Everybody has an ambiroa and basina. The ambiroa is the trano
("house" or "box") of the basina. When children are born, they have little basina.
Their basina develops as they grow up. Since you always want to know about the
andevo... they are born with very little basina. This remains so until they die. Mitsiky is
an important tompon-tcmy. He has much basina. X o w that he is dead, his ambiroa lias
left his body, bringing all the basina with it. He will become an ancestor now. If he
arrives well with die other ancestors and he is happy, he will use his basina to help his
descendants."
Ramasy from Fenoarivo adds: "Yes, the ambiroa of the dead stays close to the living
people. 3 It lives in the village with us. After some time, the ambiroa joins the
ancestors. His basina then becomes one with that of the other ancestors. It becomes
one strong energy. But there still is something else that leaves the body at death. It is
called the fanahj. Like the ambiroa, we cannot see it. But it is there. The fanabj
migrates to Ambondrombe. These mountains are the home of Betsileo fanabj. They
live there, as we live here. Do you know Mademoa^ely ... this is only possible for the
people with tombs. People can only become ancestors via the tomb. Andevo, who do
not have tombs, can never become ancestors. That is why we always say diat they do
not have ancestors. They do have an ambiroa, with very little basina. But, after death,
this often turns into hery. Hery is dangerous. For us and for their descendants. Hery
causes illness and deadi. I am not sure if andevo have fanaby. If they do, it stays in their
body after death. There is no point for it to leave because without a tomb it can
never travel to Ambondrombe."
The other elders nod their heads in agreement with Ramasy. Then, Rakotobe from
Besoa speaks: "I think Ramasy is right. But there is also what we call aina. Aina is
breathing. You need basina to be able to breathe. So, everybody needs basina to live.
Aina dies when the body dies, when the breathing stops. I am not in the clear about
whether our ancestors breathe. So even-body needs basina. It is the amount of basina
that makes people different. In the past, when ordinary people became slaves, they
lost most of their basina and became maloto ("impure" or "dirt}'"). This is because
they were humiliated. For their descendants, it stayed the same. Their basina could
never develop. They always will have less basina than people of free descent. They
cannot change this. It is in their nature. Just like their blood is maloto. Yes. This also. I
think that slaves became maloto because as soon as they were caught, their owners put
manure on them." 4

3
Betsileo see die here and the hereafter as a continuum. Deadi only changes die status of a person, which is
why they find it necessary to refer to olombelona "living people". Unless the qualifier "living" is added, a
Betsileo listener might presume that "people" referred to also include die ancestors.
4

Graeber (1999: 320), working on the Merina, also describes this practice: "Almost all stories I did manage to
cull about die "days of slavery" centered on the insidious means masters used to ritually pollute their slaves rubbing excrements on dieir heads, making them sleep alongside pigs - and so destroy their basina, a word
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Rafidy Andriaiia interrupts, anxious to add his knowledge on the issue: "I think you
are right, but remember also that cwdevo did dirty jobs all the time that made them
maloto as well. I think that doing this a lot made their bodies absorb the dirt. It went
into their blood. This is how dieir children are born with maloto blood. Andevo will
always be andevo. This is also why they should keep their distance from us. They are
different from us. They do not have family everywhere like us. They have no
ancestors like us. They do not follow the Malagasy customs like us. They are just not
like us. They might even harm us. That is why we must be so careful with them."
Rakotobe then concludes: "Yes, that is it. I can understand very well why Rafidy
Andriana and his son Randriamahalasa want them out of Marovato. All they bring is
trouble."
This short conversation of the elders contained a wealth of concepts. Once raised, the
discussion was principally engaged in between the tompon-tany themselves, who n o longer
directed their comments towards me. However, it is noteworthy that they still felt
compelled to refer to the andevo and to reassert their inferiority in terms of "impurity" and
"andevoness" (cf. chapter nine). Finally, even going so far as to relating them to the origins
of illness and death. These issues will be discussed in the following chapter.
I will first give an overview of the meaning of the concepts used by the elders, before
describing funerals and its related rituals of the tompon-tany and migrants of free descent.
7.1

Concepts explained

During any discussion I had with villagers concerning life and death, five concepts recurred
regularly: air/a, ambiroa, fanalry, hasitia and bay. Where applicable, I will discuss these
concepts with reference to past research conducted by Madagascar specialists.
Aina, hasina, hery. All that lives needs hasina
Aina is derived from the verb miaina which can be translated as "to live". Aina refers to the
act of breathing (cf. Dubois 1938: 722) .6 During the above conversation at Mitsiky's
funeral, Rakotobe related the act of breathing to hasina'! More precisely, he stated that
hasina is a necessary condition for it. One needs hasina to breathe. In odier words, it was

whose meaning in this context falls about halfway between "state of grace" and "power"." I will elaborate on
the socio-political significance of hasina in relation to the andevo in chapter eight.
5

These five key concepts will remain in the original Malagasy throughout the text, as they are sui generis, and
as such, no translation fully conveys their meaning adequately.
6
Dubois wrote an impressive 1500 page monograph on the Befsileo. Dubois (1938: 721) categorises four
groups of terms referring to spirits ("esprits"), which he defines as invisible forces: 1. Terms that denote
essential manifestations of human life: aina and fanahy. 2. Terms which describe the spirit of the deceased as
having survived in an abnormal condition in the hereafter: angatra, lok, matoatoa. 3. Terms which designate the
spirit with reference to the dual phenomena of the shadow cast or the image reflected: aloka, tandindona. 4.
special terms that refer principally to the spiritual continuation after life: avelo, ambiroa, fabasiiy. Dubois states
that the Malagasy often use terms imprecisely and interchangeably. In this respect, Dubois quotes Abinal
(Abinal 1885: 211) who observed a similar practice: "Si on leur demande ce qu'ils entendent par le premier de
ces noms, ils répondent par le second, ils définissent le second par le troisicme et le dernier par le premier."

7

Bloch (1989: 65) states that hasina is one of the most difficult Malagasy words to translate, but that it derives
from its adjectival form masina meaning "holy".
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explained as being necessary for life itself, which would seem to indicate that even-one has
i t So what is hasina and what does it represent? Most authors studying Madagascar make
mention of the concept, 8 and it has been dealt with in some detail with respect to the
Merina and Betsileo (a.o. Bloch 1989: 46-89, Delivré 1967, Dubois 1938, Edholm 1971).
Delivré (1967: 167-184) describes hasina as an energy that is innate to life. It is a
supernatural essence that can be beneficial, but which also contains destructive properties
(cf. Kottak 1980: 69, 212). My informants believe that die converse of hasina, vital energy, is
hery, destructive energy. They assert that hasina can be transformed by ancestors and
individuals into hery if they wish to express their discontent. Fertility, good harvests, health
are all ascribed to hasina, whereas hery is said to cause illness and death. 9 Hasina is present in
all living entities, but it may also be contained in inanimate things. 10 Ratema, a Marovato
tompon-tany, once spoke to me concerning this distinction:
"All that lives needs hasina. Also animals, trees and plants. It comes from the
ancestors and people get it through elderly people like myself. I transmit it to my
children and they in turn pass it on to their children. According to what you are, you
possess hasina. I have a lot because I am an important tompon-tany. The impure people
have the least hasina. So, that is what hasina of living tilings is like. Then there is the
hasina of things that do not breathe. For example, amulets (ody) can contain a lot of
hasina. This hasina comes directly from the ancestors. This hasina is not in ambiroa
anymore. It is everywhere. Whereas our hasina, but also the hasina of our zebus or any
other animal, tree or plant, is inside ambiroa."
Hasina as source of social prestige and political power
Both Ratema and Rakotobe (cf. opening case of this chapter) relate the concept of hasina
direcdy to the position that people occupy in the current social configuration. Hasina
resides with the ancestors. Its vehicle of transmission is through the socio-political order.
The most powerful members, the tompon-tany family leaders and the ombiasy ("traditional
healers"), of the Marovato region are said to possess the most hasina" They are considered
to be the closest to the ancestors. Their roles during rituals are a reflection of this. Noble
descent tompon-tany have more hasina than those of commoner descent. The andevo, who
occupy the lowest position in the local hierarchy, possess the least hasina. This, combined
8

Southall (1986: 414) translates hasina as "sacred ritual potency". He considers it to be a central concept for
all groups in Madagascar: "Here is one of those pervasive themes which justify emphasis on the essential
unity of all Malagasy culture, despite its apparent regional contrasts." Bloch (1989: 65) also writes that the
notion of hasina is the "kernel of Malagasy thought".
9

The concept of hry is often viewed as ambiguous by the Malagasy. Hery commonly means strength and it is
neither positive nor negative, it is morally neutral or amoral. It is a good thing only if you can control it (cf.
Bloch 1989: 65). Delivré (1967: 188), however, describes hery more in negative terms, as do my informants.
Delivré writes: "La signification du hasina dépend done essentiellement de 1'utilisation qu'on en fait: cette
puissance n'est bénéfique que lorsque les rapports hiérarchiques entre certains être (...) sont soigneuscment
sauvegardés. Mais si ces rapports sont inverses et que le hasina est détourné de sa fin propre, il devient
accidentellement une force du mal, et on emploie de preference le terme "hery" pour le qualifier."
10
The concept of basina parallels the notion of mana, the Melanesian term for an impersonal power or energy
ascribed to people, animals, plants but also to objects (see also Bloch: 1989: 66 and Kottak 1980: 72).
11

The ombiasy and their working methods are worthy of a separate study and beyond the scope of this thesis.
It should nevertheless be noted that the tompon-tany highly depend on the services of their ombiasy who they
believe have superior basina to all other living beings. The ombiasy also interpret the wishes of the ancestors
and ensure that rituals are executed according to the "Malagasy customs". That is why ombiasy are seen as the
intermediary between the dead and the living.
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with their presumed impurity, is the tompon-tanj explanation for exclusion of the andevo from
rituals of free descent people. 12 Tompon-tany say the mere presence of the andevo will upset
the ancestors and bring misfortune.
Bloch also discusses hasitia as a source of legitimate or traditional authority. He postulates
(1989: 64-65) that each deme (local kin group) of Merina society possesses hasina which
corresponds to their rank in the socio-political hierarchy. Bloch makes a division between
what he calls hasina mark I and mark II. With hasina mark I, he refers to the supernatural
virtue that is possessed in differing degrees by all living beings and whose "innate religious
superiority" was concentrated in the Merina king. The hasina and authority of the king was
presumably unchallenged, given and religious. Hasina mark II refers to the recognition of
that hasina, i.e. the practice of inferiors rendering homage to superiors. 13 Several authors
have drawn parallels between the political component of hasina and the concept of
"honour" in English. Superiors might possess honour but only provided they continue to
be honoured by inferiors (a.o. Bloch 1989: 66, Kottak 1980: 70).
Historically, the Merina king infused his subjects with hasina through the ritual of the royal
bath (see Bloch 1986: 43-47). In turn, his subjects rendered homage to the king by giving
him the symbolic gift of an uncut silver coin, also called hasina (cf. Callet 1908: 663-665,
Delivré 1967: 186). The replication of this interaction between king and subjects was
performed within each kin group through the ritual of tsodrano. This means the "blowing of
the water". 14 As a father's hasina surpassed that of his sons, the rite was performed by
elders for their juniors as a form of blessing for fertility and success. The juniors in turn
respected and honoured the elders in order not to be deprived of hasina.
Offerings to the ancestors and presenting gifts to elderly people as signs of respect and
honour are essential for receiving hasina}5 I often observed this form of reciprocity in the
Marovato region as well, although it was rarely expressly stated that the gift was given in
order to obtain hasina. Rakotonirina, a son of tompon-tany Ratema, explained this.
"Every year, before I plant, I give my father a gift and present an offering of a
chicken to the ancestors, so that I will get a good harvest. You know it actually is
about the hasina you need. Although everybody knows this, you should not mention
it."

12
Rasolomanana (1997: 333), working on the Northern Betsileo, also observes that andei<c are not allowed to
participate in funerals of free descent people. He writes: "..., une femme "tsy madid' (ayant du sang andevo) qui
voulait a tout prix s'intégrer dans Ie groupe des descendants s'acheminant vers le tombeau ancestral, a été
enlevée par un tourbillon subit, pour ne plus être rctrouvée!" Unfortunately he provides no further details on
this issue (cf. Rasoamampionona 2000: 369-375).
13

Hasina mark I is a supernatural essence, an innate religious state of superiority, which flows in the form of
fertility from the superior to the inferiors whereas hasina mark II is a natural action, manifested by the giving of
gifts, respect and honour, flowing upwards (Bloch 1989: 67-68).
14
In the tsodrano ritual die elder sprays junior family members with water from a saucer he holds before his
lips (Bloch 1989: 68). In the Marovato region, this practice is still engaged in by free descent fathers for their
children.
15

"Donnez-nous pour que nous donnions, semble en être le principe." Dubois (1938: 801).
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Hasina

preservation

The fact that demes possess differing degrees of hasina "... is not the result of their
achievement but is given in their nature. The concern of the hasina holders should be to
preserve it; creating hasina is out of the question." (Bloch 1989: 66) People try to achieve
preservation of their hasina through deme endogamy, which raises the question of the
correlation of possessing hasina with the different status groups in Marovato. This is
particulady evident in the link villagers make between the concepts of hasina and hery and
the olona madio ("pure" or "clean people") - olona malolo ("impure" or "dirty people")
dichotomy. I will return to this aspect of hasina in the context of the ontological meaning of
being andevo in chapter eight.
Fanahy a n d the

ambiroa

The concepts of fanahy and ambiroa also are primary points of reference used by people
claiming free descent when they speak about the essence of life, deau\ funerals and the
hereafter.
Authors who have studied the eschatological perceptions of the Highland population have
rarely paid attention to the fanahj. It is principally described as a spirit that leaves the body
after death p u b o i s 1938: 722-723, Kottak: 1980: 219). Even ambiroa h&s received relatively
little attention from Madagascar specialists. Abinal (1885: 211-212)16 and Dubois (1938:
729) trace the etymology of the word ambiroa to meanings such as "being two", "the bodv
double" and "the surplus of two". These translations all imply that the ambiroa is a copy of
the body. This belief is shared by my informants. Ramonja, a migrant of free descent,
described it in the following manner:
"Like the body, the ambiroa is the house of hasina. When you travel towards the
ancestors, you need the ambiroa to protect your hasina because your body stays
behind. D o you know that some people lose their ambiroa} I am not quite clear how
this happens, but I know that they can still live without one. But they need to find it
back before they die since they need it on their way to the ancestors."
Dubois (1938: 734-749) also writes about the nature of the ambiroa, both before and after
death. He calls {ibid: 751) the a/nbiroa the vital life power: "L''ambiroa serait done pour le
Malgache la force vitale de la plenitude humaine, survivant dans 1'homme complet." When
I presented this idea of the ambiroa to Rafidy Andriana, he responded:
"He is talking about hasina and not the ambiroa."
Villagers with whom I conversed also confirmed this. They perceive the ambiroa as nothing
more than the trano, "house" or "box", of the hasina. In their view, it is not the ambiroa that
is vital to life, but the hasina contained within. This also would explain why people can lose
their ambiroa without dying. Dubois agrees {ibid.: 734) : "...on peut perdre son ambiroa, mais
aussi, heureusement, le retrouver, sans en mourir." He does not detail how and under what
conditions people are likely to lose their ambiroa. He nevertheless describes the special ritual
of retaking one's ambiroa called J.akari'ambiroa ("calling of the ambiroa", for details see Dubois
ibid.: 735-738).
None of the literature which discusses hasina and the ambiroa appears to make a connection
16

Abinal (op.cit.) says "La mort ne fait que séparer 1'homme de sa doublure."
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between the two. They commonly are perceived as being identical, as Dubois' above
comments also imply. Although ambiroa has received relatively little attention from
Madagascar specialists, it is an essential element in the process of "ancestralisation".
7.2

Physical description of the tombs

For the Betsileo, tombs represent family unity and the entrance to the hereafter (cf.
Rajaonarimanana 1979: 182). In daily life, Marovato villagers often refer to tombs, and also
demonstrate their social status through them. At the same time, it is strictly taboo (fatly) to
actually point out the exact location of the tomb. When I sought specific information
concerning the physical location of tombs, villagers generally responded by indicating its
general direction, for example, by stating that the tomb was located to the Northeast or
North. When I discovered tombs near the village of Marovato, and asked villagers to
whom they belonged, I met with evasiveness, usually justified by the explanation that
revealing the names would bring bad luck. While participating in funerals, I gradually
determined the location and ownership of Marovato tombs with greater precision.
Most tombs of the Marovato tompon-tany are located in the Northeastern Ifaha mountains,
approximately one kilometre to the North of the village. There are only two exceptions.
The tomb of Randriamahalasa's paternal uncle and the newly constructed tomb by
Randriamahalasa himself are located on a hillock to the Southeast of Marovato. I asked
tompon-tany Andriavola, a cousin of Randriamahalasa, the reason for the exceptional
location of the two tombs:
"We always have to make sure that the ancestors will be able to survey their
descendants. So, the tombs always have to be higher than our houses. Most tompontany of Marovato have their tombs in the mountains. They are well protected there.
My father made his tomb to the Southeast of Marovato as you know. He was a
proud man and wanted to show everybody his tomb. Also to show that he had
become a tompon-tany. Now, my brother Randriamahalasa 17 installed his tomb close to
my father's. This shows how important we have become in Marovato. Thanks to our
ancestors, we have become important."
Andriavola and Randriamahalasa's family land extends outwards from their tombs all the
way to the river. In all, it comprises an area of approximately seventeen hectares. Other
tompon-tany tombs are generally located on the upper portions of their land, which coincides
with the foothills of the Ifaha mountain range to the North of Marovato. Their land spans
downwards from the tombs towards the Zomandao river. Other authors have also
observed the Betsileo practice of constructing their tombs on sites overlooking their
dwellings, reputedly to provide the ancestors with a better vantage point from which to
view their descendants (Dubois 1938: 669, Rajaonarimanana 1979: 182). Dubois {op.cit:.
669) states that a wide perimeter is open for choosing location of the tomb, provided it is
not to the North of one's house, an area reserved for royalty. In Marovato, however, most
of the tombs are located to the North of Marovato. Rafidy Andriana provided the rationale
for this as follows:
tc

Yes, the North. It is the place for royal families. But that is exacdy what we are as
tompon-tany here. In this region, we are the first to have settled it. So we are obliged to
rule over the others. Our ancestors are the first ancestors of the region. They deserve
17
Despite being cousins, Andriavola and Randriamahalasa call each other "brothet"(rabata//y)y a common
custom diroughout Madagascar.
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a place in the North. This is why I decided to create my family tomb in the
mountains Northeast of Marovato. Later, I allowed others to build their tomb in the
mountains as well, so that their ancestors can see how their family works the land."
The policy of placing tombs to the North of the village was obviously facilitated by the fact
that the region was previously uninhabited. While participating in funerals, I discovered
eight tombs located in the foothills of the Ifaha mountains near the village.18 There are no
distinguishing features between tombs of noble descent and commoner descent tompontany}9
The architecture of the tombs is uniform. The materials used in the cube-shaped, top
portion of the tombs, visible from above-ground, are stones which are hauled from rock
quarries and cut into forms sufficiently flat and small for the walls of the structure. A larger
square slab of stone, supported by four columns, serves as the roof. Horns of zebus
sacrificed to the ancestors during the funerals are placed on top of the tombs. The portals
of the tombs are usually constructed of hardwood (often from merana or nato trees). Some
tombs use the more traditional rafeta, a massive flat stone, as the entrance door. The tombs
measure approximately two and one half metres wide, four in length and two metres high.
The tombs are generally divided into three parts: a va^phon-kady (small entrance and gallery)
which leads inside the tomb, the underground hady (burial vault where the corpses are
placed), and the aloalo, or upper cube-shaped construction. 20
7.3

H o w a tompon-tany

becomes an ancestor

Funerals, despite the efforts at joyousness, trigger ambivalent emotions among villagers. A
transparent nervousness marks their expressions and gestures during the rites, something
subsequendy explained to me as their fear of doing something wrong and displeasing the
ancestors.
Two types of funerals are common for free descent villagers in the Marovato region.
Firstly, there is the more elaborate tompon-tany ceremony and secondly, the simpler ritual
practised by migrants of free descent.
One does not become an ancestor simply by dying. The entrance to the hereafter is the
funeral and its accompanying rituals, which can be divided into three phases, each of which
plays a role in the process of "ancestralisation": 21 1. the funeral itself (jandevenana), 2. the
18

These are the tombs of tompon-tany Andriamaro (who created Marovato with Rafidy Andriana. He died in
1985), Rafidy Andriana, Ratcma, Andriabe, Mitsiky, Ragaby, Ralambo and Niaina.
19

Rajaonarimanana (1979: 181-193) describes two types of Detsileo tombs (Northern Betsileo). One type is
reserved for the nobility and the other for people of commoner descent.
20

For more detailed information on the physical construction of Betsileo tombs, see Rajaonarimanana (1979:
181-193) and Dubois (1938: 666-679).

21

Rajoanarimanana (1979: 181-193) also describes Betsileo funerals as the commencement of this three-stage
process. Dubois (1938: 644-720) principally emphasises the funeral itself and die separation of the ambiroa
from the corpse, an analysis which appears to be tailored to fit the Christian concept of the ambiroa as die soul
of the deceased. Dubois, interestingly, states that in the hereafter the ambiroa goes through three phases,
without however, connecting the phases with specific rituals. After death, following Dubois' analysis, the
ambiroa leaves the body but is not directly integrated into the hereafter. The ambiroa in this phase would be a
replica of the living person: "Lc mane, dans un autre style, devient non pas seulement la rêplique mais la
prolongation du vivant: il garde son rang social, des besoins et ses gouts personnels." (ibid: 740) In the
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ritual of separation {toetiambirod), 3. the ritual fiefana, feast at the end of the mourning
period, which marks the final integration of the ambiroa of the deceased into the general
category of the ancestors (ra^ana).22
Funeral:

Pre-burial events

The funeral rites of tompon-tany Mitsiky (see also introduction to this chapter) serve as an
illustration of the three phases of "ancestralisation".
Mitsiky dies early in die morning o n October 19, which falls on a Saturday. His wife
Bakoly, and her five children, place the corpse in the Northeastern, ancestral corner
of his house. Mitsiky's eldest son Rakotozafy washes the corpse and wraps it in a
lambamena (a dark red lamba used to clothe the deceased) while continuing to speak to
him as if he were still alive.'"3 The adolescent grandchildren have already been
dispatched to announce the death to villagers and family residing further away. The
first to be informed is the family ombiasy ("traditional healer"), as he has the task of
selecting an appropriate day for the funeral.
October 22 is set as the funeral date. In the days following Mitsiky's death, hundreds
of funeral guests stream into the village. They are lodged in the houses of Mitsiky's
family or with other tompon-tany. Everybody in Marovato, except the andevo, is also
invited to participate in the funeral.
Family members alternate to ensure Mitsiky is accompanied throughout the four day
vigil (fiaretantory). Guests arrive continuously, for the most part during the first two
days, prior to the official commencement of the ceremonial funeral proceedings.
Upon arrival, the guests present their condolences to Bakoly and her children. They
offer money, rice, sugar and coffee. Close relatives have brought zebus that will be
slaughtered during the funeral. The guests sit together and discuss the funeral rites,
Mitsiky's life and otherwise engage in small talk. During the funeral, the guests are
fed by Mitsiky's family.
As is customary, the ceremonial part of the funeral starts on the third day. Early in
the morning October 21, the ombiasy informs the guests, who have gathered in front
of Mitsiky's house, that he has selected a bull of Mitsiky's herd for a tolon'omby
("bullfight"). The bull will be the first offered to the ancestors. The forebears have
appeared in the ombiasfs dream, ordering that the bull chosen should be red. He
waves to Rakotozafy to show the bull to the audience. Rakotozafy emerges from
second phase, when the ambiroa is received in the tomb, it gradually becomes part of the ancestors. This
process is completed when people no longer recall the deceased. Betsileo call this the second death: maty
indroa. It is only when no memory of the deceased remains that he becomes part of the impersonal category
of ra^ana, "ancestors". This is accomplished by the arrival of the ambiroa in the Ambondrombe mountains,
which represents Dubois' third phase and final abode of the ancestors. Although there are parallels to
Dubois' descriptions, my informants think that two "spirits" leave the body, the fana//y and the ambiroa. They
believe only thefanaby travels to Ambondrombe.
22

It should be noted that not all three phases are always performed. The third phase, which involves great
expense, is primarily reserved for senior tompon-tany.
23

The outside observer meets with the incongruous, yet common, phenomenon of watching the deceased be
treated very much as a participant in his own funeral. For example, as the rites are carried out, they are
explained to the deceased. This also was the case with Mitsiky, whose wife, children and other relatives talked
to him throughout the funeral.
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behind the house, pulling a bull with a rope. The bull, however, proves to be a
reluctant suitor. As it rounds the rear corner of the house and faces the throng of
guests for the first time, it frantically struggles to retreat in the opposite direction. In
the crowd, the bull has found sympathisers who are yelling encouragement for his
efforts.
The ombiasy now invites the guests to direct their attention towards Mitsiky's catde
corral, which is located several metres further on, to the West side of the house. This
is where the bullfight will be held. Despite the short distance, it takes Rakotozafy
over ten minutes to drag the bull from the house to the catde corral. The villagers
have gathered around the corral, which is penned off by a fence made of branches.
The first young men to enter the ring have already taken their places at the corral
entrance.
The men will fight the bull armed with roughly cut bamboo rods called tebina
fanerekerenana (cane). The rods are approximately half a metre. They are used to strike
parts of the bull, particularly the head, during the bull fight. It is a hollow, cylindershaped stretch of cane that has been sharpened by one clean, diagonal cut. A fiveman drum and flute band (tnpanao ampongd) engaged for the duration of the funeral,
strikes up a tune which signals the fights are about to commence. Any of the men
w a telling are drinking toaka gasy in liberal quantities.
The first aspirant now steps forward to do battle. Although there is n o strict rule,
most of the candidates are young single males. He is no exception, and is displaying
considerable bravado, something which no doubt will enhance his stature further
when orgiastic events of a different order follow later in the evening. 24 H e struts into
the ring, earning the cane in his right hand, saluting the crowd with his left. The bull,
which hitherto has experienced nothing more aggressive than the taps of young
children gendy herding him in one direction or another, initially remains passive.
Only the crowd appears eager for action. The boy marches straight up to the bull,
and soundly thwacks him on the head with the cane. This confuses the bull and
provokes a loud cheer from the watchers. Encouraged, the boy now stabs the cane's
sharp end straight into die head of the cow. He repeats the process a number of
times. Oddly, the bull emits litde noise, but its flaring eyes and frantic spinning gait
are ample evidence of its rage and pain. The bull has now reached a state of frenzy.
Still, the boy persists. His cuts are not well placed. Some find the mark, but more
simply graze the bull's thick skin. The sight of its own blood pushes the bull beyond
the point of no return. He rears up, charges the boy and gores him in the torso, then
turns around. The boy looks desperately in the direction of the toinpon-tanj elders,
who wave him out of the ring.
One boy after another is admitted to the corral and each in turn strikes the bull
violendy, stabbing the rod into its head. The bull gores each of its tormentors. They
hobble or are carried off the "batde field" and the blood flows freely from both boy
and beast. Sküls of the combatants are further compromised due to the heavy

24
During the period of the funeral, apparently because the ambiroa and janahy must be entertained, everybody
may freely choose their sexual partners(cf. Dubois 1938: 661-666). The andevo, however, do not participate in
this since that would upset the two spirits Even marital commitments are temporarily set aside. Additionally,
people believe that there is a lot of hasina flowing through the village during the funeral, which helps the
women to fall pregnant. Having children is extremely important in village life and the identity of the father in
this context is only secondary.
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consumption of toaka gasy which has been going on for two days. Some of them find
even standing up a difficult task, let alone fighting the bull. The ranks of willing and
able youngsters are quickly depleted. When no willing candidate remains, the ombiasy
announces the bullfight has come to an end. He orders four young men to put the
wounded animal to the ground. They bind its legs and hold it to the ground with its
head facing towards the Northeast, the direction of the ancestors. The youngsters
retreat and the ombiasy advances in their place. He incants a short saotsa ("blessing",
"thanks"), expressing gratitude to the ancestors for all the good tilings they have
granted Mitsiky's family. While speaking, he sprays the animal with a liquid from a
litde bowl he holds in his hands. It contains water with ba^omanga, charcoal from
sacred wood, and a silver coin {volafotsy).
Rakotozafy now enters the corral to cut the throat of the zebu, holding a knife with a
wooden handle and a 20 centimetre blade. He begins by slicing through the dewlap
hanging from the cows throat. Even after the horrors of the bull fight come to an
end, the bull is spared no suffering, and the sawing through the epidermis endures
several minutes before Rakotozafy finally thrusts the knife into the throat, severing
die carotid artery and killing the bull.
The ombiasy now invites Ramaly, Mitsiky's elder brother, to enter the corral. He
stands next to the dead bull and addresses the audience, commencing his speech
{kabary) by thanking the guests for attending and his ancestors for all the good
bestowed upon his family. The thrust of this speech, however, is a direct plea, asking
the ancestors to remove Mitsiky's ambiroa and fanahy from the living. He ends the
prayer with die phrase Mba haito ly maty ("so that the dead will be separated from the
living").
The importance of the notion of separation between the living and the dead cannot be
overemphasised and it largely explains the nature of what has preceded. It both permeates
the rituals and is verbally expressed during the funeral. Separation, or at least its descriptive
metaphors, contain a high element of physicality, and one which seems to suggest
migration. In a society where everyone, whatever their current social status, is of migrant
origin, it is not surprising that they once again "migrate" to a better place when they die. At
any rate, the theme of migration is a recurrent one in the discourse of both tompon-tany and
mpiaiy, whether speaking of life or death.
Villagers say that, upon death, two spirits leave the body: the ambiroa and the fanaby.26 The
Janaby travels to Ambondrombe via the tomb, a mountain to die Southeast of Ambalavao.
Ramaly, Mitsiky's brodier, explained this to me:
"Both the ambiroa and the janaby continue living in the village until my brother has
entered the tomb. This is a dangerous period, because the hasina in the ambiroa could
turn to hery. That is why we have to appease it all the time. We distract it by
organising the toloiiomby and making music. Once the body of my brodier and his
ambiroa and Janaby are in the tomb, we are relieved."

25

Both villagers and the ombiasy proved unable to explain this rite and the utilisation of ba^omanga and volafotsy
to me, they simply replied by saying that is was all part of the "Malagasy customs". The volafotsy, however, can
be seen as the symbol of submission to the ancestors and ba^omanga as the symbol of the ancestors
themselves.
26

This is confirmed by Kottak's research (1980: 219-220).
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The pre-burial all-night vigils, which are characterised by sexual excess and heavy alcohol
consumption, are held to entertain and distract thefanahy and ambiroa. These practices are
normally condemned by the village elders, but during funerals, machismo is encouraged and
valued. The same men who have spent long days herding cows and bulls, now partake in
the bloody violence of the bull fight. The atmosphere is somewhat hallucinatory, as
normally gentle villagers are suddenly possessed by a savage boisterousness, the effect of
which is not lessened by the ceaseless din of the music.
In summary, the overall atmosphere is one of excess and of imminent peril, none of which
diminishes until the villagers have ensured that the ambiroa and fanahj are well inside the
tomb. Only then can they pass safely on to the wodd of the hereafter, and the villagers
return to their daily lives in tranquillity.
T h e world of the hereafter2^
Andriananahary is both the centre of the hereafter and the creator of the universe. This
concept of Andriananahary predates the European arrival on the island.28 Andriananaharfs
hasina is superior to any thing or being in the universe. The living do not direcdy derive
benefit from its hasina. It is channelled through the raqatia ("ancestors"). The ra^ana direct
the hasina to the living through tombs. The ancestors surround Andriananahary and are
closest to him. Raqaxa is an impersonal category of ancestors. As tompon-tany Ragaby
explained to me:
"Ra^ana are all those ancestors whom we have forgotten. When the living people do
not think about a dead person anymore, he becomes part of the razana."
Dubois (supra) states that the process of slowly forgetting the deceased parallels the
progressive movement of the ambiroa of the deceased away from the living, but makes n o
mention of the ultimate fate of the ambiroa, whereas my informants describe die process in
detail. As Ramasy stated during the funeral of Mitsiky:
"After some time, the ambiroa joins the ra^ana. His hasina then becomes one with that
of the other ra^ana".
According to this explanation, the ambiroa of the still remembered deceased initially will
dwell between the living and the ancestors. Once the living have forgotten the deceased,
his ambiroa will melt (manempo), liberating the hasina to merge with the hasina of the
ancestors. Thus, the three-gated way of "ancestralisation" is the ideal path for the ambiroa
to merge with the hasina of the ancestors.

27

This section is principally based on my analyses of the numerous conversations I had with a great variety of
informants on their perception of the hereafter.

28

Nabary is the past tense of mahaty which means "to create". The indigenous concept of Andriananahary (or
^anahary) was found convenient bv the Christian missionaries who adapted the concept to Andrianamanitra for

God.
29

Despite the ephemeral and mystical nature of the topics under discussion, I always was struck by the simple
clarity and concreteness of the explanations offered. In my opinion, this was partially due to the fact that
when I arrived in Marovato, the villagers considered me as a child in their ways, who still had to be taught
how to behave like a Betsileo.
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The ambiroa of the still remembered dead takes on the form of the deceased when
appearing in dreams. As Rafidy Andriana explained:
"My father's ambiroa often visits me in my dreams. Then I really see my father, and
yet I know that it is only his ambiroa"
Still remembered illustrious historical characters, particulady kings and princes, also return
to visit the living. They may appear in dreams, but also manifest themselves through tromba
("possession"). Cases of possession are usually deemed to be brought on by the ambiroa of
deceased royalty. As the ambiroa of the royal character still lives on in villagers' memories,
it cannot yet become part of the ra^ana.
Table 1: possession of hasina and the process of "ancestralisation"
Andriananabaty
Creator of the universe

Ra^ana
Impersonal category of ancestors, those who are no
longer remembered

Ambiroa
of die deceased with tombs who are still remembered
Ambiroa
of people who recently died

maximal hasina
"ancestralisation'
The strongest
concentration of hasina is
possessed by
Andriananabary
After thejie/ana, people
Fie/ana, completion of the
slowly forget the deceased. funeral
As they do, the ambiroa
melts and the hasina in it
merges with that of the
other ancestors
Ambiroa in the tomb,
Toets'ambiroa, ritual of
moving in the direction of
separation
the ancestors
Ambiroa living in the
Fandevenana, the funeral
village
minimal hasina

The process of "ancestralisation", referred to in this table, is perhaps best described as a
"moving towards" the ancestors and Andriananabary. As the "moving towards" progresses,
the hasina of the deceased person increases until finally it joins Andriananabary and becomes
one with the ancestors. This spiritual component is also visibly externalised in the funeral
rites, as exemplified in Mitsiky's process of "ancestralisation", which commenced with
burial of Mitsiky on the final day of his funeral, continued with the toets'ambiroa or
separation ritual, and concluded with thefiefana, the ritual which completes the process of
"ancestralisation".
The burial
Mitsiky's burial took place on the fourth day of the funeral.
Tuesday, October 22. Early morning. The guests gather in front of Mitsiky's house.
The twelve cows provided by family members of Mitsiky are presented to Mitsiky's
wife Bakoly. She is standing on the first floor balcony, accompanied by her five
children. The cows are brought forward by twelve different family members. Each of
them in turn steps forward with their cow, identifies which side of the family he
50

Tromba is seen as a positive phenomenon. When somebody is possessed, he or she makes gestures which
remind people of the late king or prince who is manifesting himself through the possessed person. Possession
endows the possessed with healing powers. Villagers say that it is the hasina in the ambiroa of the nobleman
that is at the disposal of the possessed for the duration of the possession. People believe that the possessed
person only has to touch ill people in order to cure them (cf. Estrade 1977, Sharp 1993).
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represents, and acknowledges that it is only the generosity of the ancestors which has
allowed them to offer a zebu during the funeral.
After the presentation, Bakoly explains to the crowd that she also has selected four
cows from Mitsiky's herd, on the recommendation of the ombiasy ?x The cows are
brought forward by Bakoly's grandchildren. After presentation, the sixteen cows are
immediately herded into Mitsiky's cattle corral and slaughtered without ceremony by
a group of young men.32 This takes them the better part of the morning. Women
cook some of the meat for the midday and evening meals. The rest of the meat will
be divided among the funeral guests to take home.
During the noon meal, the guests sit o n grass mats which surround Mitsikv's house.
Meat and rice to feed the ambiroa and the fanahj are placed in the Northeast corner of
the room where the corpse awaits burial. Once everybody has eaten, Mitsiky's eldest
son Rakotozafy, accompanied by three of Iris paternal uncles, enters Mitsiky's room.
They have the duty of placing the corpse inside a wooden coffin.
The coffin is transported outside where everybody is waiting. The lid of die coffin
has been left open and the body is clearly visible, entirely swathed in the funeral cloth
{Jambamend).
T o avoid the sun, the coffin is temporarily moved into the shade. One by one, seven
male elders, representing family members of xMitsiky and Iris wife, hold their speech
in front of the coffin. Each of them recounts Mitsiky's life, his illness and concludes
with the prayer expressing the hope that Mitsiky will successfully join the ancestors.
The speeches come to an end at approximately five o'clock. Once concluded, a
group of twenty-three young m e n of Mitsiky's direct family, leave the village to
prepare the opening of the tomb. They are led by Mitsiky's son Rakotozafy and the
family ombiasy. Mitsiky's tomb is in the Northeastern lower foothills of the Ifaha
mountains. I Ie is predeceased by two of his adult sons and seven grandchildren, all
of whom are buried in the family tomb. Upon arrival, the ombiasy and Rakotozafy
each make short speeches, addressing those who have preceded Mitsiky into the
hereafter, asking their permission to open the tomb and allow Mitsiky to join them.
It takes eight men to remove the rajeta (flat stone), blocking the entrance. Rakotozafy
enters the tomb to verify whether conditions in the tomb are suitably dry so as not to
offend the ancestors. This is n o mere formality, as can be cleady seen in the

31

This is in addition to the cow slaughtered the day previous.

32

The ambiroa of the cows are said to accompany Mitsiky to the hereafter. Zebus mediate between die
ancestors and dieir offspring. The trinity between ancestors, the living and the zebus is very visible during
funerals. This diought is best expressed in the saying: jotoan-draolo aman-draomby ("death unites human being
and zebu"). Additionally, people consider the offering of zebus crucial in establishing proper interaction with
the ancestors during important ceremonies as for example marriages, circumcisions and funerals. Unless a
zebu is sacrificed during these events, it is deemed impossible to conduct ceremonies according to die
"Malagasy customs". In short: without zebus a proper ceremonial life is unthinkable.
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Malagasy believe the human body passes through various transitions in life corresponding to its
"wetness"(ra»o or body liquids. Kano more generally refers to water and liquids in humans and nature). At
birth, a human being is perceived as wet. While growing up the person becomes drier. Elderly people are the
driest. The tomb should be kept dry at any cost because if for example rain enters, villagers believe the
ancestors will get upset Children under die age of four are buried next to the family tomb. They are not
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apprehensive expressions of those waiting for results of the investigation. Some
remain silent. Others titter nervously. But, they all look relieved when Rakotozafy
emerges with the news that the tomb is dry.
Seven boys remain behind to watch over the tomb while Rakotozafy, the ombiasy and
the other men return to the village to retrieve Mitsiky's corpse.
Rakotozafy and Mitsiky's three brothers carry the coffin out of the village, following
the drum and flute band which is playing loudly. Bakoly and her children are the first
to follow the coffin. The remainder of those in attendance complete the cortege.
Only elderly people too frail for the trip have stayed behind. Everybody sings and
dances, or just makes a lot of noise. Bakoly carries a cup of rum. Mitsiky's daughter
Razafindrasoa walks next to her. She holds a ceramic bowl containing meat and rice.
I walk alongside them. Bakoly explains that she lias brought the rum for a purpose:
"This rum is for the ambiroa and the janahy. We have to make sure they accompany us
to the tomb. They like rum. The meat and rice also arc for them."
Upon arrival, the music ceases and the crowd falls silent, quietly awaiting the next
stage of ceremonies. The four pallbearers enter the tomb, remove the body from the
coffin and place it on the right top bed, immediately above the corpses of Mitsiky's
two predeceased sons. Mitsiky's three brothers leave the tomb, but Rakotozafy stays
behind to bid goodbye to his father. The ombiasy approaches Bakoly and
Razafindrasoa who hand over the rum and meat/rice, then goes inside the tomb. He
sprinkles some of the rum on the corpses in the burial vault, then asks Rakotozafy to
place the remainder with the meat/rice in the Northeast corner of the tomb.
The ombiasy goes toward Mitsiky, uttering an incantation:
" G o . D o not come back to us. Follow your family members who departed before
you." 35
This entreaty reiterates the message of the speeches given by the seven niy aman-drenj
earlier in the afternoon. Once completed, the ombiasy and Rakotozafy emerge from
the tomb. Rakotozafy carries a worn grass mat that was laying on the tomb floor and
hands it to Razafindrasoa.36 The three brothers and five other young men of
Mitsiky's family replace the entrance stone. Dusk has fallen by the time everybody
returns to Marovato. The funeral guests sit down for their final communal meal. The

allowed to enter the tomb because they are considered to be too wet. They are called ^a^a rano ("children of
water").
34

Bakoly insisted that I walk next to them. I had spent many hours widi Mitsiky and his family during my
field work. She often referred to me as part of dieir family, a Ixivana ("family member").

35

Mandebana ro atom koa a^a mibdingeina anay atqy, fa manaraba try havana any aloba. I was to hear this sentence
frequently during subsequent funerals. Dubois (1938: 696) already recorded it among die Highland Betsileo in
the 1930's.
36

Razafindrasoa is twenty-six years old, but still has no children. That night and during the following weeks
she will sleep on the grass mat from the tomb. Villagers believe diat it is full of basina of die ancestors, which
will favour fertility.
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crowd disperses early the following morning.
The central goal of the funeral and its accompanying rituals is to ensure that the ambiroa
and the fanahj enter and remain in the tomb. As mentioned before, people believe, that
upon entering the tomb, the fanahj travels to Ambondrombe. However, two remaining
rituals are necessary so that the ambiroa may join the wodd of the ancestors.
The end of the funeral marks the beginning of the mourning period. I observed no external
signs, such as changes in clothing or coiffure during this time. The mourning phase is
particulady characterised by long discussions and anecdotes about the deceased. Following
the end of the funeral, however, the deceased is no longer referred to by name, which is
discarded in favour of the label Ratompokolahj, if male, or Rato/npokovaij, if female.38
The general tension and anxiety displayed during the funeral ceremony continued well
afterward. During the following weeks, I sensed that people, particulady members of the
immediate family, were reluctant to return to their regular tasks, anxious to learn whether
the funeral had accomplished its intended goals. When I asked Rafidy Andriana if diis were
not due to fear that the ambiroa and the fanahj perhaps did not succeed in arriving in the
tomb, he confirmed this:
"Yes, we always are very afraid. We often only realise later that something went
wrong and that the ambiroa and j.'anahj are still in the village. We know this when
people in the family start falling ill. It is the Hasina in the ambiroa that causes this. It
has turned into Aery.
When Bakoly's, granddaughter, die child of her son Rakotozafy, fell ill with a stomach
illness one week after Mitsiky's funeral. Bakoly immediately presumed that something had
gone awry during her husband's funeral. She consulted the family ombiasj, who promised to
look into the matter. Three days later, he returned with the news. He had seen Mitsiky's
ambiroa in a dream. The ombiasy had also explained the remedy against the illness of her
granddaughter, as Bakoly told me the next day:
"The ambiroa is still in Marovato. It is lonely and wants to meet the other ancestors. It
demands that we offer a red cow. The ombiasy says that we have to perform the
toetfambiroa now. Most of the tompon-tanj families do this some time after the funeral.
Just to make sure mat the ambiroa finds his way to the ancestors and leaves us in
peace. The ombiasy says that as soon as the toets'ambiroa is done, my granddaughter will
get better."
The ombiasy advised that the best day for the toets'ambiroa ritual would be Saturday,
November 2.
Toets'ambiroa,

the ritual of separation

Early Saturday morning, Mitsiky's three sons slaughter the highest quality red zebu of
Mitsiky's herd. The killing is accomplished without ceremony. After the zebu is
37

Several of Mitsiky's children and grandchildren placed the horns of the seventeen zebus slaughtered during
the funeral on his tomb the morning after burial.

38

Dubois (1938: 697) also refers to this practice.
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butchered, a small cut of meat is removed from each part of the animal and placed in
a bowl. Bakoly cooks the meat over a fire, then adds rice. The meal is called vary
tsatsatra.
At about one o'clock in the afternoon, all family members living in Marovato and the
surrounding villages reunite. The family ombiasy is also present. He blesses the vary
tsatsatra, then places a portion of the food into a small bowl and faces the assembled
crowd.
"Rato//rpoko/a/jy was a great tompon-tany. He always executed the Malagasy customs
correctly. Unlike the people in the Western part of this village, he was a great
example to all of us. But now he must leave us alone and go in peace to the
ancestors. N o w come with us. We will lead you in the right direction."
The ombiasy, still holding the bowl of vary tsatsatra in his hands, stands up and orders
everybody to follow him towards the tomb. Bakoly and Rakotozafy, Mitsiky's eldest
son, are first in line. When he is within approximately fifty metres of the tomb, the
ombiasy comes to a stop, removes a handful of food from the bowl and sprinkles it
seven (Jito)40 times in the direction of me tomb:
" G o and join the ancestors."
He about-faces and is emulated by all present, who follow him back to the village,
without looking back.
One week later, Bakoly's granddaughter recovered from her stomach illness. Everybody
felt relieved and pleased. They saw tfiis as confirmation that the ambiroa of Mitsiky had left
the village.
Fiefana, completion of the funeral
About ten months after the toets'ambiroa4X Bakoly arrived at the door to extend an invitation
to the. fiefana,42 or "completion of the funeral". This feast marks the end of the mourning
period. Through the fiefana, descendants of the deceased hope to facilitate the passage of
the ambiroa into the wodd of the ancestors. The ritual is usually performed between seven
months and two years after death. I will refer again to Mitsiky's process of
"ancestralisation" in order to illustrate the.fiefana.
The fiefana is held on September 10 and 11. These dates have been carefully picked
by the family ombiasy. Approximately one hundred and twenty-five people from
Marovato and neighbouring villages are in attendance. For the most part, they are
39

They take small pieces of meat from the following parts of the zebu: the head {lolxiny), hump (trafony), loins
(valahany), back (tetx^any), neck (vo^ony), breast (tratrany), teat (Jobankena), rump {wdilxna), hoof {longonj), leg
ifiandry aombiny), chuck (fanangany) and ribs (tsivalany). See also Rajaonarimanana (1979: 188).
40

Dubois (1938: 647) notes that the number seven, Jito, is often invoked in funerals because it is derived from
the root ito which means cut or separated. This would appear to refer to the divide between the living and the
dead. (Mba baito rty maty "so that the dead will be separated from the living" cf. supra).
41

I had returned to Marovato three months previous.

42

The root efa means "completed", cf. Rajaonarimanana (1979: 184).
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members of either Mitsiky's or Bakoly's family. All the tompon-tairy family leaders of
Marovato are also present. O n the first day of the fiefana, all the guests assemble
before the ancestral home of Mitsiky. Rakotozafy welcomes the guests from the
balcony. He announces that, on the advice of the family ombiasy, a prime, red cow has
been selected as an offer to the ancestors. After Bakoly also extends a word of
welcome, they descend t o greet the guests individually and to receive gifts from
them, principally in the form of money and white rice.
Bakoly's two daughters and her grandchildren have been busy cooking since early
morning. Large amounts oi toaka gasy have been purchased and are ready for serving
from twenty-two jerrycans. Just before sunset, the same drum and flute band which
played at Mitsiky's funeral arrives. The appearance of the family ombiasy signals the
crowd that they may now enter the large main room of the house. The ombiasy recites
a short saotsa expressing gratitude to the ancestors while sprinkling rum in the
Northeast corner of the room. When this rite is completed, the alim-belona ("living
night") may commence. The guests eat, drink toaka gasy and dance to the music of
the band until dawn.
The following morning, everybody meets at Mitsiky's cattle corral, gathering around
it for the sacrificial offering of the cow. Rakotozafy, his brother and two of their
cousins catch the cow, push it to the ground, and bind its legs with rope. The head of
the animal is turned to face the ancestral Northeast. The four men leave the corral
and are replaced by the ombiasy. H e pronounces another saotsa while sprinkling liquid
over the animal from a small bowl he is carrying which contains water with
bavymanga, sacred wood, and a silver coin {vo/afotsy).
Rakotozafy now enters the corral and slits the diroat of the zebu, using the same
technique as was employed during the funeral. Rakotozafy's attention is firmly fixed
on the ceramic bowl, which he holds against the throat in order to collect the blood
as it gushes forth, before it spurts past onto the ground. When the bowl is half full,
he transports it to the ombiasy, who stands waiting at the entrance of the catde corral.
The ombiasy mixes some ba^omanga with the blood and places a silver coin in it. He
sprinkles the surface of the catde corral with the liquid, then enters the house to
perform the same rite in each room of Mitsiky's house. 43 The atmosphere is
restrained and quiet. No one present, either man or woman, has slept. Many are
showing the effects of the previous night's revelry, and stare on apathetically during
the proceedings.
Rakotozafy, his brother and two cousins now proceed to slaughter the zebu, carving
out small portions of meat from each part of the cow as was done during the funeral.
This meat is later prepared by Bakoly and her two daughters.
At the end of the afternoon, all the guests assemble in one of the large rooms on the
upper floor of Mitsiky's house for the last communal meal. The ombiasy pronounces
another saotsa to the ancestors and asks them to bless the meal. Everybody appears
happy and converses in a relaxed manner while eating. A portion of the meal is
placed in the Northeast corner of the room, no longer for thefanabj and the ambiroa
of Mitsiky, but for the impersonal category of ancestors {ra^ana).
As dusk is falling, the butchered sacrificial cow is divided between the guests. During
43

The sprinkled blood is believed to both attract and transmit the basina of the ancestors.
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the evening, the guests bid farewell and return to their own homes.
The next day, I approach Bakoly to ask her whether she is satisfied with the fiefciua.
"Yes, I think even-thing went well. Now, I will n o longer speak of Rato/npoko/alry. He
is with the other ancestors now. That is what we call maty inclroa ("second death"),
since we stop thinking about the person who died. Today, I will divide up the land
and the cows of Ratompokolaly between me and the children. He is no longer with
us."
As mentioned, the villagers believe that after thefiefana, the ambiroa finally joins the world
of the ancestors by disappearing, or melting, as some people phrased it to me. The memory
of the deceased as an individual has ceased to be. Nor will the deceased be referred to as
llatompokolahy or Rato/npokovaty. After the fie/ana and the division of the heritage,44 people
employ the general term ra^ana, when referring to the deceased. Bakoly's discussion with
me was the last time I heard her use Rato/npoko/ahy when speaking of her husband. She
never mentioned him again, except as ra^ana.45
7.4

H o w a migrant (mpiavy)

becomes an ancestor

Migrant funerals are modest in comparison to their tompon-tany counterparts. This is
conditioned by the distant location of their tombs and their lack of financial resources.
When a migrant of free descent dies, the family is faced with two options. The first consists
of transporting the body to the tamn-dra^ana ("ancestral land") for burial in the family
tomb. The remaining option is temporary burial in the Marovato region pending transport
home once the family obtains sufficient money. In practice, however, virtually no body
returns to the homeland due to the onerous costs involved.
I will describe a typical funeral of a free descent migrant that took place during my 1998
field work.

44

The heritage of the deceased is commonly distributed after thefiejanabecause it is only then that the village
sees him or her as an ancestor. Doing this prematurely risks offending the ambiroa of the deceased which has
not yet joined the ancestors.
45

Some tompon-tany families, principally those of noble descent, often speak of organising yet another
ceremony for the deceased after die three aforementioned phases of "ancestralisation". This ceremony is
called ati-damba, but some villagers also refer to it as the Jamadihana. The last term and die practice are
borrowed from the Merina, where the ritual is most widespread. Maurice Bloch (1971) discusses the
Jamadihana in considerable detail, which literally can be translated as "to rum over the dead". During die
Merina jamadihana, family members remove the corpses from the tomb and rewrap diem with new lamba
("cloths"). They do this to appease the ancestors in order to receive blessings from them. In Merina society,
famadiliana are organised when a new tomb is inaugurated, and occasionally when somebody who dies away
from the ancestral land is brought home. These are called return Jamadihana. Thirdly, diey are organised as
ceremonial expressions of gratitude towards the ancestors. The third category of Jamadihana is celebrated
every six to eight years. Its frequency largely depends on the financial situation of die family. For the
Southern Betsileo, ati-damba or jamadihana are rare events (cf. Kottak 1980: 222). They are generally only
performed upon inauguration of a new tomb. I never observed diem. Randriamahalasa, however, is planning
on organising one soon in order to bring his father to the new tomb he built for him.
46

When mpikarama die in Marovato, they are transported back home. The costs are shared by the parents of
the mpikarama and the tompon-tany family leader for whom they worked Between 1996 and 2000, six
mpikarama died, two worked for Randriamahalasa, diree for Rafidy Andriana and one for Ratema.
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Funeral:

Pre-burial events

Ramonja died on October 12 at the age of about 65. He had migrated to Marovato with his
wife Soa not long after the 1967 tompon-tany meeting, which created the land monopoly.
Upon arrival, they leased their land from Rafidy Andriana. Soa died in 1988. Ramonja
fathered two sons with Soa during their thirty-year marriage: Rasolo and Razara. The sons
live in Marovato. Each of them married women from villages near Fianarantsoa, where
their father Ramonja has his ancestral land and tomb.
Ramonja had a stomach ailment that caused him great suffering. I visited him regularly
during that time. The following visit took place three days prior to his death.
Ramonja sits against the South wall of his little hut. He is wearing only a lamba, which
is tied around his waist. As I greet him, he announces:
"Mademoa^ely, I am going to join the ancestors soon. I am old. My wife already left
for the ancestors a long time ago. She still is buried here. We never had the money to
bring her home. Now, the same will happen to me because my children do not have
money."
SE: "Can you not return home before you die?" 4
Ramonja: "Yes, I did think about that. I have sent my son Rasolo to Fianarantsoa last
week. I le is going to discuss the issue with our family ombiasy. You know diat there
are no ombiasy who can help us here. They all work for the tompon-tany families. We
will not consult them. They are too expensive anyway."
SE: "So you will follow die advice of your ombiasy?"
Ramonja: "Yes. I will wait for my son to come back before I join the ancestors."
October 12. Just before dusk, Rasolo arrives home. Two of his father's younger
brothers accompany him. Their trip from Fianarantsoa to Marovato has taken
fourteen hours, including several hours by public transport from Fianarantsoa to
Ambalavao (about fifty kilometres), followed by a forty kilometre walk to Marovato.
Despite their fatigue, they come to see me immediately following their visit to
Ramonja. Rasolo knocks on my door around ten o'clock.
"Mademoa^e/y, are you still awake?"
I open the door and greet Rasolo and Ramonja's two brothers.
SE: "I heard that you had returned."
Rasolo: "You better come with us. Just to see him."

47

Elderly people from migrant families of free descent often go back to their ancestral land before they die.
They say to do this to ensure they can be buried in the family tomb. Also, it is far less expensive since there is
no public transport in the Marovato region. People travel on foot or hitch-hike. This makes the sheer logistics
of transporting a body out of the village almost impossible.
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I accept. While walking towards the hut of Ramonja, Razara, his second son, comes
to meet us and announces that his father has just died. Nobody seems surprised at
die news. Rasolo says to me:
"My father told me that he was going to die. That is why his two brothers have come
with me. For the funeral. The ombiasy told us that we can bury him here. It should be
done on a Wednesday. So that is the day after tomorrow. We will have to slaughter
one of the two zebus we have."
That night, I stay with Ramonja's family. They discuss the funeral for several hours.
Each decision taken is duly reported to Ramonja by Rasolo, who approaches his bed
in the Northeast corner of the hut and speaks close to his ear, as Ramonja had been a
little deaf in the last years of lus life. Ramonja will be buried on a graveyard in the
Ifaha mountains, about three kilometres to the Northwest of Marovato. The site was
designated by the to/npon-tany during the nineteen-seventies as a burial place for free
descent migrants living in Marovato. 48 I was only authorised to visit the gravevard
while attending funerals. O n diose occasions, I was able to come within sufficient
proximity to count over one hundred and seventy graves in the Marovato graveyard.
T h e Burial
October 14. During the early morning, Rasolo and Razara slaughtered the zebu,
without performing any of the formal ceremonial rites. Before Rasolo slit its throat,
he pronounced the following words to the cow: "It is your task to make sure that my
father finds his way back to his ancestral homeland. That is why I kill you."
Most of the meat of the animal is cooked with rice by the wives of Rasolo and
Razara. This takes the better part of the day. It is neady five o'clock when the funeral
guests arrive. All free descent villagers of Marovato are invited. Approximately one
hundred people are present. But today, no band strikes up music, as would be the
case for towpon-tanj funerals. Most guests have brought rice with them for the family
of the deceased, but the quantities are substantially less than what I had seen during
tompon-tanj funerals.49
After Rasolo and the older of Ramonja's two brothers welcome the guests, Rafidy
Andriana asks for the floor. He praises Ramonja and his sons as good cultivators and
hard workers and expresses the wish that Ramonja will arrive home safely.
At about seven o'clock, Ramonja is placed on the wooden stretcher made of
branches, which Rasolo and Razara had made earlier that day. Ramonja is clothed in
the ordinary cotton lamba, rather than the more expensive lambamena . Rasolo, Razara
and Ramonja's brothers carry the body outside the hut, and onwards to the
graveyard. Everybody follows. Rasolo's oldest son is carrying a gravestone (vato
fasana), carved out of the rock mountains the day previous, which measures about
thirty centimetres long and twenty centimetres wide. He carries it in a cloth slung
over his shoulder. Rasolo's wife Raharo is holding a small white piece of cotton that
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During my research, I came across four graveyards of this kind. Three of them are set aside individually for
three villages, the Marovato graveyard being one of them, whereas the fourth is shared by three other villages.

49

Contributions of rice and money are smaller as most of the guests are unrelated to the deceased. Due to the
expenses involved, few family members from the ancestral homeland attend the funeral.
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she waves a few times before she leaves the village with the funeral group. I join her
and mquire as to why she waves the white cotton:
Raharo: "That is to make sure that the fanahy and the ambiroa are following us."
SE: "Tompon-tany use rum for that, no?"
Raharo: "Yes, but for us the white cotton is good enough. We do not have money to
buy all the rum and toaka gasy like the tompon-tany. There is none of it during migrant
funerals."
The burial itself is simple and short. The body is lowered into the grave by the four
pallbearers. Rasolo and his brother Razara seal off the grave with sand, using two
spades that were brought by their children from the village. After this is completed,
they place a pile of square rock stones on top of the grave. Rasolo then orders his
son to approach with the gravestone, which he places on top of the grave at the
position of the head of the deceased. Rasolo's wife hands him the white piece of
cotton which he lays on the grave, placing a stone on it so it won't be blown away by
the wind. 50 Rasolo steps back and stands in front of the grave intoning:
"The time has come that we say goodbye to you. Return home to your ancestral land
and tomb. G o . D o not come back to us. Follow your wife who departed before
you."
After Rasolo utters these words, he turns his back to the grave, a gesture emulated by
all present. They walk home without looking back at the grave. Upon arrival, the
gathering is served meat and rice. N o food is placed in the Northeast corner of the
house, as they hope that the fanabj and ambiroa have already departed for the
ancestral land.
There are no further rituals performed by migrants of free descent to ensure that the fanahy
goes to Ambondrombe and the ambiroa joins the ancestors. If, however, a death occurs in
the migrant family within a few months after burial, an emissary will be sent home to
consult the family ombiasy. The ombiasy will determine whether something liappened during
the funeral that prevented the fanahj and ambiroa from going home and entering the
hereafter through the family tomb. The ombiasy then advises the family as to what remedial
steps should be taken. Commonly, he suggests they offer a chicken to the ancestors, asking
them to guide thefana/jy and ambiroa towards them.
Thus, both tompon-tany and mpiaiy take great pains to ensure that the fanahy and the ambiroa
successfully enter the hereafter. This is crucial to prevent the hasina inside the ambiroa from
being converted to hery, the destructive supernatural energy, but also to receive the
50
Dubois (1938: 753) also describes the migrant practice of burying their dead in temporary graves with a
grave stone to which they bind a piece of white cloth to guide the ambiroa to the place where it is expected.
51

The following morning, Rasolo and Razara go back to the grave of their father to put the horns of the
slaughtered zebu on the grave.
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beneficial flow oihasina from the ancestors, source of fertility, health and abundance, of all
that is essential to life itself.
The next chapter will examine how the tombless andero, those deemed to have n o
ancestors, view their departure from this life.
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Chapter eight

Burial Practices of the Tombless
Perhaps nothing illustrates the andevo position in the village better than their burial
practices, as will be discussed in the first part of this chapter. The second part consists of
an analysis of how successful the andevo are in harnessing the occult energies associated
with them.
Andevo

funerals

The andevo funeral ceremony, if it can be referred to as such, is as elusive and evasive as the
andevo themselves. Unlike the fanfare and highly ritualised ceremony which accompanies
the departure of tompon-tanj for the next world, burial of the deceased andevo is
accomplished hastily and under cover of night. As andevo Ratsimbazafy said: "It is like
burying a dog". The example is graphic and fitting, for the dog is a symbol of impurity for
many Malagasy.1
The principal reason why andevo funerals remained largely inaccessible to me was the
brevity of the ceremony itself. When an andevo died, burial followed within 24 hours. Those
who died at night were buried before the following dawn. I would often learn upon
awakening that a member of an andevo family had passed away and that die funeral was
already over. The household of the deceased had resumed its daily activities. Nothing out
of the ordinary, it would seem, had even occurred.
Over the ten-year time span that I carried on field work in Madagascar, I only witnessed
one andevo funeral, held for Soanirina who died on August 27, 1996. Soanirina's two older
sisters Raozy and Fara lived with me in 1992. Prior to my return in 1996, Raozy married
Lahy. Fara immediately came to dwell with me again
Soanirina's burial
Soanirina's parents stated that she was only ten years of age when she died, although
circumstances would indicate that she was older. Soanirina died within minutes after giving
birth to her first baby girl.
It is about eleven at night when I hear a loud knock on my door. Raozy enters the
hut and announces:
"I have come to take my sister to my parents in Fenoarivo. They need our help."
When I ask her why, she responds by asking to borrow my flashlight, stating hers has
run out of batteries. Fenoarivo is about two kilometres from Marovato and I do not
want to send the girls off by themselves. I insist on coming with them.
Just before midnight, we arrive at the house of the girls' parents, Ratsimbazafy and
Lalao.
1

Villagers often compared the impurity of an andew to that of a dog. This metaphor is common to other
Malagasy groups as, for example, the iMerina (cf. Ramamonjisoa 1984: 66) and the Sakalava (cf. Goedefroit
1998: 117). The Antemoro also refer to the Antevolo, the lowest group in their social hierarchy, in similar
terms (cf. Beaujard 1983: 160,Deschamps/Vianes 1959: 49).
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Ratsimbazafy opens the door. Although he seems surprised to see me, he motions us
to follow him inside. In the main room, Lalao is holding a new-born completely
swathed in a cloth. Five of her children, including Voahangy and an equal number of
grandchildren, are gathered around her seated on the floor. Soanirina is noticeably
absent. I presume the child is hers, as several days previous, I had met her and seen
she was obviously in the late stages of a pregnancy. Everyone in the room stares
mutely at the baby. After a long moment, Ratsimbazafy breaks the silence:
"Soanirina is dead. She is in the other room. We will bury her tonight."
Ratsimbazafy invites me to follow him. Raozy and Fara accompany us into the
second room of the house. Soanirina has been placed on a grass mat in the corner of
the room just behind the partition. Her body and head are wrapped in a cotton cloth,
her face still visible, her eyes closed. A wooden stretcher made of branches leans
against the wall. Otherwise the room is empty.
Ratsimbazafy: ' W e will bring her to the mountains now. You can come if you want."
Lalao orders Fara to stay with the baby and the children. Ratsimbazafy and Lalao
place the corpse on a p o o r quality, makeshift stretcher, presumably fabricated just
prior to our arrival. Not a word is spoken to Soanirina, contrary to the practice to
which I was accustomed during funerals of free descent villagers.
The funeral cortege consists of Soanirina's parents, Voahangy, Raozy and myself.2
We depart from the village of Fenoarivo in silence. Raozy leads the way with her
father's flashlight. Ratsimbazafy and Lalao follow, holding the stretcher with the
corpse. Ratsimbazafy carries the front of the stretcher. Despite the complete
obscurity, Ratsimbazafy and Lalao rush forward hastily. I am forced to run in order
to keep up and not lose my way. Voahangy immediately precedes me, carrying a
second flashlight. Under the dim light of a crescent moon, it is impossible to see
what is ahead.
We bypass the Marovato migrant graveyard (cf. chapter seven) without stopping and
continue climbing into the lower hills of the Ifaha mountain range. It is a very
difficult walk. Lalao and Ratsimbazafy each lose their footing from time to time,
almost causing the corpse to fall off the stretcher. After more than an hour, we reach
the peak. Ratsimbazafy continues to the other side and descends a gravelled incline
leading to the eastern slope. After another ten-minute hike, Ratsimbazafy stops:
"This is a good spot."
Nothing marks the spot but a small sapling. There are no signs of graves or other
distinguishing features of a burial ground. He calls for the spade that Voahangy has
been carrying. We stand by, and watch in silence while he digs a hole. He waves
Lalao forward to help him lower both corpse and stretcher into the grave. There are
2

I subsequently learned that nobody in the village had been informed about Soanirina's death. Even her sister
Zana and brother Francois, who live away from the family home, were unaware of what had happened. I saw
Francois in the town of Ambalavao not long after the burial of Soanirina. He had received no news of the
death of his sister. When I informed him, he reacted as follows: "She must have been buried near the
mountains, just like the other deceased of West Marovato. My sister had a miserable life. She is dead now.
Maybe it is better like this. I remember that she always cried. I sometimes wonder what happens to people
like her. I mean to people who do not have a tomb. Well, I do not mind where I will go when I die."
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no blessings, no incantations, no instructions, n o words of adieu. After they lower
Soanirina into the hole, Lalao retreats several steps, her face expressionless.
Ratsimbazafy quickly shovels dirt onto the body. Lalao pulls her lamba tighter to
protect herself against the cold night air of the mountain. Her face is barely visible.
When Ratsimbazafy has almost completed covering the corpse, Lalao, Raozy and
Voahangy turn away and gather stones. Raozy tells me to assist them. The stones that
are collected are placed over the grave.
"So the dogs won't find her," Ratsimbazafy explains.
Within half an hour of our arrival, we redepart and return to Fenoarivo in silence.
Fara is awaiting us when we enter the house. Soanirina's baby is asleep, as are the
other children who lay on grass mats which are spread around the room. Fara hands
the baby back to Lalao and informs her that she will be returning to Marovato with
me. It is early in the morning on August 28 when Fara, Voahangy, Raozy and I arrive
back in Marovato. We resume our tasks of the day. I never again heard the name
Soanirina pronounced.
Why do the andevo not perform the rituals
associated with the process of "ancestralisation"?
The andevo funeral is primarily characterised by its lack of identifiable features. The negative
attributes popularly associated with the andevo are also reflected in the funeral itself. N o
rituals. N o publicity. N o celebration. And most disturbingly, no signs of the intricate
process of "ancestralisation" which is meant to ensure the ambiroa may successfully leave
the mortal plane and join the ancestors.
Nothing in the scientific literature describes funerals of people without tombs. I could only
turn to the villagers, and particulady the andevo, for answers.
As previously stated, the free descent funeral is based on a central premise — ensuring the
safe passage of the ambiroa and the fanabj towards the ancestors. With reference to this, I
asked Sambo what an andevo could expect in the hereafter in the absence of the required
rituals.
Sambo: "People with tombs have not so much to worry about, I think, because
eventually the ambiroa will go into the tomb and travel to their ancestors. For us it is
different. We do not have tombs, so the ambiroa lias no place to go. 3 It will stay with
us in the village and will get very upset because it cannot travel to the other side.
That is when diings go wrong. It is the hasina that turns to bery ("destructive energy")
and the descendants of the dead will see the consequences of that: our lives will be
miserable, our women won't have babies and our children will fall ill."4

3

This is also the reason why andevo do not put a gravestone with a piece of white cloth on the grave, as do
free descent migrants. This practice is meant to guide the ambiroa and fanaljy back home.
4

Sambo's remarks on how an andevo deceased might cause problems are shared by other andevo. Andevo who
fell ill would sometimes state they feared causing their family problems after death. Dubois (1938: 718) also
mentions how disastrous it is not to be able to successfully enter die hereafter: "... manquer ce passage, ce
serait a la fois désastre pour Ie défunt et menace perpétuelle pour les survivants."
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Sambo speaks here only about the ambiroa and not xht fanahj, the two spirits that allegedly
depart from the bodies of free descent deceased. None of the andevo I spoke to could tell
me whether they even have a. fanahj or if so, whether it would leave the body upon death.
Free descent villagers also seemed unable to explain the mechanism of fanahj for andevo.
They stated, however, that it would not make much sense for xht fanahj to leave the body
because it has no place to go. At the same time, they generally claimed with certainty, as did
the andevo themselves, that the ambiroa is released from the body of an andevo upon death, a
rather problematic assertion as the ambiroa, like the fanahj, of an andevo has no final
destination in the hereafter.
Andevo do not appease or otherwise interact with the ambiroa. They do not speak to the
corpse, which may occasionally even be left unattended. They do not place food in the
room for the ambiroa. Andevo appear to emotionally disconnect from their deceased as soon
as they die. There is n o definable mourning period. I rarely heard an andevo specifically refer
to a deceased, even when the time of death was ven- recent.
Free descent families remain visibly nervous both during and after the funeral. Only the
aftermath will determine whether they have performed the rituals correctly and whether the
ambiroa and fanahj have successfully found their way to the ancestors. The repercussions of
the ambiroa failing to reach the hereafter are particularly feared. But this is the inescapable
fate of the andevo deceased due to the absence of tombs. 5 The andevo permanently fear the
reprisals of their deceased since the latter are frustrated that they cannot travel to the
hereafter.6
Andevo strongly believe that their deceased spread illness, misfortune and death in their
families. There is n o empirical evidence' that andevo actually have more problems with
infertility, miscarriages and infant mortality, nor that they fall ill more often than free
descent villagers, or that they die sooner. They nevertheless cling as steadfastly to this
credo as the tompon-tatij. The andevo themselves are convinced that these things are direcdy
due to the fact that they do not have tombs. People of free descent often claimed that it is
due to the andevo, or to be more precise, the hery (contained in the ambiroa) of their
deceased, that things go awry in the village. Although they stated that these deceased
generally take revenge on their own descendants, hery is also believed to be at the origin of
more general problems which have afflicted Marovato over the previous decades, such as
drought and low rice production.
Free descent people rarely lost an occasion to remind me that because andevo had no tombs,
they could not become ancestors. They referred to them as olona very, "lost people". Even
the andevo themselves remarked "I think I will die", when sensing their own imminent
demise. A free descent person would say: "I think I will join the ancestors".
5

Attdevo express mixed feelings about not having a family tomb. Although they often claim to be indifferent
about where they will be buried (cf. Francois in note two), they express concern about what will happen to
diem when they die. Thus, tombs provide people with a defined place in today's society and also represent an
entry to the hereafter. For andeiv, uncertainty about the hereafter is a psychological burden. This anxiety is
seldom voiced in explicit terms in everyday life. Nevertheless, I clearly sensed their worries, particularly
among the ailing and the elderly.
6

As Ruud (1970: 183) mentions: "... a burial without ceremonies, without food and without gifts. That is die
worst calamity that can befall a Malagasy, as it would mean a disgraceful death and a painful and resdess
existence in the beyond."

7

This kind of statistical data is virtually impossible to gadier, due to the andeiv reluctance to even be identified
as a group.
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Having no ancestors means that the andero do not benefit from ancestral basina, vital
energy, acquired in the interactive ritual exchange between the ancestors and the living or
on another level between seniors and juniors within free descent families. O n the one hand,
the downward flow of basina from the ancestors to senior family members and then junior
members, what Bloch calls basina Mark I, does not take place within andero families. Thus,
andei'0 fathers do not perform the tsodrano ritual, "blowing of the water" (cf. chapter seven),
to bless their descendants. O n the other hand, the upward flow of inferiors rendering
homage to elders and the ancestors, Bloch's basina Mark II, manifested by the giving of
gifts, respect and honour, also has no ritual relevance for the andero.6 They therefore do not
perform saotra ("blessing", "thanks") to express their gratitude towards the ancestors, a
ritual which is omnipresent in free descent ceremonies, especially during the process of
"ancestralisation".
This absence of the flow of ancestral basina was, after the negative influence of bery on their
life, the second reason that the andero attributed to their misfortune and health problems.
Andero defined themselves as human beings with very little basina that they could never
develop unless they created tombs and ancestors. The absence of ancestors and consequent
deficiency in basina, according to the andero, was the principal reason why they were so
"different". Free descent people preferred to express this in terms of inferiority.
Whether one refers to bery, or deficiency in basina, or simply being "different", the
overriding feeling of the andero is one of shame, which permeates andero existence. This
appears in their discourse about their funerals. They often told me mat they were very sad
and ashamed that they could not give their beloved a funeral like the free descent people.
As Ratsimbazafy (cf. case above) said:
cc

We are full of shame (benatra). We try to bury dead people as soon as we can. We
hope that nobody will see where we bring them. We are not allowed to bury our dead
people in the graveyard for the other migrants. They are the o/ona madio ("pure
people"). They are afraid that we will pollute the graveyard and that their ancestors
will get upset about that. So, we have to find burial spots ourselves. I do not knowwhere other people like us bury their dead. We never speak about it. That is how
ashamed we are."
During funerals of free descent migrants, great care was taken to publicly announce that
their deceased was to be buried in the migrant graveyard. This constituted an important
public confirmation of their status as "pure people". For the andero, the opposite holds
true. The prohibition against graveyard burial accentuates their status of "impure",
tombless and ancestorless people. So, until the andero have created their tombs and
ancestors, fhey will not be deemed to conform to the Jomba gasy ("Malagasy customs") of
the free descent people.

8

In free descent families, juniors generally treated seniors with great respect. This was not the case in andei'0
households. Andeiv children rarely used die prefix "Ra" as a sign of respect when referring to their parents.
They openly criticised their parents if they did not agree with them. The failure of andew fathers to find
husbands for their daughters was a common topic of discussion between me and the girls. They openly
criticised their father as being too lazy ("kamo izy"). A comment that was unthinkable for free descent
youngsters, eidier publicly or privately.
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"What would you do if you had a tomb?"
Realising that both people of free descent and andevo believe that the ambiroa of andevo
might cause harm for the whole village, one wonders why tornpon-tany continue to deprive
the andevo of tombs. 9 The tornpon-tany, without exception, refused to address this issue,
asserting vehemendy that the question indicated that "I was behaving as a foreigner". They
added that their ancestors wanted things this way and if they would not follow their
ancestors, revenge would be WTeaked upon them in a form of her/0 supposedly even
stronger and more harmful then the hery of deceased andevo.
As hypothesised earlier in this thesis, with the exception of one family (G.), the current
group of tompon-tanj is likely of slave descent. They are unable to identify their named
descent group. They are migrants themselves and their original ancestral homeland proved
to be unidentifiable. Furthermore, the earliest setders arrived in the region and built Üieir
tombs towards the beginning of the twentieth century, only a decade following the
abolition of slaver}'. The story of their origins only dates back to the building of their tomb.
Recitals of family histories start with those who are in the tomb. They pretend to ignore
information on what preceded. This is very exceptional for Betsileo, who commonly are
able to trace their genealogy back many generations (cf. Kottak 1980: 180-181).
But if the current tompon-tanj, or some of them, were actually of slave descent, how then
could they have acquired their current ritual knowledge which seems so free descent
specific? Any inquiries directed towards the tompon-tany in this regard met with a familiar
answer: "It is just fomba gasj'. O n e wonders whether andevo could hope to duplicate such a
process, and like the totnpon-tany (if in fact my hypothesis is correct) create their own portal
to the hereafter. I asked Ratsimbazafy, andevo, what he would do if one day he were able to
acquire a tomb. He responded as follows:
"I would look for an ombiasy first. He would then teach me how people become
ancestors and then how I will have to please them. There are all kinds of things you
have to do. But we do not know anything about that."
The odds of any andevo actually acquiring a tomb would appear to be slim indeed in a
society which has taken such harsh measures to exclude them from any type of meaningful
role in day-to-day Marovato society.
Graeber discusses an interesting phenomenon, although any comparison with the themes
of this thesis should be subject to the utmost caution, given the number of variables
between the two situations. Graeber conducted research in a rural community located
approximately forty kilometres to the Southeast of the capital of Antananarivo, where
former slave families (called olona mainty, "black people") had succeeded in buying land
from the impoverished nobility, despite such a practice being allegedly prohibited by the
ancestors (1996: 294). Soon after they had acquired their land, mainty families often pooled
their resources to built tombs. This occurred during the first two decades of the twentieth
century (op at.: 295). Present-day owners of these tombs take great pride in keeping the

5

Theoretical aspects and comparative analyses of the relationship between die tompon-tany and the andevo will
be discussed in chapter nine and ten.
10
Even hasina of the ancestors can transform into hery. This allegedly occurs when people of free descent
violate the fomba gasy, e.g. by disrespecting the ancestors.
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tomb beautiful and they organise ancestral ceremonies more frequently than their noble
neighbours. 11
Graeber's research demonstrates how certain slave descent families were to some extent
able to reverse their status as excluded through the acquisition of tombs. This conceivably
could be what happened to those who currently call themselves tompon-tcviy. They also are
fanatical about ceremonial protocol and in ensuring their tombs are well kept and
constantly repaired. At the same time, they have exclusivity agreements with ombiasy with
whom they weekly discuss the ways in which they can stay on good terms with their
ancestors.
However, in the current context, the prospects of an andevo reversing his/her status
through acquisition of land and creation of a family tomb are slight indeed. They are
castigated, excluded, expelled. They cannot own, or occupy the land under the new land
scheme proposed by Randriamahalasa.
The only place they have left, it would seem, is in the imagination of the totnpon-tarry
themselves. As the following sections will show, this place is far from a negligible one.
8.1

H a r n e s s i n g the forces of evil in day-to-day life:
poisoning, sorcery, witchcraft

Generally speaking, the occult exercises a strong hold on the Malagasy imagination, and
their life is permeated with examples of this. This was illustrated to me very graphically
during a visit with a Malagasy professional colleague to Mauritius. Upon entering a hotel,
my colleague noticed a small bundle of dried herbs gathered together in the corner of the
terrace.
My colleague turned to me and uttered: "Well, the Malagasy would say fanafody gasy
("Malagasy medicine")". If his explanation was somewhat elliptical, his facial expression left
n o doubt as to the fear he felt. He immediately demanded we leave the building in
question.
It should be mentioned for purposes of this anecdote, that such a bundle of herbs
(prepared by an ombiasy) is generally found in houses of sorcery victims. It allegedly releases
the negative hery energy, believed to cause misfortune, infertility, illness and in extreme
cases, even death.
The evil or hery which had clearly upset my colleague is much more than a vague,
unformulated fear of the unknown. Like other beliefs forming part of Bctsilco mythology,
it manifests itself in practical, concrete terms which the observer can witness in day-to-day
life, principally through sorcery and witchcraft.
Villagers often employ the term fanafody gasy interchangeably for either actual poisoning or
sorcery. But the precise term for actual poisoning'\sfanome%anapoisina. Sorcery, fanafody gasy,
may be defined as the harnessing and transforming of destructive occult energy {hery) into
"medicines" that are used to harm people. This may be opposed to witchcraft (mosaty)
11
As Graebcr (1996: 373) states: 'The beauty of the tombs is tnus visible evidence of incessant ritual activity,
which has transformed the hill into a shining display of the newfound power and prosperity of Betafo's
mainty. Certainly the andriana themselves have nothing like this. Besides them, even the tombs in the very
center of Betafo, the most prestigious noble tombs, looked shabby and unkempt."
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where no "medicines" are employed. In the latter case, the destructive occult energy is not
transmitted through substances but are channelled through certain individuals, called
witches {/npamosaty).n
(i)

Fanomezana

poizina (actual poisoning)

The potential threat of poisoning must be viewed in the light of the communal meal, one
of the central events of the village in the consolidation of the social ties within and between
free descent families. This is particularly evident during harvest season (cf. chapter four)
and ceremonies such as funerals (cf. chapter seven). Many studies have already pointed to
the fact that commensality, the action of eating togedier, is in fact one of the most
powerful elements of the social process (a.o. Bloch 1999, Miller, Fiske, and Rozin, 1998).
The ver}' real possibility of poisoning, however, complicates the notion of commensality in
the Malagasy context.
Who p o i s o n s and why?
People in the Marovato region see poisoning as an ongoing and pervasive threat. The joy
of being invited to a ceremony is accompanied by the fear of what might occur at such a
ceremony. These ritual gatherings bring together close kin, remote kin, acquaintances, and
complete strangers. Strangers are feared the most. Participants in these ceremonies
regularly bring protective medicines prepared by their family ombiasy. Rafidy Andriana once
offered his view on this subject:
"You always have to be careful when you eat with many people. My close family I
can trust most. Family members that live away from me already less. Strangers are
problematic. But I fear the andevo most. That is because they do not have a history
so I do not know them. And surely would never trust them."
Despite claims by people of free descent and especially the tompon-tany concerning the
andevo and their apparent readiness to poison, I did not personally hear of or witness any
actual poisonings by the andevo. This could also be attributed to die fact that the chances of
a free descent person consuming food or drink offered by an andevo is virtually nil.
Despite the widespread fear of poisoning, it is difficult to estimate with what frequency
actual poisonings occur. This is in no small part due to die difficulty in determining cause
of death. During my field work, which spanned a decade, seven deaths occurred in the
village of Marovato that were ascribed to poisoning. The circumstances of these deaths
principally appeared to originate in some kind of revenge.

12
These definitions of witchcraft and sorcery parallel definitions given for African societies. Evans-Pritchard
(1987: 226-229) distinguishes between witchcraft and sorcery, stating that witches possess an innate mystical
power which is used to harm people. This power is described as a "witchcraft substance" that witches are
supposed to have in their belly. Sorcerers, however, do not possess this substance; but use magical substances
to harm people. Sorcerers are seen as conscious agents, whereas witches might not be aware that they possess
the witchcraft substance and therefore might harm others unintentionally- Despite contextual differences
many anthropologists (e.g Middleton and Winter 1963 and Douglas 1970) have followed Evans-Pritchard
definitions. In Madagascar, the concept of "witchcraft substance" does not exist. In the Marovato region,
witchcraft was described as a form of possession.

13
Fear of poisoning is also the principal argument of the tompon-tany to justify why they hire mainly family
members as mpikarama ("labourers"). Since they initially live under the roofs of die tompon-tany there are ample
opportunities for poisoning. They would not allow strangers to live with them for this reason.
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In five of the cases, the deaths ensued shortly after ceremonies performed in neighbouring
villages. Among these alleged cases of poisoning, two involved toinpon-tany families from
Marovato and Fenoarivo. They were attributed to adultery.' 4 In both cases, the victims
came from Marovato and the accused perpetrators from Fenoarivo. In the mree remaining
cases, Marovato migrants were poisoned following alleged acts of disrespect towards
lompon-tanj families of neighbouring villages. In all situations, it concerned boys of migrant
families who had tried to initiate romantic relations with tompon-tanj gids.
The sixth case occurred in Marovato during 1992. The victim, Ngama, was the son of
totnpon-tanj Ragaby and one of my principal informants. He was eighteen years old. He still
dwelled with his father (his parents were separated) when his cousin Ramisa (39) and his
wife Moma (27) came to live with them. Ramisa is the oldest son of an older brotiher of
Ragaby. Not long after they arrived in Marovato, I heard via the gossip circuit in the village
that Ngama was having an affair with Moma. People told me that what he was doing was
very dangerous. I discovered just how dangerous several weeks later in the early morning,
when Ngama arrived at my doorstep. He had fallen ill, but could not go to his parents.
Foam was visible in his mouth as he spoke. His eyes were heavily bloodshot. He died later
that same day.
The seventh case was the only one involving an andero^ although as a victim. It was Mamy,
die stepsister of Sambo (cf. chapter six). Sambo recounted her death as follows:
"When Mamy died, there was foam (iwovorobavd) on her mouth. That is how you
know diat it is poison. 16 I immediately suspected the person who had made her
pregnant. It was his family. You see, he is not from West Marovato. And got in
trouble when his father found out. That is why she had to die."
SE: "But how could they poison her?"
Sambo: "At first I wondered about that myself. People usually get killed because of
poisoned food. With her it must have been toaka gasy}1 You see, she liked to go to
the river at night. Maybe she took something to drink from the wrong person. All I
know is that she came home in the middle of the night with a terrible stomach ache.
For hours she was in pain. I could do nothing because we do not know the ombiasy.
She died. Just before the sun rose, we buried her in the mountains. That is all I can
tell you. I do not like speaking about the dead."

14

Adulter)- is seen as a cardinal sin by the villagers in daily life. It is only tolerated in particular contexts, such
as funerals.
15

I was informed of one more case of poisoning but since the case was not corroborated, it is not listed here.
Raozy (cf. chapter six) believed that her son Sambatra had been poisoned by the family of her husband Lahy.
His father, Rafidy Andriana, was directly accused by her because he had protested vehemendy against the
relationship of Lahy and Raozy whom people view as an andevo.
16
In the six other cases, people also spoke of victims foaming at the mouth. The people who related the
stories all saw this as a sign that the person had died of poisoning.
17
Alcohol is both a super conductor of social consubstantiality (cf. Bloch op at. 143) and a handy transmitter
of poison. Tompon-tany regularly drink togedier to openly show their bonds of solidarity. If Mamy actually was
poisoned by alcohol, it is difficult to understand why she drank it. Everybody, the andevo included, are well
aware of die risks of drinking alcohol.
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Mamy apparently died in 1993. I was not in Marovato at the time. When I discussed the
event later with some villagers, their information resembled what Sambo had told me.
People said that the boy in question was from an important tompon-tany family in Marovato.
I was unable to uncover any further details with respect to the person's identity.
H o w is t h e decision taken to poison s o m e b o d y ?
Although all the above-described poisonings originated in personal conflicts, poisoning is
not viewed as an individual action. Villagers generally stated that poisoning was an issue to
be resolved between two families, or was an intra-family matter where the poisoning
occurred within the family. Based on the limited number of cases to which I was exposed,
it would appear that disrespect is a primary ground behind many if not most poisonings.
When asked about poisoning, villagers always asserted initially that it was "very bad" (ratsy
be). However, when circumstances, such as those just described, were presented to them in
detail, they just as unanimously approved the poisoning after the fact.
They justified their approval by stating that the poisoning surely had been a well-considered
decision, as it was approved by senior family members. In the cases referred to above,
people never pointed out an individual as the alleged perpetrator, but the whole family in
the village. In case six, where the poisoning took place within a tompon-tany family, people
held not only Ramisa but also his father Ravelo responsible, despite die fact that the father
lived ten kilometres away from Marovato and was not present at the moment of the alleged
poisoning. People said that Ramisa certainly had consulted his father Ravelo on the matter
and that it must have been him who had arranged for the poison.
Who administers the poison?
Villagers generally stated that the administering of the poison was a matter for the ombiasy,
exclusive specialists in preparation of poisons, protections and antidotes. They were either
unwilling or unable to tell me the ingredients used to poison. I approached a number of
ombiasy, including those of Rafidy Andriana and of Ratema, all of whom refused to discuss
their business with me. It appeared that they would only work for the families with whom
they had exclusivity agreements. In Marovato, each tompon-tany has his own ombiasy, who is
not accessible to other people in the village. Migrants of free descent commonly still rely
on the ombiasy of their region of origin. Andevo do not consult ombiasy. They say this is
because the ombiasy refuse to provide them with their services. The ombiasy were even more
emphatic, stating that they would not even consider allowing an andevo to approach.
What h a p p e n s after somebody has b e e n poisoned?
That poisoning is far from being just a personal vendetta becomes even more evident
following the event. In Marovato and neighbouring villagers, the family of the victim has
the option of bringing the matter of the alleged poisoning before the tompon-tany village
council. The to/npon-tany then deliberate and determine which family is held responsible and
even levy sanctions.
The first five cases were submitted to the Marovato tompon-tany council. Council members,
since die poisonings played on an inter-village level, discussed the matter with the tompontany of the villages concerned. I n all five matters, they joindy determined that die family of
the victim did not need to be compensated on the grounds that the victims "called it upon
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themselves" (fahadisoanïsg ireo i~ary). As Rafidy Andriana further explained: "Everybody
knows diat taking the wife of somebody else is dangerous. And the migrants also should
have known better. Tompon-tany women belong with tompon-tany men."
The sixdi case was more complicated, as poisoner and victim were members of the tompontany family of Ragaby. His son Ngama was the victim. Ragaby immediately announced,
upon being apprised of the death, that he expected his fellow tompon-tany village council
members to deal with the matter. Ragaby accused his older brother Ravclo and his cousin
Ramisa of the poisoning. Rafidy Andriana and Ratema, two of Marovato's most prominent
tompon-tany, travelled to Ravelo's village to confer with tompon-tany there on the matter. After
lengthy debate, it was decided that Ravelo should pay a fine of two zebus to his brother.
Everybody seemed satisfied with this punishment, Ragaby included.
The last case, the poisoning of Mamy, never made it before the tompon-tany village council.
Her stepbrother Sambo explained:
"They will never punish one of their own. And remember, we are just the andevo.
Nobody is going to defend us."
None of the above-mentioned cases were ever referred to the legal tribunal. Villagers claim
they resort to local elders to resolve disputes because they have more faith in this system
than in the official one. Courts of general jurisdiction are considered far too expensive and
rumoured to be rife with corruption. This despite the fact that they had no direct dealings
with the tribunal.
Poisoning, however, is not a form of dispute resolution which is random or without
consequences, as indicated by the extensive formal discussions which follow any poisoning,
and eventual collective sanctions applied after the fact. Furthermore, family seniors and the
ombiasy have to approve i t
It would appear that the social status, or the possession of basina as it were, of the persons
and families involved, plays a central role in the tompon-tany assessment of a poisoning. In
all cases I observed, tompon-tany were accused of being behind the poisoning. When these
poisonings took place between tompon-tany families they were heavily condemned by other
tompon-tany and the cases were submitted to the local tompon-tany village councils. Poisonings
within tompon-tany families (cf. case six) are seen as even more grave offences. The alleged
poisoning of this kind that took place in Marovato was the only one where a sanction
followed. Poisoning of migrants by tompon-tany were all blamed on the migrants themselves.
N o sanctions for the assumed perpetrators followed. And in the one case concerning the
andevo victim Mamy, villagers of free descent claimed that it was her own fault.
(ii)

Fanafody gasy ("Malagasy m e d i c i n e " or sorcery)

People call fanafody gasy, "poisoning at a distance". Like actual poisoning fanafody gasy is used
to punish disrespect. The choice to take revenge by poisoning or sorcery is generally taken
by senior family members in conclave with the ombiasy. If they fail to come to a decision,
the ombiasy will consult the ancestors of the concerned family on the matter. He does this
via a divination system, that is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss, or he waits for a
message from the ancestors in a dream.
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When sorcery is the method of choice to settle a conflict, the ombiasy will prepare a small
bundle of selected herbs. Only ombiasy have the power and right to make these "Malagasy
medicines". They are believed to be infused with her/ directly transmitted from the
ancestors. People say that once fanafody gasy is placed in the house of the presumed victim,
the person will fall ill or even die.
Cases of sorcery
The extent to which people believe in the power of faiiafody gasy can best be illustrated by
the case of Lova (29).
Lova is the granddaughter of tompon-tany Mitsiky, who died in 1996 (cf. chapter seven).
\XTien I first met Lova in 1992, she was bedridden, despite her young age, a condition
which she claimed was due to sorcery. Lova explained to me that she had been married to a
man from a lompon-tany family in a neighbouring village. When he died in 1989, his older
brother Rakoto presented himself as the new partner for Lova. His father accepted his
offer and after discussions with Lova's father, the two concluded they should marry. Lova,
however, objected. She disliked Rakoto and refused to marry him. Several weeks later, as
Lova recounts the story, she discovered a small bundle of herbs under her grass mat:
"I was cleaning the house and found it laying there. The heiy in it immediately took
power over me. My head started spinning and it felt like my legs could not carry me.
I fell and could not move anymore. I have been laying like this for years now."
Soon after the event, Lova's grandfather Mitsiky engaged his family ombiasy to make a
counter amulet iody). Over a period of several years, every amulet made by the ombiasy
failed to achieve the desired result. This was blamed on the amulet not containing enough
ancestral hasina. The family suspected of planting the "Malagasy medicine" claimed noble
descent, whereas Mitsiky was of commoner's origin. According to Mitsiky, the hery present
in the fanafocly gasy which paralysed Lova was stronger than the hasina in their counter
amulet.
In July 1992, the ombiasy placed another amulet on Lova's neck. This occurred within a few
weeks after Rakoto married a girl from his own village. Lova stated that, by this time,
Rakoto had probably forgotten her completely. The combined conditions allowed the
amulet to be effective.
I personally witnessed the placing of this amulet on Lova in the presence of the family
ombiasy and her grandfather Mitsiky. A few minutes after it was put on, Lova got up and
walked little steps around the room. She was still very weak and skinny. But a few weeks
later she seemed to have completely recovered.
From 1989-1999, I recorded five other cases of alleged sorcery. Four of these cases
occurred between tompon-tany and migrants in the village. In each case, "Malagasy
medicine" was allegedly employed by tompon-tairy families because migrants had
"disrespected" them. In two instances, the migrant families had refused to pay outstanding
debts. The other two cases concerned migrants who had courted married tompon-tanj
women. The fifth case concerned andevo Soavita (cf.chapter six).
18
A typical amulet is composed of herbs, roots, grains, leaves or a combination. They are worn as a little
bundle on a sisal or plastic necklace around the neck or placed in a little cotton pouch hanging from a
necklace. Dubois (1938: 991) describes vegetable amulets of a similar nature.
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Soavita is suffering from an extremely swollen throat and claims this is due to
"Malagasy medicine" since she had found a litde bundle of herbs in her house.
Soavita suspects her father-in-law, the two children of her husband's deceased
brother and the two children from a former relationship of her husband. In 1992,
they all lived with her and her husband Masy in Marovato.
Soavita says she treated these children as her own. She thinks, however, that the
feelings were not reciprocal because she says to be andevo whereas her husband is of
commoner descent. N o w mat the four were in their twenties and still not married,
they blamed it all on her. She was supposed to bring bad luck.
The four youngsters eventually moved out to live with their grandfather in a
neighbouring village. They continued to pay the occasional visit to Soavita's husband
in Marovato. Soavita thinks that it was on one of these occasions fhat they put
"Malagasy medicine" in her house. She found it under her water bucket the day after
the four had left. She explains Üiis as follows:
"It was clear that it was meant for me. I was very much afraid that somediing would
happen to me. But I also was afraid to talk about it with my husband. I thought that
his children had planted it. I think that my father-in-law was also in it. It must be.
They can never do it on their own. My husband would always take their side. For
weeks, nothing happened. In the end I almost forgot about it. It was a long time later
that my throat started swelling. And it never stopped. It must have been Malagasy
medicine."
Soavita's symptoms would appear to be those of an illness with an entirely natural cause.
Generally, villagers accept the biological origins of illnesses, but see illness as being
triggered by a preceding cause.19 In their own words, people do not fall ill widiout good
reason. And that reason was Aery.
If Aery causes the illness, where does the Aery come from? In the case of free descent
families, diis Aery is believed to have been directly sent by the ancestors to express their
displeasure at a violation of "Malagasy customs". In me case of the andevo, illness or bad
fortune is said to be caused by the frustrated ambiroa of andevo deceased caught between the
here and the hereafter. Or, thirdly, Aery may be transmitted via "Malagasy medicine". This
explains why free descent people go to the ornbiasj when they fall ill. Only the ornbiasy has
the power and knowledge to prepare an antidote containing ancestral Aasina that will
neutralise the Aery at work in their bodies. 20
T h e role of sorcery
In all the above cases, tompon-tanj allegedly planted the "Malagasy medicine". Migrants of
free descent, in principle, are unable to use sorcery against fellow villagers, primarily
because their family ornbiasy lives far away. They also stressed that it would be particulady
ill-advised to perform sorcery against tompon-tany since the reprisal measures of the tompontanj would be far more powerful. The fear of tompon-tany sorcery is omnipresent in the
19
Cf. Robert Pool (1989) 'There must have been something..." which discusses an analogous situation in a
village in the Western Grassfields of Cameroon.
20

This presents a problem for the large number of migrants whose ornbiasy reside at great distances. They
palliate this gap by bringing protective amulets with them when they migrate.
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villages. They believe that the to/npon-tany, with assistance of their ombiasy, are able to
manipulate ancestral energies and use them for sorcery.
Poisoning and sorcery are last resort options to setde disputes. But contrary to cases of
poisoning cases of sorcery are not referred to the tompon-tany village council. This is
considered by its members to b e an intermingling of affairs, which might cause the hery of
the "Malagasy medicine" to be misdirected towards them. Hery is to be avoided at all costs.
Although the andevo are seen as people who are unable to control hery and are named as
potential poisoners and sorcerers, I heard of no such cases in the Marovato region Even
presuming the andevo had such intentions, they are faced with the obstacles of not being
allowed to socialise with other villagers Nor d o they have access to the ombiasy who are die
principle disseminators of poison and "Malagasy medicine" used in sorcery. Andevo
themselves stress that they have no access to or knowledge of sorcery. They assert,
however, that sorcery may be used against them by people with greater hasina. Despite this
claim, I personally came across only one situation of an andevo supposedly having fallen
prey to sorcery (cf. case above).
Poisoning and sorcery therefore are mainly mechanisms that operate within and between
tompon-tany families. It is difficult to determine to what extent the threat of poisoning and
sorcery are effective tools in making villagers adhere to the social mores. There is no doubt
that at least the rhetoric of poisoning and sorcery are still actively employed as an
instrument of power or to avenge wrongs. They are sometimes "spontaneously" used as a
means of revenge and seeking "justice", particulady as an enforcement of codes of family
honour. Poisoning and sorcery are both part of the social morality and subject to
ratification by the internal justice system of the village.
It is in the area of witchcraft that the andevo have used the great fear and ambivalence
surrounding the notion of hery to their own advantage.
(iii)

Mosavy

(witchcraft) 2 1

Whereas sorcery and poisoning take place principally within and between free descent
families, witchcraft is more closely associated with the andevo.
Who are s e e n as potential witches a n d why?
In Marovato, two andevo are called witches {mpamosaiy) They are Sambo and Lalao.
In Merina and Betsileo society, non-agnates and non-kin are those principally accused of
witchcraft." Villagers in the Marovato region believe that particularly andevo are witches.
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The act of witchcraft is called mosavy. The word mpamosaiy refers to the person, a witch.
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Kottak (1980: 175) states that: "Within a primarily agnatic village there is a socially recognized difference
between the children of sons and those of daughters. Agnates express their hostility to nonagnates, most
commonly by leveling accusations of witchcraft against them". Bloch (1971: 67) goes even further and claims
that among die Merina most accusations of witchcraft are typically between unrelated people. In the
Marovato region also, accusations of witchcraft are principally, but not exclusively, made between unrelated
people.
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Although they admit that free descent people can in principle become witches, andevo are
seen as more natural candidates. Rafidy Andriana explained to me why this was so:
"It is die hery again. The andevo can not really help it. It is the hery in the ambiroa of
their dead people. They are upset that they cannot go to the other side because andevo
do not have tombs. They show their discontent by making their descendants ill. And
sometimes an ambiroa filled with bery from one of these dead people takes possession
of the body of an andevo. Usually of close family. The person cannot resist this
because they do not have sufficient basina. That is why to/npon-tany do not have any
witches in their families. We have enough basina in us to be protected against the hery
if our ancestors get upset with us. But mey won't get upset because we follow the
"Malagasy customs" very stricdy. We always please our ancestors. That is why we
only get hasina from them. All the andevo get from their dead people is bery."24
Rafidy Andriana seems to describe witchcraft here as a form of possession. In chapter
seven, it was mentioned that free descent people also can become possessed. People call it
tromba. It is seen as a positive phenomenon, because the person is possessed by the hasina
of the illustrious ancestor whose ambiroa lias temporarily taken over his or her bodv.
Conceptually, witchcraft might be viewed as the counterpart of tromba. In witchcraft, the
ambiroa of a deceased person also possesses somebody, but instead of being filled with
hasina it is filled with bery.
H o w witches operate: T w o case studies
Lalao and her husband Ratsimbazafy had improved their financial circumstances by the
time of my return in 1996 (cf chapter six). They had just built their own house in
Fenoarivo. Lalao and most of her daughters had replaced their front teeth with gold caps. I
had initially been informed that their improved circumstances were due to Lalao stealing
lamba from her former employer. She had worked for him in the town of Ambalavao, fort}'
kilometres to the north. This in itself was exceptional. Lalao and Sambo were the only
andevo known to regulady travel over long distances. The fact that she also worked was
unheard of. In the course of my 1996 field work, many people claimed that Lalao was a
witch.
I often met Lalao at riverside where she washed her clothes. We generally limited our
conversations to remarks o n her children or the weather. During one of these
discussions, she suddenly remarked: " D o you remember that I told you the other day
that people are jealous of me? That is because I do many things now that the olona
madio "pure people" do. I x>ok at my teeth."

23

Ramamonjisoa (1984: 51) claims that, among the Merina, die mainly (literally "black people", the term
connotes slave descent) are more closely associated with witchcraft: "Ces pratiques en fait sont communes
aux deux groupes, mais a des degrés différents: exceptionnellcs chez les hova (SE: "people of commoner
descent), elles sont plus généralisées chez les mainty."
24

Ramamonjisoa {ibid.: 51) postulates that free descent people believe the mainty Ate unable to resist die forces
of the occult: "... inférieurs sociaux que 1'on dit ne pas avoir resisté a la force des charmes qu'ils manipulcnt
et qui les domineraient." Here, it seems that the occult power that some mainly are supposed to manipulate is
derived from charms or amulets (ody). This is not the case for the andevo who have no access to these ody as is
explained in this chapter.
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She pulls her upper lip up with her right hand, proudly exhibiting the gold caps, a
sign of beaut}- and status not usually reserved for the andevo. Lalao continues: "People
are so jealous that they now accuse me of all kinds of evil things."
SE: " D o not be upset with me, but I have even heard that they call you a witch."
Lalao smiles: "Is that what they say now? Did they also tell you that I am dancing
naked on the tombs at night? And that I am dangerous?"
SE: "Well, more or less."
Lalao: "Fine. They won't bother me then. I can go wherever I want now. They will
make sure to stay far away from me. I think I will go to the market in Ankaramena
tomorrow. Maybe I will see you there."
O n many occasions, I saw Lalao freely circulating in the Ankaramena market, a place that
most other andevo generalij- avoided.
Sambo's (cf. chapter six) behaviour also had changed drastically since 1992, when he made
a point of avoiding me, remaining in Western Marovato like other andevo. During his
regular visits to the village in 1996, I could often hear him from a long distance, crossing
the village from North to South, making his presence known in a noisy and boisterous
manner.
Accusations concerning Sambo being a witch followed soon after an act of protest he
committed which was unthinkable for an andevo. Sambo, by definition, was a bit of a rebel,
having married a free descent woman. However, Sambo, being labelled andevo, was a
casualty of Randriamahalasa's plan to reorganise the village, which largely depended upon
disenfranchisement of die andevo. Sambo's marriage did nothing to protect him.
Two personal tragedies followed closely, which pushed Sambo from rebel to outlaw.
Firsdy, his stepsister was poisoned (see case of Mamy above). Then, Sambo's brother-inlaw Dezy orchestrated the physical removal of his wife Ratsara from the marital home. 35
Faced with this final humiliation, Sambo crossed his own social Rubicon. He burned down
his house and that of his mother before moving to Fenoarivo where he had bought his way
in.
It was Rafidy Andriana who warned me not to socialise with Sambo:
"Mademoa^ely, you have to be careful with him. You see, he is a mpamosaty. People
might think that you are one as well."
On the following day, I saw Sambo. I alluded to the accusation without mentioning the
accuser:
SE: "Somebody told me that it is not good that I talk to you."
Sambo smiles. His eyes twinkle. "Yes, you know that by now. I am an andevo. Or did
the person give you another reason?"
25

Dezy, a notorious drunkard, had convinced himself and others that the bery of an andevo deceased was the
cause of her illness.
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SE: "Yes, he said something about mpamosaiy."
This elicits a loud laugh from Sambo.
Sambo: "Oh, is that what he said? Yes, then I guess you have to be careful."
SE: "What is so dangerous about you then?"
Sambo: "I am not sure myself. All I know is that mpamosaiy are dangerous. They
work with hery"
SE: " H o w do they do this?"
Sambo: "They do not like people with tombs. So I guess I am one then."
He laughs again. While laughing he turns around and observes Rafidy Andnana
watching from the balcony of his house.
"Was the person you spoke with Rafidy Andriana by any chance?"
H e turns and walks away without taking his leave, still laughing to himself.
Free descent people harbour numerous myths concerning the behaviour of witches. Sambo
and Lalao were rumoured to circulate at night, naked, dancing on tombs. 26 Witches and
andevo frequently merge in the public imagination as both represent the profane and both
allegedly channel die evil of hery.21 In diis sense, they personify the contrary of the tompontany values. But, whereas the andevo seemed to adhere to the societal role that the tompon-tany
had devised for them, witches mocked the social system by desecrating tombs, the nexus of
socio-cultural life. It is not surprising that Sambo and Lalao were accused of witchcraft as
soon as they rejected dieir andevo role.
What do witches represent and why are people afraid of them?
Because villagers believe that witches are possessed by hery, they fear witches can spread
illness or death by a mere touch or look. Tompon-tany often told me that they possess
sufficient hasina to repel hery attacks, but prefer the path of prudence by keeping at safe
distances from witches. They advised that it is best to ignore them altogether. For children,
even those of tompon-tany families, witches present a bigger danger, because their hasina is
undeveloped. Most parents provide their children with amulets filled with ancestral hasina
made by the ombiasy. These amulets are the same as the ones used against sorcery. When a
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Cf. on the Malagasy mythology of witchcraft: Bloch (1971: 65-68), Danielli (1974), Dubois (1938: 907-911),
Feeley-Harnik (1978: 410), Gardenier (1986), Grandidier (1920: 476-478), Kottak (1980: 212, 215-217).
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The witch is Tindésirable par excellence" (Dubois 1938: 908), a position similar to that of the andevo. And
just like the andevo who are married to people of free descent, witches also are not allowed to enter the free
descent family tomb (Callet 1908: 273, Dubois ibid.: 679-680).
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The mythology on witches as described by Kottak (1980: 212) for the Betsileo in the Ambalavao region is
very similar to what I observed He states that people view witchcraft as die dark side of hasina ("beneficial
occult energy") and as such, it can be seen as the systematic inversion of ceremonial in Betsileo life:
"However, the Betsileo also must deal with the dark side of die force, die occult powers controlled by
sorcerers and witches, people who mock the social order by using its most potent symbols (e.g., food and
tomb, major symbols of kinship) in inappropriate contexts."
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person is believed to be the victim of witchcraft, the ombiasy will also prepare an amulet
which can neutralise the heiy that affected the person concerned.
Every andet'o is viewed as a potential witch by free descent people. The andevo themselves
seem to be aware that they risk becoming witches if the Aery in the atnbiroa of one of their
deceased takes over their body. At the same time, they have very little information on how,
why or when this occurs. When I questioned them on this issue, they usually returned the
question with one of their own: " D o you know how a proper witch should behave,
Mademoa^ely}" Occasionally, when I broached the topic, I would be asked whether I
thought witches really danced o n tombs. None claimed to have actually seen witches, let
alone that they were privy to their knowledge, other than Sambo and Lalao. Even they
seemed to imply rather than expressly assert their status as witches.
Whereas I came across no tangible evidence of the existence of witchcraft in Marovato,
free descent villagers unquestionably believe in it and fear it. Parents speak to children
about witchcraft, often in a manner to transmit implied messages on ideal social behaviour.
Children are instilled with warnings of the evil of witchcraft. For example, the rumour that
witches dance on tombs may be said to implicitly reinforce the sacredness of the tomb. In a
similar manner, concepts of poisoning, sorcery and "andevoness" (cf. next chapter) are
used in day-to-day village life as a negative counterpoint to the proper observation of the
"Malagasy customs".
It is difficult to draw general conclusions with only two alleged examples of witches, being
Sambo and Lalao. However, certain conjectures can certainly be made which provide some
context. Both of them appear t o have seized upon and embraced the status of andevo and
witch. By wearing the cloak of "andevoness", indeed, by embracing the negative labels
imposed upon them by the lompon-tanj and by "becoming" witches, they have succeeded in
gaining a certain freedom within the narrow confines of their pre-defined social role as
poor, submissive and self conscious andevo.
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Chapter nine

The concept of "andevoness"
Andero are defined as people without history', without ancestors and without descent
groups because they have no tombs. They are believed to be an "impure" people who
possess little basina and who cannot control the force of hery. The sum of these negative
qualities may be referred to as "andevoness", although it must be mentioned that the name
"andevoness" is not explicidy employed by the villagers. Nor does it appear anywhere in
the literature on Madagascar. Nevertheless, its determining features appeared in day-to-day
to/npon-tanj discourse and had real consequences for the people called andevo.
It also should be stressed that the concept of "andevoness", as defined for the purpose of
this thesis, reflects the position of the andero in a specific time and place, being the
Marovato region. The concept comprises the principal features of the andevo, which are
revealed in how they are viewed by others, but also in their perception of themselves.
Although the concept is based on my 1989-1999 field work, it clearly changed over time.
To cite just one example, allegations of andevo witchcraft only became common after the
toinpon-tany had unsuccessfully tried to evict them from Marovato. Finally, it should be
emphasised that "andevoness" is more than a simple compilation of the features
mentioned below. It is the whole social context within which the andevo live that expresses
their socio-cultural position.
I have defined seven features that are central to the concept of "andevoness".
"Andevoness" concerns people who:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

are associated with the history of slavery.
do not possess tombs.
do not have a "history".
possess little hasina.
cannot control the force oi hery.
do not have ancestors or larger descent groups.
are seen as "impure" (tnaloto).

This naturally begs the question as to the existence of "andevoness" in other regions of
Madagascar. One might also ask whether "andevoness" is rooted in the Betsileo past or is a
recent invention born of the harsh existence and unique conditions undedying the creation
of Marovato and odier villages with similar configurations. In this chapter, I will attempt to
see what parallels may be reasonably drawn with other parts of the country and will analyse
how the concept of "andevoness" relates to the position of slaves during the period of
slavery.
9.1

Past manifestations of "andevoness"

The literature on the history of slavery in Madagascar principally reflects the politicoeconomic impact of slavery in the Merina kingdom. Litde attention is paid to the sociocultural position of slaves.1 The next section will examine where, if at all, elements of
"andevoness" appeared within the lives of slaves in Imcrina.
1
My investigation into the relevant literature turned up virtually no discussion of the andevo with reference to
basina and hery. Despite a dearth of this particular kind of information, some references appear to indicate that
being a slave was an ontological condition not unrelated to a deficiency in hasina. Slaves in Imerina were
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Household slaves in Imerina
As stated in chapter one, what was called slaven- in Madagascar varied considerably
depending on time and place. Furthermore, the economic position of those called slaves
was diverse. Some worked directly for the king, others as household slaves. The latter
category was numerically more important, and will be the focus of this section.
Usually, male slave work involved a range of activities, including toil in the rice fields,
chopping wood, building their masters' houses, collecting grass for cattle feed, carrying the
master, and also replacing die master when he was absent fulfilling his corvee work
obligations for the royal Alerina house (cf. Callet 1908: 323-324).2 Women engaged in,
among other things, collecting water, piling rice, transporting wood, house-cleaning,
making fires, but also commonly took care of the children of the master (cf. Callet 1908:
324-325).
In the literature on Madagascar slavery, the relationship between master and slave is
described as "humane" (cf. Callet 1908, Saravon 1932, Sibree 1883).3 Relations between
master and slaves were conducted in a paternalistic jargon. Slaves were often referred to as
children (aflkitf) (cf. e.g. Raison-Jourde 1997: 121-123, Rantoandro 1993/1994: 146,
Saravon 1932: 292, Sibree 1883: 235).4 The kinship idiom that is employed here must be
understood in a hierarchical sense and not necessarily as in reference to the sentiment
parents would feel for their children. Kopytoff and Miers stress a similar point for slaven'
in many African communities where the kinship terminology also was very common:
"Quite consistendy, the metaphor "child" in fact signifies diat the acquired outsider is a
legal minor (1977: 25). Slaves also were legal minors in Madagascar (cf. Bloch 1980: 107,
Rakoto 1997: 65-84). Although Malagasy slaver)- is commonly portrayed as being benign
compared with, for example, plantation slaven in America, slaves were kept to the margins
of social Merina society.

prohibited from receiving the new year blessing of fertility and filiation, which was bestowed by the sovereign
sprinkling holy water on his subjects during the ceremony of the royal bath. When slaves were accidentally
touched by this water, they were automatically freed (Bloch 1980: 109, cf. chapter seven). One could
postulate that, by accidentally receiving the blessing, the slaves' Ijasina was restored i.e. they had regained the
ontological status of free persons. Graeber (1999: 320), working on the Merina, agrees that peoples' basina
was destroyed upon enslavement (cf. chapter seven).
2

Andrianampoinimenna in this context had said: "J e vous donne des esclaves pour que vous soyez en mesure
de me servir" (quote from Rantoandro: 1993/1994: 145).
J

In 1895 the French administrator M. Ranchot concludes: "Des nombreuses observations qui ont été
recueillics, il résulte que 1'esclavage revet a Madagascar un caractèrc particulier. Dans la pratique il parait être
devenu une sorte de servage domestique. On saccorde aussi a reconnaitre que les Hova sont doux et humains
envers leurs esclaves et que la condition de ces derniers n'est point matériellement malheurcuse." (quoted
from Savaron 1932: 294). And Razafimanantsoa even went so far in an article of 21 March 1993 (in Marturia
Vavolombelona Laharana 274) as to call slaves "andevo miadand'', andevo means "slaves" and miadana can be
translated as "be in luck". Slaves, then, who were lucky.
4

J.P. and B. Domcnichini (1999) argued that the position of slaves, whom they prefer to call "sujets privés",
was not so different from that of the free: "lis sont les sujets de leurs maitres, comme les maïtres sont les
sujets du souverain. lis doivent un service a leurs maitres, comme ceux-ci doivent un sen-ice au roi." In a
similar vein, J. Carol (1898: 37) wrote: 'Tesclave est plus libre que rhomme libre lui-même, et il le montre par
une constante gaieté".
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Imerina slaves h a d no descent groups, ancestors or history
The thousands of slaves who were abducted from their ancestral land became ' l o s t " {very)
people. They were separated from kin, friends, lovers, ancestors and history. They lost
everything and everybody they had cared for (cf. Graeber 1999: 319). In the specific case of
Imerina, slaves were unable, even after arrival in the area of enslavement, to attach
themselves to people and places. The nature of this roodessness can only be understood by
juxtaposing it against the social points of reference of those who did not suffer a similar
fate.
As stated earlier, all free Merina were, and remain to tiiis day, anchored in space and time
through tombs. The tomb is located on a specific plot of land called tanin-dra^ana
("ancestral land"). Metaphorically, it serves as a tangible reminder of many things: kinship,
the bond between the living the dead and the ancestors, the measure of current social
status. Even when people emigrate from their ancestral land, they still establish their social
status by referring to their ancestral homeland. In principle, every Merina has the intention
of eventually returning home for burial and reunification with their descent group and their
ancestors (Bloch 1971).
Slaves, however, were severed from their descent group and tomb. They languished in a
social vacuum between the society they had lost and the host society of their masters. Free
Merina lived at higher altitudes. Slaves dwelled in makeshift setdements in valleys, within
the vicinity of the rice paddies. Slaves had no permanent residence and circulated between
several hamlets, and often several masters, in different parts of Imerina (Ellis 1985: 8,
Graeber 1999: 320-321, cf. Sewell 1876, Cousins 1896, Piolet 1896). Nor were they allowed
to socially integrate into the host society, as was permitted in many other African societies
(Kopytoff and Miers 1977) since the "slavery-to-kinship continuum" simply was not an
option for them.
Merina kinship organisation is stricdy oriented towards group endogamy, felt to be
necessary to keep land within the descent groups. O n die other hand, slaves were
prohibited from creating their own social networks with other slaves. Although marriages
between slaves were permitted, they were not allowed to built permanent tombs 5 and
thereby anchor themselves to a particular territory and become integrated into the social
fabric of free society. They were seen as non-persons. As Bloch (1980: 131) writes: "In the
Merina case, the outcast nature of slaves is a by-product of the highly elaborate devices for
the ideological reproduction of the free society with its in-marrying kinship groups and
their mystical association with land and tombs. ..., it literally leaves no room for them." As
they did not have permanent tombs, slaves could not lay the groundwork for a new
ancestry. In their case, the rituals of burial and "ancestralisation" were not performed. 6

5

There are recorded cases of slaves allowed to be buried in their master's grave, but this was an atypical
situation. As Callet (1908: 273) writes that slaves can be buried anywhere: "... quelque part sur les coteaux
[n'importe oil]."
Dubois (1938: 718), like virtually all of the authors who have written on the Highlands, principally examines
socio-cultural life of the elite. In his analyses of funerals in the Southern Highlands, he dedicates only one
paragraph to slave funerals, where he states: "Autant les choses se compliquent pour les princes, autant elles
se simplifient, a 1'autre bout de 1'échelle sociale, pour les esclaves. On enterre vite, les discours se font assis;
. . . i l faut croire que leurs ambiroa ne sont pas beaucoup a redouter, car ['introduction du défunt dans le
monde des manes se fait, e'est le cas de le dire, <sans grande cércmonie>."
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T h e " i m p u r i t y " of slaves
Literature on Malagasy slavery contains numerous references to the literal and figurative
impurity of slaves (a.o. Dubois 1938: 873, Goedefroit 1998: 111-113, Graeber 1999: 320,
Ottino 1998: 135-139, Ramamonjisoa 1984: 39-76, Rasolomanana 1997: 333). 8 It was the
act of enslavement itself that defiled. Graeber states that slaves were ritually polluted by
their masters, who tubbed excrement on them and forced them to sleep with swine (cf.
Graeber 1999: 320).
Graeber (1999: 335) asserts that slaves in Imerina were not allowed to enter certain
ceremonial and burial places because they were deemed a contaminating presence. This
would appear far from absolute in the face of evidence tliat slaves sometimes lived with
their masters, and interacted with them on a daily basis, even engaging in physical contact,
such as when slaves bathed their master. Women slaves even dressed the hair of the
master's wife (Callet 1908: 323-324, Ramamonjisoa 1984: 39-72).
T h e abolition of slavery
In 1896, the reign of the Merina monarchy came to an end and Madagascar officially
became a French colony (1896-1960).9 The French considered the practice of slaver}' on
the island a clear violation of the republican principles of "liberté, cgalité, fraternitc".
Slaver}' was abolished that same year.
The freedom which followed upon emancipation was nominal, as slaves were left with n o
means of subsistence. Three principal avenues of survival were open to ex-slaves: the first
was to return to their native region, a largely theoretical avenue, as enslavement had
severed all previous ties with their kin. Some ex-slaves searched for available land to
cultivate, which led many to the no-man's-land surrounding the Highlands. A third group
remained on or near the property of their former masters where they continued to work,
share-cropping small plots of land allotted to them during enslavement, thereby meeting
subsistence needs, and little more. What emancipation did not bring was an improvement
in economic prospects or an increase in prosperity. Rights of usufruct could be passed on
from father to son but, under the law, the land remained the property of die former slave
master (Bloch: 1980: 103-106, Saravon 1932: 294-296).
The abolition of slaver}' did little to alter the social status of slaves. Ex-slaves retained their
former designation (andevd) and their children could not easily accede to the status of a free
person, contrary to other regions of Africa where integration was possible through
adoption by or marriage to a free person. 10 Merina and Betsileo rules of endogamy
7

Impurity and the absence of tombs, ancestors and descent groups, are also mentioned in connection with
the Menabe-Sakalava (Goedefroit 1998: 110-115, Feeley-Harnik 1991: 22, 57-58), and the Betsimisaraka
(Ottino 1998: 135-139) slaves, respectively in the central West and East coasts of Madagascar. However, little
in the way of ethnographic evidence supports this contention. In the dialect of the Southern Sakalava, the
term abile can mean either "slave" or "impure, vile"(Beaujard/Tsaboto 1997: 395).
8

Authors, generally appear to be citing each other and rarely expand on the issue.

9

In 1890, Britain and France signed a treaty exchanging French recognition of British control over Zanzibar
for British acceptance of the French claim to Madagascar.

10
This does not, however, appear to be the case for some sub-Saharan communities, where, slave
descendants still are relegated to positions in the margins of society (cf. Ensel 1998, Villasante-De Beauvais
2000).
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prevented the andevo of the Highlands from achieving social mobility through adoption or
marriage. Kin groups were arranged hierarchically, and marriage to someone from an
inferior family meant that their children always belonged to the lower group (Bloch 1980:
108). Thus, the abolition of slavery legally emancipated the slaves. But the failure to define
their future social and economic position left them exposed to being relegated to the
margins of society.
9.2

Current manifestations of "andevoness"

The next sections will discuss whether features of "andevoness" can be found in other
Malagasy communities, particulady in Merina society." This inquiry is by definition
preliminary, as the notion of "andevoness" has yet to be addressed and discussed among
scientists studying Madagascar.
Features of "andevoness" in Merina society
The gateway for an ex-slave into the free wodd could only be passed by establishing a
tomb and thereby creating local descent groups and ancestors. As ex-slaves who remained
on to work die land of their former masters were in leasehold relationships, they were
precluded from ancestral land and consequently, a permanent family tomb. But, the mere
act of leaving was usually insufficient to shed their status as ex-slaves:
The slaves only had perishable tombs in old Imerina and, many of them have built
new permanent tombs in the new area and not in the old where their inferior status is
remembered. This aspect should not, however, be overestimated since there are
many other ways in which 'free' descent can be demonstrated. Most important of
these is the fact that physical appearance is usually sufficient indication of slave
descent (Bloch 1971: 136).
So, whereas not having a family tomb implied that one was a non-person (Bloch 1980:
120), creating a tomb did not mean that the mainty ("blacks")12 could free themselves from
their past. Their distinct physiognomy meant they were easily labelled as people of slave
descent. Even today, many mainly live on the fringes of society.13
Furthermore, Merina and Betsileo show remarkable cultural resemblance and share the
same spatial symbolism, in which the West is perceived as an inferior place. In her study of
die descendants of slaves in the Antananarivo region, Rabearimanana notes mat in Merina
villages mey also predominantly reside in the Western parts (1997: 291).

11
Throughout this thesis, I have already referred to elements of "andevoness" among the Betsileo whenever I
came across analogous situations in different parts of the Southern Highlands.
12

Conversely, it does not necessarily follow that being "black" (mainty) proves actual slave descent. Free
Malagasy have also migrated to Imerina. Moreover, most Merina do not clearly fall within either xhtfotsy or
mainty category since they are neither "white" or "black". Most Merina are classified under the folsy-maint)'
dichotomy according to whether they have a family tomb and not physical appearance. Fotsy are those Merina
who have a family tomb and mainty are those who have none or who have only recently established one.
Slaves in the Betsileo region usually could not be distinguished by their physical appearance.
13
Rabearimanana, Rajaoson and Randriamaro deal with this subject in the publication of the proceedings of
an international Seminar entitled: "L'Esclavage a Madagascar. Aspects historiques et resurgences
contemporaines', 1997.
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A number of authors have observed the custom of prohibiting marriages between fotsy and
mainly Merina (Rabearimanana 1997: 291-302, Rajaoson 1997: 347-356, Ramamonjisoa
1984: 39-77). Merina who defy this rule are often expelled from the fotsy family network
and dieir andero partners and children are not allowed entry into the family tomb of the fotsy
parent (Bloch 1971: 199).M Authors who have studied fotsy-mainty relations make ample
reference to racial discrimination and economic distortions. 15 They make little or no
mention of the "pure"-"impure" dichotomy. But in view of the cultural similarities
between the Betsileo and the Merina, the "pure"-"impure" distinction could very well be a
parameter in Merina concepts of inequality as well. 16
The foregoing comparative survey was undertaken to determine whether any other regions
in past or present Madagascar display features which are analogous to the Marovato
configuration of "andevoness" and its constituent components. This inquiry concludes that
the literature reveals no situation where all the components of "andevoness" exist. Nor did
I come across any situation where any of its single constituent elements currently exists to
the same degree as in Marovato. Possible explanations for this will be discussed in the
following chapter.
9.3

T h e M a r o v a t o memory of the past

In the Marovato region, villagers are reluctant to discuss the history of slavery in
Madagascar, despite the fact that the current position of me andevo is usually justified by
their alleged slave origins. Villagers of free descent unanimously asserted, however, that
slaves had become "impure" and lost most of their hadna ("vital energy") upon
enslavement. The tompon-tany considered this condition as irreversible. Not even the
abolition of slavery could remedy their state.
Unlike the Sakalava and Betsimisaraka (cf. Goedefroit 1998: 110-121, Ottino 1998: 134139), who used "purification" rituals in order to restore the "pure" status of former slaves,
the tompon-tany stress that, for them, "purification" is a ritual only available to free descent
people who have become temporarily "impure" due to contact with an andevo. For the
andevo, such a ritual would not be relevant because their "impurity" is in their blood.
The andevo, and "andevoness", represent something obviously crucial, organic and inherent
to the worldview of the Marovato Betsileo. It is an expression of what the tompon tarry are
not. One is sorely tempted to postulate that "andevoness" is an expression of what tompontany are no longer. For, if they have highlighted certain things of the past, have they not
equally omitted certain others which are of such importance to the period of slavery?
Slaves interacted with masters. Andevo do not. Slaves did the hair of their masters. Andevo

14
The Sakalava and Betsimisaraka also prohibit intermarriage with slave descendants. This survives even in
cases where ex-slaves have been able to establish tombs and have been ritually cleansed (cf. Goedefroit 1998:
110-121, Ottino 1998: 134-139).
15

For example, Rabearimanana writes: "Beaucoup manquent, en effet, de terres, ce qui les place dans une
situation de dépendance par rapport aux propriétaires fonciers" (1997: 297).
16
As the work of Ramamonjisoa (1984: 39-76) also indicates. On the question of ritual impurity, die
Antemoro deserve to be noted in passing. This group, living on the Southeast coast of Madagascar, also uses
a concept of "impurity" but there, it is principally related to a free descent group (the Antevolo). This concept
of "impurity" is different from that described for the Marovato region. This may be due to the Arab influence
on Antemoro society (cf. (Beaujard/Tsaboto 1997, Chandon-Moët 1972, Deschamps/Vianès 1959,
Ravelomandroso 1994: 161-162, Rolland 1998).
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do not. Slaves lived in masters' houses on occasion. Andevo have progressively been pushed
to the margins, and then completely into the shadows of the tompon-tany consciousness.
Indeed, for the tompon-tany of Marovato who represent even death itself in explicit, tangible
forms and architectures, what could be a more eloquent, yet occulted expression of the
memory of slaven' than to conserve living monuments in the form of the andevo and their
"andevoness"?
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Chapter ten

Conclusions and Comparative Theoretical Analyses
The filial chapter of this thesis first examines Marovato's transition from frontier to village
in the light of Igor Kopytoff s frontier process model. The chapter also sets forth my own
theoretical conclusions, and possible avenues of future research.
10.1

Marovato and frontier society theory

Igor Kopytoff (1987) developed a theory of frontier society largely inspired by Frederick
Jackson Turner's American frontier model, 1 a model which he adapted and applied to the
African context. The frontier which Kopytoff spoke of was a
local frontier, lying at the fringes of the numerous established African societies. It is
on such frontiers that most African polities and societies have, so to speak, been
"constructed" out of the bits and pieces - human and cultural - of existing societies
{ibid.: 3).
Kopytoff s essentially morphological analysis views frontier not as frontier per se, but as a
process of construction of a new society by a sub-group that has separated from a larger
socio-political entity. He sees this "continuum" as the essence of many African societies.
Kopytoff traces the frontier from its inchoate form through to maturity.
Kopytoff s model contains eleven steps, which are reproduced in the following table:
1. The Production of Frontiersmen
2. Movement in Groups
3. The Institutional Vacuum
4. Pre-Existing Social Models
5. Adherents as Kinsmen
6. Adherents as Subjects

7. Firstcomers and Latecomers
8. Patrimonialism
9. Inter-Dependence
10. The Regional Context
11. The Frontier as Historical Process

The first two components of Kopytoff s analysis concern the beginnings of the frontier
process, and the later phases might be termed "emerging" facets which come into play
once the frontier starts showing nascent forms of a society. The last three components of
Kopytoff s model will not be discussed as they apply, if at all, at a later stage of Marovato
development.
Kopytoff s general model provides a useful comparative grid. Many of the developments
described by him also occurred in Marovato, although not always in the same manner.
Both the underlying circumstances and the hallmarks of Marovato society are harsh and
extreme, but Kopytoff s model shows us that the Marovato experience is not the only one
of its kind.
The production of frontiersmen
A frontier, as Kopytoff points out, is built by frontiersmen. It is a social construction, and a
process through which African societies developed, and not merely a newly inhabited
stretch of savannah. A frontiersman is created by an event, one that is often triggered by
' Cf. Frederik Jackson Turner (1893).
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forces beyond his control. He is, to use Kopytoff s language, ejected from the metropole. 2
Before opting for the frontier, the frontiersman faces an even less desirable set of
alternatives. His departure is often preceded by famines, exclusion or war {ibid.: 17-23).
Kopytoff further asserts that the creation of frontiers was facilitated by "the Africans'
relative indifference to rootedness in a physical space, togemer with an indifference to a
permanent attachment to a particular place." Place, according to Kopytoff s view of the
African psyche, is principally perceived to be social space. If people migrate, the social
space allegedly changes. This is apparendy founded on the belief that ancestors move with
the migrants no matter where they are buried (ibid: 22-23). The foregoing statements
should, however, be qualified. Even Kopytoff himself admits that the source and
inspiration for the frontier is the metropole, someming far more indicative of attachment
than of "relative indifference".
In the Highlands of Madagascar, being anchored in space is very important. Social
existence depends upon having a tomb and ancestral land. This does not mean that people
lack mobility. Even Merina and Betsileo, who are reputed to have the strongest attachment
to their ancestral homeland, will resort to migration when their original land base is no
longer economically viable to support the whole kin group (Bloch 1971). But, even after
relocation, people claim they maintain ongoing contacts with their kin. Indeed, villagers
frequently express their yearning to return to the homeland for burial. Their ritual
ceremonies reflect this longing for the tomb (cf. chapter seven). In reality, most will never
return. Where possible, migrants occasionally build their own tomb in the area of
migration. This would appear to be more common for the Betsileo than the Merina
(Kottak 1980: 229).
By their own admission, the Marovato tompon-tany are all originally migrants. It is more
difficult to determine precisely where they came from, or as Kopytoff might express it,
where their metropole is located. The following paragraphs describe my inquiries into the
geographical origin of the Marovato tompon-tany (cf. also chapter two).
Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro created Marovato in the no-man's-land of the extreme
Southern Highlands. They were bom in the region, respectively in Vidia and Marovotry. 4
The oldest descendant of the former royal house in Anjoma, Andriamaheva, spoke to me
at some length about these villages. He said that they were all founded at the beginning of
the twentieth century by olona vaovao ("new people") but claimed to have no further
knowledge of their origins.
Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro's parents are buried in tombs built by their sons in
Marovato. This would appear to indicate that the parents had not previously established
their own permanent tomb in the region. Furthermore, Rafidy Andriana and Andriamaro's
brothers and sisters, who now still live in their natal villages or in villages near Marovato,
also will be buried in the respective family tombs established in Marovato. Finally, those
family members who have pre-deceased have all been interred in these tombs as well.

2

Kopytoff defines the metropole as the established society from which the frontiersmen originate (ibid.: 26).

3

The no-man's-lands around the Highlands are known to be areas where ex-slaves settled (cf. Bloch 1980:
114-115). Comparative research in these regions might disclose valuable information on setdement of slave
descendants.

4

For details on the settlement history of the Marovato region see chapter two.
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Of all the tompon-tanj in Marovato, I was only able to trace back the genealogical roots of
one family (G. on Marovato maps). They are descendants of two brothers of Andriamaheva (see above), the oldest living member of the former royal house in Anjoma. The
two brothers moved to Marovato in the 1960s. The remaining tompon-tany arrived during
the same time period, just prior to 1967, the year of the land pact which entrenched meir
status as tompon-tanj/. These families all claim to be firstcomers to the region, and can
therefore be viewed as frontiersmen.
N o conclusive proof exists that the Marovato tompon-tany are of slave descent. However the
following factors would point to this (with the exception of the one family mentioned
above) as a very plausible hypothesis:
1. Historical sources state that the region was peopled by ex-slaves and their descendants
(archives Aix-en-Provencè).
2. The tompon-tany only recendy established their family tombs.
3. They cannot trace their genealogy further back than one generation, whereas free
descent Betsileo in other parts of the Southern Highlands are able to recount several
generations of their family history (cf. Kottak 1980).
4. They are unable to identify their named descent group. This also sharply contrasts with
Betsileo in other regions of the Southern Highlands (cf. chapter two).
5. The particular structure of the kinship networks, with a very limited patrilineal descent
group (cf. chapter two).
6. The harsh and unforgiving territory where they settled is reputed to be extremely
dangerous (cf. chapter one).
However, even if we accept the premise that virtually all tompon-tanj of Marovato are of
slave descent, there still remains the problem of determining what constituted dieir
metropole in the absence of information with respect to their place of origin.
Kopytoff {ibid.: 26) introduces the notion of Metropole as follows:
Frontiersmen usually came from an established society, which I refer to here as their
metropole, and their co-frontiersmen came from the same or other metropoles
abutting more or less closely on the frontier.
The metropole could be a large state or a set of states, or be a quite small socio-political
unit. In the case of slaves (cf. Cassanelli 1987 for the Bantu slaves escaping from Somali
lineages) it could occasionally take on the form of an acephalous system of autonomous kin
groups (Kopytoff ibid.'. 26). Although Kopytoff discusses metropole as a physical place, his
metropole may be described in broader terms, a notion not limited to a particular sociopolitical space. This metropole would comprise ideational systems of shared ideas,
concepts, rules and meanings that undedie and are expressed in the ways people live. For,
although metropole necessarily connotes a strong association with a defined territory, one
might argue that the values and traditions of a metropole are internalised by its constituent
members long prior to departure, and it is this internalisation which safeguards metropole
values for the frontier, where they are externalised by the frontiersmen.
If we apply this reasoning to the people of Marovato, metropole may be said to be
contained within the interdependent concepts of tombs, ancestors and kinship. This
triangle of society exists throughout Madagascar, but is most closely linked with die Merina
and Betsileo living in the Highlands. In building their society, the tompon-tanj of Marovato
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have, in a highly articulated and innovative manner, resuscitated the memorv of tombs,
ancestors and kinship. I^ater migrants also share the memory of these concepts. Today,
Marovato villagers, even those labelled andevo, believe in the importance of tombs,
ancestors and kinship.
M o v e m e n t in g r o u p s
In the African context, people often left for the frontier as part of latent groups of
solidarity. In essence, it means that rupture from existing groups occurred in sub-groups
rather than individually (Kopytoff ibid.: 23-25). This, however, does not appear to be the
pattern for settlement of the no-man's-land in the extreme Southern Highlands. All current
tompon-tany of Marovato came to the village unaccompanied by dieir extended families.
Kopytoff states that African frontiersmen generally maintained relations with the
metropole. The reverse is true for the tompon-tany of Marovato who, by their own
admission, arrived in the extreme Southern Highlands without networks and were forced
to create their own. They accomplished this through the creation of ritual blood-bonds,
fosterage relations and marriages. The average male tompon-tany has married five times.
These relations were principally established with Betsileo communities outside the region,
but within the Southern Highlands.
Rafidy Andriana was married when he arrived in die village, a situation typical for the
average tompon-tany setder of the first generation. His later spouses came from the region
between Ambalavao and Fianarantsoa, where the tompon-tany frequendy visited the livestock
and produce markets. In this regard also, Rafidy Andriana is emblematic of other tompontany of his generation. H e ultimately married six times according to his own accounts.
Tompon-tany children married either into local tompon-tany families or with spouses
originating from their mothers' region. The patrilineal family, wim the exception of the
descendant of former royalty, is numerically very small, comprised of a limited number of
brothers and sisters of tompon-tany family leaders principally dwelling in neighbouring
villages. The limited number of tompon-tany patrilineal descent groups, as compared with the
social networks created through their wives, would support the thesis that most of the first
migrants to the extreme Southern Highlands were ex-slaves who had no kinship networks.
According to Kopytoff, the "continuing connection with die metropole and the
metropolitan identity" laid the foundation for the identity of the frontier in Africa {ibid:.
25). At its worst, the metropole can be a stifling inhibitor and oppressive force, but,
following rupture and striking out for a new frontier, it often serves as source of political
and social legitimacy. As mentioned, the tompon-tany were forced to forge their own version
of this process due to the absence of a physical metropole as a reference point. The tompontany met this challenge by creating their own networks. The tompon-tany affirmed their
historical origins and staked their claim to primacy and legitimacy through the trilogy of
tombs, ancestors and kinship. They defined their tompon-tany status by building tombs in the
region, thereby establishing an ancestral link. The 1967 land monopoly created by die
villagers effectively excluded later newcomers from acquiring tompon-tany status. Bom prior
to and following the creation o f the land monopoly, the tompon-tany continued to build
kinship networks in the Southern Highlands. This entrenched their temporal position of
superiority as free descent tompon-tany, while infusing it with a divine element via myth and
the ombiasy "traditional healer".
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T h e institutional vacuum
The Kopytoff model tells us that frontiersmen went to the new frontier with the ambition
to establish themselves "free of their metropolitan ties and without being beholden to new
political masters". They nevertheless often found themselves confronted with other groups
in the region where they sctded {ibid.: 25-33).
In the case of the extreme Southern I Iighlands, the region was virtually uninhabited prior
to the turn of the twentieth century according to archival records. This was confirmed to
me by elders dwelling near Anjoma, to the Northeast of the former no-man's-land and
during discussions with first migrants. Thus, the original setders, many of whom survive as
the current to/npon-tany ciders, were free to build their own society.
Pre-existing social models
Kopytoff states that frontier societies substantially replicate the features of the metropole.
This implies the reproduction of a familiar cultural inventory of symbols and practices in a
novel manner. The process is quite natural in Kopytoff s opiiuon, as the metropole is "near
at hand and fresh in memory" {ibid. 33-40).
This is also true of Marovato, although it is the memory of another sort of metropole
which has conditioned the construction and evolution of the village and surrounding
region. The first settlers in the no-man's-land built a society with many elements clearly
inspired by the interactive trinity of tombs, ancestors and kinship, yet specifically tailored to
suit their needs.
Social organisation of Marovato currendy flows out of two principal binary dichotomies.
The first divides villagers on the basis of their settlement status: to/npon-tany ("masters of the
land") - tnpimy ("migrants"). The second binary dichotomy distinguishes between olona
madio ("pure" or "clean people") and olona /naloto ("impure" or "dirty people"). Of the four
Betsileo status groups in the region: andriana ("noble descent", those who reincarnate as
crocodiles), 5 hova ("noble descent", who do not reincarnate), olo/npotsy ("commoner
descent"), andevo ("slave descent"), only the last is considered to be "impure". It is worth
repeating that nothing physically distinguishes the andei'o from the free descent groups.
To/npon-tany are exclusively comprised of people who setded in the region prior to 1967, all
of whom participated in the creation of the 1967 land pact. They possess family tombs in
the region. Mpiaiy are migrants who lease land from the to/npon-tany. The to/npontanyl'migrant paradigm can be found in various other parts of Madagascar, particularly
within the Highlands. The second binary opposition between olona madio and olona /naloto,
however, seems to have specifically evolved under the to/npon-tany of Marovato and
neighbouring villages. Although the "impure"/"pure" dichotomy has manifested itself at
other times and places in Madagascar, it has been taken to an extreme in the Marovato
region (cf. chapter nine). 6

5
The andriana status of some of the tompon-tany is an example of how they created the image of themselves as
being of noble descent dirough the myth of their reincarnation into crocodiles (cf. chapter 2).
6

The subject matter of this diesis obviously invites parallels with configurations of "impurity" outside
Madagascar. India is the most obvious example. However, comparative studies of this kind are problematic.
Slavery in the Malagasy Highlands, "andevoness" in the Marovato region, and die Indian configurations of
"impurity" are all time and place specific (Evers forthcoming).
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It is significant that whenever a migrant identifies himself in the region as Betsileo, this is
accepted at face value by the tompon-tany. This sharply contrasts with the tompon-tany
approach when assessing claims of descent status, i.e. whether somebody, usually a new
migrant, is of free or slave descent. Any claims to free descent are scrutinised carefully.
Success depends upon the production of convincing evidence that the migrant has a tomb.
If the tompon-tany are satisfied that a migrant actually does have a tomb, he or she will be
classified as a migrant of free descent and allowed to live in the Eastern part of the village.
He or she will henceforth be considered as a member of the "pure people" category,
alongside the tompon-tany themselves.7 If, on the other hand, the tompon-iany are not
convinced or conclude that evidence of the ancestral homeland and the tomb is deficient,
the migrant will be assigned to dwell in the Western part of the village, and classified as a
migrant of "slave origin" (andevd). The very name andevo automatically carries with it the
label "impure person".
The tompon-tatty refer to themselves as guardians of the jo/nba gasy with great pride.
"Malagas)- customs", however, do not refer to the stable and timeless system as the tompontany present it, but to the values, customs and institutions which they wish to protect within
their recently created society. In this sense, fombagasy also serves as a very effective societal
strategy. The categorisation of all newcomers into a clearly demarcated hierarchy brought
social, political, economic and cultural advantages for the lompon-tany. As successive groups
of migrants arrived, the myth of themselves as backbone of society and defenders of the
fomba gasy was strengthened. In this way, they overcame the contradiction of being recent
setders. That they were able to sustain this myth can be attributed to their adroit
manipulation of the powerful symbols of tombs, ancestors and kinship.
Adherents as kinsmen
Success of a new frontier society largely depended on attracting a sufficient number of
adherents and dependants. The first and most natural candidates were other family
members. At the same time, frontiersmen developed alliances through the creation of
marital ties (Kopytoff ibid.: 40-49).
In the Highlands, there is a well-established pattern of kinsmen taking initiatives to attract
relatives to the area of migration (cf. Bloch 1971, Kottak 1981). The Marovato situation
stands in direct contrast to this. During the first decades of Marovato's development,
tompon-tany only invited their brothers and sisters and accompanying offspring to live with
them. Upon arrival, they were immediately integrated into tompon-tany families and obtained
their own land. The numbers who actually arrived and integrated in this manner, however,
are not significant. N o migrant {mpiaiy) who setded between about 1970 and 1990 is related
to the tompon-tany.
Adherents as subjects
According to Kopytoff s model, the recruitment of kinship adherents reaches a critical
threshold when the numbers of the group become sufficiendy high. Kopytoff states that
upon society attaining sufficient maturity, the allied kin group n o longer feels threatened by
non-kin migrants, and allows their entry into the socio-political unit as subjects. This

7

After 1992, the category of "pure people" was further reinforced with the arrival of the mpikarama who were
principally drawn from die families of the wives of the tompon-tany. They commonly claim olompotsy descent.
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naturally depends upon a clear hierarchical distinction being made between the kin-based
ruling core and the newly arrived non-kin adherents (ibid: 49-52).
Here again, the process was exactly the reverse in Marovato. Non-kin were integrated at a
relatively early stage of Marovato's development, immediately following the 1967 land pact.
They were appointed to a specific social category, as either "pure people" or "impure
people". It is not clear whether this label was attached to the migrants upon arrival or
whether it developed over time. It was, however, well-established by the time I commenced
research in the village. Only after the tompon-tanj had created marital networks were nextof-kin on the wife's side allowed entry as mpikarama, "labourers" (cf. chapter five).
Furthermore, their position in Marovato society had been fixed well in advance by the
tompon-tany. Despite their kinship relations, these newcomers were no longer integrated into
the tompon-tany group and were initially prohibited from leasing land.
Firstcomers and latecomers
In Africa, firstcomers to a region were often able to establish local roots old enough to
make claims to great antiquity of residence and even to primacy. The firstcomers were the
first to claim "ownership" over land and assert the special ritual relationship to it and its
spirits. Firstcomers tried to further extend signs of seniority and engaged in the creation of
a "tradition" to which they could later appeal. Latecomers found themselves subject to the
authority asserted by the firstcomers in the local socio-political situation. (Kopytoff ibid:.
52-61)
In Marovato, a similar process took place. Firstcomers claimed authority over land and by
extension, over newcomers. Newcomers were assigned to pre-established socio-economic
positions. All migrants, whether of free descent or not, were duty bound to individual
tompon-tanj under land lease contracts (cf. chapter four). This structure created a quasipermanent debt relation between migrant and tompon-tany. Furthermore, migrants of free
descent had to offer their services during the harvest season to the tompon-tany leasing land
to them. They were paid a nominal sum for this work. This was not the case for the andevo,
who were obliged to perform unremunerated work for the tompon-tany nobility upon
demand. This latter system lasted until about 1993, when the land was taken from the
andevo and they were replaced as a work force by the tnpikarama (cf. chapter five).
Patrimonialism
In the process of developing further authority over people, firstcomers developed elaborate
cultural justifications for meir political position. In Africa, this often manifested itself as
"sacred chieftainship", or in the form of "divine kingship" (cf. Murdock 1959). The ruler's
supremacy was legitimised by appropriate local ritual symbols. These were accepted and
reinforced by those being ruled. All African authority figures were venerated as "sacred" by
the subjects (Kopytoff ibid: 62-68)
The concept of "sacredness" of the ruler is well-known in Madagascar. It was most clearly
exemplified in the period of the Merina kingdoms of the Highlands. Hasina, a supernatural
virtue, was concentrated in the king as a symbol of his innate religious superiority. The
hasina and the authority of the king were presumably unchallenged, innate and religious.
Subjects of the king rendered homage to him by presenting an uncut silver coin to him,
also called hasina. This ritual exchange confirmed the relationship between the ruler and the
ruled and legitimised the political and "sacred" superiority of the king (cf. chapter seven).
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Andnamaheva, the oldest descendant of the former Anjoma royal house to the Northeast
of the Marovato region is still recognised as a ritual authority. Even Marovato people, who
did not form part of the historical kingdom, see him as their spiritual leader. Marovato
tompon-tany often visit him for consultations. Andriamaheva also is the sole person qualified
to perform "purification" rituals, to the exclusion of the tompon-tany or even their ombiasy
("traditional healer"). At the local level, the tompon-tmiy and the ombiasy are considered to be
in closest proximity to the ancestors since they allegedly possess the most hasina. All
villagers concur in this belief, even those labelled andevo, despite the fact that such an
acknowledgement implies that andevo are consequendy deficient in hasina and ritually
"impure". These concepts have been internalised to such a degree that die andevo currently
speak about themselves in similar terms as those employed by the tompon-tany.
Tompon-tany preserve their superior position by demanding group endogamy of the "pure
people". Marriages with the andevo are forbidden (cf. chapter three). Tompon-tany try to
realise group conformity by openly condemning people who deviate from their norms, the
usual example held up being that of the andevo. To underline the andevo inferior status, and
their danger to free descent people, they are often accused of witchcraft (cf. chapter eight).
Tompon-tanj enforce these beliefs, according to several accounts, by poisonings or sorcery.
10.2

Memory as cornerstone for the future: tombs, ancestors and kinship

Several historical and contemporary factors point to the probability that, with the exception
of one family, the current tompon-tany of Marovato are of slave descent. Despite the lapse of
more than a century since the abolition of slaven7, social, economic and cultural relations in
Marovato seem to be grounded in the memory of slavery and the exclusion of slaves from
principal cultural components such as tombs, ancestors and kinship. 8
The emancipation of slaves in 1896 did nothing to resolve their economic and sociocultural dilemma, freeing them in name only. As it proposed no substitute system, the net
effect was simply to unhinge slaves from their environment, without providing them any
useful reference, other than the past, to commence their newlife.
This process may be described in the language of Kopytoff. It appears that, both as a result
of the period of slaver)' and its aftermath of emancipation, the tompon-tany experienced a
radical and traumatic rupture, departure and separation from their place of origin. This
event removed them from whatever geographical location constituted their metropole.
Thus, the tompon-tany, who ceaselessly reiterate that "history" and "Malagasy customs" are
of their essence, cannot trace their family histories back further than one generation.
They did, however, preserve their sense of themselves as a people, apparendy by
internalising their metropole, and preserving the memory of tombs, kinship and ancestors.
When the conditions became appropriate, i.e. with the founding and eady development of
the village of Marovato, the metropole was once again externalised, literally born from the
ashes of their memory. But, the resurrecting of this memory also brought with it a malaise,
one which made it imperative to exclude the andevo and relegate them to pariah status. This
exclusion, it is suggested, may be due to the slave origins of the tompon-tany themselves.
Throughout my field research, I was struck, time and again, by the fact that the andevo
represented the negative expression of tompon-tany values. This led me to the conclusion

Cf. Connerton (1989) and Friedman (1992) on how people use memories of the past to define the present.
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that those currently called aiulero by the tompon-tany, may provide a key to what the tompontany are no longer.
The prohibition against andevo establishing tombs effectively removed them from any
possibility of playing an active role in Marovato society. By necessary implication, they were
unable to create ancestors or extended kinship groups, whose very existence depend upon
being anchored in space and time by tombs. The andevo's early economic role as labourers
came to an end with their exclusion under the Randriamahalasa/Rafidy Andriana land
scheme. Ironically, and contrary to its intended purpose, the scheme resulted in the
intensification of their position as a sort of shadow people, an alter ego of the tompon-tany's
newly acquired ontological status. Just as they are marginalised in day-to-day village life, the
andevo are also denied access to the hereafter by virtue of their tombless status. Andevo are
said to be deficient in basina, unable to control the malignant forces of hety. Excluded from
the process of "ancestralisation", the andevo are olona very, "lost people".
Nowhere is the andevo role as negative counterpoint more evident than in funerals. The
funeral is the quintessential cultural expression of the tompon-tany sense of being. Through
their funeral rituals, tompon-tany hope to join the ancestors. When the ambiroa or "body
double" of the deceased enters the tomb successfully, it may assume its rightful place in the
hereafter. The metaphors, icons and symbols associated with the funeral rites of the tompontany often refer to homes or the homeland. Even the tomb itself is a home, not only as a
present symbol of a group's authenticity in a particular area, but also as an entrance into the
final abode. One cannot fail to be impressed by the explicit, concrete and outward
expression of the tompon-tany longing of a final return to one's home.
Accompanying this yearning to join the ancestors is the pervasive fear that the deceased
might in fact not succeed, and that his basina might be transformed into hety and become
misdirected, dispersed and ultimately lost, thereby creating incalculable misfortune.
The tompon-tany fear nothing more than being ' l o s t " people or people "without history", or
without a tale to tell. The deep rootedness of this fear is also consistent with possible slave
descent. The tompon-tany need to accentuate and perpetuate the features of "andevoness"
appears to be borne of the precariousness of their own recent past.
Thus, "andevoness" for the tompon-tany was a technique for survival. Its sustainability
depended upon the extent to which it evolved and adapted to circumstances. Although
portrayed as such by the tompon-tany, its constituent features are in no way a stable and
timeless system. They form part of a construction of history, culture and inequality which
allowed the tompon-tany to establish a society under harsh conditions without severing their
link to the past. Future events will determine to what extent this choice of societal strategy
will endure.
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Glossary
ai/ia
akory aby
akotry
alim-belona
ambany
ambiroa
ambonj
andero
andriana

breatliing, derived from miaina (to live)
good day
paddy
living night
under, beneath, below, low, down
body double
above, over, high, higher in rank
slave(s) or being of slave descent
being of noble descent. In Betsileo society those who reincarnate into
crocodiles.
andriananahaty creator and centre of the universe
asa malolo
dirt)' work
baribariana
barbarians
bo^aka
l ° n g grass
efa
to complete
fady
forbidden, taboo
fakart'ambiroa calling of the ambiroa
famadihana
to turn over the dead. Ceremony in which corpses in the tomb are
rewrapped in lamba
fanafody gasy
Malagasy medicine, an euphemism for sorcery
janalry
spirit that leaves the body after death and through the tomb it travels to
Ambondrombe
fanatiy
snake
fandevenana
funeral
fanjakanagasy Malagasy government
fanome^anapoi^na actual poisoning
fasana
tomb
fati-dra
those undergoing the vaki-ra ritual
fianakaviana
Firsdy, whole family group within the village. Secondly, the various
households making up this group
fiaretantory
vigil
ftefana
completion of the funeral. Ritual to mark the end of the mourning period.
fihavanana
friendship, "family" solidarity
firaisana
administrative unit of the state
filo
seven
foko
maximal descent group (named regional descent group)
fokon-tanj
formal village council
fombagasy
Malagasy customs
fomba va^aha foreign customs
fotsimbary
white rice
hasina
vital energy innate to life
havana
relatives, family or family member
ba^omanga
charcoal from sacred wood
henatra
shame
hery
power or energy. Often seen as destructive.
hova
being of noble descent in Betsileo society. Betsileo bora do not reincarnate
into crocodiles. Commoner descent in Merina society.
kabary
long elaborate Magalasy speeches
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kapoaka

measure of maize, rice, beans etc. A tin of six centimetres wide and ten
centimetres long
kara^ana
maximal descent group (named regional descent group)
larnba
cloth
larnbamena
a dark red lamba used to dress a deceased
lova
heritage
lova voalobanj first heritage
mademoa^ely
miss
madio
clean or pure
mainty
black
maloto
dirty or impure
mampidi-dot^a dangerous
mandoro
to burn
manempo
to melt
masitia
holy
maty
dead, death
maty indroa
second death
mosaiy
witchcraft
mpamosaiy
witch
mpanao amponga drum and flute band
migrant(s)
mpiaty
labourer(s)
mpikarama
amulet(s)
ody
living people
olombelona
commoner descent
olompotsy
olona bafa
other or different people, outsiders
olona madio
clean or pure person or people. Designation in Betsileo society for people
who have 'proven' their free descent by pointing out their family tomb.
They are considered to be of free descent.
olona mainly
black people
olona maloto
dirty or impure person or people. Designation in Betsileo society for people
who cannot demonstrate their free descent by means of a family tomb.
They are considered to be of slave descent
olona ratsy
bad people
ombiasy
traditional healer
omby vaiy
cow
paraky
tobacco
ra
blood
rafeta
bog flat stone blocking the entrance of the tomb
Rato/npokolahy reference for male deceased after funeral
Rato/npokovaiy reference for female deceased after funeral
ratsy
bad
ray aman-dreny literally fathers and mothers, in the extreme Southern Highlands often used
to refer to parents or just the male family leaders of a tompon-tany families
ra^ana
ancestor(s), dead person or corpse
renibe
grandmother
resa-be
gossip
rongonj
hemp plant
saotsa
blessing, thanks. Expression of gratitude to the ancestors
tanana
village(s)
tanana taloha
ancient village (s)
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tandra
bride price
tanin-dra^ana ancestral land
tantara
a history, a tale, a legend, a fabulous narration
taty
slash-and-burn agriculture
tehina faiierekerenaiia hollow cylinder-shaped cane that has been sharpened by one clean
diagonal cut. Particularly used during bull fights.
toakagasy
Malagasy spirit
toetiamUroa
ritual of separation
toloifomby
bull fight
to/npon-tany
master(s) of the land
tratw
house or box
tromba
possession
tsaramaso
kind of beans
Isodrano
blowing of the water
tsy madio
impure, not clean
tsy misy
nothing
vaki-ra
ritual blood bond
cut, broken
vakj
vao
new
vary
rice
vary tsatsatra rice and meat meal eaten during toets'ambiroa ritual
vatofasana
grave stone
va^aha
foreigner
veloma
goodbye
very
lost
voanjo bory
kind of beans
silver coin
volafotsy
vorovorobava foam
vositra
ox
^anakalalry
son(s)
Zpnakavaiy
daughter(s)
Zpvatra
things
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Index of informants quoted in the text and their
reference numbers on the Marovato maps
Extended toinpon-tany families
A
1. Rafidy Andriana and Ramavo: 8,14,15,21-24,27,29,30-32,35,36,40-47,51,54-60,62-68,
70-73,78-82,84,85,88,90,91,98,100,101-104,107-109,114,117,120122,132,134,135,139,140,141,158,174
2. Rakazy and Tsija: 44,45,69,91,92
3. Ramosa: ii,13-17,31,32,34,35,43,44,46-48,56,70,173,174
4. Raboba and Razafy: 40,41,70,90,97,98

B
5. Ratema and Ravola: 23,24,27,33,34,39,40,48,51,54,55,58-60,62,63,6668,73,74,78,79,105,106,109,120,134,135
6. Rakotonirina and Rafarasoa: 106
7. Talata and Rasoanirina: 62

c
8. Andriabe and Ravita: 24,25,27,35,40,45,46,51,52,55,59,60,62-64,66,68,77,79,89,109
Soanirina: 79
9. Andriamarolahy and Raharivao: 62
10. Soja and Tina: 45,46,63,92

D
11. Mitsiky and Bakoly: 24,27,46,48,54,55,68,102,103,109-120,136
Ramaly (Mitsiky's eldest brother): 112,113,115,116
12. Rakotozafy and Rapizafy: 110,111,112,115-119. Their daughter Lova: 136
13. Ngama and Razafindrasoa: 116
14. Masy and Soavita: 46,93,94,136,137

E
15. Ragaby: 24,27,34,41,43,44,55,67,68,109,113,133,135
16. Rakoto and Voahangy: 43,67,90,91,126,127
Small lompon-tam families
F
17. Ralambo and Ratsia: 24,68,109

G
18.
19.
20.
21.

Andriavola and Razoma: 24,29,59,60,108
Andriamaho and Ndriasily: 69,70
Andriamcna and Andriapiso: 62
Randriazaka and Ndriamaly: 69,76

H
22. Niaina and Raketsa: 24,41,46,47,68,94,109
23. Dezy and Pirina: 95,140
169

Migrant impiatj) households
24. Ramonja: 107,120-123
25. Rasolo and Raharo: 63,82,121-123
26. Razara and Bia: 121-123
27. Kazy and Vavy: 31-33,56,85,86
28. Sambo and Ratsara: 31,41,42,46,47,56-58,63,64,85,94-96,127,128,133-135,138-142
Vita: 41,42,56,94
Jana: 41,42,56,94
Mamy: 41,42,56,94,133-135,140
Vaha: 41,47,95
Zoly: 47,95
29. Andrianasolo and Pelamainty: 47,48,96,97
Mpinona: 47,96
Fanja: 96,97
30. Ratsimbazafy and Lalao: 32,33,35,42-44,54,60,63,86,87,98,125-127,129,130,138-142
Fara: 15,32,98,125-127,173
Zoma: 42
Soanirina: 125-127
31. Antaisaka household: 27,54,62,76
32. Antaisaka household: 27,54,62,76
33. Ramisa and Rabosy: 58
34. Maka and Poeta: 33,34,87,88
35. Maly and Nana: 48,49,97,98
Miandry: 98
Vola: 98
36. Velo and Zafindravola: 31,41,84,85
37. Tovo: 34,88
38. Bia: 35,36,56,89,90
39. Nirina and Soa: 35,88,89
N e w households after 1992
40. Randriamahalasa and Randriavita: 66,67-73,76-79,84,87,95,99,100,104,108,131,140,158
41. Raozy and Lahy: 15,29,32,42,43,86,98,99,125-127,133,173
42. Ravo and Ramija: 72,73,85
43. Ratsara and Rasely: 94,95
44. Solomainty {mpikaramaoi Ratema): 73,79,80
45. Rakotozafy {tnpikarama of Ratema): 74
46. Rajean {mpikarawa of Rafidy Andriana): 81,82
47-51. Other five wpikaratna households that recendy established themselves in their own
huts: 74
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Description of the "Purification" Ritual
During the first months of my research, I attempted to set up a meeting with
Andriamaheva, the oldest descendant of the former royal house near Anjoma, a village
located approximately twenty kilometres to the Northeast of Marovato. Despite the fact
that the Marovato region was not part of this kingdom, I hoped that Andriamaheva would
be able to provide me with more information about the settlement history of the former
no-man's-land.
O n several occasions, I asked Ramosa to approach Andriamaheva to request whether I
would be allowed to visit him. Ramosa met each of my requests with a more elaborate
excuse. Finally, after a month of ceaselessly raising the issue, he relented.
The difficult terrain and high savannah between the two villages can be walked in one hard
day of travel. Ramosa returned after five. He refused to say anything more than that "it had
been hard, very hard". Later, I learned that Andriamaheva had refused to see me. Ramosa
initially would not give me the reason for it.
O n the following day, Ramosa stated that he had something very embarrassing to tell me.
After considerable hesitation, he informed me that I had become olona maloto ("dirty" or
"impure person"). The term meant nothing to me. But Ramosa refused to expand, other
than disclosing that my "impurity" had been transmitted by the two girls, Fara and Raozv,
who lived with me. He referred to the gids as andevo ("slave" or "slave descent"). According
to him, Andriamaheva would tell me more. How would this be possible, I inquired, given
my "impurity". The answer lay in the "purification" ritual, he responded, but was unable to
provide further details, ostensibly because he only had returned to Marovato himself after a
long absence. The "purification" ritual could be performed by Andriamaheva. O n the
following day, we set out for Anjoma.
The following record, taken from my field work diary (April 23, 1992) describes what
happened upon arrival.
Andrianamaheva lives with his family in a hamlet just outside Anjoma. There are two
houses, similar in appearance, in the centre of the hamlet. They are both old and
have first floor balconies.
A small-statured man of undetermined age stands on the balcony of the first house.
Ramosa tells me diis is Andriamaheva before we are within earshot. As we arrive
inside the courtyard, Andriamaheva begins speaking to us. The children who
welcomed us into the area have gathered around us in a circle and stare at me.
Andriamaheva asks whether we have brought the botde of m m , an essential gift
prior to commencing the "purification" ritual. I pass the bottle to one of the children
upon being prompted to do so by Ramosa.
Andriamaheva waves us to enter the ground floor front entrance of the house. He
makes no move to shake my hand or otherwise acknowledge my presence. Other
than Ramosa and me, Andriamaheva's younger brother and his eldest son are
present. The three men sit on a small bench behind a wooden table. They are in the
process of separating and arranging small piecrs of charcoal (ha^omangd) on the table.
Ramosa and I take a place on a grass mat facing them.
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Andrkmaheva takes a ceramic bowl and places some of the charcoal in it. The
people of Marovato had previously informed me that the charcoal symbolises purity,
goodness, respectability and holiness. Andriamaheva removes his silver colour
bracelet {volafotsy) and lays it next to the bowl, announcing that the bracelet belonged
to his ancestors. He pours water into the bowl, explaining that it comes from a well
accessible only to himself and his family members, which enhances its potency as a
purifier. He places the bracelet in the bowl. Andriamaheva:
"The bracelet is full of basina ("vital energy") It infuses the water with ancestral
energy." I le adds rum to the water. "Rum also is a purifier."
Andriamaheva about-faces and walks towards the Northeast (the ancestral) comer of
the room. I le addresses his ancestors, stating the reason why he is contacting them.
He removes the bowl from the table, sprinkles water into the comer, and repeats the
process in each comer of the room. He approaches me and sprinkles more of the
water over my head. Upon his instructions, I remain at a distance of several feet, so
as not to "pollute" him. Then he reseats himself on the bench behind die table.
"In general, the polluted person will be pure again after the ritual.1 With you, I am
not sure. I will wait to hear from my ancestors. Then I will know."
Andriamaheva orders the children watching from the doorway to prepare the shed in
the yard.
"You will sleep there."
Later that evening, I retire to the shed, pile some dried grass together to serve as a
bed, then chase out a large rat, before trying to sleep as best I can. Ramosa is allowed
to sleep in a little hut used by the personnel of Andriamaheva. This is the first time I
am not offered the hospitality of my host's own quarters. Prior to retiring, Ramosa
expresses his embarrassment, but explains that Andriamaheva simply cannot take the
risk of me polluting one of his family members.
The next morning I am anxious to hear the verdict of the ancestors. I ask Ramosa to
make an inquiry. He returns half an hour later with the news that Andriamaheva has
not seen his ancestors during his dreams. I spend the day waiting in the courtyard,
conversing with Ramosa. Family members visit during the day to inspect me but
keep a safe distance. On the third night, Andriamaheva sees his grandfather in a
dream. H e tells Andriamaheva that I have rebecome a "pure person" {oloua madid)
and that he may welcome me and share the family history with me. For several days
afterwards, Andriamaheva, Ramosa and I converse and socialise. I am now welcome
in the house, where I share a room with five adolescent girls.
I returned to see Andriamaheva on several occasions thereafter for "purification". During
these later visits, I underwent the ritual upon arrival, and did not need to wait for the
"appearance" of the ancestors.

1

People in Marovato often go to see Andriamaheva when they feel they have been polluted by an andevo.
Rafidy Andriana orders his sons to go every month since he fears that they have intercourse witli andevo girls.
Whether they obey the patriarch's orders proves difficult to verify. They certainly left the village at such
times, but whether diey actually went to see Andriamaheva was unascertainable.
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English Summary
This thesis is the product of ten years research and field work (1989-1999). It is entided:
Constructing History, Culture and Inequality:
The Betsileo in the Extreme Southern Highlands of Madagascar
The study focuses on the Betsileo village of Marovato and its surrounding region, located
in the south of Fianarantsoa province. The choice of setting was derived from archival
research on the Malagasy history of slavery in the Archives d'Outre Mer (Aix-en-Provence).
The archives indicated that the region was a no-man's-land, where runaway slaves and, at a
later stage, ex-slaves were the principal settlers. Beyond this affirmation, virtually n o
information existed. My initial purpose then, was to determine who currently inhabited the
region.
As it was the first time that the Marovato region was studied, I adopted an inductive,
empirical approach to my research. The setdement of the region dates from the beginning
of me twentieth century and the creation of Marovato only from the 1930s. This provided
me with the opportunity to study the origins and development of the hierarchical society
that Marovato is today.
During the early months of my research, my principal source of information was the ruling
group of the village, who had succeeded in implanting their myth of themselves as tompontatiy, or "masters of the land" despite probable slave origins. Through the tompon-tany, I
learned that the underpinnings of both their material and spiritual existence were
comprised of three interdependent components: tombs, kinship and ancestors. This trilogy
contains the essence of what "history" (tantard) is for the tompon-tany.
The first part of my research then, consisted in becoming acquainted with this history,
while learning the rudiments of daily life in Marovato, or as it was expressed by the
villagers, learning to "behave like a Betsileo". During this apprenticeship, I encountered a
sub-group of Betsileo living in the Western periphery of Marovato. These people were
called andevo ("slave", "slaves descent") and "impure people". The tompon-tany spoke of
mese andevo as "people without history", as they were supposed to have no tombs,
ancestors or kinship groups.
From valuable counterpoint to the tompon-tanj view of history' and culture, these tombless
people became the central aim of my study. During this process, I developed a theoretical
concept called "andevoness". The theory of "andevoness" comprises features specific to
the ontology of the andevo and postulates that they reflect a negative mirror image of the
tompon-tany.
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Dutch Summary/Nederlandse Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift is het resultaat van tien jaar onderzoek en veldwerk (1989-1999). De titel
luidt
Constructing History, Culture and Inequality:
The Betsileo in the Extreme Southern Highlands of Madagascar
De constructie van geschiedenis, cultuur en ongelijkheid:
De Betsileo op de extreem zuidelijke hoogvlakte van Madagascar
Het onderzoek concentreert zich op het Betsileo-dorp Marovato en omgeving. Dit gebied
ligt in het Zuiden van de provincie Fianarantsoa. De keuze voor deze lokatie kwam voort
uit archiefonderzoek [Archives d'Outre Mer, Aix-en-Provence) naar de geschiedenis van de
Madagaskische slavernij. Uit de archieven bleek dat de extreem zuidelijke hoogvlakte een
voormalig niemandsland was. Ontsnapte slaven en, in een later stadium, ex-slaven waren de
eerste bewoners. Buiten deze informatie, was er nauwelijks materiaal over het gebied te
vinden. Mijn eerste onderzoeksdoel was dan ook om uit te vinden wie er tegenwoordig
wonen.
Omdat het de eerste keer was dat de Marovato-regio werd bestudeerd, heb ik gekozen voor
een inductief empirisch onderzoek. De vestiging van de bevolking in de regio dateert van
het begin van de twintigste eeuw. Het dorp Marovato onstond pas in de jaren dertig. Dit
gegeven gaf me de mogelijkheid om zowel de wortels als de ontwikkeling van de huidige
Marovato hiërarchie te onderzoeken.
Tijdens de eerste maanden van mijn onderzoek, kreeg ik mijn informatie vooral van de elite
van het dorp. Deze groep was erin geslaagd, ondanks mogelijke slavenafstamming, de
status van tompon-tanj ("meesters van het land") te verwerven en cultureel te legitimeren.
Via de tompon-tanj ontdekte ik dat de basis van hun sociaal, economisch en spiritueel
bestaan gebaseerd is op de driehoek tombes, verwantschap en voorouders. Deze trilogie
omvat de essentie van hoe tompon-tanj "geschiedenis" (Jantarci) inhoud geven.
Het eerste gedeelte van mijn onderzoek bestond vervolgens uit het bekend raken met deze
geschiedenis. Tegelijkertijd probeerde ik de beginselen van het dagelijks leven in Marovato
onder de knie te krijgen. In deze periode ontmoette ik een Bestileo sub-groep die in de
westelijke periferie van Marovato woont. Zij worden andevo ("slaaf, "van slaven
afstammend") en "onreine mensen" genoemd. D e tompon-tany spreken over hen als
"mensen zonder een geschiedenis" omdat ze geen tombes, voorouders en
verwantengroepen zouden hebben.
Vanuit het waardevolle contrapunt van de tompon-tanj visie op geschiedenis en cultuur,
werden deze mensen zonder tombes tot de kern van mijn studie. O p basis van de hun
informatie ontwikkelde ik later in mijn onderzoek het theoretisch concept "andevoness".
De theorie van "andevoness" is gebaseerd op de specifieke ontologische kenmerken van de
andevo en postuleert dat deze het negatieve spiegelbeeld van de tompon-tany weergeven.
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From 1989-1999, the author conducted research and field
work among the Betsileo people of the extreme Southern
Highlands of Madagascar. Until recently, this region was
virtually unknown and considered to be a no-man's-land.
Historical archives described the area as a frontier, settled in
the early twentieth century by ex-slaves.
These first migrants, as it turned out, had succeeded in
implanting a myth of themselves as tompon-tany, or "masters of the land", by building tombs and creating a land
monopoly.
The tompon-tany relied upon a trilogy of tombs, kinship
and ancestors, coupled with a skilful deployment of
"Malagasy customs" to reinforce their legitimacy and to
exclude later settlers. Some of these migrants were labelled
andevo ("slave" or "slave descent"). The tompon-tany prohibited the andevo from owning land, and thereby from
having tombs. As a tombless people, the andevo were
socially ostracised and economically marginalised. They
were olona maloto, an "impure people".
This is the story of the tombless andevo, and how their
ascribed impurity and association with infertility, illness,
death and misfortune made them an essential part of the
tompon-tany world-view.

